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Abstract 

 

This thesis presents the first comprehensive study of food in the works of Indigenous Australian 

storytellers. It uses Foucault’s analyses of biopower as a grid of intelligibility through which to 

describe food’s various functions and effects as they are recorded, reproduced, refracted, and 

resisted in Jack Davis’s, Ruby Langford Ginibi’s, and Alexis Wright’s storytelling.  

 

The thesis reads food as a technology of biopower: a means by which life ‘passe[s] into 

knowledge's field of control and power's sphere of intervention’ (Foucault 1978, 142). 

Following a Foucaultian methodology, it presents close and contextualised readings of the ways 

that food is instrumentalised as a technology of biopower and the functions, effects, and 

networks of biopower that result in and through the storytellers’ works.  

 

The specific topics the thesis engages include accounts of rationing and food-centric resistance 

in Davis’s plays, food insecurity and obesity discourse in Langford Ginibi’s life stories, and food’s 

relationship with alcohol and imperilment in Wright’s stories. It traces continuities between the 

storytellers’ treatment of food as well as identifying the way food generates and is implicated in 

evolving configurations and networks of biopower. It explores various resistance strategies and 

their efficacy in and through their stories, as well as the new subjects, hegemonic relations, 

institutions, forms of government, and fields of power-knowledge that result. 
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Introduction 

 

In a light-hearted essay, “Poor fella my pantry”, Bundjalung writer Melissa Lucashenko applies 

herself to ‘talk[ing] about the differences between black and white ideas about the history of 

Australian foods’ (2008, 16). She describes a cornucopia of native Australian aliments and 

mocks the early British colonists’ comparatively privative diets, their unwillingness to adopt 

Indigenous culinary practices, and their fear of falling prey to cannibals. More seriously, she 

decries the land’s desertification by introduced fauna, the colonists’ unwillingness to recognise 

Indigenous entitlement to the game now roaming their Country, and the State’s punitive and 

often lethal response to such rights being exercised (2008, 17). Lucashenko infers the hierarchy 

of foods that the colonial order begins to dictate and imagines Indigenous fears about their 

subjugating and assimilatory effects: ‘if we ate the white man’s food, we too would be 

condemned to work long weary hours under the rule of a superior with a whip or a gun...[or] 

condemned to a social regime where some people are high and some low’ (2008, 18). She 

concludes, 

 

Aboriginal people must be slow learners because even to this day we tend to value and 

cling to our traditional foods as much as possible. The missionaries made strong 

attempts to persuade us otherwise, with their weevily flour and addictive tea and sugar 

and tobacco, but we resisted then and still resist to an extent today… 

 (2008, 18) 
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Lucashenko’s centring of an Indigenous perspective on colonial history, humour, and valorising 

of Indigenous resistance and survival make “Poor fella my pantry” a recognisably archetypal 

piece of Indigenous Australian storytelling (see Healy 1988; Shoemaker 2004). To these 

recognised characteristics of the genre, the use of food as a motif and prism through which to 

pursue historical and contemporary enquiry and elaborate racial differences and the structuring 

of the colonial social order might also be added. Alimentary tropes and concerns recur with 

remarkable frequency throughout the contemporary Indigenous canon. The archive of 

Indigenous expository prose records communities and individuals protesting their inhibited 

access to hunting grounds, the poor quality and insufficiency of imposed diets, and the 

hardship, suffering, and devitalising effects that result. The Pallawah peoples’ 1846 petition to 

Queen Victoria describes people being ‘kept…from our rations’ by the Wybalenna 

superintendent Henry Jeanneret, whose pigs, the petitioners complain, repeatedly devour 

Indigenous-produced crops and food. Letters from William Barak and other Kulin reservationed 

at Coranderrk decry mismanagement of the pastoral station and demand improved meat 

allocations and land to cultivate themselves (see Broome 2011, 43.11). And the 1963 Yirrkala 

Bark Petition presented to the Australian House of Representatives describes how the area 

threatened by bauxite mining ‘has been hunting and food gathering land for the Yirrkala tribes 

from time immemorial’ and is thus ‘vital to their livelihood’. Important Indigenous life histories 

also exhibit sustained engagement with alimentary themes and issues. An oscillating diet of 

wild caught native game and begged sustenance sustains the Jigalong Country girls during their 

escape along the failed pastoral partition in Doris Pilkington / Nugi Garimara’s Follow the Rabbit 
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Proof Fence. Meals are the principal site where Noongar Glenyse Ward’s social inferiority is 

impressed upon her and resisted in Wandering Girl, while food provision and privation are 

persistent topics throughout Pitjara/Bidjara and Birri Gubba Juru mother and daughter Rita and 

Jackie Huggins’s Auntie Rita. A similar emphasis upon food is apparent in much Indigenous 

creative storytelling. A food-centric context and locus of concern is denoted in the titles of two 

the trio of foundational 20th century Indigenous plays—Wiradjuri men Kevin Gilbert’s The 

Cherry Pickers and Robert Merritt’s The Cake Man—while the third, Noongar Jack Davis’s 

Kullark, dramatises historical and contemporary Indigenous experiences of colonialism in 

scenes involving fish and flour being exchanged, sheep stolen, and introduced foods proffered 

and disdained. Food is a conspicuous motif in many Indigenous works of fictional storytelling: 

hunger and privation dominate the traumatic experiences and memories of home in John 

Wilson’s Lori and Wiradjuri John Muk Muk Burke’s Bridge of Triangles, while references to the 

social implications of changing diets and food-centric links to the past recur in Birri Gubba Sam 

William Watson’s The Kadaitcha Sung and Yuin descendent Bruce Pascoe’s Ruby-Eyed Coucal. 

Prominent Indigenous poets invoke food with considerable frequency, too, as in Minjerribah 

woman Oodgeroo Noonuccal’s nostalgic “Cookalingee”, the contemporary lyric abstractions of 

Bundjalung and Birri Gubba Sam Wagan Watson’s “Recipe for metropolis Brisbane”, the 

archival meditations of Tony Birch’s “The true history of Beruk”, and throughout Mununjali 

Yugambeh Ellen van Neerven’s Comfort Food.  

 

Despite food’s prevalence in these works, the topic receives only sporadic attention in the 

critical scholarship on Indigenous Australian literature. Indigenous impostor Mudrooroo 
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Narogin’s Writing from the Fringe briefly distinguishes Indigenous storytellers’ perceptions of 

Country as a food-rich environment from romantic European poets’ aesthetic concerns and 

colonial perceptions of the Australian landscape as privative and requiring cultivation (1991, 99-

100). Anne Brewster’s Reading Aboriginal Women’s Autobiography observes food’s prominence 

in the lifewriting of Indigenous women and briefly theorises that it records subjugated 

knowledges and resists the norming of content in this genre of writing (1996, 35-36). One of 

Stephen Muecke’s essays on the conditions of contemporary Indigenous literature’s production 

makes passing reference to meals’ importance in Ward’s Wandering Girl and hypothesises the 

influence of ‘traditional Aboriginal narratives’—frequently concerned with places and journeys 

characterised by different kinds of food in his account—as a way of distinguishing Indigenous 

lifewriting from European autobiography (Muecke 1988, 413-414). Beyond these brief 

discussions, monographs on Indigenous Australian literature, including those by Adam 

Shoemaker (2004), Clare Bradford (2001), Eva Rask Knudsen (2004), and Penny van Toorn 

(2006), often cite food-centric scenes, tales, and motivations for reading and writing in their 

analyses, but do not identify or attempt to theorise the frequency with which Indigenous 

storytellers invoke food as a dramatic device, locus of concern, trope, and metaphor. 

 

In the Cultural Studies subfield of Food Studies, inattention to alimentary matters is attributed 

to Cartesian dualism and the Western philosophical tradition’s preference for the abstract, 

discrete, and mental over the material, relational, and corporeal (Curtin 1992; Korsmeyer 

2008). Patriarchal associations of food with the female and domestic spheres are also argued to 

have dissuaded humanities scholars from conceiving it as an appropriate research object 
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(Counihan and van Esterik 2013, 2). In relation to readings of Indigenous Australian literature, 

specific local factors may also play a role. Food Studies’s acknowledged anthropological basis 

(Counihan and Van Esterik 2013, 1) potentially disinclines researchers from addressing the 

recurring emphasis on sustenance in the texts for fear of diminishing Indigenous storytelling’s 

literary claims and qualities. Pejorative colonial associations of Indigenous people with nature 

and the body may further deter food-centric scholarship that proposes alimentary concerns as 

a characteristic of Indigenous Australian literature. At an institutional level, food scholars’ 

penchant for recounting the low esteem in which their colleagues hold them (Ruark 1999; Xu 

2008, 162; Belasco et al. 2011, 304) suggests the research field does not offer the nascent field 

of Critical Indigenous Studies, or works that affirm Indigenous storytelling’s literary qualities, a 

prestigious strategic ally. 

 

Despite these reservations, scholarship addressing links between food, race, and hegemony in 

colonial settings (Witt 1999; Wylie 2001; Williams-Forson 2008, 2009; Tompkins 2012) indicates 

the political potential of examining food’s representation in Indigenous Australian storytelling. 

Such studies emphasise the role food plays in anchoring personal and communal identities, 

stratifying the social order, and producing hegemonic raced, gendered, and classed relations 

(Williams-Forson and Walker 2013, 283). These themes occupy Elspeth Probyn’s reading of the 

relationship between food, culture, and identity in Australia, which suggests that 

[i]deas about eating and food may reveal the greatest gulf between whites and 

blacks…and provide some of the historical reasons about why we are so estranged…how 
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we imagine the other in terms of eating forms an important aspect and the historical 

ground for fraught relations between white and Aboriginal Australians    

         (2000, 115)  

The portions of Probyn’s text concerned with Indigenous Australians’ relationships to food 

focuses on the role it plays in effecting their marginalisation and Othering by colonising forces 

(2000, 104-110, 115-117). As in the work of other scholars who have provided critical accounts 

of food in the Australian colony (see O’Brien 2016; Rowse 1998), Indigenous perspectives upon 

the role food plays in producing the contemporary social order are largely absent: Probyn relies 

on non-Indigenous sources to describe colonial constructions and manipulations of Indigenous 

diet and relationships to food. 

 

To redress this situation, and account for and explore Indigenous storytellers’ recurring 

emphasis on and use of food to record and resist the historical, present, and future colonial 

social order, this thesis presents an interdisciplinary reading of food in the works of three 

contemporary Indigenous Australian storytellers in whose tales food is characteristically 

prominent: Noongar dramaturg Jack Davis, Bundjalung lifewriter Ruby Langford Ginibi, and 

Waanyi novelist and social historian Alexis Wright. Building on Food Studies’s ‘keen interest in 

the fraught and complex connections between lived bodies, imagined realities, and structures 

of power built around food’ (Parasecoli 2013, 275), the thesis adopts a late Foucaultian 

methodology that entails ‘investigating where and how, between whom, between what points, 

according to what processes, and with what effects, power is applied’ in the texts (Foucault 
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2007a, 16). Its analytic schema and weltanschauung is Foucault’s elaboration of biopower as a 

condition of modernity in The History of Sexuality and the posthumously-published lecture 

series Society Must be Defended and Security, Territory, Population. The thesis argues that 

Davis, Langford Ginibi, and Wright record, reproduce, refract, and resist food’s 

instrumentalisation as a technology of biopower: a means by which life ‘passe[s] into 

knowledge's field of control and power's sphere of intervention’ (Foucault 1978, 142). It shows 

how food is a concept, means, and medium through which bodies, subjects, populations, and 

life are produced, problematised, measured, raced, and administered in the three storytellers’ 

works. Addressing Davis, Langford Ginibi, and Wright in turn demonstrates the evolving regimes 

and ways in which biopower works through food to penetrate and administer life. Davis 

describes a history of direct and punitive colonial uses of food to incorporate Indigenous people 

into a colonial population and make them measurable, knowable, and administrable. Langford 

Ginibi recounts the embodied experiences and consequences of being granted a greater degree 

of freedom to endure food insecurity and internalise the pathologising effects that strategically-

aligned and alimentary-centred discourses of class, race, and obesity impose. Wright describes 

Indigenous governments (re)appropriating food and its biopolitical functions and effects to 

reverse force relations, reconfigure the social order, and pursue an affirmative biopolitics. Her 

more recent works refract food’s biopolitical qualities and begin to look beyond—and before—

biopower to propose new rationales and logics of rule. 

 

The original research question—in what ways does food function as a technology of biopower 

in these stories?—is addressed by examining the sub-questions:  
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1. How does food problematise life and render it administrable? 

2. In what ways does food produce a racial caesura and mark racial boundaries? 

3. What truths and power-knowledge does food generate about Indigenous and 

non-Indigenous life and the colonial population? 

4. How does food provide a means of norming and regulating subjects’ and 

populations’ conduct? 

5. Through what practices and processes is food used to optimise some segments 

of the population and eliminate those deemed detrimental to that population’s 

health, wealth, and wellbeing? 

6. What possibilities for resisting food’s biopolitical functions do the stories 

describe and perform? 

7. How does food determine the boundaries of the life taken as biopower’s object? 

 

An important additional research question the thesis considers is the influence standpoint has 

on it. Taking Sandra Harding’s (2004, 1) meditations on standpoint theory as a model, this 

research project rejects aspirations of objectivity and pursues a politically motivated privileging 

of marginalised voices. By engaging Davis’s, Langford Ginibi’s, and Wright’s accounts, critiques, 

and reproductions of food as a technology of biopower, this thesis re-centres Indigenous 

perspectives on the history of this land and its people1 and challenges the colonial discourses 

 
1 Such expressions, as Anita Heiss has documented, are not unmediated accounts of Indigenous perspective (Heiss 2003, 47-
88). In particular, Janine Nyoongah Lyttle has given a brief account of the extensive editing of Langford Ginibi’s My Bundjalung 
People that became ‘something almost unrecognisable’ as a result of such extensive editing that the text ‘maps onto anything 
but a cosmology of Indigenous Australia’ (1998, 31). See also Roger Osborne and Gillian Whitlock’s (2017) account of the 
infrastructure that supports and mediates Carpenteria’s international circulation and reception. 
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and hegemonic structures that construe Indigenous subjects as passive objects whose 

testimony carries little weight. Inspired by Goenpul scholar Aileen Moreton Robinson, it joins 

the ‘constant battle to authorise Indigenous knowledges and methodologies as legitimate and 

valued components of research’ (2013, 331). And, following Elizabeth Povinelli (2002, 31), it 

locates Indigenous people as the agential instigators of the project by taking their insights and 

‘incitement to think critically’ about biopower in the colony as its inspiration. 

 

Chapter Summary 

This introduction explains the rationale for the research project and identifies the 

interdisciplinary field of study in which it is located. It presents the primary and secondary 

research questions and notes the methodology and theoretical prism through which they are 

addressed. Following the chapter summary, it concludes by considering the research project’s 

original contributions to knowledge and its caveats and limitations. 

 

Chapter two’s methodology establishes the thesis’s analytic framework and defines the 

concepts through which it advances its argument. It begins by describing the method used to 

analyse the primary sources and the standpoint according to which the research is conducted. 

It then rehearses Foucault’s account of biopower in the first volume of The History of Sexuality 

and follows the permutations of his thinking through the concepts of race war, security, and 

circulation in the lecture series Society Must be Defended and Security, Territory, Population. 

Because resistance is an important but often reductively read aspect and theme of Indigenous 
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storytelling (Grossman 2006, para 46) the chapter devotes considerable space to discussing the 

possibilities for resisting biopower in Foucault’s schema. To further develop the thesis’s 

methodology, the chapter gives a detailed account of the various ways that Foucault conceives 

the ‘technology’ as an analytic tool and component of power’s dispositif. The chapter also notes 

variant readings of biopower by Giorgio Agamben, Roberto Esposito, Achille Mbembé, and 

Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri. It identifies the aspects of their arguments the thesis enlists 

and the reasons for privileging Foucault’s overall theoretical framework. The chapter concludes 

by identifying the local characteristics and configurations biopower exhibits and produces in the 

Australian colony. 

 

Chapter three examines Jack Davis’s account of rationing in Kullark and No Sugar. Its point of 

departure is Tim Rowse’s (1998) contention that rationing of Indigenous people is a biopolitical 

practice that does not require mutual understanding of its meanings between provider and 

recipient (1998, 5). The chapter argues that Indigenous people subject to rationing in Davis’s 

plays experience it as a practice of withholding food rather than providing it. This introduces 

one of the recurring aspects of food’s instrumentalisation as a technology of biopower: a pair of 

binary divisions between food surplus and provision and food insufficiency and receipt that 

produces and marks a racial boundary. Davis also describes how rationing facilitates the raced 

population’s surveillance and measurement, organises Indigenous spatial distributions and 

proximity to non-Indigenous populations and institutions, and produces Indigenous ill-health 

and death. 
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Chapter four moves on to examine the possibilities that Davis’s plays propose for resisting 

food’s biopolitical effects and functions. It observes Davis projecting metaphoric cannibalism 

onto non-Indigenous people and satirising their belief in Indigenous anthropophagic 

proclivities. While embracing or tactically reversing cannibal discourse unsettles Davis’s non-

Indigenous characters and audiences, it also facilitates the pathologising and intensified 

administration of Indigenous subjects in his plays. The second half of the chapter identifies 

other resistance tactics, such as Indigenising introduced foods and sharing them across the 

racial boundary to reassert the cultural traditions of food sharing and commensality that the 

rationing regime has tried to eradicate. Despite Davis’s portrayal of some of these forms of 

resistance being successful, the chapter argues that the plays demonstrate the difficulties of 

resisting food’s biopolitical functions. Indigenous people’s theft of food, protest about the poor 

diet imposed on them, and self-designation as cannibals may reveal the limits of colonial 

governance and its capacity to norm Indigenous conduct, but these exercises of agency also 

produce them as a threat to the non-Indigenous population’s health, wealth, and wellbeing and 

render them administrable through the juridico-carceral apparatus.  

 

The fifth chapter turns to Ruby Langford Ginibi’s first-person storytelling, which describes ‘the 

survival, both in the bush and in high-density urban areas, of people who don’t know where the 

next meal is coming from’ (Brewster 1996, 35). This chapter examines the characteristics and 

consequences of her family’s food insecurity. It considers the imperilling relationships to food 
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that insecurity generates, the indiscriminate taste that results, and the ways that Langford 

Ginibi and her family’s diet and food-related experiences are raced and distinguished from 

those of the non-Indigenous poor. The irregularity of Langford Ginibi’s relationship to food 

contradicts biopower’s impetus to normalise the population and its members’ conduct; 

however, it serves a strategic function: affording Indigenous subjects some degree of freedom 

to procure their own food replaces the centralised and direct regulation and surveillance of 

rationing regimes with a more diffuse power network that encourages them to accept and 

internalise responsibility for their health and wellbeing. 

 

One of food insecurity’s counter-intuitive effects is to foster dietary patterns and practices that 

increase subjects’ likelihood of becoming obese (Franklin et al. 2012). This thesis’s sixth chapter 

engages with food’s corporeal effects through a reading of obesity discourse and the fat black 

body in Langford Ginibi’s stories. The chapter argues that Langford Ginibi reproduces, refracts, 

and resists obesity discourse. It examines the ways her fatness is obscured in critical analyses of 

her stories, considers her ambivalent accounts of weight loss and weight gain, and identifies the 

sense of shame about the fat body discernible in her texts. This furthers the thesis’s reading of 

food as a technology of biopower. It explores a contemporary biopolitical discourse through 

which food anchors a moral and medical field of power-knowledge that develops new norms 

and deviations, new forms of pathologised life, and new ways in which the population’s health, 

wealth, and wellbeing is at risk. 
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Chapter seven examines how food is enlisted as part of competing efforts to amend or preserve 

the discursive and regulatory conditions governing alcohol supply—and thus the population’s 

health, wealth, and wellbeing—in Alexis Wright’s Grog War. The first section of the chapter 

observes that alcohol and food have long worked in a complementary fashion to problematise, 

render administrable, and race Indigenous life in the Australian colony. The chapter then 

deploys Foucault’s concepts of race war, security, and circulation to elaborate the ways that 

food functions as a technology of biopower through which the Indigenous residents of Tennant 

Creek are produced, and resist their designation, as a form of life that may be let die. It shows 

how the local Indigenous government pursues an affirmative biopolitical agenda that seeks to 

optimise the whole population without reproducing a racial caesura. It also describes new ways 

that members of the non-Indigenous population use food to maintain the conditions under 

which they may profit from devitalising and debilitating the Indigenous population. 

 

A short coda to the seventh chapter notes the novel biopolitical functions and effects that food 

exhibits in Wright’s memoir of Arrente political activist Leigh Bruce “Tracker” Tilmouth. Tracker 

recounts how Tilmouth sought to improve the health, wealth, and wellbeing of Indigenous 

communities across the Northern Territory through agricultural initiatives. Tilmouth invented 

alimentary-themed figures to advance his political agenda, used food to encourage new ways of 

thinking about Country’s economic potential, and developed new archives and tools that linked 

cultural knowledge of hunting and gathering with economic developments. 
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The thesis’s eighth chapter argues that food is an important site and medium through which 

Wright generates ambivalence and imagines ways of exceeding the limits of the life that 

biopower problematises and designates as its object. Its reading of food as a technology of 

biopower in Plains of Promise, Carpentaria, and The Swan Book contends that Wright’s food-

centric blurring of boundaries between human and animal and life and death, her characters’ 

aversion to or disinterest in food, and indications that stories may be more important forms of 

sustenance than food manifest a desire to exceed biopower’s problematisation and production 

of life as power’s object. The stories’ ambivalent endings in landscapes increasingly denuded of 

life suggest biopower’s finitude and the possibilities of a world beyond biopower in which 

new—or old—social orders may emerge. Food’s biopolitical functions and effects are 

considerably, but not entirely, diminished in this new order. 

 

Key contributions 

 

The thesis makes a number of original contributions to knowledge. As the first monograph on 

food in Indigenous Australian storytelling, it proposes a new perspective and analytic through 

which to engage the genre. Its exploratory and descriptive account of three canonical figures’ 

use of food as a motif for recounting and critiquing colonial history and the colonial social order 

lays the groundwork to suggest that this be considered a previously unidentified characteristic 

of contemporary Indigenous Australian storytelling. In reading these stories as cultural 
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artefacts, the thesis identifies an important and under-examined way in which Indigenous 

people identify, experience, and encode race and hegemonic relations.  

 

More broadly, the thesis adds to the body of knowledge concerning biopower’s operation in 

the Australian colony. It proposes food as an important technology of biopower through which 

the colonial population is produced, problematised, raced, and administered. In doing so, it 

refines understandings of food’s subjectifying and racing qualities. 

 

Caveats and limitations 

 

Pursuing this research project has involved a number of choices that determine and limit its 

scope. The thesis reproduces a conservative recognition of Indigenous storytelling by limiting its 

analysis to works written and published in English. The terms written and published are 

themselves understood in a restrictive, European sense (see Ong 1982). The thesis seeks to 

efface some of the oral/literate distinction that this implies by referring in general to Davis, 

Langford Ginibi, and Wright as Indigenous storytellers rather than writers, although this 

generates its own problems of implicitly withholding author-ity from them.  

 

Choosing to examine the tales of three storytellers from disparate peoples and parts of Country 

generates a conceptual tension between recognising the diversity of Indigenous peoples in 
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Australia and presenting a monolithic pan-Indigenous representation of their culture and 

artefacts. This is mitigated in part by writing about Davis, Langford Ginibi, and Wright 

separately. The discrete chapters allow continuities and discontinuities to emerge in the way 

the storytellers represent, reproduce, refract, and resist food’s instrumentality as a technology 

of biopower. At the same time, the structure allows the stories to be considered independently 

and relationally rather than homogenously. It also helps the analysis pursue some of the 

internal contradictions and evolving representations in the primary source material.  

 

Restricting my analysis to only three storytellers means that many Indigenous poems, songs, 

paintings, film and television programs, and oral narratives that present material of relevance 

to a reading of food as a technology of biopower are left out. The decision not to engage a 

broader range of sources is based on my limited background in relevant fields of study, the 

potential for the thesis’s methodology to obscure rather than enhance their literary or artistic 

qualities, and the project’s attempt to address a lacuna in existing scholarship concerning major 

Indigenous storytellers. The thesis has also largely resisted discussing traditional stories and 

mythology of the sort recorded in anthropological texts because the extent to which the 

material in these volumes is unrestricted—‘public stories’ for everybody (see Roe 1983, 17; 

Muecke 1983, vii-viii)—is not clear2. It seems likely that at least some of these traditional songs 

and stories may have been solicited and disseminated in ways that would be unacceptable to 

 
2 The thesis does contain brief references to traditional stories in chapter five’s study of the way Langford Ginibi’s 
relationship to food is raced and differentiated from that of the non-Indigenous working class. My rationale is that 
Langford Ginibi is best placed to know whether telling these stories to a general audience is appropriate. 
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Indigenous people now or at the time they were collected and published (see Myers 2013). The 

necessary process of confirming the propriety of reading these stories and building reciprocal 

relationships with their custodians would render the research project unfeasible within its 

projected timeframe. By contrast, while mindful of the publishing industry’s substantial and 

unwelcome mediation of Indigenous stories, including Langford Ginibi’s first two books (see 

Nyoongah Lyttle 1998; more broadly, Jones 2000, 2003, 2013; Heiss 2003), the three 

storytellers whose tales this thesis examines have explicitly written at least in part for non-

Indigenous audiences (Shoemaker 1982, 11-16; Langford Ginibi 1999b, 157-158; Wright 2002, 

20). (The issue of writing about Indigenous stories as a non-Indigenous researcher is discussed 

in the following chapter.) 

 

The choice of biopower as an analytic framework through which to conceive Davis’s, Langford 

Ginibi’s, and Wright’s representations of food may be considered to limit the research project 

because it imposes a non-Indigenous epistemology and set of concepts to apprehend 

Indigenous cultural artefacts (see Tuhiwai Smith 1999, 42-57). Although the thesis advances 

decolonising goals of recovering subjugated Indigenous knowledges by attending to an element 

of Indigenous stories that it argues is an important site of colonial critique largely overlooked in 

contemporary scholarship, the analytic framework through which it does so is European. 

Muecke (2011, 7) argues that ‘there is no way Aboriginal ideas can be assimilated to some 

existing European system and still be Aboriginal ideas’. Muecke’s contention poses the difficulty 

of inferring that this thesis, which I consider a record of what I have learned from Indigenous 

stories and storytellers rather than about them, does not present Indigenous ideas even as it 
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proceeds to appropriate and reproduce them. The argument I advance is that the thesis’s 

Foucaultian methodology provides a grid of intelligibility that shapes the analysis and allows 

Indigenous critiques to be diagrammed and presented cumulatively but does not diminish the 

Indigeneity of the original expression or source or Indigenous claims to ownership of the 

knowledge. The trajectory of the thesis’s analyses, which follows recent Indigenous efforts 

directed towards asserting new networks of power that observe different logics and 

epistemologies, attempts to mitigate this aspect of the research. 

A note on terms 

The terms Aboriginal and Indigenous are both used in the critical literature underpinning this 

thesis (see Atwood 1992; Moreton-Robinson 2000). The two are often used interchangeably 

(see Heiss 2003, vi; Raven & Williams 2019). The Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander studies makes reference to “Ethical Protocols for Working with Indigenous 

Australians” and publishes “Guidelines for Ethical Research in Australian Indigenous Studies” 

while using the term ‘Aboriginal’ in its title and many of its published works. The Aboriginal 

Studies Press’s “Publishing Style Guide for Authors and Editors” ‘publishes material by and for 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ and ‘use[s] ‘Indigenous’ when speaking about 

both peoples’ (AIATSIS 2013, np). This thesis has taken its cue from the University of 

Melbourne’s Faculty of Arts, which offers the Australian Indigenous Studies program, and the 

Murrup Barak Melbourne Institute for Indigenous Development, hosted at the University, 

which uses the term ‘Indigenous Australians’ in its published documents. The term ‘Aboriginal’ 

is retained where used in citations and organisational titles within the thesis.  
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Methodology: an analytics of biopower 
 

Introduction 
 

This chapter outlines and critically reflects upon the methodology according to which the thesis 

proceeds. It begins by describing the method of analysis and definition of food that guides its 

readings. It then reflects on the standpoint from and according to which this research is 

conducted: the deliberate privileging of Indigenous voices and perspectives, recognition of 

Indigenous agency, and attendance to the workings of power-knowledge in which Indigenous 

people are entangled. 

 

The second section of the chapter outlines and reflects on the thesis’s epistemological 

framework. It presents an overview of Foucault’s account of power and the characteristics he 

discerns in its modern formation as bio-power. The chapter traces some important iterations of 

Foucault’s thinking in the Society Must be Defended and Security, Territory, Population lecture 

series: the production and function of racism as a means of optimising life, the use of race war 

as a way of apprehending the modern nation state, and the evolving logic of security and a 

circulatory approach to administering the population.  

 

The chapter devotes considerable space to discussing the theoretical and empirical possibilities 

for resisting biopower in Foucault’s epistemology. This issue is important to the thesis for two 

reasons: firstly, because resistance is an important conceptual prism through which it 
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apprehends Indigenous agency; and secondly, because of resistance’s ambivalent effects in 

Davis’s, Langford Ginibi’s, and Wright’s stories. It complements this with an equally detailed 

account of the various meanings Foucault assigns the ‘technology’ as an analytic tool and 

component of power. This further develops the thesis’s epistemological understanding of 

power’s functions and effects. 

 

The chapter’s final section justifies the choice of Foucault’s epistemology of power and 

complements his analytic tools with concepts drawn from other theorists of biopower and 

scholars who have identified local characteristics of biopower’s operation in the Australian 

colony. 

 

Method 

 

This thesis’s overarching method, like much of the scholarship that Eric Pickering surveys in 

Research Methods in Cultural Studies, involves ‘conceptualising a topic of enquiry and locating it 

within a more general theoretical problematic’ (2008, 1). It uses Foucault’s analyses of 

biopower as a grid of intelligibility through which to describe food’s various functions and 

effects as they are recorded, reproduced, refracted, and resisted in the primary sources. This is 

not to say biopower ‘explains’ everything about the stories’ treatments of food, but that it 

provides a framework through which they cohere and a way of conceiving and describing their 

discursive effects cumulatively. 
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Foucault seeks to understand power by examining it from a functional perspective that engages 

‘the concrete and historical framework of its operation’ (1978, 90). Accordingly, this thesis’s 

analysis advances through close and contextualised readings of each storytellers’ work that 

follow and are adapted from the program of study Foucault outlines in the first lecture of the 

Security Territory Population series: ‘investigating where and how, between whom, between 

what points, according to what processes, and with what effects, power is applied’ (Foucault 

2007, 16). Rather than attempt to describe the total set of mechanisms and processes by which 

power is shown to operate in the primary sources, it restricts itself to detailing the various ways 

food is the site and means of biopower’s application in and through Davis’s, Langford Ginibi’s, 

and Wright’s stories. 

 

Simon During (1992, 192) cautions that using Foucault’s analytic tools in this way can be 

prescriptive. He suggests that such approaches have often ‘accepted and elaborated 

[Foucault’s] specific accounts of sovereign and modern power and demonstrated how that 

power was reflected by, or structurally enacted in, particular texts or oeuvres’ (During 1992, 

199). This diagnosis partially describes recent literary criticism that conceives various stories as 

replicating or analogous to biopower’s structure or concerned with biopolitical themes, 

relations, and situations (see Mousoutzanis 2011; Vermeulen 2012; de Boever 2013). It should 

be noted that some of these readings assert a need to update Foucault’s account of biopower 

to recognise the contemporary array of discourses and technologies through which it is 

manifested (de Boever 2013, 37). They also consider the possibility for stories to resist 

biopower’s operation by revealing and critiquing its workings (Vermeulen 2012, 390-391) or 
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generating affective responses to the thanatic and oppressive effects they depict (McCann 

2018, 141). This thesis adopts several of these tactics. It demonstrates that Davis, Langford 

Ginibi, and Wright reveal the ways that a particular technology of biopower functions and 

produces detrimental effects for Indigenous people while often being rationalised as means of 

preserving and optimising their lives. The thesis also evades the tendency to reify Foucault’s 

account of biopower by showing how the storytellers refract and resist food’s biopolitical 

functions and effects and disrupt the assumptions, binaries, categories, and structures through 

which biopower operates. 

 

Despite the thesis’s emphasis upon refracting and resisting biopower, its method does assume 

that Davis’s, Langford Ginibi’s, and Wright’s stories record and reproduce biopower’s functions 

and effects. It proceeds on the basis that Indigenous storytelling’s historically oriented and 

empirically based accounts of Indigenous subjugation under the colonial dispositif makes it an 

appropriate site of insights concerning biopower’s operation. For Adam Shoemaker, Indigenous 

storytelling exhibits a strong historical dimension and ‘often illustrate[s] the effects of coercive 

government policies upon the individual narrator and, by extension, upon the Black Australians 

of the time’ (Shoemaker 2004, 132). Similarly, Mudrooroo Narogin argues that all Indigenous 

writers are ‘concerned with the problems of their communities’, which ‘are the end result of 

200 years of white history’ (Narogin 1990, 3). Wiradjuri scholar Anita Heiss sees such concerns 

as constituent of a genre of ‘Aboriginal literature’, which ‘can be defined and judged by writers 

in terms of what has driven the production of a work and the way a work reflects the real life 

experiences of Indigenous people’ (Heiss 2003, 26). These empirical qualities and concerns with 
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elaborating the subjugating effects of colonial occupation suggest biopower, which is the term 

Foucault uses to describe the ways power penetrates and administers life, is a suitable 

framework through which to read the primary material. 

 

The thesis adopts an expansive definition of food. Its starting point is Rachel Slocum’s (2011, 

303) conception of ‘food’ as denoting ‘all the processes that make animal, vegetable or mineral 

into something to eat and then all that is involved in what happens next to bodies and 

societies’. This definition is adapted through a reflective process of engagement with the 

primary material. In response to Davis’s accounts of cannibalism (see chapter four), the thesis 

expands Slocum’s definition by adding a reference to humans as a fourth potential aliment 

alongside animals, vegetables, and minerals. Because of the importance that relationships to 

place assume in Davis’s, Langford Ginibi’s, and Wright’s stories, it also considers the 

implications food and its related processes have for ‘Country’—the multidimensional concept of 

‘people, animals, plants, Dreamings; underground, earth, soils, minerals and waters, surface 

water, and air’ (Bird Rose 1996, 8). Thus, for this thesis, the analysis of ‘food’ pertains to all the 

processes that make animal, vegetable, mineral, and human into something to eat and then all 

that is involved in what happens next to bodies, societies, and Country. This expansive frame of 

reference enables the thesis to pursue a comprehensive assessment of the biopolitical 

functions and effects that food facilitates and produces in Davis’s, Langford Ginibi’s, and 

Wright’s stories. 
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Standpoint 

 

As noted in this thesis’s introduction, food’s recurrence as a privileged motif and locus of 

concern in contemporary Indigenous storytelling has gone largely unremarked. By addressing 

the importance Indigenous storytellers afford food, the thesis aligns with the principles Torres 

Strait Island scholar Martin Nakata (2007, 12) advances in his theorising of an Indigenous 

standpoint theory: examining ‘how the social organisation and practices of knowledge through 

its various apparatuses and technologies…organise and express themselves in th[e] everyday, 

as seen from within that experience’. Although Nakata is reflecting here on scholarship and 

textual production in the academy, the research object and stance he advocates is reflected in 

this thesis’s centring of Indigenous perspectives on power’s operations through a particular 

technology. The thesis’s focus on food’s functions and effects in Davis’s, Langford Ginibi’s, and 

Wright’s stories foregrounds ‘accounts of relations that “knowers” located in more privileged 

social positions are not attentive to’ in the way Nakata (2007, 12) recommends.  

 

Nakata (2007, 12) calls for scholarship that attends to raced voices  

not to produce the “truth” of the Indigenous position or the awful “truth” of the 

“dominant” colonial groups, but to better reveal the workings of knowledge and how 

understanding of Indigenous people is caught up and is implicated in its work 

To this end, this thesis recognises that the practice of taking Indigenous stories and people as a 

source of information is ‘a privilege created by and contributing to existing structures of power’ 
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(Jacklin 2008, 141-142). To reflect upon this privilege, and challenge the notions of objective 

and disinterested knowledge production that support existing power structures, one 

standpoint-inspired tactic is for researchers to disclose their own social location. Sandra 

Harding (2003, 300-301) is dubious of such ‘confessional’ practices, which she argues delegate 

responsibility for assessing and mitigating standpoint-related bias to the readers to whom the 

researchers disclose themselves. Despite this, self disclosure is widely, although sometimes 

grudgingly (see Knudsen 2004, xi), performed by non-Indigenous researchers when engaging 

with Indigenous stories and storytellers in Australia (see Attfield 2007, 187; Russo 2010, x). 

Following this precedent, I take this opportunity to disclose that I enjoy the cosmopolitan socio-

cultural capital of being a mixed-race person of Dutch, English, and Lebanese ancestry who 

passes for white to others and, frequently, myself. I further benefit from the transnational 

opportunities afforded by multiple first-world nation citizenships and rights of entry, the anti-

racist familial credentials my heritage implies, and the Western tradition’s sense of entitlement 

to knowledge that prefigures my research3. Although I no longer occupy Indigenous Country, 

this has not ameliorated my appropriative and exploitative colonial relationship with 

Indigenous resources and labour. The recompense I offer to Indigenous people is extremely 

 
3 Alison Wylie points out that knowing which features of standpoint are relevant to a research project can be difficult (2003, 
32). Race, as discussed above, is an obvious consideration for this thesis; however, my position within the social order is also 
determined by the benefits and ease of experiencing a world designed for (mostly) able-bodied, heterosexual males like myself. 
I take this opportunity to disclose my heterosexuality as a way of avoiding the exclusionary effect of presenting an entire thesis 
in which other sexualities do not exist. My heterosexuality matches the heterotextuality of the chosen storytellers’ tales, which 
contain no discernibly LGBT+ characters or subjects. (Foucault’s homosexual conduct is, of course, well known (see Miller 2000, 
245-284).) I account for my choice by noting the limited pool of Indigenous writers who engage with LGBT+ characters and 
themes. In terms of gender, I calculate that women writers outnumber males in my reference list by a ratio of three to one. The 
most prominent voices, however, are male: my own, as the writer of this thesis, Foucault’s, whose work provides the 
framework and analytic toolbox through which I develop my argument, and perhaps also Jack Davis’s, whose plays are afforded 
primacy by thesis’s structure, and whose use of food thus becomes the foundation and reference point from which the 
subsequent consideration of Langford Ginibi’s and Wright’s stories are considered. A further aspect of my standpoint that is 
appropriate to disclose, given my engagement with fat studies scholarship in chapter six, is my thinness, which is a normative 
marker of race and class (Bordo 2004) that produces a number of privileges potentially mediating my engagement with my 
primary sources (see Longhurst 2012). 
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modest by comparison to what I have gained from reading and thinking about their work and 

that of other non-Indigenous people who have applied themselves to (and exploited) it. 

Following Bain Atwood, who seeks to develop ‘oppositional’ and ‘useful’ knowledge that 

‘strives to overturn Aboriginalist structures of power and knowledge that continue to operate’ 

(1992, xiv), Carole Ferrier, who contends that non-Indigenous researchers can ‘seek to inform 

and educate themselves, to help spaces open up for non-white voices to be heard, or heard 

more clearly’ (2008, 48), and Warraimay scholar Vicki Grieves, who proposes ‘developing new 

understandings and appreciations of Indigenous culture and society, new, respectful ways of 

relating to Indigenous Australians and the incorporation of their lifeways into the idea of the 

nation’ (Grieves 2008, 384), I hope, at best, to contribute to a critical mass that esteems 

contemporary iterations of Indigenous culture and compels the nation-state to attend more 

closely to Indigenous voices and sovereignty.  

 

In order to do so, this thesis observes the three key principles of Indigenist research that 

Narungga, Kaurna, and Ngarrindjeri scholar Lester-Irabinna Rigney proposes:  

• Involvement in resistance as the emancipatory imperative in Indigenist research 

• Political integrity of Indigenist research 

• Giving privileges to Indigenous voices in Indigenist research 

(Rigney 2006, 42) 

The thesis attends at length to the ways of resisting biopower and colonial administration that 

Davis, Langford Ginibi, and Wright propose and manifest. The thesis’s claim that Davis, Langford 
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Ginibi, and Wright record, reproduce, refract, and resist food’s functions and effects as a 

technology of biopower affords them agency: it recognises their capacity to shape and 

intervene upon the field of strategic force relations through their storytelling. This perspective 

supports Indigenous self determination and advances the decolonising processes that Rigney 

(1999 in Rigney 2006, 42) advocates. While it uses a Foucaultian framework, it brings the 

storytellers’ voices to the fore throughout and locates them as expert knowers of colonial 

history. 

 

Power and biopower 

 

Foucault outlines his approach to power at length in the History (1978, 81-160). He begins by 

critiquing what he describes as a ‘juridico-discursive’ model of power derived from monarchical 

rule and the law. He argues that this model produces a reductive and restrictive understanding 

of power as a ‘negative relation’ that prohibits, rejects, excludes, and limits. It sees power 

operating in a uniform fashion across the social order: the model allows only that power’s 

dictates may be followed or broken and recognises only its use of punishment and censorship 

to achieve its effects (1978, 83-85). The result, Foucault argues, is a form of power that  

is poor in resources, sparing of its methods, monotonous in the tactics it utilises, 

incapable of invention, and seemingly doomed always to repeat itself…it is a power that 

only has the force of the negative on its side, a power to say no; in no condition to 
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produce, capable only of posting limits…       

     (1978, 85) 

 

Foucault then presents his alternative. He conceives power as ‘the name that one attributes to 

a complex strategical situation in a particular society’ (1978, 93). This ‘strategical situation’ 

refers to the multiplicity of force relations operating in a particular domain and the ways that 

they cohere and are reproduced, resisted, and reversed (1978, 92). He outlines an expansive 

vision of power that recognises its ‘productive effectiveness, its strategic resourcefulness, [and] 

its positivity’ (1978, 86). For Foucault, power is fluid, diffuse, and ‘omnipresent’ (1978, 93)—

constantly generated, immanent to all relations, and coterminous with knowledge. Relations of 

power-knowledge function as ‘matrices of transformation’ that constantly produce new 

alignments and relations and invest subjects and objects in new ways (1978, 99). Although 

individual sites and tactics may be directed by particular actors with clear ideological purposes 

in mind, the overall network of power is non-subjective and non-intentional—there is no 

central locus from which power’s operations commence and are directed, even if its various 

elements strategically imbricate and align. Furthermore, power flows from below rather than 

being imposed from above (1978, 94).  

 

Foucault (2007, 23) argues that although individual power relations operate in different and 

often discontinuous and contradictory ways, they exhibit dominant characteristics and overall 

strategic effects when considered at a strategic level. This allows different iterations of power 
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to be identified. Foucault’s functionalist and historical analyses conceive disjunctive epochs of 

power that are distinguished according to the way they order human multitudes (1995:218); 

that is, through the tools, tactics, rationales, strategies, technologies, and regimes of 

knowledge-truth they produce and the subjects and objects that result.  

 

Foucault first invokes the terms biopower and biopolitics while lecturing at the University of the 

State of Rio de Janeiro’s Institute of Social Medicine in October and November 1974 (Karskens 

2009, 123). His lectures examine the hospital’s effects on relations between citizens and the 

state in Europe during the 18th century. Foucault describes changing understandings of the 

hospital’s role, the emerging awareness that disease and health are marked by measurable 

regularities, the state’s concern with preserving and improving life rather than administering 

death, and the use of urban planning to alleviate sources of ill health (Martins and Junior 2009; 

see Foucault 2007a, 2014). 

 

Foucault develops and expands upon these themes in the History and his lectures of 1975-1976 

and 1977-1978 at the Collège de France. He proposes that increasing urbanisation and rapid 

population growth in Europe during the 17th and 18th centuries rendered existing forms of rule 

incapable of ordering and administering unprecedented concentrations and volumes of 

subjects. Because subjects’ labouring, productive, and military capacity determined their 

nations’ strength and wealth, greater numbers of subjects were desirable; consequently, rather 

than attempt to reassert rule and order by repressing the proliferation of life, the 18th and 19th 
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centuries saw ‘an explosion of numerous and diverse techniques for achieving the subjugation 

of bodies and the control of populations’ (Foucault 1978, 140). These new techniques and ways 

of conceiving life as power’s object constituted and produced the beginning of an era of 

biopower (cf Agamben 1998, 7-8). 

 

The dominant characteristic of this new form of power, which Foucault and subsequent 

scholars see evolving and persisting into the present (Rabinow and Rose 2006), is that it is ‘bent 

on generating forces, making them grow, and ordering them, rather than… [being] dedicated to 

impeding them, making them submit, or destroying them’ (Foucault 1978, 136). Biopower’s 

‘basic function is to improve life, to prolong its duration, to improve its chances, to avoid 

accidents, and to compensate for failings’ (Foucault 2003, 254). Where an earlier, ‘sovereign’ 

form of power was exercised through the negative ability ‘to take life or let live’, its new 

iteration, Foucault argues, ‘foster[s] life or disallow[s] it to the point of death’ (1978, 138).  

 

Foucault identifies two poles around and through which biopower operates. The anatamo-

disciplinary pole, introduced and described at length in Discipline and Punish, ‘center[s] on the 

body as a machine: its disciplining, the optimisation of its capabilities, the extortion of its 

forces, the parallel increase of its usefulness and its docility, its integration into systems of 

efficient and economic controls’ (Foucault 1978, 139). A second pole, which Foucault labels the 

bio-political, ‘focuse[s] on the species body, the body imbued with the mechanics of life and 

serving as the basis of the biological processes: propagation, births and mortality…health, life 
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expectancy and longevity, with all the conditions that can cause these to vary’ (Foucault 1978, 

139). It entails interventions and regulatory controls that are applied at the level of the 

‘collective or social body’ that this period conceives and constitutes as the ‘population’ (Curtis 

2002, 507). The poles are interrelated and often, though not necessarily, complementary. They 

generate new forms of subjectivity by encouraging subjects to conceive of themselves in 

particular ways and through particular variables and values. Through the two poles, biopower 

applies itself to ‘the body…life, to what causes it to proliferate, to what reinforces the species, 

its stamina, its ability to dominate, or its capacity for being used’ (1978, 147-148). Their 

cumulative effect is to ‘br[ing] life and its mechanisms into the realm of explicit calculations and 

ma[k]e knowledge-power an agent of transformation of human life,’ (Foucault 1978, 142-143). 

 

The History identifies a number of characteristics of the social order that biopower produces. 

The population’s health, vitality, and wellbeing become the object of and rationale for the 

exercise of rule. The new techniques ‘distribut[e] the living in the domain of value and utility’: 

they qualify, measure, assess, segregate, and hierarchise individuals and groups (Foucault 1978, 

140-141,144). The potential to measure and compare subjects and groups in relation to the 

overall population produces a ‘normalising society’ (Foucault 2003, 252-253) in which 

productivity and wellbeing is enhanced by conceiving optimal norms and eradicating the 

conditions, practices, and forms of life that deviate from them. The practice of eradicating 

forms of life conceived as deviant constitutes what Foucault describes as the ‘racism…of the 

state’ (1978, 54). 
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The racism of the state under biopower 

 

The racism of the state is a new and ‘dynamic’ (Foucault 1978, 125) way of producing 

hegemonic relations and categories of life within the population. It appropriates, combines, and 

redeploys various tactics and themes, such as the nobility’s concerns with bloodlines’ purity and 

potential deterioration and Darwinian evolutionary theories in which more advanced and 

capable species persist while less capable ones die out. The racism of the state culminates, he 

argues, in ‘[a] eugenic ordering of society…[and] the oneiric exaltation of a superior blood’ 

which leads, among other consequences, to ‘the systematic genocide of others’ (1978, 149-

150). Foucault proposes that biopower accommodates the paradox of producing death within a 

system premised on preserving and optimising life by asserting that ‘[o]ne had the right to kill 

those who represented a kind of biological danger to others’ (Foucault 1978, 138).  

 

This aspect of biopower is taken up at greater length in the Society Must be Defended lectures, 

which deploy war as a ‘grid of intelligibility’ through which to read power’s operation (Davidson 

2003, xvii-xix). Foucault proposes that ‘the war that undermines our society and divides it in a 

binary mode is, basically, a race war … the conquest and subjugation of one race by another’ 

(2003, 59-60). He suggests biopower divides the population into a superrace and sub-race 

linked by a ‘biological-type relationship’ according to which ‘the death of the other, the death 

of the bad race, of the inferior race (or the degenerate, or the abnormal) is something that will 

make life in general healthier: healthier and purer’ (2003, 60-61, 255). The relationship 

distinguishes those who must be made live from those that may be let die and incentivises the 
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former to eradicate the latter (2003, 254-255). Such eradication, or at least letting die, ‘do[es] 

not mean simply murder as such, but also every form of indirect murder: the fact of exposing 

someone to death, increasing the risk of death for some people, or, quite simply, political 

death, expulsion, rejection, and so on’ (2003, 256).  

 

Despite the war-like nature of the relationship between the races, the raced Other does not 

become extinct but is continually and necessarily reproduced as part of the process of 

optimising the population. As Foucault points out, racism is thus something ‘that society will 

direct against itself, against its own elements and its own products’ (2003, 62). He summarises 

the paradox underpinning the biopolitical social order: '[w]e have to defend society against all 

the biological threats posed by the other race, the subrace, the counterrace that we are, 

despite ourselves, bringing into existence' (2003, 61-62).  

 

This aspect of biopower leads to an important strand of analysis that apprehends it as a 

necropolitics (Mbembé 2003; see this thesis page 52): a strategy that continually produces 

death rather than life. This theme recurs throughout the thesis, which observes that Davis, 

Langford Ginibi, and Wright frequently draw attention to the deleterious effects that colonial 

administration has on the Indigenous members of the colonial population by mediating and 

manipulating its access to food.  
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Security and circulation 

 

During the eleventh lecture of the Society Must be Defended series, Foucault introduces the 

concept of security. In its initial guise, security pertains to the biopolitical theme and rationale 

of protecting the species from internal threats by intervening through processes that operate at 

the level of the population (2003, 246-247,249). Foucault moots a security ‘mechanism’ that 

serves to minimise the unpredictable and harmful elements and events that diminish the 

population’s vitality and wellbeing—‘to predict the probability of those events (by modifying 

[them], if necessary), or at least to compensate for their effects…[to] achiev[e] an overall 

equilibrium that protects the security of the whole from internal dangers’ (2003, 249). The 

sense of compensating for harm and achieving equilibrium, rather than seeking to eradicate 

internal threats, is an important shift away from race war’s eliminatory logic. 

 

Foucault develops his thinking about the biopolitically ordered nation state and efforts to 

administer and optimise the population through security mechanisms in the first four lectures 

of 1977-78 (Senellart 2007, 477-478). Where biopower is described in the History and the 

previous year’s lecture series as administering the population primarily with reference to vital 

statistics—birth rate, mortality, and life-expectancy, among others—here, Foucault foregrounds 

an economic dimension in his account of security’s rationale: ‘[b]asically, the fundamental 

question [security asks] is economics and the economic relation between the cost of repression 

and the cost of delinquency’ (Foucault 2007, 23). This economic dimension allows for a more 
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sophisticated reading of biopower’s raison d’être, such that ‘population is no longer a matter of 

numbers, a pure quantity or the greatest number possible, but a substance whose optimum 

size varies according to the evolution of wages, employment and prices’ (Donzelot 2008, 121). 

Throughout the lecture series, Foucault’s interest in economics opens onto wide-ranging 

enquiries concerning liberalism and the role of the market in providing a new source of natural 

order through which rule may be rationalised and government expansion curtailed. For the 

purposes of this thesis, however, the most pertinent aspect is the use of an economic metric 

through which the population’s health and wellbeing may be determined. In the chapters that 

follow, the economic costs and benefits of raced life are shown to be important to non-

Indigenous calculations of the population’s wellbeing and a recurring means by which 

Indigenous people are problematised and incorporated within the colonial administration’s 

purview. 

 

Foucault’s historical research in these lectures recycles his insight that biopower produces its 

bêtes noires; however, he argues that, unlike race war’s eliminatory disposition, the kind of 

problem security engages is ‘how to keep [internal threats]…within socially and economically 

acceptable limits and around an average that will be considered as optimal for a given social 

functioning’ (2007, 20). He notes that this blurs the boundary between permission and 

prohibition, such that a certain amount of undesirable or prohibited elements and outcomes 

may persist4. As Mitchell Dean (2010, 6) observes, this has the effect of producing populations 

 
4 It may be noted that the boundary between permitted and prohibited is not entirely effaced: a limit remains in the form of ‘a 
bandwidth of the acceptable that must not be exceeded’ (Foucault 2007, 20-21). 
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as at risk and in need of ongoing supervision and management. Foucault goes on to propose 

that achieving the desired balance is fundamentally a matter of addressing problems of 

‘circulation’: ‘organising circulation, eliminating its dangerous elements, making a division 

between good and bad circulation, and maximising the good circulation by diminishing the bad’ 

(2007, 33-34). He reiterates that this is not a case of eradicating all that is harmful but ‘of 

maximising the positive elements, for which one provides the best possible circulation, and of 

minimising what is risky and inconvenient, like theft and disease, while knowing that they will 

never be completely suppressed’ (2007, 34)5.  

 

Thinking in terms of security and circulation creates new avenues for considering the ways in 

which populations may be optimised. This thesis uses notions of security and circulation to 

examine how food contributes to producing and preserving Indigenous populations in ways 

that enable the dominant class and culture to benefit from them (see chapter seven). It shows 

how the raced forms of life that result often have detrimental effects on the superordinate 

colonial population but that these frequently serve a strategic purpose and advance biopolitical 

imperatives. The counterintuitive sense that the population may be optimised by producing a 

threat to it foreshadows some of the challenges of resisting biopolitical administration that are 

outlined in the following section. 

 

 
5 Subjects, goods, ideas, and forces all circulate in Foucault’s (2007, 420) account, which considers ‘not only th[e] material 
network that allows the circulation of goods and possibly of men, but also the circulation itself, that is to say, the set of 
regulations, constraints, and limits, or the facilities and encouragements that will allow the circulation of men and things’. 
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Resistance 

 

Foucault conceives resistance as both an analytic tool and a necessary component of power’s 

operation. In “The subject and power”, he proposes that resistance be used ‘as a chemical 

catalyst…to bring to light power relations, locate their position, and find out their point of 

application and the methods used’. He goes on to explain, ‘in order to understand what power 

relations are about, perhaps we should investigate the forms of resistance and attempts made 

to dissociate these relations’ (Foucault 1982, 780). Throughout the essay, and in other works of 

this period, Foucault makes clear that relations of power always involve resistance: “The 

subject and power” contends ‘[i]t would not be possible for power relations to exist without 

points of insubordination’ (Foucault 1982, 790,794), while the History, proposes that ‘where 

there is power, there is resistance’ and asserts that power relations’ ‘existence depends on a 

multiplicity of points of resistance:…adversary, target, support, or handle’ (1978, 95; my 

emphasis; see also Foucault 1997, 292). The implication, as Mikkel Flohrs observes, is that acts 

of resistance have ‘an essentially affirmative character’; they evidence power and its function 

(2016, 46).  

 

Despite these assertions, several influential commentators have queried the possibility of 

resisting power in Foucault’s schema. Nancy Fraser (1981) argues that Foucault’s work is 

characterised by a ‘normative confusion’ that brackets notions of power’s desirability and 

legitimacy and thus cannot provide a rationale for resistance. At the theoretical level, Fraser 
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contends that the absence of a normative framework means there is no basis on which to 

distinguish relations of power from resistance. In subsequent critics’ work, this leads to the 

suggestion that power and resistance are ‘no more than two different names Foucault gives to 

the same capacity’6 and distinguishable only according to ‘the perspective from which the 

power-relation is judged’ (Heller 1996, 99; anticipated in Fraser 1981, 284; see also Habermas 

1987, 281). 

 

These critiques have generated several counter-arguments. Brent Pickett’s (1996) chronological 

reading of what he refers to as ‘the general theme of resistance’ in Foucault’s work challenges 

Fraser’s contention that Foucault’s schema exhibits ‘normative confusion’. He argues that 

because ‘modern power works under the injunction to maximise the productive forces of the 

subjects…while simultaneously decreasing their political or resistive forces’, anything that 

reduces productivity or increases the potential for political engagement constitutes resistance 

(Pickett 1996, 458). The difficulty of adopting this position in a colonial setting is that raced 

subjects or populations who diminish productivity conform to their constitution as life that may 

be let die under biopower. Pickett suggests Foucault sees critique as a potential means of 

resistance but cautions that ‘[c]riticizing a state or an institution for not living up to its own 

stated principles is an implicit acceptance of those principles’ and one that may be 

counterproductive despite a superficially contestatory stance (Pickett 1996, 460). This issue is 

drawn out in the fourth chapter’s reading of Davis's critiques of rationing. 

 
6 To create social change, in Heller’s (1996) view. 
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Kevin Thompson (2003) distinguishes two approaches to resistance in Foucault’s work on 

power:  

[t]he first, which [Foucault] called the “tactical reversal” of the mechanisms of power, 

held that the conflicts that are necessarily intrinsic to all power relations could 

nonetheless thwart particular arrangements of such relations; while the second, the 

“aesthetics of existence” or the “care of the self,” maintained that only autonomous 

forms of life genuinely challenge configurations of power and that such forms can only 

be forged in and through heteronymous processes and structures    

       (2003, 114) 

 

Tactical reversal entails contesting the institutions, mechanisms, and technologies through 

which power functions in order to reconfigure or reverse force relations (Hartmann 2003, 3-4). 

Such reversals ‘not only challenge the ascendancy of the force against which it is resistant, 

but…also call into question the very system of coordination’ and thus ‘begin to break the grips 

of the deployment under which [the subject] operates’ (Thompson 2003, 118). The difficulty, 

Thompson writes, is that resistance performed in this way is reactive: it becomes ‘itself defined 

by the very antinomy that it is seeking to contest’, which, as discussed above, makes it difficult 

to distinguish from power (2003, 114). From this perspective, resistance largely entails 

manipulating particular configurations of the elements within a power network (Schmidt and 

Wartenburg 1994, 288; Bidet 2007). 
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Thompson argues that Foucault came to favour what the third volume of The History of 

Sexuality describes as ‘care of the self’—practices of critical self-reflection and self-formation 

aimed at producing autonomous, aesthetic, and ethical subjects who exceed the docile and 

limited parameters power prescribes (2003, 115; cf Lloyd 2012, 28)7. Through care of the self, 

Thompson proposes, ‘[r]esistance is no longer merely the sabotaging of a reigning epoch’s 

agenda. It is concerned, rather, with the constitution of novel sorts of subjectivity, forms of 

agency that don’t just call into question the demand for classification and individualisation, but 

that, in addition, develop viable alternatives…’ (2003, 123; cf Nealon 2008, 11-12)8. This 

approach to resistance informs the analysis of Wright’s hybrid subjects and the way they 

disrupt some of the structures through which biopower operates in chapter eight. 

 

Lois McNay (2009) expresses reservations about caring for the self as a form of resistance. She 

argues that a doctrine of individual responsibility for self formation can be complicit with 

power’s division of life into those who must be made live—‘the responsible, autonomous 

citizen’—and those deemed guilty ‘of irresponsible self-management’, who thus may be let die 

(2009, 64). This issue is pertinent to the thesis’s reading of obesity discourse and the fat black 

female subject in chapter six. McNay recommends that resistance be pursued by taking 

collective action to resist the ‘atomized individual practices’ into which caring for the self may 

 
7 Henry Lloyd points out that Foucault continues to advocate tactical reversal in late works such as “The Subject and Power” 
(Foucault 1982, 794; Lloyd 2012, 28). Lloyd queries whether disciplinary and aesthetic self-formed subjects differ only in their 
consciousness of subjection and whether care of the self is anything more than a technique for reconciling oneself to a 
subjectivity that is not otherwise, in Foucault’s term, intolerable (2012, 30-35). 
8 Jeffrey Nealon (2008, 11-12) argues that caring for the self is characteristic of a contemporary epoch ‘supersaturated 
with…practices of endless, fetishised self-creation’ in which what might otherwise be considered ‘resistance’—deviating from 
norms and rejecting power relations—are culturally embraced to the extent that they become a ‘wholly normative’ 
characteristic of contemporary subjectivity. 
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be co-opted (McNay 2009, 72; see also Nealon 2008, 11-12)9. This strategy is explored in 

chapter seven’s reading of the way Indigenous representatives and organisations in Wright’s 

Grog War seek to intervene at the level of the population by manipulating the regulatory 

environment that facilitates harmful circulations.  

 

Mona Lilja and Stellan Vinthagen’s (2014) account of the ways that resistance may be 

manifested empirically identifies several tactics that are discernible in Davis’s, Langford Ginibi’s, 

and Wright’s stories. They propose specific types of resistance to different forms of power. A 

number of these are pertinent to the resistance tactics described and implemented in Davis’s, 

Langford Ginibi’s, and Wright’s stories. Lilja and Vinthagen propose insubordination and 

defiance of sovereign power’s exercise as forms of resistance. They argue that anything that 

renders the sovereign unable to enforce its rule, demonstrates the limits of its authority, or 

establishes alternative power sources and claims to sovereign status will be effective means of 

resistance (2014, 114)10. Such strategies are reminiscent of Indigenous efforts to unsettle 

colonial occupation (see Watson 2005a). They are pertinent to a reading of biopower because 

they can help disrupt the colonial apparatus through which it achieves its effects. 

 
9 Conceiving the self as part of a collective may be understood under the rubric of caring for the self (McNay 2009, 68,74). 
Furthermore, the idea of promoting a collective, one built around normative notions of rights, is susceptible to a conceptually 
similar critique as that McNay and Nealon apply to care of the self. Under circumstances where power is rationalised through 
and in relation to the population, it is not clear how proposing a collectivity whose wellbeing is paramount and normatively 
defined may deviate from the social order that biopower produces. The solution, as Ben Anderson observes, is to produce a 
population but while ‘refus[ing] the biopolitical imperative to divide between a valued life and a threat to that valued life’ 
(2012, 29). 
10 Replacing a monolithic form of power with a multipolar one could conceivably increase the frequency and intensity of 
hegemonic relations by creating greater proximity of power centres to their subjects. As Christian Karner (2004) has shown in 
his research on resistance among itinerant ‘Travellers’, who circle their caravans in ways that prevent external surveillance but 
facilitate internal surveillance, resisting one manifestation of power can be compatible with producing another. 
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Lilja and Vinthagen conceive indocility as the basis of resisting disciplinary power. Some of the 

ways they suggest this can be achieved are by escaping disciplinary institutions’ sphere of 

influence or ‘retreating into one’s own mental world…[and] showing outward compliance while 

maintaining inner aggression towards the values and norms of discipline’ (2014, 115). These 

tactics may be useful to Indigenous people in certain circumstances; however, for subaltern 

populations experiencing diminished access to education and training that might increase their 

productivity and wealth (see de Plevitz 2007; Felton-Busch et al 2009), the goal of resistance 

may be to increase their exposure to disciplinary or biopolitical institutions rather than 

undermining them. 

 

Lilja and Vinthagen extend the tactics they propose to the level of the population by advocating 

the development of ‘resistance cultures’—communal forms of culture that inhibit the 

population’s administration—to encourage widespread non-conformity, non-compliance, and 

indocility (2014, 120). They recommend  

tr[ying] to avoid the managing of population policies and institutions by acting 

differently, in subcultures, and by cultivating a different set of values, practices and 

institutions…this resistance will take on the challenge to develop non-productive forms 

of life and biological existence – forms of life that are not useful for the power 

regime…it will try to undermine social engineering of the population   

        (2014, 121) 
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Their specific tactics include using ‘diaries, confessions, therapy, diet, daily training schedules’ 

to create ‘another story of who you are’ (2014, 116) or adopting ‘strategies of hybridity’ to 

generate ‘alternative modes of self-making’ and ‘resist hegemonic identity positions’ (2014, 

118). Langford Ginibi’s life stories manifest several of these forms of caring for the self, 

although, as chapter six argues, the dieting and other bodily modifying practices she pursues 

are complicit with biopower’s use of obesity discourse to penetrate life. Wright also adopts 

several of these tactics in The Swan Book, which proposes new forms of subjectivity and 

emphasises the importance of storytelling (see chapter eight).  

 

More recent work on resistance to biopower proposes manipulating the concept of life and its 

relation to the Other. Audronė Žukauskaitė and Stephen Elliot Wilmer’s introduction to their 

collection, Resisting Biopolitics, describe this as conceiving life itself as a resistance to 

biopolitical power (2016, 10,16). Rosa Braidotti’s essay in the volume provides an overview of 

this way of conceiving resistance’s salient points. She describes her project as a way of 

decentring biopolitics’ anthropocentrism both by disrupting and decentring the category of the 

subject and by extending the attribution of vitality to other forms of life and matter (2016, 44). 

Braidotti advocates an affirmative, relational politics that disrupts the social order and, in 

generating new relationships with newly recognised actors, produces a new field. More 

anthropocentric versions of this analysis restrict their reading of resistance to ‘refus[ing] the 

biopolitical imperative to divide between a valued life and a threat to that valued life’ 

(Anderson 2012, 29). Both of these tactics are taken up in this thesis’s readings of Wright’s 

stories in chapters seven and eight. 
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Technology 

The notion of the ‘technology’ is an important component of this thesis argument. Holly 

Randell-Moon and Ryan Tippett’s (2016) collection of studies of contemporary biopower and 

security conceives a technology as that which socially or materially manipulates the body in 

some way. They refer to ‘social technologies, like the biopolitical discourse of ageing, the 

residue of sovereign power in settler states, or the symbolic institution of the “house”’ 

alongside ‘more material technologies, such as drones in both military and civilian contexts, 

pre-exposure HIV prevention drugs, and wearable health and fitness gadgetry’ (Randell-Moon 

and Tippet  2016, ix). Such technologies ‘enable and constrain the ability of power to impose 

itself in our lives’ (2016, ix). Conceptually, technologies provide an analytic capacity—‘[i]n 

examining technologies, we find ourselves examining strategies, relations, and flows (what 

Foucault would term capillaries) of power’ (2016:, x)—as well as producing subjectivity and 

administering life in conceptual and material registers: ‘bodies employ and are employed by 

technologies to become aware of themselves as subjects: as belonging to identities that are 

biologically and economically productive, defective, or simply surplus to a capitalist regime 

within a particular spatial and political locale’ (2016, xvii). 

 

Foucault’s own varied references to technologies provide some additional ways of thinking 

about technologies and their relationship to power. While it is difficult to identify a cohesive 

definition or conception of technology in Foucault’s work, approaching it as a fluid socio-
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technical construct and seeking to differentiate it from similar terms in his texts encourages a 

detailed engagement with the way power operates in a given situation or frame of reference 

(Dean 1994, 187-188; Rooney 1997). The following section of the chapter shows that 

technologies may be understood as conglomerates of techniques and processes, correlative 

systems of alignment through which power operates and is grasped strategically, and material 

devices, elements, and structures. 

 

Foucault deploys a range of technological metaphors throughout his writing (see Gerri 2003, 

14). At different points he describes prisons, the population, sexuality, and life as technologies 

(1977, 234; 1978, 146; 1978, 123; 1978, 145). His 1974 lecture, “The incorporation of the 

hospital into modern technology”, initially refers to discipline as a technology and the hospital 

as an instrument and mechanism (Foucault 2007a, 143,146); however, Foucault then goes on to 

describe the former as ‘a technique of exercising power’ and ‘the collection of techniques by 

virtue of which systems of power have as their objective and result the singularisation of 

individuals’ (Foucault 2007a, 146,147). This substitution of technique for technology suggests 

equivalence (see Behrent 2013, 58-59), but the notion that discipline be understood as a 

collection of techniques complicates an attempt to read the two as precise synonyms, even if 

Foucault and his critics often slip from one to the other without distinction (see Foucault 1985, 

11; Martin, Gutman and Hutton 1988, 6). 
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In the first lecture of the Security, Territory, Population series, Foucault differentiates 

techniques from technologies while outlining the object and method of his historical research. 

He describes the possibility of conducting a history of disciplinary techniques—his exemplum is 

the practice of placing a person in a cell—but contrasts this with ‘another history, which would 

be the history of technologies, that is to say the much more general, but of course much more 

fuzzy history of the correlations and systems of the dominant feature…’ (2007, 23). Stephen 

Collier reads this passage as suggesting the technology is ‘a configurational principle’ and an 

analytic tool akin to a ‘diagram’ of power: ‘[i]t is associated, as Foucault wrote of discipline, 

“neither with an institution nor with an apparatus” but with “a type of power, a modality for its 

exercise, comprising a whole set of instruments, techniques, procedures, levels of application, 

targets”’ (Collier 2009, 89,97 citing Foucault 1977, 215). This reiterates the sense of a 

technology as collative while expanding its frame of reference to incorporate power’s functions, 

effects, and means of achieving them. A technology, from this perspective, is a superordinate 

conglomerate or alignment that contributes to, and derives from, the dominant form of power 

in a particular era; through it, Foucault seeks a general and strategic understanding of the 

economy of power.  

 

Collier qualifies his argument by limiting his frame of reference to Foucault’s 1978 and 1979 

lectures (Collier 2009, 97). Foucault’s broader oeuvre reveals alternative ways of conceiving 

technology. His methodological outline in the Society Must be Defended lectures proposes that,  
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we should make an ascending analysis of power, or in other words begin with its 

infinitesimal mechanisms, which have their own history, their own trajectory, their own 

techniques and tactics, and then look at how these mechanisms of power, which have 

their solidity and, in a sense, their own technology, have been and are invested, 

colonized, used, inflected, transformed, displaced, extended, and so on by increasingly 

general mechanisms and forms of overall domination      

       (2003, 30)  

This passage indicates that a technology is not only a conglomeration through which the 

structure and characteristics of epoch-defining forms of power may be read, but one that is 

discernible at the level of specific local fields, registers, and ‘mechanisms’. Bracketing the issue 

of what Foucault means by ‘mechanism’11, the reference to having ‘solidity’ as well as a 

technology implies that latter may be somehow immaterial. By contrast, Discipline and Punish, 

which is Foucault’s most explicitly technologically oriented text (see 2005, 29,30,104,127,154), 

affirms technology’s material dimension. Much of this is linked to the body, or, more 

specifically, what Foucault (2005, 24,26,30) refers to as ‘the political technology of the body’. 

This formulation recalls his reference to mechanisms ‘having’ a technology; however, it may 

also be read as conceiving the body itself as a technology. The characteristics Foucault affords 

this technology are that it is 

 
11 The example Foucault (2003, 34) gives here of ‘an actual power mechanism’ is the feudal monarchy. As with technologies, he 

offers different notions of what a mechanism might be elsewhere in his work. While this passage suggest that a mechanism has 

‘solidity’, The History presents a list of mechanisms that include ‘the listening technique, the postulate of causality, [and] the 

principle of latency’ (1978, 68-69).  
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diffuse, rarely formulated in continuous, systematic discourse…often made up of bits 

and pieces; it implements a disparate set of tools or methods. In spite of the coherence 

of its results, it is generally no more than a multiform instrumentation…    

        (2005, 26) 

 

As in the Security lectures, Discipline addresses the idea of writing a history of technology, but 

one ‘not simply at the level of consciousness, of representations and in what one thinks one 

knows, but at the level of what makes possible the knowledge that is transformed into political 

investment’ (2005 185). Foucault would again seem to have techniques of generating 

knowledge in mind, as the passage goes on to invoke surveillance and measurement. His 

broader concern, carried over from his archaeological studies, is with the regimes of truth that 

determine what is constituted as legitimate knowledge. A more literal reading of the remark, 

‘what makes possible the knowledge’ (2005, 185), introduces the possibility that a technology 

may also refer to the means of power-knowledge’s discovery as well as its elaboration. 

 

Steven Dorrestijn’s reading of Foucault philosophy of technology advances this argument. 

Dorrestijn foregrounds the material technologies through which Foucault elaborates his sense 

of power in Discipline and Punish. His reading collapses some of the distinctions between 

material and immaterial notions of technology. To this end, Dorrestijn points to an interview in 

which Foucault observes that, 
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[a] very narrow meaning is given to ‘technology’: one thinks of hard technology, the 

technology of wood, of fire, of electricity. Whereas government is also a function of 

technology: the government of individuals, the government of souls, the government of 

the self by the self…         

 (Foucault 2001a, 364 in Dorrestijn 2012, 223) 

Foucault seeks to broaden the popular understanding of technology through an etymology 

deriving it from the Greek tekhnē, which connotes art or craftspersonship and ‘a set of rules, 

systems or method of making or doing’ (see Parker 1992, 101). Consequently, Dorrestijn 

accepts that ‘[t]echnology in the sense of a material object is never Foucault’s main focus’ 

(2012, 229); however, he goes on to observe that in Discipline and Punish’s account of the 

Panopticon as an archetypal representation of the modern government of people, it is the 

material structure itself that allows power to take effect (cf Driver 2001, 119-120). Dorrestijn 

describes this as a condition of ‘technical determination of power relations’ (2012, 229). He 

argues that Foucault may be read as ‘reveal[ing]…the role of (hard) technology for governing 

and fashioning human subjects’ (2012, 223). The inference is that material technologies can be 

the means by which subjectivity is produced and subjects’ capacities mediated—the same 

effects that Foucault attributes the more procedural and technical understandings of 

‘technologies’ of power. 

 

Michael Behrent pursues this line of argument by arguing that Foucault’s conceptions of 

technology and technique were influenced by French intellectuals’ post-war concerns about the 
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social effects of industrial production and the rapidly increasing availability of consumer goods 

(2013, 58). He proposes that conceiving power through the prism of technology helps Foucault 

elaborate its positive qualities. The Fordist factory exemplifies the way industrial techniques 

and technologies increased the population’s productive capacity, its efficiency, and the means 

by which its conduct could be regulated. The techniques developed, the commodities 

produced, and the forms of knowledge that resulted served to individualise subjects and 

conceive them as malleable and administrable objects of training rather than essentialised 

human entities. There is a marked similarity between these conceptions and Foucault’s 

analyses of power—particularly technologies of power—as a means of creating subjects, 

producing knowledge, and shaping human conduct. 

 

Behrent proposes that Foucaultian technologies are generally ‘understood as processes that are 

directed at organising the concrete behavior of human bodies’ (2013, 83-84). Like Dorrestijn, he 

notes the way ‘Foucault specifically and repeatedly describes the Panopticon as a technology’ 

(2013, 86). The key point Behrent develops is that the Panopticon itself produces power and 

subjects who come to know and conduct themselves through the power-knowledge it enables 

and the forms of behaviour it produces. He argues that Foucault’s account of the Panopticon 

shows that material technology pervades and constitutes power as much as the reverse. To 

extend this argument a little further, one of Foucault’s remarks about the Panopticon is that 

[t]aken one by one, most of these minute web of panoptic techniques have a long 

history behind them. But what was new, in the eighteenth century, was that, by being 
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combined and generalized, they attained a level at which the formation of knowledge 

and the increase of power regularly reinforce one another in a circular process. At this 

point, the disciplines crossed the 'technological' threshold      

        (2005, 224) 

Putting aside technology’s materiality, this suggests that a combination or correlation of related 

techniques becomes a technology at the point where power-knowledge achieves a sort of 

autonomous and self-reinforcing circularity. A technology—perhaps as distinct from a 

mechanism—is constituted when power-knowledge can advance along its two constituent axes 

such that an increase in power fosters new or enhanced knowledge and an increase in 

knowledge facilitates new or enhanced power relations12. From this perspective, technology is 

more than an analytic tool for revealing epochal characteristics: it is a medium or site through 

which power operates and which itself generates power. In this regard, it becomes possible to 

say that a material object is not only located as part of a system that produces power, but is 

itself a technology of power. 

 

The sense of technologies being of power is evident in the first volume of the History. 

Foucault’s historical analysis leads him to conceive a ‘“technology” of sex’ (1978, 90), which he 

subsequently locates as a component of ‘the great technology of power in the nineteenth 

 
12 Foucault perhaps has this in mind when he offers the convoluted proposal that the Panopticon ‘is a way of making power 
relations function in a function, and of making a function function through these power relations’ (2005, 206-207). 
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century’ (1978, 140)13. The sense of what constitutes a technology is much the same as in 

Discipline and Punish: a multiform instrumentality by and through which subjectivities and 

categories of life are produced through fields of power-knowledge and techniques and material 

practices of administering them in accordance with a particular regime of value. Foucault’s 

functional analysis explores the institutions and experts that arise to deal with the problems 

generated by sexuality, the methods of generating knowledge that were needed, the norms 

and deviances that were defined, the various hegemonic relations that developed, and the 

figures and objects of power that were conceived. Consequently, he refers to sexuality as ‘an 

especially dense transfer point for relations of power…’ one that is ‘endowed with the greatest 

instrumentality: useful for the greatest number of maneuvers and capable of serving as a point 

of support, as a linchpin, for the most varied strategies’ (1978, 103). The technology of sex 

allows power to penetrate life by producing the subject as having a sexuality, which in turn 

becomes an object of power and knowledge and renders them administrable. As cited 

previously, its purpose, and that of the form of power of which it is characteristic, Foucault 

argues, is ‘the subjugation of bodies and the control of populations’ (1978, 140). 

 

Technologies’ subject forming capacity is briefly elaborated in Foucault’s later work. A seminar, 

“Technologies of the Self”, presented at the University of Vermont in 1982, focuses on the 

practices and regimes of truth through which subjects conceive and manipulate themselves. 

Foucault lists economics, biology, psychiatry, medicine, and penology as examples of 

 
13 Unhelpfully, Foucault at this point introduces the notion of sexuality as an ‘agencement concrets’ (concrete arrangement), 
which for present purposes may be taken to reiterate technologies as systems of the dominant feature (1978, 140). 
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technologies through which ‘humans develop knowledge about themselves’ (1988, 17-18). He 

describes them as ‘matri[ces] of practical reason’ (1988, 18), which, read in tandem with his 

analysis, suggests they provide concepts and techniques that allow the subject to operate on 

and develop themselves. (He notes, for instance, the soul as a concept or thinking tool through 

which a subject may reflect upon one’s self and rationalise or decide to amend their conduct 

(1988b, 25-30).) Foucault proposes that ‘[e]ach [technology] implies certain modes of training 

and modification of individuals’ that involves acquiring skills and attitudes ‘that human beings 

use to understand themselves’ (1988b, 18). 

 

Variant readings of biopower  

 

This section of the chapter briefly accounts for the thesis’s use of Foucault’s methodology by 

contrasting it with other theorists who have proposed alternative readings of biopower. 

Despite his failure to engage colonialism or colonial scholarship (Bignall and Svirsky 2012, 1-3), 

Giorgio Agamben’s reading of biopower in Homo Sacer and State of Exception has been taken 

up with some enthusiasm in readings of the Australian colony (see Tedmanson 2008; Bignall 

2012, 2014). Agamben’s history of forms of life ‘whose exclusion founds the city of men’ and 

awareness that such exclusion is also an inclusion in the political realm (1998, 7-8) is suggestive 

for a reading of Indigenous experiences of colonialism, particularly when paired with Foucault’s 

sense of biopower bringing into existence forms of life that may be let die. Despite the initial 

descriptive utility of this historical reading, and that of Agamben’s notions of the sovereign 

exception, homo sacer, and the camp as paradigmatic of modernity, his theorising offers little 
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further explanatory or descriptive potential when compared to Foucault’s meditations on 

biopower. As Thomas Lemke (2011, 59-60) observes, Agamben’s analysis lacks the gradation of 

categories of life and blurring of permission and prohibition that makes Foucault’s analysis 

more fluid and able to describe the contemporary situation. Agamben also struggles to 

articulate resistance (see Bailey 2009, 115-116) or notions of power flowing from below 

(Rabinow and Rose 2006, 202-203). While his notions of exclusion are superficially appropriate 

to Indigenous Australian circumstances of colonial dispossession and debilitation, his theorising 

does not offer tools for asserting Indigenous sovereignty. In contrast to Foucault’s model of 

power flowing from below and his method of seeking to describe power’s innumerable points 

of operation, Agamben’s top-down model of power diminishes the possibility of recognising 

Indigenous agency or Indigenous efforts to deploy their own technologies of power to shape 

the social field. 

 

Roberto Esposito’s (2008) work on biopower as an immunitary paradigm tries to bridge the 

biological relationship Foucault conceives between life that must be made live and that which 

may be let die. This would seem to offer a more optimistic reading of the potential for 

coexistence across a racially caesuraed population than Agamben’s notions of the camp and 

homo sacer suggest (see Esposito 2008, 46-48; cf Levey 2016, e8)14. Timothy Campbell contends 

that the immunitary model may be seen as strengthening life by ‘augment[ing] its…capacity to 

 
14 Geoffrey Levey (2016, e8) argues, in an account of Alexey Ulbricht’s immunity-themed critique of late liberalism, that the 
immunitary paradigm is explanatorily empty insofar as it accommodates both hostile treatment of immigrants as an immune 
system response and a tolerant treatment as evidence of successfully achieved inoculation and immunity. 
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interact with [its] environment’ rather than as thanatically oriented (2008, xxxi). Despite this, 

Esposito’s notion of inoculating the social body through exposure to that which is deemed to 

threaten it reproduces a pathologizing gaze in which Indigenous life is conceived as a pathogen. 

Indigenous life’s function in this scenario is to enhance the colonial population’s health and 

wellbeing. Esposito’s emphasis on the dominant social group does not lend itself to centring 

Indigenous subjectivity or recognising colonial occupiers as themselves harmful life forms that 

infiltrate and attack the Indigenous social body (see Farneti 2011, 957-959). Moreover, his 

enthusiasm for communitas—a collective sense of community which he contrasts with the 

individually oriented immunitas that constructs the other as a threat to the self’s integrity and 

wellbeing (Esposito 2008, 50)—may be read as reformulating colonial Australia’s absorption 

and assimilation policies rather than recognising Indigenous sovereignty.  

 

Achille Mbembé’s (2003) reading of biopolitics is more successful than Esposito at centring 

colonised populations’ experiences of contemporary governmentality and biopower. Mbembé 

argues that by ignoring the colonial scene, Foucault fails to apprehend biopower as primarily a 

necropolitics—a means of producing and rationalising death. Elsewhere, Mbembé attempts to 

provoke new forms of self formation by staging a critique of postcolonial African self 

determination to move beyond the recurring and limiting narrative of survival in the face of 

hostile colonial occupation (Mbembé and Randall 2002). This aspect of his work is unhelpful to 

apply the Australian colony, where Indigenous people remain subject to colonial occupation 

and administration. As Dirk Moses observes, ‘the status of Aborigines as a tiny minority in a 

settler society calls forth the very language of survival and autochthonous authenticity that 
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[Mbembé] and others seek to surmount’ (Moses 2010, 11). Nonetheless, Mbembé’s reminder 

that biopower is inherently thanatic resonates with Davis’s, Langford Ginibi’s, and Wright’s 

accounts of Indigenous experiences of colonial biopower and thus recurs throughout this thesis. 

Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s voluminous readings of contemporary biopower in Empire 

(2000) and Multitude (2004) advances a number of biopolitically-themed concepts that are 

potentially useful for engaging Indigenous storytelling. In particular, their contention that the 

work of creating relationships and social life be recognised as ‘biopolitical labour’ (2004, 109) 

suggests some analogies with relational Indigenous ontologies and the importance attributed 

the work of ensuring story and culture persist. The breadth of Hardt and Negri’s vision risks 

obscuring the need for specific local solutions to colonialism. While they endorse the subaltern 

studies position that European nation states are defined in part through their colonies (2000, 

124-126), the pair exhibit a curious Eurocentrism in failing to consider alternative models of 

sovereignty found in non-European states and cultures (Dunn 2004, 144-146). In particular, 

their enthusiasm for a cosmopolitan global solidarity that effaces difference (2004, 104-109) 

does not register that, for the dispossessed, porous borders and deterritorialisation may be 

undesirable and best resisted through assertions of sovereignty and belonging to Country.   

 

Biopower in the Australian colony 

 

Foucault makes only passing reference to colonialism and Empire in his texts and lectures; 

however, his work is widely used to read colonial scenes and ideologies and recover ‘counter-
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histories’ and subjugated knowledges that describe biopolitical and colonial tactics, and the 

lives of those subject to them, from below (Young 1995). Laura Ann Stoler’s influential reading 

of the History through a colonial prism argues that the colonies were essential sites of 

biopower's emergence. In her account, European subjectivity and notions of whiteness were 

formed through a biopolitical Othering of colonised populations that deployed discourses of 

race, sexuality, and class (1995, 2016). Where Stoler’s analysis of colonised Indonesia addresses 

what she believes is a gap in Foucault’s geospatial and chronological account of biopower’s 

development, Cultural Studies scholars working within a biopolitical framework in Australia 

tend to focus upon identifying biopower’s distinctive local characteristics and critically 

reflecting upon its productivity and validity as an analytic tool. For some, Foucault's conceptual 

apparatus requires extensive revision. Ben Silverstein argues that Foucault’s categories—

specifically, the population and the individual body—‘are inadequate to think government in 

sites like the Northern Territory’, although he endorses a broader conceptual use of Foucault’s 

method to describe spatially oriented tactics of government and the construction of raced 

categories of life (2011, 118). Conversely, Bruce Kapferer and Barry Morris (2006), accept the 

general tenets of Foucault’s account of biopower and retain its operational concepts. They 

point to Australia’s planned population and administration to argue it has been a modern state, 

in which biopower emerged fully formed, from its inception, albeit with distinct figures and 

forces that animate its discursive apparatus (see also Hogg and Carrington 2001)15. Following 

 
15 Russell Hogg and Kerry Carrington (2001) contend that that the colonial state’s limited institutional capacity meant it 
struggled to administer the Australian population. They argue an unfamiliar and challenging landscape, the difficulties of 
managing an extremely large territory with low population density, and the complex relationship between the colonial 
administration and private individuals (specifically, squatters) who generated much of the colony’s wealth while not adhering to 
the law, generated distinct Australian configurations of power-knowledge. 
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this line of thought, Holly Randell-Moon (2016, 43-44) accepts that biopower adequately 

describes the administration of life in the Australian colony but argues that a colonial emphasis 

on asserting sovereignty and legitimising occupation resembles the concerns of earlier 

European modes of monarchical rule, thus requiring a revision of Foucault’s content that 

biopower succeeds sovereign power. 

 

The two main areas in which biopower in the Australian colony is deemed to exhibit a particular 

local configuration are the impetus towards asserting territorial sovereignty and the 

mobilisation and treatment of race. These two issues overlap and are mutually reinforcing, 

though, at times, also exhibit conflicting trajectories and effects. Some of the relation between 

territory and race derives from the entanglement of biopower and colonialism, which 

resembles Foucault’s brief remarks about the complementary development of biopower and 

capitalism (1978, 140-141). Biopower creates categories of life and forms of power-knowledge 

that enable colonialism to advance. Colonialism, in turn, enhances and extends the apparatus 

through which biopower produces and penetrates life throughout (and, following Stoler, 

beyond) the colony. Consequently, in much of the scholarship cited below there is considerable 

slippage between the two discursive constructs, as the colonial state consciously and explicitly 

deploys biopolitical strategies and tactics, while biopower’s function-effects conduce 

colonialism’s goal of undisputed non-Indigenous occupation and sovereignty. 
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Scott Morgensen’s (2011) analysis of settler colonial biopolitics brings together the 

particularities of territorial sovereignty and race. He argues that settler colonists pursue 

undisputed sovereignty over new territories by construing Indigenous life in ways that are 

advantageous to their occupation. For Morgensen, the Australian colony is ‘exemplary of 

biopower’ because of the way it produces a form of raced life that may be let die (2011, 52). 

Settler colonial biopower produces a population and modern nation state that defines itself 

through an ‘inherent interdependence with [I]ndigeneity’: 

settler colonialism produces settler societies by pursuing the elimination of Indigenous 

peoples via amalgamation and replacement… Europeans establish Western law and a 

new People on settled land by practicing an exception to the law that permits 

eliminating Indigenous peoples while defining settlers as those who replace   

         (2011, 52,60) 

 

Despite being wary of continuing to overwrite Indigenous people’s ontologies and subjugated 

knowledges with imported concepts and ways of apprehending the social order, Morgensen 

argues that Foucault’s theorising can denaturalise colonial occupation and help conceive it as 

an ongoing process that may be disrupted through genealogical analysis (2011, 73).  

 

Morgensen’s analysis is based on Patrick Wolfe’s (2016, 32-33; 2006, 388) foundational 

argument that ongoing disputes over territory between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people 
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in Australia lead the colonial nation to manifest a structure of elimination16. This corresponds 

with Foucault’s analysis of the racism of the state. Wolfe contends that settler colonists pursue 

uncontested sovereignty over the Australian continent by eliminating Indigenous people in a 

variety of material and ideological ways: direct extermination, physical displacement, 

pathologisation, training in European modes of conduct, and miscegenation. He incorporates 

instances where Indigenous sovereignty is recognised (specifically through the Mabo 

judgement and Native Title laws and claims) into his eliminatory structure by observing that it 

has the material effect of diminishing the number of Indigenous claimants capable of asserting 

an entitlement. By affording itself the sole capacity to determine Indigenous claims to land, 

settler law effaces competing Indigenous epistemologies that construe sovereignty in 

alternative ways (cf Merlan 1997). Furthermore, the Native Title judicial framework, and the 

discourse surrounding it, serve to produce Indigenous people as ‘the enemy inside the nation, 

making avaricious and illegitimate threats to White property and peace’ (Cowlishaw 2006, 437; 

see also Mackey 1999, 119-120). 

 

Wolfe (2016, 4-5) draws out additional aspects of race’s particularity in the Australian colony by 

contrasting the policies of absorption and assimilation to which Indigenous people were 

subjected with the treatment of descendants of Black slaves in the United States subject to a 

‘one-drop’ rule of biological descent17. Michael Griffiths points out that although absorption 

 
16 Wolfe distinguishes a structure of elimination from an event to refute attempts to locate colonialism and genocide of 
Indigenous people in the past. This is broadly consistent with Foucault’s sense of biopower continually producing raced life that 
it lets die. 
17 While the Australian architects of these policies sought to eliminate non-whites from the population, in the United States, ‘a 
one-drop rule’, in which ‘anyone with a known Black ancestor is considered Black' (Hickman 1997, 1163), was applied. (Wolfe 
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and assimilation ‘clearly involve disciplinary practices driven by biopolitical norms’ (2011, 21), 

they construe an ambivalent relation between the raced Other and the population based on 

proximity rather than segregation (see also Moran 2005). Contrary to Foucault’s theorising, 

Griffiths argues, Indigenous life is not conceived as a pathogen from which the population must 

be protected, but a weaker form of life that may be absorbed through a practice of ‘breeding 

out the colour’ (Griffiths 2018, 68-75). Following a Stolerian line of thought, Griffiths observes 

how this policy produced whiteness as an evolutionary norm and ideal (2018, 131-163)—‘an 

arbitrary marker of biopolitical health in Australia’ (Haderer 2013, 8)—while blackness signalled 

evolutionary inferiority and incipient extinction, ‘a past of which the white man is the future’, to 

borrow from Bhabha (1994, 341). This local configuration of race informs this thesis’s analysis 

of the way food produces and marks boundaries between Indigenous and non-Indigenous 

subjects while bringing them into proximity and pursuing their assimilation.  

 

Some of the ambivalence of racial proximity and segregation that Griffiths proposes is apparent 

in biopolitical analysis that shows how Indigenous people are simultaneously included and 

excluded by Australia’s unraced population. Research on circulation and the biopolitical 

organisation of space in Alice Springs and Darwin finds that Indigenous people’s presence is 

discouraged even as the town seeks to attract economically desirable tourists by offering a 

perceived proximity to Indigenous culture (Lea et al. 2012). Recalling Morgensen’s account of 

settler colonial biopolitics producing Indigeneity in ways that is advantageous to it, the towns’ 

 
accounts for the difference by arguing that Indigenous Australians were constructed as diminishing the common wealth while 
African Americans were produced as profit-generating sources of labour in the United States.) 
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laws and built environment regulate the conduct and discourage the presence of Indigenous 

people whose behaviour deviates from that of model non-Indigenous consumer-citizens, while 

encouraging the presence of Indigenous people capable of performing what non-Indigenous 

society construes as authentic and desirable ‘Indigenous’ practices. As Elizabeth Povinelli (2002, 

6,39) points out, such demands produce racial hegemonies and force Indigenous people to 

surveil themselves and become the authentic subjects of the colonial imaginary. They also 

produce new hierarchies and exclusions by denying the utility and authenticity of those who 

identify as Indigenous but are not skilled in these areas (Lobo 2016, 77). Goenpul scholar Aileen 

Moreton-Robinson (2009, 62-64) uses Foucault and biopower to theorise these themes in her 

reading of citizenship’s and rights-based discourse’s ambivalent effects for Indigenous people. 

She addresses Australian citizenship’s structural consequences for the raced population 

through the figure of the ‘good Indigenous citizen’, who is more modestly recompensed for 

their contributions to the colonial economy than their unraced counterparts. Her argument 

invokes biopolitical data that demonstrates substantial differences between Indigenous and 

non-Indigenous benchmarks for life expectancy, health, employment, and incarceration to 

observe that Indigenous people do not enjoy the same standards of living as other citizens, who 

profit from the surplus value they generate through their displays of consumable difference. 

Indigenous people’s citizenship and subjection through discourses of human rights are 

ambivalent in suggesting an equivalent status and proximity to non-Indigenous people that 

enables their distancing. Furthermore, their subjection to citizenship helps secure the 

administering State’s appropriation of Indigenous lands and resources. Food’s role in preserving 
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the conditions under which Indigenous people exhibit a utility for the non-Indigenous 

population is explored in this thesis’s seventh chapter. 

 

Surveillance and regulation of Indigenous people is apparent in scholarship that uses biopower 

as a framework for describing the Australian Federal Government’s Northern Territory 

Emergency Response (NTER) and its subsequent iterations. Allegations of widespread sexual 

abuse of children played a major role in pathologising Indigenous communities in the Northern 

Territory and legitimating the imposition of a suite of ‘special measures’, including mandatory 

health checks for children, an income management scheme, compulsory acquisition of 

Indigenous-owned land, and suspension of the Racial Discrimination Act. These measures were 

ostensibly proposed in relation to the Ampe Akelyernemane Meke Mekarle:" Little Children are 

Sacred": Report of the Northern Territory Board of Inquiry Into the Protection of Aboriginal 

Children from Sexual Abuse 2007 (Wild & Anderson 2007), but failed to adopt its 

recommendations (Behrendt 2007, 15; Brown & Brown 2007). While the Federal Government 

construes the policies it imposes under the NTER’s rubric as means of improving Indigenous 

health, wealth, and wellbeing, critical responses identify how they provide a pretext for 

intensive surveillance, disciplining, and dispossession of Indigenous communities and people 

(Watson 2009; Perera and Pugliese 2011). Like the examples discussed above, the NTER 

generates an ambivalent tendency towards pursuing an assimilatory goal of producing ‘a newly 

oriented “normalised” Aboriginal population’ (Hinkson 2007, 66) and asserting difference by 

applying disciplinary techniques that ‘would not be tolerated or even arguable if proposed for 

any other Australian communities’ (McCallum 2011, 628). As discussed in this thesis’s seventh 
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chapter, food plays an important role in the NTER’s production of a pathologised and subaltern 

portion of the population leads a number of scholars to conceive it as advancing a biopolitical 

race war that entrenches colonial occupation by delegitimising Indigenous claims to sovereignty 

and self determination and construing the Indigenous population as requiring paternalistic 

management (Moreton-Robinson 2009; Wadiwel and Tedmanson 2013). 

 

Biopolitical readings of Australia’s treatment of boat-borne asylum seekers and people held in 

immigration detention suggest a number of continuities with the production and administration 

of Indigenous people as a raced and subaltern form of life. Agamben’s concepts of bare life, the 

sovereign exception, and the camp are used to elaborate the situation of detainees, measures 

taken to deter and prevent asylum seekers from reaching Australian territory, and the 

discursive environment that surrounds them in Australia (Perera 2002; Rajaram and Grundy-

Warr 2004; Bailey 2009; Pugliese 2011; Zannettino 2012). Some of this scholarship construes a 

continuity between the two groups’ treatment through a genealogy that foregrounds the raced 

elements of imprisonment in the colonies (Perera 2002; Palombo 2009). Like Indigenous 

people, asylum seekers and immigration detainees are produced as problem populations that 

require paternal administration and regulation to protect them from themselves and secure the 

nation’s territorial sovereignty. The commonalities of their treatment include being subjected 

to governmental tactics that suspend their human rights while deploying humanitarian 

discourse to legitimise their administration (Little and Vaughan-Williams 2017), withhold or 

conditionally provide welfare (Palombo 2009, 622-623), militarise their management, and 
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deploy discourses of race, criminality, and national security to pathologise them (Perera 2002). 

The sovereign exception that produces asylum seekers as bare life serves to reassert territorial 

sovereignty and norm and Other the population, whose members are not subjected to these 

measures. Although both groups are problematised through sovereignty and territorial 

concerns, asylum seekers are subject to segregation while Indigenous people are coerced to 

assimilate and locate themselves more proximately to the unraced Australian population. This 

manifests an important difference between the Indigene construed as an internal enemy and 

the asylum seeker who is produced as an external source of risk. As this thesis’s eighth chapter 

shows, Wright explores the future permutations of these varying treatments of raced others, as 

starving climate change refugees circle the globe in search of Indigenous homelands where they 

hope to find plentiful food.  

 

This brief exegesis of biopower’s use as an analytic in the Australian colony identifies a number 

of themes and distinct local characteristics that the following chapters will explore through the 

prism of food: producing a colonial settler population through administration and Othering, 

imposing a racial caesura by problematising and pathologising Indigenous people as a risk to 

that population, subjugating and subjectifying the resulting raced form of life through 

hegemonic relations, and attempting to optimise the population by effacing Indigenous culture, 

norming Indigenous conduct, and dispossessing Indigenous people. 
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Living (and dying) on dry bread: rationing and biopower in Jack Davis’s 

Kullark and No Sugar 
 

Perhaps more clearly than anything else, the children of Moore River remember what 

they ate, and what they didn’t        

    (Maushart 1993:81) 

Introduction 
 

Existing research on the rationing of Indigenous people in Australia has afforded little 

opportunity to consider Indigenous accounts of the practice. Tim Rowse’s comprehensive White 

Flour, White Power: From Rations to Citizenship in Central Australia sets a precedent for the 

majority of work in this area by examining the ideology of giving, rather than receiving, rations: 

‘I will not claim to deliver to the reader what sense Indigenous people have made of being the 

receivers of rations’, he notes (1998, 4; see also O’Brien 2008,2015; Nettelbeck and Foster 

2012). Richard Broome (2011, 43.5-43.6) has analysed Indigenous ration recipients’ ways of 

conceiving the practice at some length; however, much of his analysis relies upon non-

Indigenous records of Kulin peoples’ testimonies to an 1881 parliamentary inquiry, at which few 

opportunities were provided for the recipients of rations to express their thoughts about the 

practice in the ways and terms that were important to them (Evans and Nanni 2015, 35). Few 

scholars have turned to Indigenous writers’ recollections and representations of rationing as a 

source of Indigenous perspectives on the experience, practice, and implications (cf Dyson 2006; 

O’Brien 2015). To help address this lacuna, and advance the thesis’s argument concerning food 

as a technology of biopower, this chapter examines the account of rationing of Noongar people 

presented in Jack Davis’s plays Kullark (1982) and No Sugar (1986). It argues that these works 
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show how rationing has been an important means of producing and embodying a raced form of 

life that is incorporated into the colonial population as an internal threat to its wealth and 

wellbeing. Kullark introduces the ensemble of practices through which this is inflicted upon 

Noongar people. It portrays the nation state eliminating forms of life that exist outside the 

colonial food economy and imposing a set of hegemonic relations that render the survivors 

reliant upon the food that non-Indigenous institutions and individuals provide. In No Sugar, 

rationing enables forms of administration that regulate and subjugate the resulting Indigenous 

population. Davis reveals how rationing produces and problematises an Indigenous population 

by rendering Noongars measurable, manageable, and subaltern, although, as will be argued in 

chapter four, not without a capacity for resistance. The paradox Foucault discerns in 

biopower—that a power premised on managing life can develop and intensify while producing 

the means to render life extinct (1978, 137)—is reiterated in the two plays, which show how a 

governmental program that ostensibly sustains life by providing food produces that which may 

be let die and brings about its death. Notably, both plays portray food-centric deaths 

occasioned by an unwillingness to submit to rationing logic and ideology, whether from the 

outside or inside. In examining these aspects of the plays, the chapter addresses several of the 

thesis sub-questions: it gives a detailed account of one way in which food problematises life 

and renders it administrable (sub-question 1); it shows how food produces a racial caesura and 

marks racial boundaries (sub-question 2); and it identifies food’s role in directly and indirectly 

eliminating forms of life deemed detrimental to the colonial population’s health, wealth, and 

wellbeing (sub-question 5). 
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Rationing of Indigenous people in Australia 
 
 

The most detailed account of rationing of Indigenous people in Australia is Tim Rowse’s White 

Flour, White Power: From Rations to Citizenship in Central Australia. Rowse defines rationing as 

‘the non-Aboriginal practice—whether based on custom or on policy—of providing food, 

clothing and other goods (such as blankets and tobacco) to Indigenous people’ (1998, 3). He 

reads rationing as a material practice but also a positive form of power-knowledge—‘an 

ideologically fruitful practice…a rich site of meanings, a central generator of ideologies’ (1998, 

4). Accordingly, non-Indigenous accounts of rationing show it being conceived in a variety of 

ways: remuneration for labour; a charitable endeavour; a way of compensating Indigenous 

people for their loss of land; and as a tool of assimilation, pacification, and/or segregation (see 

also O’Brien 2008; Foster 2000, 4-5). Rowse observes that rationing provides a way of 

constructing Indigenous and non-Indigenous agency and constituting a relationship between 

the two (1998, 5); however, he also points out that it has traditionally required little accord 

between provider and receiver: congruity was ‘not essential to [the relationship’s] abiding 

structure’ (1998, 5). As a result, ‘[I]ndigenous recipients could preserve their own 

understandings of why they were rationed, of what their entitlements were, and of what were 

proper uses of the received goods’ (Rowse 1998, 5). 

 

Rowse explicitly conceives rationing as a form of biopower. Following Foucault, he argues that 

colonial rationing practices manifested a shift from a sovereign right to let live or make die to a 

more modern form of rule that administers and is predicated upon enhancing life. In his 
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reading, rationing replaces violence as a mode of government; it is a means of alleviating 

privation and encouraging Indigenous people to adopt ‘better’ ways that will improve their 

productivity and vitality (Rowse 1998, 7,3). Anne O’Brien, too, has described rationing as ‘a 

technology of power’, though one ‘used to appease, cajole and control movement’ of 

Indigenous people (2015, 115-116). While she does not mention biopower specifically, she 

draws attention to rationing’s use in dissuading or preventing Indigenous people from moving 

to urban areas, where they were deemed to pose ‘a threat to hygiene, morals, good order and 

the whiteness of the population’ (O’Brien 2015, 116). Biopolitical themes are apparent in 

Amanda Nettelbeck and Robert Foster’s comparative account of rationing regimes in Australia 

and Canada, which reads them as a site through which diverging methods of colonial 

governance of Indigenous populations are practiced (2012). Similarly, Anna Haebich’s (1988) 

history of relations between Indigenous people and the Western Australian state government 

during the period from 1900 until 1940 acknowledges the increasing regulation, 

standardisation, and effort to administer life that rationing manifested. Her account begins in 

1898, when Premier John Forrest halved the previous ration scale to encourage greater self 

sufficiency and productivity among Indigenous recipients. (Haebich contends it had the 

opposite effect and was directly responsible for high levels of Indigenous malnutrition and 

associated diseases (1988, 55).) She later draws attention to the Chief Protector of Aborigines, 

A.O. Neville’s, efforts to regulate ration provision and render it more efficient by centrally 

planning the distribution and location of ration stations, requiring ration providers to purchase 

goods from approved government contractors, and creating a register and weekly schedule of 

ration provision (1988, 166).  
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Although the move to centralise the administration of ration provision would seem to 

contradict Foucault’s contention that power becomes more decentralised and diffuse in its 

modern forms, limited oversight and networks of control meant that efforts to regulate the 

practice were unsuccessful. Despite Neville’s, and others’, prescriptions and centralised permit 

system, ration providers in Western Australia and other states continued to exercise significant 

discretion in terms of the content and quantity of rations provided and the conditions under 

which they were distributed across the state and country. Haebich suggests that tensions and 

ambivalent hierarchies between different departments engaged in ration provision and 

Indigenous policy were partly responsible for varying interpretations of the Acts and policies 

under which Indigenous sustenance was provided (1988, 95). During the Depression, she 

reports, ‘[p]olice officers in some towns refused to issue rations altogether while others made 

their own rules on eligibility’ (1988, 290). She also cites instances of Neville himself varying his 

policy on ration provision at different locations around the state (1988, 245). Ann McGrath’s 

account of rationing on stations in the Northern Territory notes that ration provision ‘varied 

greatly between stations’ and between recipients (McGrath 1987, 125-126). She finds that 

while ‘Pastoral Awards stipulated full keep for white employees with minimum standards and 

quantities of foods…[t]he quantity and quality of food for Aborigines were not defined, and 

although Dr C.E. Cook drew up a 'recommended' diet scale for Aborigines in 1930, it was not 

widely circulated. Tucker depended on the station and the individual employer’ (McGrath 1987, 

125-126). John Chesterman and Brian Galligan suggest that ration providers in Victoria enjoyed 

interpretive agency that allowed them to retain discretion in their ration provision by either 
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disregarding central directives and providing rations on moral grounds or excluding claimants 

by applying the regulations and policies governing ration with excessive precision (1997, 22-23). 

The effect was to create what was most consistent about rationing across the country: a social 

order premised upon hegemonic relationships between non-Indigenous ration providers and 

Indigenous ration receivers. Beyond the food providing and food receiving categories of life that 

this construed and materialised (Rowse 1998, 155), the relationship’s charitable ethos (as 

conceived by non-Indigenous people) and variations in provision undermined Indigenous 

people’s entitlement to sustenance.  

 

Rowse’s analysis of rationing as a manifestation of biopower focuses largely upon the anatamo-

political pole—the disciplinary processes by which the body is rendered docile and its forces 

maximised and made efficient (see Rowse 1998, 5-8). He shows how rationing facilitated 

surveillance, encouraged Indigenous people to internalise norms of Western conduct and self-

regulation, and helped integrate them into the machinery of capitalist production (Rowse 1998, 

16,111,135; see also Foster 2000; Nettelbeck and Foster 2012). The hegemonic relations 

rationing construed helped to regulate Indigenous life according to European norms by applying 

biological and behavioural conditions under which rations were to be distributed. Nettelbeck 

and Foster observe that flour and other rations were distributed to Indigenous people as a 

reward for good conduct or, by the 1840s, withheld for perceived wrongdoing at food depots in 

Western Australia (2012, 26-27). In Victoria, potential recipients who deviated from imposed 

behavioural and biological norms—particularly those involving unauthorised movement and 
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marriage—were prohibited from receiving rations, often despite enduring hardship that would 

otherwise entitle them to support (Chesterman and Galligan 1997, 21-24).  

 

Regarding biopower’s bio-political pole, Rowse observes that rationing formed populations by 

concentrating Indigenous bodies (1998, 86-88,99,148). Like the hospitals that enabled the 

species’s characteristics to be observed and life to become an object of power in Foucault’s 

genealogy (see Curtis 2002, 514-515), he contends that ‘[r]ationing underpinned the first 

“scientific” account of Central Australia’s Indigenous people’ (1998, 4). He identifies that 

rationing both reproduced and eliminated raced life: while it was widely conceived as an 

assimilatory practice, it produced racial difference through the distinctions it construed 

between donor and receiver (1998, 207). In terms of safeguarding the unraced population’s 

vitality, as noted above, the use of rations to concentrate Indigenous people in areas away from 

urban centres isolated the colonial-settler population from the threat to health and racial purity 

allegedly posed by the raced Other (O’Brien 2015, 115-116). Other ways in which rationing 

served to reduce the threat posed to the unraced population’s wellbeing included reducing the 

likelihood of Indigenous people spearing cattle and, potentially, non-Indigenous pastoralists 

and their employees (Moseley 1935, 4; Foster 2000, 3-5). 

 

While rationing involved administering life and ostensibly preserving the unraced population, it 

also exhibited a thanatic dimension. Some ration providers explicitly conceived their practices 

as a way of smoothing the race’s dying pillow (Haebich 1988, 47-48; Chesterman and Galligan 

1997, 22). Formal inquiries such as the Royal Commission carried out by H.D. Moseley in 
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Western Australia (1934) and academic and philanthropic surveys like those conducted by 

Catherine and Ronald Berndt at Wave Hill, Northern Territory,  during 1944 and 1945 found 

that, in many regions, rationing offered only a ‘starvation diet’ (Foster 2000, 12-13; see Gray 

2014, 19-21; O’Brien 2015, 117-121). The flour and dried meat distributed to Indigenous people 

was deficient in vitamins and calcium and less nutritious than the native foodstuffs it replaced 

(Dyson 2006, 15; see Smith and Smith 1999 for a comparative account of Indigenous and non-

Indigenous diets’ nutritional value). Providing insufficient food is consistent with a thanatic 

reading of biopower and its eliciting of race as a means of distinguishing life that must be made 

live from that which may be let die. At the same time, while the paucity of food would seem 

contrary to any attempt to optimise Indigenous lives, it has been interpreted as deriving from a 

fear of ‘pauperising’ them—a belief that ‘the “generosity” of the Aborigines Protection Board 

ration system had made Indigenous people “lazy”’ and reliant upon the state (see Haebich 

1988, 55; O’Brien 2015).  

 

As noted in this chapter’s introduction, little has been done to examine Indigenous perspectives 

on rationing in Australia. Laurel Evelyn Dyson’s valuable paper on Indigenous Australian 

cookery contains a brief account of rationing. Dyson cites Mardudjara author Jessie Lennon’s 

account of her first encounter with rations—‘Hey, this isn’t food! Mai tjulpuku! This is food for 

chooks!’ (in Dyson 2006, 14)—and suggests ‘[t]he initial reaction of Aboriginal people to rations 

was often negative’ (2006, 14). Richard Broome’s (2011) account of Coranderrk Aboriginal 

Reserve inmates’ ways of conceiving ration distribution through the prism of ‘right behaviour’ 

provides a more sustained analysis. He argues that a perceived entitlement to rations was 
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derived from Indigenous kinship protocols and reciprocal obligations. He cites non-Indigenous 

accounts of Kulin, and other peoples’18, perspectives provided as testimony during the 1877 

Royal Commission on the Aborigines and a substantial 1881 parliamentary inquiry, at which 

‘virtually every Aboriginal adult [resident at Corranderk] expressed a view’, to contend that 

Indigenous people sought to impress the concept of ‘right behaviour’ upon ration providers 

(2011, 43.6). Rationing’s importance to the Kulin became evident during a second commission 

held to enquire into the management and conditions at Corranderk in 1881, at which Broome 

observes that rations were foremost among contributors’ complaints: ‘[a]lmost all witnesses 

complained that they did not have enough meat’ (2011, 43.9)19.  

 

In contrast to other researchers in this area, Broome emphasises the role Indigenous people 

themselves played in the rationing relationship20. Consequently, he finds that at Corranderk 

there was ‘a complex two-way flow of power over rations’ in which the inmates  

 

were both short of food and protested vehemently about it in terms of their notion of 

right behaviour, thereby gaining some traction in their quest for a better deal from their 

 
18 See Barwick (1998, 71-78) for details of the various clans and peoples that came to live at Coranderrk, including members of 
the Taungerong, Boonwurrung, Dja Dja Wurrung, Wathaurong, Yorta Yorta, Kurnai, and Burapper. 
19 Only the aged and infirmed were entitled to meat in their ration. Working aged men were expected to purchase meat, using 
wages they earned labouring in the mission’s hop gardens, from the local butcher (Broome 2011, 43.8). Women were not paid 
wages; however, at the 1877 Royal Commission, the inmate Martin Simpson asserted that women received 6 lbs of meat each 
week, the same as working men (Victoria 1877, 30).  
20 A study such as Nettelbeck and Foster’s (2012), for instance, makes no allowance for Indigenous ration recipients’ agency and 
frames rationing entirely in terms of coercion and conciliation by the dominant class and culture. The authors permit 
themselves to propose ‘an Aboriginal point of view’ on rationing, comprising a single sentence, without supporting citation 
(2012, 31). 
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colonial masters….their concerns over food operated on several levels. Their criticisms 

were genuine complaints, political tactics, and also expressions of a moral point 

(2011, 43.10) 

 

Anne O’Brien’s analysis of Pitjantjatjara people’s rationing at the Ernabella mission in north-west 

South Australia focuses on the humanitarian and philosophical tensions animating various non-

Indigenous participants’ and commentators’ conceptions of the practice, though it also includes 

a long paragraph citing a number of lifewriting texts and notes other qualitative research 

eliciting Indigenous accounts of rationing (O’Brien 2015, 115-116,121). These partially 

contradict the dominant non-Indigenous conceptions and assessments: some of the accounts 

refute the perceived paucity of the ration while others acknowledge it as a meagre but 

appropriate allocation. McGrath’s research on station life in the Northern Territory suggests 

considerable discrepancy between non-Indigenous records of plentiful ration provision and the 

oral histories passed down to the ration recipients’ descendants; the former suggest 140 

pounds of beef were provide each month for a population of five Indigenous elders and two 

women, while in the latter’s account they received ‘only a small dilly bag of tea, sugar and flour 

to last all week’ (McGrath 1987, 128). Similarly, Susan Maushart’s study of testimonies from 

Moore River Native Settlement inmates finds that, ‘[o]n the subject of diet and nutrition—as on 

just about every subject at Moore River—there was a yawning gap between theory and reality’ 

(Maushart 1993, 83). She contends that, while the original Moore River diet scale was quite 

generous, with provision of meat, fruit and vegetables, ‘the “diet scale” existed only in the mind 

of its creators. The reality—what inmates actually consumed—often bore strikingly little 
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relationships to it’ (Maushart 1993, 85). Like McGrath, she points to significant discrepancies 

between the recorded and more likely expenditure on Indigenous sustenance (McGrath 1987, 

139-141; Maushart 1993, 86). Notably, the testimonies she collects show that the experience of 

reservationing varied between inmates, some of whom recalled regular hot meals while others 

describe significant privation (1993, 83). 

 

For his part, Rowse examines the ideology of giving, rather than receiving, rations: ‘I will not 

claim to deliver to the reader what sense Indigenous people have made of being the receivers 

of rations’ (1998, 4)21. As a consequence, his analysis emphasises rationing’s coercive nature 

(Broome 2011, 43.10) and there is little sense of the way biopower flows from below. To help 

address this absence, the following analysis examines the account of rationing presented in 

Davis’s Kullark and No Sugar. It argues that Davis’s accounts of rationing reveal and dramatise 

many of the anatamo-disciplinary and bio-political characteristics that Rowse and other 

scholars have identified, but also exhibits some important differences. Davis shows how 

rationing facilitated and imbricated violence rather than replacing it as a mode of rule. In 

addition, Davis’s Noongar characters do not conceive rations as a way of compensating them 

for dispossession or relieving their immiseration, but as a punitive means of subjugation: they 

perceive the rationing regime as a governmental means of producing their material 

impoverishment by withholding rather than providing food, curtailing their agency, and limiting 

their access and entitlement to an equitable share of commonwealth resources. 

 
 

21 Rowse observes that the Western Desert Pintupi people may have understood that Whites should support them based on a 
concept of kanyininpa, ‘authority which is also a duty of care’ (1998, 43); however, his emphasis in White Flour is upon non-
Indigenous meaning construction and practices. 
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Davis and his critics  
 

Jack Davis was born in Subiaco, Western Australia on 11 March 1917. The autobiographical 

account of his childhood, A Boy’s Life (1991), records that his parents were removed from their 

families at young ages: his father had Indigenous and Sikh heritage, ‘lived with, and was reared 

by whites’, and began work as a stockman at age eight22; Davis’s mother, who had a Scottish 

father and Indigenous mother, was taken from her family at Marble Bar (inland from Port 

Hedland in Western Australia) and given to a white family to work as a servant in Broome at the 

age of seven (Davis 1991, 1-2). Neither of his parents could read or write (Davis 1991, 34,58). 

 

Davis describes his parents as ‘good storytellers’. He recalls his father recounting at least one 

traditional tale (see Davis 1991, 20-21). His mother insisted on the couple’s eleven children 

being educated despite local non-Indigenous people’s attempts to discourage their enrolment 

(Chesson 1988, 47-48). Davis recalls her being scandalised by indecorous behaviour and 

asserting the importance of bourgeois modes of non-Indigenous conduct (Davis 1991, 24,56-

57,60). 

 

References to food are prevalent in Davis’s accounts of childhood. He describes his mother’s 

prowess at cooking both English meals and native fare, her displays of violence when dishes 

 
22 In later years, Davis discovers that his father was born in Roeburn (1991, 145). 
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were spoiled, and her shame at receiving rations in Yarloop after Davis’s father dies in a farming 

accident (Davis 1991, 58-59,61,140). Of his father, Davis recalls,  

[t]imberworkers’ wages have never left much money to spare, and raising a large 

family on Dad’s income alone was an almost impossible task. My father always 

kept a collection of guns and was an expert bushman. The guns and rifles were a 

means of obtaining extra meat…The boys of our family all learnt to shoot, to trap 

rabbits and generally to survive off the land, a skill that was to stand me in good 

stead during later years         

  (Chesson 1988, 9,13) 

Davis published his first book of poetry, The First Born and Other Poems, in 1970. He is the most 

prolific Indigenous Australian dramaturg to date. In addition to his trilogy of plays—No Sugar 

(1986), The Dreamers (1982), and Barungin (1989)—he also wrote Kullark (1982), In Our Town 

(1992), two produced-but-unpublished works Widartji (1990) and Wahngin Country (1992), and 

the children’s plays Honey Spot (1993) and Moorli and the Leprechaun (1994). He published 

four volumes of poetry, an autobiography, and edited the collection Paperbark: A Collection of 

Black Australian Writings (1990) and the magazine Identity from 1973 until 1979. In 1977, Davis 

was awarded the British Empire Medal for his contributions to literature and Indigenous 

advancement. 
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Critical responses to Davis’s work have been laudatory (Healy 1988, 80-81; Turcotte 1994; 

Hodge 1994, 98). The dominant—indeed, nearly uniform23—perspective in the critical literature 

as a whole is that Davis’s plays describe the (monolithically conceived) Indigenous population’s 

material and social conditions and retell their colonial history from an Indigenous perspective. 

In this way, the plays become understood as both record and means of subverting and resisting 

non-Indigenous domination and elimination of the Indigenous Other. Davis’s own experience of 

being interned in Moore River Native Settlement (see Davis 1991, 113-123), along with his 

thematic emphasis upon the Indigenous community’s experiences of becoming the object of 

colonial administration, and the subsequent effects upon their health and wellbeing, is the 

basis for reading his plays as providing an Indigenous perspective on rationing. 

 

Disparate mentions of food and rationing recur throughout the corpus of secondary literature 

on Davis, but it is rarely afforded its own attention as a signifier, textual device, or theme. Adam 

Shoemaker formally recognises sugar’s role in the eponymous play when he describes it as the 

‘most effective’ of the ‘basic motifs’ that recur throughout the play as a way of connoting its 

Indigenous characters’ privation (2004, 257). Shoemaker’s reading accords with this chapter’s 

analysis of food as a medium through which Davis advances his colonial critique of the 

Indigenous population’s material and discursive conditions; for him, ‘as the play’s title 

indicates…the Aborigines have “no sugar”, both literally and figuratively’ (2004, 257). 

Shoemaker’s contention that sugar is a ‘basic’ motif, however, warrants further reflection. 

 
23 Only Mudrooroo dissents from endorsing Davis’s capacity to write from an Indigenous perspective (see 1991, 45,80 and 
further details below). Nowhere in the critical literature are Davis’s representations of Indigenous living conditions or accounts 
of Australian history disputed. 
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Sugar is a commodity heavily marked by slavery and inequitable treatment of subaltern people 

in the Caribbean (Mintz 1985; Brown 2008) and Australia (Mercer 1995); using it to connote 

Indigenous peoples’ desire for a greater quality of life under colonialism, literally manifested as 

a greater share of colonial commodities, is peculiar. Davis cannot be ignorant of sugar’s malign 

local history: he served on the executive of the Federal Council for the Advancement of 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders alongside South Sea Islander Faith Bandler (see Horner 

2004), whose novel, Wacvie (1977), describes her Vanuatuan father’s experiences working as 

an indentured labourer in Queensland sugar plantations. Davis also included her essay “The 

role of research” in the collection Aboriginal Writing Today (1985, 55-62). Although not 

explored in detail in this chapter, Davis’s use of sugar as a motif generates a range of possible 

interpretations and reflections on his political goals and lends some credence to Mudrooroo’s 

(1990, 45) critique that Davis  exhibits a non-Indigenous perspective. Mudrooroo, writing prior 

to widespread public knowledge of his non-Indigeneity (see Clark 2007), and, following 

D’harawal-born scholar Bronwyn Carlson (2016, 104-108), staging what might otherwise be 

conceived as an early instance of Indigenous people adopting the surveilling and 

subject/population-producing role that non-Indigenous administrations performed, raises 

significant questions about the relationship between Indigenous people and the colonial 

nation-state to which Davis aspired.  

 

Khairui Chowdhury (2010, 78) notes how Davis’s attention to food insufficiency (specifically 

dispossession associated with lack of access to hunting/gathering grounds and below 

subsistence-level wages) ‘function[s] as the device to foreground the counter-truth about ways 
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these agencies [the Chief Protector of Aborigines’ office and the police] worked during the 

Depression years’. His reading anticipates this chapter’s argument that Davis frames food as a 

technology of biopower that produces the Indigene as subject to death. For him, Davis’s plays 

‘enumerate various ways in which they [Indigenous people] are vanished…by exposing gradual 

decrease in quantity and items of food from the ration supply…[and] illustrate how difficult the 

situation was for their survival’ (2010, 78). A number of critics draw attention to the satiric 

subversion of the song “There is a happy place” in No Sugar and its critique of rationing’s 

punitive and thanatic effect on the Indigenous population (Dibble and MacIntyre 1994; 

Tompkins 1994; Crow and Banfield 1996; Hosking 1999). As Joanne Tompkins notes, rationed 

food is central to the complaints about Indigenous living conditions in the rendition of “There is 

a happy place” in No Sugar: ‘the happy land that they used to live on has been taken away from 

them, and their happiness continues to fade as the white “Protector of the Aborigines” cuts 

food rations for the mission Nyoongahs even further’ (1994, 54). She goes on to observe that 

the corroboree performed in No Sugar ‘tells of abundant food, in ironic contrast to the meagre 

rations they are given at the mission’ (1994, 54-55). Similarly, Brian Crow and Chris Banfield 

distinguish the contemporary Indigenous experience of food insecurity and insufficiency—they 

cite Eli and Peter spending the children’s lunch money on alcohol in The Dreamers—from Yagan 

exchanging food and Language with Will in Kullark (1996, 66, 68-69). Discernible in these critics’ 

analyses is a sense that food is a medium of colonial critique through which disjunctive 

Indigenous experience of culture, history, resistance, and relationship to place are produced 

and expressed. Again, however, the Indigenous desire for non-Indigenous commodities 

expressed in “There is a happy place” suggests some complicity with the colonial project. It may 
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be read as implying that the substance of Davis’s complaint is that Indigenous subjects are 

excluded from participating in—or from being adequately remunerated under—the colonial 

economy. This said, the desire for non-Indigenous commodities does not signal acquiescence to 

the colonial order: Helen Gilbert draws attention to Indigenous refusal to recognise or respect 

property laws that is manifested by unrepentant instances of stealing and dining on sheep in 

several of Davis’s plays (Gilbert 1994). 

 

Other critics identify Indigenous relationships to food as a medium through which the past is 

brought into the present and Indigenous culture shown to persist. One reads movement and 

constraint in Davis’s plays in part by conceiving a link between the three enforced journeys the 

Indigenous community endure in No Sugar and ‘the intrinsic nomadic need of the Aboriginals to 

shift location from one part of the land to another to gain sustenance because of seasonal 

change and the availability of game in a harsh and forbidding landscape’ (Carroll 1997, 107). 

This analysis repeats Aboriginalist stereotypes and is heavily Eurocentric—evidently, the 

landscape may not seem harsh and forbidding to Indigenous people skilled in living with 

Country—but does gesture towards the way food mediates relationships to place and the past. 

 

These disparate mentions of food, and the questions they raise about Davis’s desired 

relationship between the colonial state and the Indigenous population, indicate the need for a 

cohesive reading of rations and biopower in the plays. In the following section, the chapter 

examines how Davis shows the practice of rationing producing the Indigenous population 
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through the hegemonic relations it establishes between them, non-Indigenous actors, and 

institutions of the colonial state in Kullark and No Sugar. 

 

Kullark 

 

Food is prominent in Jack Davis’s first play, Kullark (‘Home’). Davis contrasts the food insecurity 

and privation of the present with a pre-contact past in which food is plentiful. Moving back and 

forth through time, he contrasts the character Yagan’s sense of Country as a provident, 

nourishing terrain, with that of immigrants who carry their own food and impose a new 

economic logic on the acquiring and distributing of sustenance (Davis 1982, 18). Food is central 

to each stage of Yagan’s story: from hunting plentiful game in the pre-contact period, through 

to trading fish and flour with the new arrivals, being incarcerated for sheep stealing, and finally 

being shot, skinned, and beheaded after sharing a meal with duplicitous settlers who covet a 

bounty the governor has placed on his head.  

 

Rationing in Kullark 

 
Kullark identifies rationing’s role in subjugating Indigenous life. It shows how rationing is part of 

an ensemble of practices that combine thanatic and positive effects by eliminating and 

replacing the independent Indigenous population whose members sustain themselves outside 

the colonial food economy (or as an agential participant in it) with a subaltern form of life that 

is dependent upon the dominant race and class for sustenance.  
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The first instance of non-Indigenous food provision in Kullark occurs when Irish immigrants, 

Alice and Will, encounter Yagan, Mitjitjiroo, and Moyarahn in the play’s fifth scene. Both parties 

are alarmed. While the men raise their weapons, the non-Indigenous woman Alice proffers a 

loaf of bread to Mitjitjiroo and mimes that he should eat it.  

[He tastes it and is pleasantly surprised.] 

ALICE: It’s bread. [Slowly.] B-read. 

WILL: It’s good. 

ALICE: Very good, very good. 

MITJITJIROO:  Bery goot, bery goot. 

[They all laugh…] 

  (Davis 1982, 18-19) 

The use of food to de-escalate a potentially lethal situation would seem apposite to Rowse’s 

suggestion that rationing replaces violence as a mode of colonial rule. The scene anticipates 

Rowse’s hypothesis that food giving and receiving may have been interpreted in different ways 

across and on either side of the racial boundary. Davis does not suggest the Indigenous group 

debate the meaning of receiving the food, but does indicate diverging levels of comfort with it: 

while Mitjitjiroo and Yagan are content to accept the bread, Moyarahn warns that the whites 

are devils and smell of death (1982, 19). 

 

Food is the medium for an exchange of language—the words for fish, spear, and shovel—

between the immigrants and the Indigenous party. These exchanges produces 

misunderstandings and diverging perceptions that derive from interaction between people of 
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different customs, particularly those relating to food. When Will praises the fish Yagan carries, 

the Indigenous man interprets it as a sign that the newcomers are hungry. Although Yagan 

intends to make Alice and Will a gift of the fish, they insist on reciprocating with flour (1982, 20-

21). In accepting this trade, Yagan is unwittingly ushered into the colonial economy, the rules of 

which will lead to his death. 

 

In Kullark’s seventh scene, a policeman, Jenkins, appears, ‘investigatin’ some complaints from 

farmers about a bit of sheep stealin’ up river’ (1982, 26). He interrupts Yagan, Alice, and Will as 

they exchange bread and fish: 

JENKINS: Listen you, no bery good. You want bery good you go down Guv’ment 

rationing station. Down Mount’s Baym understand? You come here kwippliny 

[thief/thieving]…sojur man, plenty trouble. [Tapping his musket] Boorl boorl, you 

plenty dead. Understand? 

YAGAN: Yagan no kwippliny. Bring pish [fish]. 

Jenkins: You go! Get off, I said. 

 [JENKINS fires a shot into the air. YAGAN drops his fish and flees.]   

       (1982, 27-8) 

 

The scene demonstrates the physical violence and repression that initiates the formal rationing 

relationship and renders Indigenous life subject to it. It recalls Louis Althusser’s (1971) 

formulation of the mutually reinforcing relationship between what he terms the Repressive 
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State Apparatus and the Ideological State Apparatus, in which the former secures the 

conditions under which the latter may operate. 

 

The scene introduces a link between rationing and Indigenous dispossession and concentration: 

a threat of violence and repression, manifested in the form of the policeman, forces Yagan to 

abandon his fish and flee empty handed, not, as the play will go on to show, towards Mounts 

Bay, but to the outskirts of the settlement. Jenkins disregards Will’s protests that Yagan has 

come to trade; instead, he engages a prescriptively imagined Indigenous subject who has come 

seeking free food: 

 

JENKINS: Are you aware, sir, that the Government has forbidden settlers to give 

flour to the natives? If they want handouts they’ve to go down to the official 

rationing station. 

WILL: It’s not a handout, he comes to trade for it, with fish. 

JENKINS: With fish? I suppose you can’t catch your own fish. No, my friend, 

you’re just scared aren’t you? If you don’t give him his berry good he’ll be in to 

pinch it… 

       (Davis 1982, 26) 

 

Again, Davis recognises that rationing allows non-Indigenous food providers to conceive the 

practice in different ways. Like Rowse (1998, 5), Davis apprehends rationing as a generator of 

ideologies that allows the Other’s agency and intentions to be imagined. The scene illustrates 
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some of the different ways that food provision is conceived among the non-Indigenous 

immigrants. Alice describes ‘shar[ing] our food supplies with the natives’ as something 

‘sensitive…to avoid the risk of it being taken by force’ in a letter home (Davis 1982, 20-21). She 

and Jenkins conceive food provision as a way of reducing or eliminating a perceived threat to 

non-Indigenous vitality and wellbeing. By contrast, Will conceives the act of providing food 

through moral precepts, believing ‘it is good to share our food supplies with the natives’ (Davis 

1982, 20-21). Despite the range of interpretive options available, Jenkins cannot be prevailed 

upon to recognise the Indigene-as-food-trader. The rationing ideology precedes and shapes 

Jenkins’s encounter with Yagan; his actions repress behaviour and a subject position the state 

does not recognise—the Indigene as trading partner and food provider—and project onto 

Yagan the status of kwippliny [thief] as a variation on the emerging dyad of non-Indigenous 

food provider and Indigenous food receiver. As in Bain Atwood’s analysis of Aboriginalism, the 

ideology constitutes the reality it imagines (1992)24: Yagan’s empty-handed flight symbolises his 

new status as a dispossessed food recipient. Jenkins’s actions appropriate the act of food 

provision for the new nation-state; the development is productive in the sense that it begins to 

establish a food-centric hegemonic relationship through which life may be administered. It also 

encourages Indigenous subjects to perform their Indigeneity through a new behaviour that 

differentiates them from non-Indigenous subjects—the practice of obtaining rations from the 

 
24 Atwood defines Aboriginalism as ‘as a mode of discourse which, like Edward Said’s Orientialism (1978), produces 

authoritative and essentialist “truths” about indigenes, and which is characterised by a mutually supporting relationship 

between power and knowledge’ (1992, i). He argues that Aboriginalism can ‘be seen to have produced the reality it has 

imagined by influencing government policies and practices which have, in turn, determined Aborigines terms of existence—

racialising the aboriginal social body and so making Aborigines of the indigenous population’ (Atwood 1992, ii-iii). 
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State’s authorised distribution points. In these ways, food and rations are technologies that, 

following Morgensen’s analysis of colonial settler biopolitics, produces forms of Indigenous life 

that are amenable to colonialism: the food-stealing and threatening outlaw, the compliant 

ration recipient, and, as the play will go on to show, the dead. 

 

The rationale Jenkins uses to discourage Alice and Will from providing food to Yagan is based on 

the biopolitical theme of reducing or eliminating a perceived threat to the population’s vitality 

and wellbeing. When Alice concedes, ‘[a]ll right, so we’re scared. There’s nothing wrong with 

that, is there?’ Jenkins replies, ‘[o]nly when people are so scared they’ll protect their own little 

necks at the expense of everyone else’s.’ (1982, 27-28). The state’s regulation of food provision 

and its effort to appropriate this from both Indigenous and non-Indigenous subjects is 

articulated and justified through an appeal to the population’s safety. It serves a positive 

function of structuring the state—in this case, imposing a racial caesura that distinguishes the 

population into life that poses or must be secured from threat and assuming responsibility for 

ameliorating and defending those that must be made live. While rationing is discursively 

constructed as a way of warding off the threat of violence, its biopolitical effect is to elicit that 

threat’s constant presence: the ideology ensures the Indigene signifies, through the act of 

receiving rations, that they would otherwise violently obtain food from the non-Indigenous 

population. This produces Indigenous life as a constant, if latent, threat: even when Indigenous 

subjects acquiesce to the prescribed behaviour of receiving the rations that the rationing 

discourse renders a binary, and thus constantly present, alternative to violently obtaining food, 

they endorse the implication that they would otherwise forcibly seize food from non-
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Indigenous colonists. In this way, rationing produces the Indigene as a threat to the 

population—the raced Other whose death will improve the population’s wellbeing. 

 

The scene makes clear the link between rationing, dispossession, and concentration. Yagan 

returns, empty-handed, to Will and Alice’s campsite after Jenkins has left. Food is the medium 

through which the new society’s rules and hegemonic relations are made clear to him. Instead 

of the mutual exchange of food and languages that occurred earlier (1982, 21), Will now 

determines the conditions under which future transactions will occur: ‘If we give it to you, it’s 

all right, but you must not steal—sheep, pigs, or bery good’ (Davis 1982, 27-8).  

 

Yagan’s refusal to submit to the rationing regime and the dispossession it imposes is the 

catalyst for his death. After a series of increasingly violent exchanges that begin with thefts of 

food and end in retaliatory killings, a bounty is placed on his head. He is killed, skinned, and 

beheaded after inviting two settlers to his camp to share a meal (1982, 32-3). As Davis closes 

the first Act, he directs further attention to the disproportionate and barbaric non-Indigenous 

response to thefts of food, including the shooting of an Aboriginal caught stealing flour (1982, 

38). The effect is to render food a source of death rather than life. The scene (and act) finish 

with an indictment of colonialism’s effect on Indigenous people: ‘Now you primly say you’re 

justified / And sing of a nation’s glory; / But I think of a people crucified, / The real Australian 

story (Davis 1982, 39).  
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Kullark’s second act transpires entirely during the 20th century. It begins with a prologue, 

entitled “The Brutish Years”, in which an Indigenous perception of rations as a ‘starvation diet’ 

is cited: 

 

Sir, I have six children three boys three girls at moore river and they havent 

enough to eat Water soup no meat and bread. and fat for breakfast and tea no 

green vegetables and fruit. they haven’t Warm clothes for Winter. my children 

have only one blanket between three of them Winter and Sumer I have been 

there and seen it [sic]         

   (Davis 1982, 40)  

 

The testimony is reproduced from Noongar mother Annie Morrison’s evidence to the Moseley 

Royal Commission 1934, which examined the condition and treatment of Indigenous people in 

Western Australia (Moseley 1935). Davis includes another statement made to the Commission 

concerning an episode where Indigenous women were held ‘hand and feet over a sack of flour 

and Mr Neal gave them a hiding and till tha wet them self we had to eat the flour after’ [sic] 

(Davis 1982, 40). Beyond the collective nature of the punishment that subjugates not only the 

whipped women but those who must eat the befouled flour, the symbolic link Davis construes 

between the rationed food and the raced Other’s conjoining with bodily pollution, oppression, 

and death is marked. 
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Davis goes on to record how rationing helped produce Indigenous lives as economically and 

conceptually inferior to those of non-Indigenous members of the population. He draws 

attention to the discrepancy between the per capita value of the rations assigned to Indigenous 

people and the sustenance payment made to unemployed non-Indigenous subjects: 

 

WHITE ACTRESS: The Depression of the nineteen thirties hit the Aborigines 

harder than any other group. 

WHITE ACTOR: Only one hundred South West Aborigines were in employment. 

The rest were on Government rations. 

WHITE ACTRESS: Before the Depression each Aboriginal was entitled to a weekly 

ration of one-and-a-half pounds of sugar, eight pounds of flour, four ounces of 

tea, one stick of tobacco, plus a daily issue of three quarters of a pound of meat. 

BLACK ACTOR: In nineteen thirty the distribution of meat was discontinued. 

WHITE ACTOR: Unemployed Aborigines received the Aboriginal Ration, worth 

about twenty-two cents a week. 

BLACK ACTRESS: Unemployed whites received the “susso” worth about 70 

cents… 

(Davis 1982, 45-46) 

 

The scene’s details are reproduced–nearly word for word—from Peter Biskup’s Not Slaves Not 

Citizens: The Aboriginal Problem in Western Australia 1898-1954 (1973, 163). Described in bio-

political terms, the differential level of expenditure to sustain Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
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lives quantifies Indigenous inferiority through a population-wide measure that imposes and 

quantifies a racial caesura. Later in the scene, Davis identifies how rationing served to reduce 

Indigenous labour costs. When a new character, Thomas Yorlah, complains to Chief Protector of 

Aborigines, A.O. Neville, and the Moore River Native Settlement’s supervisor, Arthur Neale, 

about his imprisonment on the reservation he is told, ‘[t]omorrow you start work, digging 

ditches. Three-and-six a week’. Thomas replies that he was previously employed in Northam for 

a salary of three pounds ten per week, to which Neale responds, ‘[y]ou’re getting food and 

clothing as well, Yorlah, don’t forget that. And tobacco if you’re lucky’ (Davis 1982, 51). The 

rationed food the state provides further subjugates the Indigenous family and diminishes its 

patriarch’s responsibility for providing for them. The Indigenous man refutes this by criticising 

the standard of care the mission provides: when Neville insists that Yorlah’s ‘wife and children 

are well cared for and get three nourishing meals daily’, he replies, ‘[i]f you call bread and fat 

for breakfast, kangaroo stew for lunch and bread and golden syrup for evening meal, good 

meals, you must be living on dry bread’ (Davis 1982, 51). The poor provisions are particularly 

galling because, in contrast to the Yorlahs’ experience, British immigrants were lured to the 

Australian colony during the early and middle of the 19th century with the promise that workers 

would enjoy ‘meat three times a day’ (Santich 1994, 32). Neville’s reference to ditch digging 

recalls other boasts of the period, such as those published in the The Sydney Gazette: ‘[l]et the 

labouring pauper come hither, and if he can do nothing but dig, he will be welcome to 23s. a 

week, and feast on fat mutton and beef’ (cited in Santich 1994, 32; cf Teather 1991). 
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The paucity of rations becomes a significant point of contention that divides Indigenous 

recipients and non-Indigenous providers’ perceptions of them and, intrinsically, each other. The 

satirically re-worded song, “There is a happy place”, spells out the consequences of the poor 

diet on which the Indigenous inmates subsist: ‘there is a happy land far, far away, / No sugar in 

our tea, bread and butter we never see, / that’s why we’re gradually fading away’ (Davis 1982, 

45). The song predicts the outcome of the State’s appropriation of food supply, its attempts to 

inhibit Indigenous self sufficiency, and the fostering of Indigenous reliance on Government 

rations, all themes that Davis will revisit in the play, No Sugar. 

 

No Sugar 
 

As its title suggests, food is a central concern for No Sugar’s Indigenous characters. The play 

foregrounds Indigenous privation during the Depression. The Millimurra family of Northam, 

Western Australia, are keenly aware of their socio-economic marginalisation, which Davis 

conveys through the meagre rations, supplemented with rabbits and pilfered food, on which 

they survive. As in Kullark, food is heavily implicated in Noongar people’s subjugation and 

death, as the Millimurra children suffer ill-health and discriminatory treatment at the school 

canteen, the women remonstrate with the police over the paucity of their ration, and the men 

come to blows during a meal and are imprisoned. The play culminates in one family member’s 

death while vigorously protesting the poor ration at Moore River Native Settlement, where the 

entire Indigenous population of Northam has been imprisoned as a public health measure. 
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Rationing in No Sugar 

 

In No Sugar, Davis reiterates the way rationing generates hegemonic relations that produce and 

structure Indigenous and non-Indigenous population categories. Davis introduces the link 

between discriminatory food provision and race in the opening scene. The Millimurra family are 

gathered in the kitchen, where the children are about to leave for school. Milly gives them 

twopence to buy an apple each for lunch: 

David: Aw, can’t I have enough for a pie? 

Milly: It’s all the money I got. 

Cissie: Aw mum, Old Tony the ding always sells us little shrivelled ones 

and them wetjala kids big fat ones      

    (1986, 16) 

Davis repeats Kullark’s observation that population-wide welfare measures produced racial 

difference by discriminating between non-Indigenous subjects, who were entitled to a 

sustenance payment, and Indigenous subjects, who received only rations: in No Sugar’s second 

scene, A.O. Neville writes to the Minister, reminding him of the discrepancy between the per 

capita expenditure for each and remonstrating over cuts to the native welfare budget. Neville 

proposes to implement the Minister’s cuts by removing soap and meat from the allocation 

(Davis 1986, 20). The loss of meat, in particular, will be keenly felt by the Indigenous characters 

throughout the play. 
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During the first Act, Milly and Gran twice present themselves at the Northam police station to 

obtain rations (1986, 21-23,43-44). The use of police stations as rationing depots was common 

throughout Western Australia; however, as Anna Haebich points out, ‘[t]he administration of 

welfare through the same channels as control and repression was to prove a major 

disadvantage for Aborigines…’ (1988, 89). In the first rationing scene, Davis alerts the reader to 

incipient symbolic violence as Gran summons the police sergeant’s attention with the 

clamouring interpellation, ‘Chergeant!’ (1986, 20). Davis’s reversal of interpellation’s usual 

formulation, in which a police officer hails a subject (Althusser 1971, 174), suggests the way 

rationing constitutes Indigenous and non-Indigenous subjects. In the scene, Davis draws 

attention to the surveillance opportunities that rationing generates and the subjugating effects 

of the relationship it construes between non-Indigenous ration providers and Indigenous ration 

recipients: 

 

[The SERGEANT places flour, sugar and two small packages on the bench 

and marks them off in his ration book.] 

SERGEANT:  Flour, sugar, tea…And how you been keepin’, Granny? 

GRAN:  I’m awright. 

SERGEANT: Been behavin’ yourself? 

GRAN:  Have you? 

SERGEANT: There’s your butcher’s order, meat and dripping. 

MILLY:  [inspecting the small packages] You got two cream a tartar 

‘ere. 

SERGEANT: Right, let’s change ‘em. 

GRAN:  Damper won’t rise without no bicarbonate. 
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SERGEANT: That shouldn’t worry you, Granny, you should remember 

when you used to grind up jam and wattle seeds. 

GRAN: More better than white man’s flour, no weevils in jam and 

wattle seeds. 

SERGEANT: Good tucker, eh? 

GRAN:  When I was that high we go and get ‘em and smash ‘em up 

and get a bag full, that much! 

SERGEANT: You can still collect ‘em, nothin’ stoppin’ you. 

GRAN:  Where? Wetjala cut all the trees down. 

(Davis 1986, 21-22) 

 
The Sergeant’s familiarity with pre-contact Indigenous food preparation suggests that the 

rationing regime is producing new authorities in the conduct of Indigenous life25. The scene 

condenses and reproduces a number of the rationing ideologies that Rowse’s research 

identifies. The Sergeant’s enquiry about Gran’s health suggests rationing is conceived as a 

benevolent programme for relieving poverty and improving Indigenous vitality. Davis captures 

the implied superiority of non-Indigenous food and industrialised food production that 

rationing conveys, as the Sergeant compares the ease of procuring flour with the significant 

labour Indigenous women performed to winnow and grind up grass seeds for damper in the 

pre-contact period (see Cane 1987, 400-406; Zeanah et al. 2015, 52-56)26.  

 

 
25 The sergeant later invokes the authority gained from his proximity and familiarity that providing sustenance has afforded 
him: ‘[t]ake it from me, I been dealin’ with ‘em for years…I know exactly what they’re like’ he tells the itinerant non-Indigenous 
labourer, Frank (1986,18). 
26 The Sergeant may have good reason for suggesting flour is preferred to hand-milled native seeds. Scott Cane’s research in the 
Western desert suggests that although seeds are easy to collect, the process of preparing them for consumption is extremely 
labour intensive: grinding 200 grams of seeds requires approximately one hour of arduous work (Cane 1987, 401). Zeanah et 
al.’s (2015) contemporary research on Martu hunting and gathering in Western Australia finds that flour continues to be 
preferred over seeds for use in making damper, even when other traditional food gathering practices are being practiced 
despite commercially supplied alternatives being available. 
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While the Sergeant infers that rationing affords an improvement in Indigenous people’s living 

conditions, Gran is quick to assert that the quality and quantity of food that sustains Indigenous 

people has diminished; here, as in Kullark, food is a medium through which contemporary 

Indigenous circumstances are contrasted unfavourably with the pre-contact past. Gran also 

nullifies the Sergeant’s challenge to return to a pre-contact diet and mode of living by pointing 

out that it has been rendered impossible by non-Indigenous appropriation and pastoralisation 

of Country. A number of scholars have observed that increased Indigenous population density 

around ration stations resulted in over-harvesting and consequent depleting of bush tucker 

(O’Brien 2015, 114). Others go further, alleging sources of food outside the colonial distribution 

system were deliberately destroyed to increase dependency on rations and reduce labour time 

lost to hunting and gathering expeditions (McGrath 1987, 141; see also Finszch 2017). 

 

Gran seems to get the upper hand in this exchange, but when Milly complains about the loss of 

soap from the ration, the threat of punitive sanctions and violence that secures the rationing 

relationship is revealed: 

 

MILLY: You wait till brother Jimmy hears about this no soap business. He’ll make 

you fellas jump. 

SERGEANT: Yeah, and you tell that bush lawyer brother of yours, if he comes 

here arguing I’ll make him jump: straight inside…You hear me? 

        (Davis 1986, 23) 
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The scene shows how rationing brought Indigenous people into conflict not only with the state 

departments that determine the ration allocation but the police who distribute it. The exchange 

highlights the repressive state apparatus’s fear of Indigenous men and its willingness to employ 

violence to enforce rationing’s hegemonic relations. It also shows how rationing oppressed 

Indigenous women, who became doubly dominated: as Anne McClintock argues, Indigenous 

women in the colonies ‘had to negotiate not only the imbalances of their relations with their 

own men but also the baroque and violent array of hierarchical rules and restrictions that 

structured their new relations with imperial men and women’ (1995, 6). 

 

The Sergeant tells Milly the reason her ration is insufficient is that she has three healthy men 

‘bludging’ off her. (This, of course, has no bearing on the removal of soap from the ration.) The 

exchange alludes to localised practices of withholding rations from Indigenous males believed 

capable for work. Restricting ration availability to women has the effect, identified in studies of 

rationing and gender in other locations and epochs (Pence 2001), of reifying the association of 

women with the domestic labour of procuring food and feeding the family. Milly retorts that 

the local land owners want the men ‘to work for nothing’. She explains, ‘last week my Joe cut a 

hundred posts for old Skinny Martin and you know what he got? A pair of second-hand boots 

and a piece of stag ram so tough even the dawgs couldn’t eat it’ (1986, 23). The exchange 

recognises that rationing works as part of a strategic alignment of forces to impoverish 

Indigenous subjects and render them reliant on non-Indigenous food provision. It also indicates 

that, as per Rowse’s account, rationing was unable to eliminate Indigenous food sharing 

practices and obligations. The consequence for ration recipients was to further immiserate 
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them. As Foster explains, ‘[t]he Aboriginal custom of sharing the rations among one's relatives, 

regardless of age or infirmity, meant that in practice the issues were even more parsimonious 

than the figures, on the surface, indicated’ (2000, 12-13). This contributes to an Indigenous 

view of rationing as a means of inducing material privation rather than alleviating it. The 

perspective is distinct from non-Indigenous critiques of rationing as pauperising the Indigenous 

population (see Rowse 1998, 25-26; O’Brien 2008), which turn upon habituating a sense of 

entitlement to food rather than the more literal impoverishment occasioned by the quantity 

and quality of rations provided. 

 

Instead of acknowledging Milly’s challenge to his denunciation of the allegedly malingering 

Millimurra men, the Sergeant throws the women out of the station. As in Kullark, Davis 

suggests that Indigenous people who do not conform to the rationing ideology’s prescribed 

Indigenous subject position exceed the state’s recognition and are repressed. When Milly and 

Gran return the following week, they find that the ration has been further reduced: 

 
MILLY:  You forgot our meat order. 

SERGEANT: No meat this week. 

MILLY:  What? 

SERGEANT: Finished; in future no meat is included in rations. 

GRAN:  Why? 

CONSTABLE: There’s a bloody depression on. 

MILLY:   What are we gunna do for meat? 

CONSTABLE: There’s plenty of roos and rabbits. 

GRAN:  What about tjirrung? 
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CONSTABLE: What about what? 

MILLY:  Fat! 

SERGEANT: Fat is classified as meat… 

CONSTABLE: Should put a pinch of strychnine in the flour. 

SERGEANT: Too late to adopt the Tasmanian solution. 

(Davis 1986, 44) 
 
Here, Davis reiterates the way rationing incorporates Noongar lives into the population and 

nation state by linking their sustenance to the colonial economy. This renders Indigenous 

subjects internal rather than external enemies; it is a considerable shift from the exercise of 

sovereign power that permeates Yagan’s death in Kullark. The Sergeant’s reference to genocide 

serves to distinguish ration provision from more immediate exercises of sovereign power in a 

way that would seem to support Rowse’s analysis of rationing as succeeding violence as a mode 

of rule. At the same time, the rationing scenes’ cumulative effect is to implicate rationing not 

only in producing the Indigene as life that may be let die but bringing about that death. While 

collecting their rations, Milly and Gran request blankets for Cissie, who has been taken to 

hospital suffering pneumonia and pleurisy. Although the scene does not directly attribute 

Cissie’s ill health to the poor diet rations afford, Davis perhaps has Henry Moseley’s report on 

conditions at Moore River Native Settlement, in mind: ‘[t]here is an insufficiency of meat, and, 

if such articles as fruit and eggs were occasionally supplied, fewer children would go to the 

hospital. This view is supported by the doctor and the nursing sister’ (Moseley 1935, 12). The 

Sergeant’s ambivalent response—he claims to have no blankets and refers the women to the 

local vicar before grudgingly undertaking to ‘see what [he] can do about the[m]’ (1986, 44)—
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reiterates the Indigenous sense that the rationing apparatus and the State is little concerned 

with optimising or even preserving Indigenous life. 

 

By contrast, concerns over the non-Indigenous population’s health and wellbeing are 

pronounced in Davis’s account of the state apparatus. Towards the end of the first Act, A.O. 

Neville informs the sergeant of plans to transfer all of Northam’s Indigenous population to the 

Moore River Native Settlement. The reason for the relocation is (bio)political: as Jimmy 

discerns, the local member of parliament believes expelling the town’s fringe-dwelling 

Indigenous people—on the grounds that they are allegedly infected with scabies and thus pose 

a health risk—will be politically advantageous (1986, 46-51). The cruel trick of removing soap 

from the ration and then using the resulting unhygienic conditions—real or, in this case, 

assumed—to legitimise the Indigenous community’s segregation indicates how rationing of 

goods may race the population and justify and intensify their administration. The scene 

reiterates rationing’s role in assigning a material valuation to Indigenous life and thus making it 

measurable and manageable: Neville and the Sergeant draw up a census of the Indigenous 

population, issue arrest warrants for each member, and allocate a per capita expenditure for 

the relocation. The expenditure each life attracts is reduced to the bare minimum necessary to 

sustain them during the forced march to the reservation: ‘expenditure of one and sixpence per 

native for food en route to be purchased in Northam, and for buckets of tea to be available’ 

(Davis 1986, 48). To make matters worse, Neville decrees that the Noongar families’ dogs are to 

be shot before the move. Beyond the emotional distress caused, this will diminish the Noongar 

community’s wellbeing, because the dogs catch rabbits that augment the ration (Davis 1986, 
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51). The animals’ deaths intensify the state’s capacity to regulate Indigenous diets: without 

their dogs, the Indigenous population will be increasingly reliant on the state’s food provision. 

 

When the Millimurras arrive at Moore River, Davis deploys rationed food as the medium 

through which the privative conditions are experienced and conveyed: 

JIMMY: Kimberley tell youse where to get the tucker tonight? 

MILLY:  No. 

JIMMY: Down the kitchen. 

SAM:  Where? 

JIMMY: Soup Kitchen. 

SAM:  Good tucker? 

JIMMY: More like three-course bloody pig swill. Treacle and bread or  

bread and fat, take your pick. 

SAM:  What about daitj? 

JIMMY: Meat? You gotta be jokin’ 

(Davis 1986, 56) 

Here, Davis manifests a pointed apprehension of rationing as a means of creating a subaltern 

underclass of raced life that may be (and are) let die through under-nourishment. Davis’s 

reference to pig swill likely recalls the bread from the settlement’s bakery that was deemed 

inedible by the non-Indigenous staff and fed to the reserve’s pigs (see Maushart 1993, 88-91). 

The material poverty undermines any claims that the reservation and its rationing optimise 

Indigenous members of the population’s vitality and wellbeing. Furthermore, instead of 

delegating responsibility to individual subjects or family units to feed themselves in a non-

Indigenous fashion, at the reservation, the Millimurras’ agency is curtailed and they are made 
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dependent upon the food that is now provided and prepared for them. The testimonies Susan 

Maushart has collected from Moore River inmates records their keen awareness of receiving 

poor quality and low quantities of food while the non-Indigenous staff ‘“had the best of 

everything”’. The racial caesura was plain and conceived as ordained: ‘the inequities between 

“them” and “us” were accepted as simply another unpleasant fact of life’ (Maushart 1993, 93). 

Similarly, Anne O’Brien’s research on native settlements in New South Wales records plans for 

an institution that would provide its Indigenous inmates ‘“a cheap daily meal from Kitchen 

Fragments and Garden Stuff”’, which she describes as being, ‘in European terms, scraps from 

the table’ that ‘would cost “a twentieth part” of the expense of supplying bread or meat as was 

usually given to beggars’ (2008, 160). At the same time, Davis describes varying access to food 

among the inmates. He depicts Mary wooing Joe with ‘damper, oven cooked, mixed with emu 

fat and…real raisins’ (1986, 61) and suggests young Indigenous women coveted by non-

Indigenous staff were afforded preferential employment and food (1986, 69). This helps 

account for some of the discrepancies between Indigenous accounts of the ration’s sufficiency 

in McGrath (1987, 128), Broome (2011, 43.5) and O’Brien (2015, 115-116,121). 

 

When Joe and Mary escape the settlement and return to Northam, they find that the family’s 

home and possessions have been burned. This erases their link to the place as well as any 

evidence of their former occupation (see Pascoe 2014, 59-61). Joe goes in search of the 

Sergeant, whom he asks for rations. The sergeant refuses. He informs Joe that, ‘[s]ince all the 

natives have shifted out, Northam is no longer a ration depot’ (Davis 1986, 80). The scene 

confirms the Indigenous apprehension of rationing as entailing the withholding of food rather 
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than its provision. While O’Brien has pointed to the way that using food to influence 

movement—particularly disinclining Indigenous people from ‘drifting’ towards urban locations 

(2015, 115-116)—in this scene, Davis presents an addendum, in which refusing food is a way of 

enforcing Indigenous movement. Without access to rations, the pair have little choice but to 

vacate the area, confirming Davis’s sense of rationing as a means of dispersing and 

dispossessing Indigenous life by withholding food. Davis’s emphasis upon the hardships of such 

movement is represented at the end of the play by the meagre supplies with which Joe and 

Mary depart the settlement (Davis 1986, 109). The parallel with the Irish immigrants, Alice and 

Will, carrying their food and tools in Kullark, is marked.  

 

Back at Moore River, conditions worsen for the Noongar inmates. Davis reiterates the link 

between rationed food and violence by restaging the scene from Kullark in which the 

superintendent, Neale, whips a Noongar woman held face down over a flour bag. Davis also 

describes Neville threatening to withhold food to punish the inmates for ingratitude about the 

conditions of their captivity (1986, 93,98-99). Neville’s dialogue foregrounds the disparate 

perceptions of rationing on either side of the racial binary. Again, the non-Indigenous ration 

providers seem to apprehend the goods as an appropriate and sufficient allocation, while the 

ration recipients experience them as being of insufficient quality and quantity: 

 

NEVILLE: …As I drove through Guildford, Midland and Bullsbrook, I saw men on 

the road, hundreds of men and I was reminded that the world is in the grip of 

depression and that many people are suffering from hunger and deprivation of 
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many of the essential elements which make for a contented existence. But you, 

in this small corner of the Empire, are fortunate in being provided for with 

adequate food and shelter. 

JIMMY: [muttering] Yeah, weevily flour… 

(Davis 1986, 97). 

Neville neglects to mention the private and public funds allocated to sustenance payments for 

unemployed white men (see Snooks 2002). He goes on to talk about the Noongars ‘preparing 

yourselves here to take your place in Australian society, to live as other Australians live, and to 

live alongside other Australians…’ (Davis 1986, 97-98). The disingenuous account is an accurate 

reflection of Neville’s beliefs, which are keenly biopolitical. Neville’s Australia’s Coloured 

Minority: Its Place in the Community (1947) describes his role as ‘one of teaching our coloured 

people how to live’ (1947, 235). He advocates cultivating Indigenous capacity (1947, 25-26) and 

achieving ‘usefulness’ at the level of the native settlement (1947, 36). Neville also observes that 

the Indigenous population’s (mal)nutrition and health mediates its capacity to be of use, though 

Maushart has documented him advocating against adopting more generous dietary standards, 

for instance by modelling them upon the diet supplied at Broome or Barton Mills prisons 

(Neville 1947, 137; Maushart 1993, 84-85). Davis’s account suggests this sentiment was not 

observed in practice. As the scene’s tension grows, the inmates taunt Neville with the parodic 

version of the song “There is a happy land” Davis first recorded in Kullark. The Chief Protector is 

furious:  
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NEVILLE: I’m appalled by this disgraceful demonstration of ingratitude. I 

can tell you that you will live to rue this day. There will be no 

privileges from now on. 

JIMMY: [Calling out] Rotten spuds and onions? 

NEVILLE: Be quiet! And there will be no Christmas this year! No Christmas!  

JIMMY: What, a dried up orange and a puddin’? 

NEVILLE:  Will you be quiet? Who is it, who is that fellow? Munday, isn’t it? 

Northam. I’ve got police reports on you. You’re a troublemaker, 

and a ringleader. You must listen…     

    (1986, 98-99) 

Rationing’s production of death is evident in the play’s dramatic crescendo, which culminates 

with Jimmy collapsing after challenging Neville to share a meal with the inmates: ‘you listen to 

me Mr A.O. You come an’ eat supper with us, tonight, right? Bread and drippin’ and black tea. 

Are you game to try it?’ (1986, 99). The consumption of low quality European food, in which 

Neville refuses to partake, marks the racial divide. The irony of the Indigenous population 

requiring a Protector but suffering as a result of his protection reflects the paradoxical 

development of a power premised on optimising life that is coterminous with an ability to 

exterminate it. The sense that protective measures are detrimental to Indigenous people is 

apposite to the negative effects of the rationing regime, which produces a raced Other who 

suffers low wages, poor health, segregation, and, ultimately, death. Much like Yagan’s death in 

Kullark, the provision of rations is implicated in bringing about Indigenous demise and replacing 
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the independent, resisting Indigene with a more compliant corpse who no longer needs to be 

fed. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Davis’s portrayal of rationing in Kullark and No Sugar suggests much about Indigenous 

experiences and perceptions of the practice. It exhibits several of the ideologies Rowse’s study 

of rationing identifies, but also some significant differences that extend the possibilities for 

understanding how the practice, and the food it provides, manifests and intensifies biopower. 

 

None of Davis’s Noongar characters perceive rationing as a means of alleviating their privation 

or a way of compensating them for dispossession; instead, they experience and understand it 

as a colonial practice of rule that imposes an inferior and inadequate replacement of their 

existing diet and foodways. Notably, the Noongar characters apprehend rationing as materially 

impoverishing—it involves food being withheld rather than provided. Their dominant response 

to rationing is dismay at the poor quality and insufficiency of the sustenance provided, which 

they experience as punitive and unresponsive to their needs. A keen sense of the unfairness 

surrounding and permeating ration provision is also a significant component of the experience 

of ration receipt and Davis’s treatment of it. These experiences and perceptions demonstrate 

important ways that food marks and produces a racial caesura (sub-question 2). 
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Kullark’s account of rationing is consistent with Rowse’s analysis in that it emphasises coercion, 

which Davis shows initiating, surrounding, and sustaining the practice. Davis’s play indicates 

that Noongar ration recipients do not welcome the food provided them; instead, they are 

compelled to accept it by the threat and practice of violence, which introduces and maintains 

the rationing relationship. In contrast to Rowse’s contention that rationing replaced violence as 

a mode of rule, Davis’s portrayal exhibits greater fidelity to later Foucault’s elaboration of 

sequentially emerging modes of power that co-exist rather than succeed and mutually exclude 

their antecedents: Kullark and No Sugar both suggest that violence and death accompany and 

abet rationing throughout the 19th and 20th century. 

 

While the integration of violence with the quotidian practice of receiving and consuming rations 

suggests that sovereign power persists alongside biopower in the colonial state, Davis also 

demonstrates how rationing itself achieves a thanatic effect. He suggests that Indigenous ration 

recipients perceive that the material impoverishment of rationing will lead to their 

disappearance, as evidenced in the satirical version of the song “There is a happy place”. The 

sense in which the raced population’s vitality is diminished through a program of food provision 

intended, at least superficially, to sustain and optimise them evidences a literal thanaticism.  

 

While Davis shows rationing to be repressive, he acknowledges that such repression is positive: 

it produces and races a section of the population that it lets die. In both Kullark and No Sugar, 

rationing is shown to work in tandem with dispossession to impoverish an Indigenous 

population, whose members are prevented from independently satisfying their needs for 
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sustenance and thus rendered reliant upon the state and deemed detrimental to the common 

wealth. This contrives a situation in which, following Foucault, the death of the raced Other 

makes the unraced population healthier and better off. The following chapter will explore some 

of the food-centric ways that Davis shows his characters resisting this fate. 
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Repasts and resistance in the works of Jack Davis 

 

Introduction 
 

As discussed in chapter two, Foucault makes clear that relations of power always involve and 

generate resistance. Consequently, he suggests using resistance as a catalyst ‘to bring to light 

power relations locate their position, and find out their point of application and the methods 

used’ (1982:780). Following Foucault’s precept, this chapter advances the argument that food is 

a technology of biopower by identifying the acts and forms of resistance it generates. If food is 

a part of the apparatus that enables power to take life as its object, then it should also produce 

and mediate resistance to that function. The chapter uses the concepts of agonistic power 

relations, tactical reversal, caring for the self, and critique to categorise and explore the forms 

and instances of resistance that food facilitates in Davis’s plays.  

 

The previous chapter describes the imposition of a poor quality diet and the supporting colonial 

pretence, elaborated in Chief Protector of Aborigines Neville’s speech, that rationing was a 

beneficent and effective means of enhancing Indigenous people’s health and wellbeing. Davis’s 

storywork resists this biopolitical tactic through critique: describing the poor quality of rations 

and their detrimental effect on the health and wellbeing of Indigenous people subjected to 

them. To identify some of the other ways food’s biopolitical functions can be resisted, this 

chapter begins by exploring Davis’s treatment of another instance of alimentary-themed 

colonial storytelling: the allegations and tales of cannibalism that, following Eualeyai/Kamillaroi 
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scholar Larissa Behrendt (2016), serve to delegitimise Indigenous sovereignty and construct and 

reify forms of Indigenous subjectivity whose supposed need for civilising and taming enables 

the colonial project in Australia. 

 

As Behrendt (2016, 46-49) argues in her reading of Eliza Fraser’s tales of shipwreck], Europeans 

exhibited a hearty appetite for stories in which they were threatened by bloodthirsty cannibals. 

The authenticity or validity of such tales were of little interest to them; Michel Pickering (1999) 

demonstrates the credulity with which outlandish accounts and inconclusive evidence of 

Indigenous Australian cannibalism were received. This chapter argues that Davis attempts to 

tactically reverse and subvert this food-centric colonial narrative by conceiving colonisers as 

metaphoric and symbolic cannibals who perform acts of considerable savagery. 

 

The analysis notes that Davis also adopts a subversive approach of mocking the designation of 

Indigenous people as cannibals. His characters repeatedly jest between themselves about 

eating colonists, particularly those in positions of authority. The plays suggest this tactic is 

ambivalent in its effects. As in the previous chapter, there is little mutual agreement between 

the races as to the meaning of the (supposed) cannibals’ food-mediated relationship: the 

Indigenous characters laugh about pretending to indulge in cannibalism, while the non-

Indigenous characters, who impose the privative diets that occasion the humour, project 

savagery onto them and take the threat of being eaten seriously. Despite only joking about 

their cannibal proclivities, Davis’s characters are subjected to increased surveillance and 
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coercion as they unsettle the institutions and subjects that administer them. In this way, Davis 

demonstrates how cannibal discourse enables the colonial apparatus to incorporate the 

Indigene into its preferred social order—one in which the Indigene is culturally and materially 

inferior and thus may be eliminated. The biopolitical figure of the cannibal may resist the 

regulated diet that the colonial apparatus attempts to instil, but its conduct invites intensified 

applications of biopower and evidences the need for reform and regulation. 

 

The second half of the chapter explores other forms of resistance to the food-centric 

surveillance, measurement, segregation, and hegemonic relations the colonial administration 

imposes on the population. Davis’s Noongar characters steal food and produce desirable meals 

to frustrate the state’s efforts to enforce a poor diet on them; however, as with the tactic of 

self-designating as cannibals, deviating from non-Indigenous norms licenses punitive retribution 

and legitimises elimination even as it impedes the colonial state’s administration and norming. 

The analysis in this section argues that the various food-centric protests Davis’s Noongar 

characters stage offer limited resistance value because they tacitly accept the structural 

premise of non-Indigenous surplus and food provision and Indigenous privation and food 

receipt. By contrast, when the Millimurras re-appropriate the role of food provider in No Sugar 

(1986), they temporarily transgress the racial segregation to which they have been subjected 

and engage in a self forming that contests the limited subjectivities and hegemonic race 

relations colonialism has made available to them. While this tactic is effective at a conceptual 

and abstract level, the practical political value of resisting colonial occupation through un-

reciprocated commensality is dubious. As the chapter concludes, the difficulty of resisting 
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food’s biopolitical functions reflects some of the pessimism concerning the political implications 

and possibility of evading power in Foucault’s schema. 

 

Cannibalism and resistance 

 

Many of the forms of resistance discussed in this chapter permeate contemporary readings of 

cannibal discourse and the relationships of power it fosters. Peter Hulme (1998, 4) defines 

cannibalism as ‘a term within colonial discourse to describe the ferocious devouring of human 

flesh supposedly practised by some savages’. He describes it as ‘a trope of exceptional power’ 

that licenses and sustains colonial occupation but also observes that it has been succeeded by a 

‘counter-narrative’ that ‘comprehensively reversed’ European efforts to attribute cannibal 

practices to the New World (1998, 3; see Obeyesekere 1992). Hulme’s reading identifies 

cannibalism as a product of power-knowledge—an agonistic site of contestation animated by 

‘the relationship between describer and described’ and ‘the agency of those described as 

cannibals’ (Hulme 1998, 6). 

 

Writing in the same volume as Hulme, Maggie Kilgour agrees that ‘[c]annibalism is the tool of 

empire’ (1998, 240). She, too, conceives cannibalism as ‘a prime example of…“colonial 

discourse”’ that ‘establish[es] difference and construct[s] racial boundaries dividing the civilised 

from the savage’ (1998, 240). In her reading, cannibal discourse is a mechanism through which 

‘imperialism justifies its own desire to absorb others by projecting that desire onto a demonised 

“other”’ (1998, 240). Cannibalism manifests ‘the final taboo’ that ‘represents all that a 
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civilisation as it defines itself wants to insist it is not’ (1998, 242). Kilgour goes on to contend 

that colonial societies are haunted by the knowledge that Europeans cannibalised the 

Indigenous populations whose lands they now occupy, ironically, by attributing cannibalism to 

them (1998, 241; see also Huggan 1998). Evidently writing for a non-Indigenous audience, she 

proposes that cannibalism can serve as ‘a means of satire…with which we parody more 

idealised myths about ourselves’ and provide the basis for ‘a form of cultural criticism’ capable 

of challenging European narratives of self and nation (1998, 242; see also Lindenbaum 2004, 

492). As the analysis in this chapter shows, Davis adopts this tactic by using cannibal discourse 

to challenge Australian narratives about the nature of the colonising enterprise. 

 

Kelly Watson’s study of cannibal discourse in the New World between 1492 and 1763 proposes 

that it be understood as an early form of biopower. She argues that colonists produced a 

legitimating discourse in which they would save the New World population from itself by 

eliminating cannibalism (2015, 7). Watson demonstrates cannibal discourse’s productivity by 

highlighting Spain’s “Cannibal Laws” of 1503, which explicitly categorised opponents of 

colonisation as cannibals and rendered them subject to removal, enslavement, and death 

(2015, 68-69). Aside from linking cannibal discourse’s positive and repressive aspects—

producing cannibals as life that may be let die—this case study shows how Indigenous 

resistance served to produce cannibals and led to their destruction. 
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Watson makes passing references to Indigenous peoples attempting a tactical reversal by 

accusing other Indigenous communities, and Europeans occupiers, of cannibalism (2015, 16,54-

55). She concludes that these acts of local resistance were unable to re-configure the social 

field or ameliorate inequitable hegemonic relations between First Nation peoples and the 

occupiers: by the late 18th century, Europeans’ monolithic designation of New World peoples as 

cannibals, and their ability to obscure and forget their own history of human consumption, 

evidence that any Indigenous counter-narratives were overwhelmed. 

 

Contemporary literary studies of cannibalism and cannibal literature have identified additional 

forms of resistance to those elaborated by the anthropologists and cultural studies theorists 

cited above. Valérie Loichot’s (2013) and Njeri Githire’s (2014) readings of cannibal discourse 

foreground its representation by writers designated cannibals by colonialists and imperialists. 

They closely associate cannibalism with subaltern resistance in the Caribbean and Indian Ocean. 

For Githire, cannibalism is ‘a privileged mode for addressing pertinent questions of power, 

incorporation, and counter tactics’ (Githire 2014, 6-8). She invokes a familiar reading of 

cannibalism as something that centres the body as a site of resistance and ‘collapses the 

boundaries between the consumed and the consumer, creating an intimacy that is at once 

transgressive and transformative…[producing an] oppositional dynamic of assimilation and 

differentiation, of incorporation and expulsion’ (Githire 2014, 10). Like Kilgour, Githire finds 

that, cannibal discourse’s role in constituting imperial and subaltern subjectivity and relations in 

the Caribbean renders ‘the trope…particularly powerful in subversive and countercolonial 
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practices of writing back as a means of reclaiming Caribbean identity from the hegemonic 

structure that created it’ (2014, 15).  

 

Loichot also invokes cannibalism’s historic role in the Caribbean as a basis for reading it as a 

potent site of resistance. She cites myths and stories in which cannibals consume their enemies 

after battles as the basis for understanding cannibalism as a form of war-making or revenge 

upon powerful adversaries (2013, xxvi-xxvii). Loichot reads Europeans’ fear of Caribbean 

cannibalism as manifesting anxiety about miscegenation and the challenge it poses to racial 

hegemony and hierarchy (2013, xxix). Her historical gloss describes cannibal discourse being 

tactically reversed in the Caribbean during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, when 

European colonisers and their institutions were designated as ‘human-eating monsters’ 

because of their brutal treatment of slaves and workers (2013, xiii). Loichot proposes her 

research as a way of extending this tactic by re-humanising and affording a self-subjectifying 

agency to Caribbean communities: ‘to substitute the controlling images of Caribbean people 

defined by food pathologies and transgressions by exposing acts of constructing humanity 

through literal, allegorical, or metaphorical acts of cooking and eating’ (2013, x).  

 

Githire and Loichot both deploy a cannibal metaphor to engage Caribbean and Indian Ocean 

writers’ acts of writing as sites of potential resistance. Githire focuses upon European 

consumption of exotic, commodified Caribbean literature, which she identifies as reproducing 

colonial relations (2014, 178). Within this schema, resistance becomes that which renders 

Caribbean writers’ work unpalatable to European readers: the opaque narratives and ‘raw’ 
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language and stories that disincline the unraced Other from consuming or being able to digest 

Caribbean works (2014, 178). Githire acknowledges Carribean writers’ own literary 

cannibalism—that is, their consumption and reproduction of European literary tropes—but 

conceives this, too, as a form of resistance through which they assimilate outside influences ‘in 

a bid to undermine their hold on the self’ (2014, 9). Her reading draws attention to narratives 

involving defecating, expectorating, and vomiting, which she argues symbolise the expulsion 

and rejection of the imperial Other and its culture (2014, 164-170).  

 

Loichot foregrounds Caribbean writers who conceive themselves as cannibals consuming and 

reproducing European culture and literature. She apprehends these writers’ efforts to reclaim 

cannibalism as both tactical reversal and caring for the self: ‘a privileged mode of cultural 

resistance, or eating back’ that ‘amounts to grounding oneself in Caribbeanness’ and taking 

cannibalism as ‘a potent metaphor to invoke a complex cultural creation, a discursive gesture, a 

blurring of borders between self and other, and a troubling of established hierarchies’ (2013, 

xxvi). The cultural dimension of these practices subverts the cannibal’s function as a marker of 

savagery under imperial discourse. Recognising one’s own cannibalism rather than projecting it 

on to the Other may also be understood as a form of resistance.  

 

Despite the productive readings she stages, Loichot concludes that literary cannibalism’s 

resistance value is ambivalent. It reaffirms the colonial designation of Caribbeans as cannibals; 

in doing so, literary cannibalism becomes ‘an act of conservation’ in which Loichot sees ‘[t]he 

limit of the revolutionary nature of cannibalism… [because] the violence used against a 
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previously established power structure actually leads to its preservation’ through incorporating 

the Other (2013, xxviii). She also cautions against the dangers of oversignifying food and 

consumption, foregrounding material hunger in ways that reproduce the islands’ dependence 

on foreign aid and obscure the need for more substantive redress from Europe (2013, ix), and 

reiterating the colonial encounter as the foundational moment and reference point of 

Caribbean subjectivity (2013, xxx). 

 

Cannibalism and resistance in Australia 
 

 

Australian scholarship on cannibalism apprehends it as a means of Othering that produces 

Indigenous (cannibal) and non-Indigenous (non-cannibal) subjects and hegemonic relations 

between them. Andrew Markus has detailed some of the lurid accounts of widespread 

cannibalism, particularly the killing and eating of babies by their mothers and family members, 

published in Australian and British media (1990, 43-44; for a case study, see Behrendt 2000). He 

argues that allegations of cannibalism serve to construct the Indigene as a savage requiring 

close supervision and control. Kay Schaffer (1995) and Katharine Biber (2005) advance similar 

analyses. Shaffer posits that,  

[w]ithin a colonial mentality, cannibalism represented the ultimate denial of a 

common humanity, the ultimate sign of depravity…and, above all, a guarantee of 

European superiority. Cannibalism represented to the bourgeois colonial subject 

an intolerable menace to be mastered, as well as a psychological threat to the 
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integrity of the self          

 (1995,108) 

For Biber, cannibal narratives serve to ‘legitimis[e] the oppression of [I]ndigenous people 

because of persistent fears that they pose a moral and corporeal threat to the colonists’ (2005, 

634). Cannibalism provides a mechanism through which the Indigene is ‘colonised, incorporated 

into the body of law, regulated, controlled and classified’ (Biber 2005, 637). Both scholars 

propose that colonists distanced themselves from their own cannibal practices by projecting 

them onto Indigenous peoples (Schaffer 1995, 109; Biber 2005, 633). 

 

Schaffer, Biber, and Michael Pickering (1999) contend that there is little evidence to support 

claims of widespread cannibalism among Indigenous peoples in Australia. Pickering explicitly 

frames his research as contesting ‘the claim of popular history’ that ‘Aboriginal cannibalism was 

institutionalised; that it was a tradition and custom of Australian Aboriginal society’ (Pickering 

1999, 51). He queries the validity of the often unsourced and second-hand accounts of 

Indigenous cannibalism that colonial scholars have afforded credibility and proposes a range of 

alternative explanations for witnessed and reported acts of Indigenous anthropophagy (1999, 

54). Schaffer and Biber focus their attention on contesting the assumption that cannibalism 

distinguishes Indigenous and non-Indigenous societies by drawing attention to what the latter 

describes as ‘a well-established tradition of maritime cannibalism…associated with European 

colonial expansion and discovery voyages’ (Biber 2005, 631). Biber identifies the differences 

between the ways that death and dismemberment of Indigenous and non-Indigenous bodies 
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have been conceived and recorded in the colonial juridico-legal archive (2005, 631). Similarly, 

Shaffer identifies anthropologists’ and historians’ tendency to interpret Indigenous practices 

through a European lens, such that ‘[w]hatever customs might have been practised or observed 

at the time were placed inside available Eurocentric understanding and given meaning within it’ 

(1995, 107). Following Michael Taussig, she suggests that colonial preoccupation with 

cannibalism manifests ‘a fear of what colonialism itself is: an overwhelming force that devours 

the body politic of the indigenous peoples’ (Schaffer 1995, 108). This reconceiving of 

cannibalism may be understood as a form of tactical reversal that uses expressions of cannibal 

discourse to re-define the colonists that advance it. 

 

Behrendt’s (2016) rereading of European and Butchulla stories about Eliza Fraser’s ‘capture’ by 

‘cannibals’ on Fraser Island develops these perspectives. She extends Pickering’s critique of 

non-Indigenous credulity concerning the Other’s alleged cannibal practices by drawing 

attention to contradictory and largely ignored accounts of the Butchulla people’s treatment of 

the Stirling Castle shipwreck survivors (2016, 33-34, 56-60). Behrendt observes Europeans’ 

selective application of cannibal thematics—she notes how rituals and juridico-legal discourse 

legitimate European acts of cannibalism and the way these have, at times, secured public 

acceptance of and support for Europeans who engaged in cannibalism (2016, 134-143)—as the 

basis for apprehending the projection as a pathological and purposeful trait of British colonising 

culture. Like Davis, she stages a tactical reversal of cannibal discourse: she demonstrates how 

similar themes to those that animate and underpin the Fraser story can be operationalised in 

telling the histories of Stolen Generation people (2016, 78-80). 
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This tactic is more effective and appropriate than the self-designation and reclaiming of the 

Indigenous self as cannibal that Loichot and Githire propose. The validity, verisimilitude, and 

historical accuracy of Davis’s plays has been largely uncontested (Glass 1996, 119; cf 

Mudrooroo 1990, 80). Much of the resistance value of Davis’s major plays—written and 

presented to protest the WA sesquicentenary and Australian bicentenary (Tompkins 2006, 

59)—is deemed to centre on manifesting and presenting an agential and self-representing 

Indigenous subject that contests the dominant culture’s accounts of its past and present (Elder 

1990; Casey 2004, 136-137; Eckersley 2019, 43; for a theorised assessment, see Henderson 

2010). Critics, and Davis himself, valorised the presentation of what was perceived to be an 

accurate Indigenous representation of colonial history and the contemporary Indigenous 

situation: Mary-Rose Casey’s (2004, 154) history of Indigenous theatre suggests there is a 

‘tendency of non-Indigenous audiences to view an Aboriginal text as the bearer of truth about 

Aboriginality’; critics of the time describe the plays as ‘honest’ but contested the theatrical 

merits and successes of their political speeches and historical documents and details rather 

than their content (see Olb 1988, 4-6): the reviewer Paul McGillick (1990), writing of a 1990 

production of No Sugar in Sydney, describes the play as ‘based on historical fact’, although, 

consequently, ‘another example of social studies theatre’ that renders the result ‘sentimental’. 

In this context, adopting an imagined Indigenous subject position as cannibal could lend 

credence to the false and pejorative assertion. Perhaps accordingly, while academic responses 

have explored various ways to frame Davis’s storytelling through non-Indigenous form and 

genre—whether as hybridity (see Gilbert 1998, 72-73) or an instance of appropriating the 
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appropriators (Dibble & MacIntyre 1994, 41)—cannibal metaphors have been absent from the 

critical lexicon. Similarly, while resistance is an important prism through which the plays are 

read (Bruch 2006), in particular their unsettling qualities (Gilbert 1994; Tompkins 1993; 

Shoemaker 2004, 254-258), the recurring references to cannibalism and, as the analysis that 

follows shows, its capacity to disturb and distress non-Indigenous characters, is almost entirely 

unremarked in the critical literature. 

 

Cannibalism in Davis’s plays 

 

Davis explicitly invokes cannibalism twice each in No Sugar (1986, 44,59), Barungin (1989, 

23,31), and Town (1992, 34,37) and once in The Dreamers (1982, 121). Kullark (1982) does not 

mention the subject directly but does recount the Indigenous character Yagan being skinned, 

decapitated, and having his head smoked to preserve it for export to England (1982, 32-33). 

Yagan’s death and dismemberment is reprised in Barungin, which repeatedly identifies 

Indigenous bodies as edible (1989, 6-7, 53-55). Indigenous characters also bite or threaten to 

bite people in No Sugar (1986, 30, 59). By contrast, Davis’s play for children, Honey Spot, 

culminates in a scene where two Indigenous boys express disgust at the thought of sucking 

poison from the snake-bitten leg of a forest ranger (2009, 60-61).  

 

Davis does not contest the colonial attribution of cannibalism to Indigenous people or argue 

that it is a product of the imperial imagination. Instead, his plays depict Indigenous  
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characters attempting to appropriate and tactically reverse cannibal discourse by self 

subjectifying either as cannibals or victims of cannibalism. Like other forms of resistance 

discussed in this chapter, these tactics are ambivalent in their effects. While Indigenous 

characters who designate themselves cannibals manifest indocility and resist the governing of 

their conduct, this rarely seems to ameliorate power relations, reconfigure the social field, or 

create opportunities or tools for further resistance. 

 

Some of cannibalism’s ambivalent qualities as a site of resistance are revealed in Barungin. 

When the Wallitch family visit their relative, Peter, in prison, he reports that the Indigenous 

inmates ‘[h]ave just about got them wetjalas outnumbered’. This numerical superiority does 

not alleviate the hegemonic relations the institution produces: Peter concedes that the 

prisoners remain obliged to ‘jump when the bastards say “jump”’ and exhibits injuries that 

suggest physical abuse by the prison authorities (1989, 30-31). Despite this, he gives a 

humorous account of an Indigenous prisoner teasing the non-Indigenous guards: 

 

Tarney Wallace—he’s a little bloke, desert bloke. They think he’s a cannibal and 

they don’t know how to take him. He keeps telling them he’s hungry for meat—

any sort of meat. He told one of the screws last week that he had a nice big fat 

bum, and that man’s flesh tastes just like pork. Tarney was only joking, but next 

day he was ordered to see the prison psychiatrist. [They all laugh]    

        (1989, 31) 
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The manner in which this behaviour is performed is consistent with Gananath Obeyesekere’s 

reading of Hawaiians and Māori exaggerating their affinity for cannibalism in a conscious 

attempt to inspire fear among colonists (1992, 646; see also Lindenbaum 2004, 484). While the 

Indigenous character unsettles his warders by self-identifying as a cannibal, doing so licenses 

further punitive action against him that reproduces the colonial social order and elicits 

increased surveillance. At most, his self subjectifying as a cannibal demonstrates a limit to the 

prison guards’ authority and the institution’s ability to produce docility. 

 

A subsequent reference to cannibalism in Barungin reiterates the sense that cannibal practices 

do little to alleviate colonial occupation and non-Indigenous domination. A contrived game of 

Trivial Pursuit, in which the Wallitch family compete to reproduce colonial knowledge, 

culminates in Robert asking Peegun, ‘Who was killed at Karakoa Bay?’ 

 

PEEGUN:  I dunno. 

MEENA:  Captain James Cook. 

SHANE:  Oh, not him again. 

PEEGUN:  Bullshit. 

ROBERT:  He was hacked to death by natives. 

SHANE:  Good job. 

MEENA:  Kienya, [shame] tst tst. 

PEEGUN:  [victoriously] I know that. And they made sandwiches out of  

      him. 
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[MEENA laughs.] 

     (Davis 1989, 23) 

 

The reiteration of colonial knowledge and language in this scene suggests some of the literary 

cannibalism that Loichot and Githire describe. Although Peegun’s flawed reproduction hints at 

an Indigenous capacity to subvert this learning, the other family members’ greater success 

suggests they have metaphorically swallowed Cook as much as the Hawaiians have supposedly 

done. Their enthusiasm for Cook’s demise and alleged consumption may be read as evidence of 

a resistance culture in which transgression—even of the taboo against cannibalism—is 

valorised. Furthermore, identifying with ‘savages’ from other sites of European colonisation 

produces a transnational solidarity that could provide a basis for future collaboration and 

resistance. This aside, the scene’s treatment of cannibalism demonstrates how it is not a 

successful act of resistance: there is little triumph in the subaltern ‘victory’ over Cook because 

the ‘natives’ have been swallowed up by colonialism at the same time as (abstractly) 

swallowing it themselves. 

 

The scene’s comedic aspects show the Wallitches using humour to deflect their awareness of 

being consumed metaphorically and materially. Humour and privation are linked to cannibalism 

elsewhere in Davis’s plays. In No Sugar, when Sam asks his cousin Milly, ‘You get meat?’, she 

replies 

 

MILLY:  No boondah for meat. 
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JIMMY: Wish I’d known the meat ration was cut out when I saw Mr 

bloody Neville the other day…I’[d] solve the meat problem at the 

same time        

 (1986, 44-45) 

 

Davis repeats the joke later in the play, where Sam and Joe describe there being ‘nothin’ to bite 

on [Billy the tracker], ‘he’s all skin and bone’ and approvingly note, ‘plenty of meat on the 

matron’ (Davis 1986, 59). Such joking about anthropophagy may be understood as a way of 

disarming the colonial construction of the raced Other as cannibal. Davis encourages his 

audience to laugh at the representation of Indigenous people as cannibals. As Dibble and 

MacIntyre (1994, 42) describe, Davis ‘displays the ironical self-awareness of a people who are 

able to mock the degrading or limiting images in which whites have entrapped them’. While 

Davis satirises the colonially constructed figure of the Indigenous cannibal, in neither No Sugar 

nor Barungin does he suggest that Indigenous self-fashioning as a cannibal alters the subaltern 

conditions and hegemonic relations through which Indigenous subjects’ socio-economic 

marginality is produced. 

 

Another form of cannibal-centric resistance that Davis deploys is to assert that colonialists are 

guilty of metaphoric cannibalism. This tactic has previously been successful at alleviating the 

raced Other’s inequitable treatment (Mintz 2008, 149; Sheller 2003, 88-95; on Australian sugar 

and black labour, cf Affeldt 2014, 207-305). In The Dreamers, a drunken Eli staggers home 

singing the tune Onward Christian Soldiers before coming to a halt: 
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ELI: Ay? ‘ow can you be a soldier an’ a Christian? Lot a rot; soldiers used to chuck 

Christians to the lions. I’m a Christian, Freo Prison Christian. Ain’t nobody gonna 

chuck me to the lions. The Wetjala’s a lion, he eats. Aw, he eats, he eats 

everything: land, trees, rivers, forests, even people, specially people. I ‘member 

old grandfather Kooroop used to say: ‘Don’t trust the Wetjala, he’s a real 

widdartji. He’ll kill you for sport and eat your brains and kidney fat.’ Poor old 

grandfather…         

 (1982, 121) 

 

The monologue contrasts alleged Indigenous cannibalism with the vast metaphoric cannibalism 

that Australia’s colonists continue to perform. Alleging European barbarity—throwing 

Christians to the lions, the killing of Indigenous people for sport—contests the civilised/savage 

binary that structures colonial relations and legitimises the appropriation of Indigenous land 

and resources. The speech evokes non-Indigenous anxiety about the cannibalistic nature of the 

colonial project: Eli’s reference to eating land, trees, and people evokes unrestrained colonial 

consumption—the cannibal as the figure that can eat everything (Probyn 2000, 99). As Wolny 

(2004, 174) notes, the portrayal identifies the invaders as ‘devourers of space, killers, the 

apotheosis of all evil’. The monologue’s hybrid elements are also of interest: Eli locates cannibal 

discourse within an Indigenous frame of reference by invoking Indigenous lore concerning 

kadaitcha men’s consumption of kidney fat (see Elkin 1977, 50-52).  
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The scene tactically reverses cannibal discourse by identifying Indigenous people as victims of 

cannibalism rather than proponents. A more literal and individualising repetition of this reversal 

occurs in Town’s account of a Noongarman’s anthropophagic consumption (1992, 34). The play 

presents a Noongar returned serviceman, David, who confides to his (non-Indigenous) love 

interest that he is haunted by the memory of finding the remains of an Indigenous man—his 

‘sort of cousin’, Tim—who had been killed and eaten by Japanese soldiers: 

 

DAVID:  The Japs. They were starving. [Silence] They stripped all the flesh 

off his legs, his thighs. 

SUE:   Oh no! 

DAVID:  They cannibalised him[...] And I can’t help thinking if he had been 

white it wouldn’t have happened. 

SUE:  You mustn’t think that. Of course it would have happened. You 

must understand. [She shakes him quietly] You must understand 

that. Do you hear me? 

        (1992, 34) 

 

The notion that white skin would insulate a person from being eaten reverses the dominant 

colonial narrative of imperilled white civilisation and subjectivity. Davis uses the cannibal theme 

to reprise the town’s inability to accommodate dissenting narratives around race, specifically 

the idea that it is not only whites who are at risk from the cannibal Other. Sue’s refusal to 

endorse the validity of David’s interpretation of events suggests the powerful challenge this 
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reversal poses to colonial interests. David’s counter-discourse draws its strength in part from 

the play’s critique of the ambivalent and conditional whiteness Australia confers on select 

Indigenous people—the Indigenous returned serviceman, in particular (see Curthoys 1998, 181-

184)—and the townspeople’s fears of miscegenation and the threat it poses to the racial 

hierarchy.  

 

The cannibal episode in Town also draws attention to two persistent aspects of Davis’s 

transgressive cannibal narrative. Notably, references to cannibalism are only made by male 

characters in Davis’s plays. Women, Indigenous or non-Indigenous, are either silent or express 

disapproval when the topic is raised (1986, 44-45; 1989, 23; 1992, 34). Secondly, biting aside, 

Indigenous-performed anthropophagy is only ever threatened in his plays; cannibalism, 

whether literal or metaphoric, remains a non-Indigenous and imperial practice. The most overt 

literal manifestations of cannibalistic behaviour in Davis’s plays are the beheading and skinning 

of Yagan in Kullark (1982, 32-33), the events’ reprise in Barungin (1989, 53-55)—where it 

becomes ‘the central symbolic significance [and] the most potent image in the [former] play’ 

according to Wolfgang (2001, 58)—and a reference to burning Indigenous bodies on campfires 

in No Sugar (1986, 68). Beyond these examples, a cannibal trope haunts a number of other 

alimentary depictions of black bodies. No Sugar brings food and black bodies into close 

proximity when Bluey claims to hear the spirits of murdered Indigenous people as he takes 

cattle past the site of a massacre on the way to Wyndham Meat Works (Davis 1986, 68). 

(Further emphasising a link between food and black bodies, he explains that the Indigenous 

people had been killed following a dispute with pastoralists; their bodies were sunk in the lake 
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where they had been collecting gugja to eat.) Davis makes reference to Noongar characters 

rotting, food-like, in Kullark (1982, 51) and in Barungin (1989, 53-55), which is the play most 

responsive to cannibal themed readings. In Barungin’s first scene, a priest implores his 

Indigenous audience to ‘embrace God’ and, suggestively, to ‘[g]ive up the ways of the flesh’ 

(1989, 6-7). Ironically, various Indigenous characters are then described as ‘walkin’ ‘round like 

zombies’, on account of the priest’s indoctrination (1989, 8-9). The play contains alimentary 

references to Noongar characters—the pejorative term ‘coconut’, a woman as ‘breakfast’ 

(1989, 12,39)—a mentally disturbed character, recently released from prison, who stabs a 

neighbour in the kitchen (1989, 50), and a penultimate scene describing a dismembered 

Indigenous body displayed for non-Indigenous visual consumption by a coroner and, by 

extension, the play’s audience (Davis 1989, 58-59). The coroner’s monologue is reminiscent of 

the gruesome cannibal’s kitchen Hulme finds recorded in accounts of Spain’s colonisation of the 

new world (Hulme 1998, 18). It infers that Peter has suffered a savage beating at the hands of 

police. The concluding scene, which intones the names of a series of Indigenous victims of 

police, reiterates Davis’s challenge to the civilised/savage binary by evidencing the widespread 

brutality to which Indigenous men have been subjected (Davis 1989, 59). 

 

The pessimistic or ambivalent endings of Davis’s plays (see Narogin 1990, 128-129) suggest 

that, as Loichot argues, subaltern attempts to deploy cannibal discourse do little to afford 

greater Indigenous autonomy and capacity for self-subjectivising or improve the raced 

population’s vitality and wellbeing. The difficulty of the raced Other deploying cannibal 

discourse is that, in a colonial context, transgressing social taboos and the social order licences 
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measures to secure the unraced population from the threat (in this case, death) that the 

subaltern poses (Kurtzer 2003, 184). Embracing or fashioning a designation as cannibal is 

ambivalent when practiced by raced subjects: self-designating as cannibal refuses social norms 

and contests the distinctions that privilege human life as that which must not be eaten; while 

this produces a superficially non-docile subject; as Maggie Kilgour argues, ‘[t]he definition of 

the other as cannibal justifies its oppression, extermination, and cultural cannibalism’ (1990, 

148). The self-designated cannibal validates a racial caesura’s imposition, even while resisting 

the designation of life that must be made live. There is little in Davis’s plays to suggest that 

transgressing the boundary of what the dominant culture establishes as edible inhibits the 

raced (or unraced) population’s administration or optimisation. 

 

The following section of the chapter will examine whether more direct forms of food-centric 

resistance are more effective means of evading power’s grasp. It extends this thesis’s reading of 

food as a technology of biopower by showing how it is contested, tactically reversed and, often 

concomitantly, used as a means of caring for the self in Davis’s plays. The analysis demonstrates 

that food facilitates agonistic forms of resistance to biopower: Davis’s Noongar characters 

undermine the colonial apparatus’s attempt to administer the Indigenous population by 

regulating its diet, transgress and efface the racial caesura, and compromise the relations 

between the categories of life into which biopower segments the population. Despite this, 

while food-centric resistance may achieve tactical reversals, create new subject positions, and 

frustrate biopower’s operation and intensification, this chapter’s analysis shows that, like 

deploying cannibal discourse, it is often ambivalent in its overall effects. Although this does not 
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diminish resistance’s usefulness as an analytic construct capable of revealing (bio)power’s 

operation, it reiterates some of the concerns scholars express about the capacity for 

emancipation in Foucault’s schema. 

Food protests and contesting non-Indigenous sovereignty  
 

Privation contextualises many of the references to cannibalism in Davis’s plays. Each one 

foregrounds food insecurity and insufficiency as significant characteristics of Noongar life under 

colonial occupation. Davis’s various portrayals serve to disseminate subjugated knowledge of 

Indigenous privation and contest colonial narratives of national prosperity. This is made clear in 

No Sugar’s first scene, which juxtaposes the Millimurra children’s modest lunch and Milly’s 

lament, ‘we got no meat for dinner or supper’, with an account of ‘West Australia’s present 

conditions of hopeful optimistic prosperity’ in a local newspaper (1986,16-17). Beyond invoking 

Indigenous erasure from the historical record, this scene suggests something of a tactical 

reversal: the poor diet and malnutrition that colonialism attributes to Indigenous people as a 

way of legitimising European occupation and superiority is used here to delegitimise the 

colonial project and advance claims for greater Indigenous sovereignty and autonomy. Instead 

of contesting the dominant class and culture’s pathologising of the Indigene as unable to meet 

its needs for sustenance under conditions of modernity, Davis enlists it as a means of protest 

through which he will pursue his emancipatory political goals. 
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The content of Davis’s plays suggests a degree of pessimism about the potential for reducing 

Indigenous disadvantage by drawing attention to the raced Other’s privative living conditions. 

The excerpts from Kullark and No Sugar cited in the previous chapter include several instances 

in which Davis’s Noongar characters protest the poor diet that the rationing regime provides 

with little effect. The general sense that emerges from these plays is that Indigenous protest to 

the colonial authorities is futile. The public protest that Jimmy stages at the end of No Sugar 

contests the ‘truth’ of the colonial narrative and the benevolence it ascribes the occupiers; 

however, its consequence is death rather than improved vitality for Jimmy or the other Moore 

River inmates (1986, 97-99). In the same play, Gran and Milly’s earlier account of the 

circumstances rendering their families reliant on rations refutes the indolence that the state’s 

representatives project onto the Indigenous population, but does nothing to ameliorate their 

conditions or afford them greater autonomy; the women return to their camp empty handed 

(1986, 23-25). 

 

In part, the inability to obtain additional rations manifests the problem about which Pickett 

warns—that criticising institutions or programs for failing to achieve their ostensible purpose 

may serve to validate the subject positions and hegemonic relations they produce (1996, 460). 

Protests that focus on the paucity of food the rationing regime provides do not challenge the 

raced provision-receipt relationship; its consequence is to legitimise additional punitive 

sanction, as when the local policeman and superintendent Neale discuss the Northam 

Indigenous population’s arrest in Kullark: 
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NEALE:   These ones give you any trouble? 

POLICEMAN:  Thomas is a bit cheeky, but no real trouble. 

NEALE: Well, we’ve got a nice gaol and cat-o’-nine tails here for Thomas… 

    (1982, 48) 

Instead of reasoning with the colonial authorities, Davis’s Noongar characters seek to escape 

their sphere of influence. While Thomas protests his family’s imprisonment at Moore River, the 

diet to which they are subjected there, and his lack of autonomy in being able to provide for the 

family himself, this has little effect; indeed, the Chief Protector of Aborigines, AO Neville, 

threatens him with prison for causing ‘a considerable amount of trouble’, while Neale imposes 

further restrictions on his freedom to travel to Perth and assures him, ‘[y]ou’ll never get an 

exemption…[a]s far as I’m concerned you can stay here in Moore River and bloody well rot’ 

(1982, 50-51). In response, Thomas and his family repeatedly escape the settlement: four times 

in two years, he boasts, ‘[a]nd tomorrow we’re off again…It’ll take ’em a month to catch us, an’ 

by that time I’ll have the kids lookin’ healthier and their sores all better…’ (1982, 54). Despite 

Neale’s prediction, the repeated attempts to escape finally yield a desirable result: Mary is 

called to Neale’s office and told that the family may leave Moore River, albeit with strict limits 

applied to their freedom of movement—they are prohibited from returning to or visiting 

several towns and disallowed from entering any at night—and entitlement to government 

assistance. Thomas is jubilant: ‘we won, we won. [He laughs.]’ (1982, 54-55); however, as 

Russel Hogg (2001, 362-363) notes, Indigenous people living outside missions and reservations 

remained subject to the threat of removal or return to them. The conditional nature of the 
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family’s release, and the sense in which they remain subject to colonial sovereignty and rules 

that distinguishes them from the non-Indigenous population, undermines the sense that his 

resistance locates him outside power’s sphere of influence. It fails to demonstrate the limits of 

sovereign and disciplinary forms of power in the way that Lilja and Vinthagen (2014, 114) 

suggest constitutes resistance. At the same time, Thomas and his family’s release from the 

settlement does connote a reduced intensity of surveillance and coercion, as well as an 

improved standard of health, which resists biopower’s thanatic effects. 

 

Stealing food and challenging the juridico-legal order 
 

Jim Scott’s study of peasant resistance contends that quotidian acts through which subaltern 

classes alleviate their conditions of existence are important means of resisting exploitation 

(1986). Scott points out that ‘[t]he goal…of the great bulk of peasant resistance is not directly to 

overthrow or transform a system of domination but rather to survive’ (1986, 30). He identifies 

food theft as a recurrent and characteristic form of resistance through which exploited classes 

counter the effects of a repressive social order and defend or advance their interests (1986, 6). 

His argument and findings are sustained in more recent readings of food theft in urban 

environments that identify it as a form of resistance to capitalist order, the state, and bourgeois 

class norms (Portwood-Stacer 2012). 

 

Stealing food is one of the ways that Davis’s characters attempt to resist biopolitical 

subjugation and undermine colonial efforts to regulate their diet, govern their conduct, and 
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produce them as a more manageable subaltern population. In Kullark, food theft and a 

challenge to colonial logic are linked. To begin with, Yagan transgresses the juridico-political 

system by killing and eating sheep. He expands the nature of his challenge by demonstrating 

the arbitrariness of European concepts of private property and thus undermining the basis for 

the occupiers’ norms of conduct. When the non-Indigenous man, Will, reproaches him for 

sheep stealing, Yagan retorts that the British help themselves to native species without 

restraint: 

WILL:   …the sheep belong to the white man. To the farmer. 

YAGAN:  Yuart, Wetjala kill yonga, gwinnin, kuljuk, kalkana. [“…kangaroo, duck, 

swan, mullet.”] 

WILL:   But all those things belong to everyone. 

YAGAN:  Archh, Wetjala kartwarrah. [“…white man is mad.”] 

(1982, 27-8) 

In No Sugar, following the meat ration’s withholding, Jimmy and Joe steal sheep from a non-

Indigenous employer who has underpaid them. Privation and colonial exploitation of 

Indigenous labour motivates the Millimurra men’s food theft: Jimmy’s comment that he ‘know 

that bastard’s farm like the back a me hand’ [sic] implies the theft is a morally valid response to 

inequitable remuneration (1986, 44-45). As in Kullark, procuring food is again the site of 

conflicting realities. The ambivalence inherent in this resistance is that while it temporarily 

ameliorates the Indigenous family’s deprivation, doing so renders the Indigenous men a threat 
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to the colonial population and legitimises a punitive and potentially deadly response. Jimmy’s 

use of Language—‘Mirri-up, mirr-up. Allewah koorkantjerri gunny nooniny dininy, woort dininy’ 

[watch out, sheep, I’m coming to cut your throat]—and Joe’s symbolic removal of his shoes 

connote the colonial figure of the bloodthirsty, marauding Indigenous man preying on livestock 

(1986, 45). In both plays, attempting to survive or improve Indigenous vitality by obtaining food 

in non-prescribed ways is a form of resistance complicit with colonial and biopolitical discourse. 

It produces Indigenous subjects as threats to the (non-Indigenous) population’s wellbeing. This 

reflects the ubiquity of biopolitical discourse and the difficulty of resisting it for those who may 

be let die: survival is both a form of resistance and a way of reproducing and legitimising raced 

life’s designation as detrimental to the population and colony’s wellbeing. 

 

Davis returns to sheep stealing as a site of resistance to non-Indigenous sovereignty and the 

colonial social order in In Our Town. One of the play’s subplots involves a conflict between the 

town’s authorities and the character Uncle Herbie, who continually sets kangaroo snares on 

property ‘owned’ by a local Justice of the Peace (JP). Herbie’s actions refute the colonial 

assertion of unchallenged and exclusive occupation by evidencing the persistence of Indigenous 

praxis and life. By continuing to conceive the JP’s property as a hunting ground, Herbie stages 

what Gilbert (1994, 65) describes as ‘a symbolic reclamation of the land’; Herbie’s memorable 

comment, ‘[i]t might be his land, but it’s still my country’ (1992, 16) evidences the place’s 

heterotopic qualities—the ability to sustain multiple and contradictory meanings that disrupt 

time and space (see Foucault 1986).  
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The repeated setting and knocking down of Herbie’s snares suggests the agonistic nature of the 

relations between the Indigenous fringe-dwellers and the townspeople who wish to dispossess 

them further. Like the food-centric protests and instances of food theft in Davis’s earlier plays, 

Herbie’s actions suggest a limit to colonialism’s ability to govern Indigenous conduct. The 

juridico-legal regime is brought to bear on him after he accidentally snares one of the JP’s 

sheep and the local sergeant arrests him for sheep stealing. The sergeant accepts that Herbie is 

not legally prohibited from setting his snares, and that the old man did not intend to catch a 

sheep, but maintains that the snares—and Herbie himself—are evidently ‘a danger to stock’ 

and must be removed. He levies an informal fine by telling David, ‘Ok, I haven’t charged him 

[Herbie] with anything, but I gave him breakfast, so that will be two shillings…And I’m leaving it 

to you to go and remove the snares’ (Davis 1992, 31-32). As in the earlier plays, food-centric 

resistance occasions coercive application of punitive forms of power. 

 

Notably, the scene in In Out Town extends Kullark’s and No Sugar’s dramatisations of the 

colonial state’s effort to replace autonomous Indigenous foodways with the ration: after being 

freed, Herbie thanks the sergeant, who returns the old man’s pipe and gives him some tobacco. 

Herbie’s outward acquiescence is a ruse: in a later scene, Davis reveals that the old man only 

encourages the sergeant to think that he, Herbie, respects him (1992, 92). This suggests 

something of the freedom of the mind that Lilja and Vinthagen identify as a form of ‘hidden’ 

resistance, in which the subject shows outward compliance but does not internalise the rules or 
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values through which power operates (2014, 114). It offers an alternative to the more limited 

attempts to escape colonial administration and makes room for resistance and some autonomy 

of conduct within them. 

 

 

Food sharing and resistance culture 
 

In the context of a privative diet, stealing food helps Indigenous people resist the diminished 

vitality that the colonial regime produces; however, as the consequences in Kullark and In Our 

Town demonstrate, it also renders them liable to punitive sanction. Davis’s Indigenous 

characters come close to valorising incarceration or punishment in the way Lilja and Vinthagen 

suggest may manifest resistance culture (2014, 115). They make a number of comments that 

indicates jail provides little disincentive for Indigenous men to moderate their conduct. 

Characters repeatedly make light of imprisonment, as in The Dreamers when Roy and Eli joke 

about having their names engraved on the cell doors in the local prison (1982, 78). In part, the 

privative conditions of Indigenous ‘freedom’ undermine the threat of incarceration. After 

Jimmy is incarcerated for disorderly behaviour, prohibited consumption of alcohol, and 

‘unlawful disposal of government rations’, Sam, whose limited criminal history allows him to 

avoid a custodial sentence, complains about his morning meal at the family’s campsite: ‘[m]e 

gnoolya’s [brother in law’s] better off than I am, bet he’s not eating bread ‘n fat for breakfast’ 

(1986, 36-37). Other characters repeat the assertion that prison food is superior to that 

available to Indigenous people outside it later in the play (1986, 94) and in The Dreamers (1982, 
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83,114). The colonial practice of devitalising the Indigenous population by malnourishing them 

has the unintended consequence of diminishing the efficacy of its carceral apparatus. 

 

One of the most significant ways of manifesting a resistance culture and contesting the 

population’s regulation is through food sharing. It resists Indigenous dependence upon colonial 

foodways and the imposition of an individually determined ration. In the face of colonial efforts 

to sever generational links between Indigenous children and their parents or other elders (see 

Haebich 2000), food sharing is also an important means of reproducing kinship ties. Each of 

Davis’s plays makes reference to kangaroo legs being obtained from (or given to) uncles or 

aunts. Apart from relying on extended family members for sustenance, Indigenous characters in 

Kullark and No Sugar solicit food supplies to facilitate their escape from Moore River mission’s 

intensive biopolitical administration (see Davis 1982, 59-61). Thomas’s repeated attempts to 

escape Moore River are sustained by obtaining additional food from the other Indigenous 

inmates:  

 

‘We’re getting’ outa here…Go an pick up the kids from school, but don’t tell ‘em nothin’ 

an’ see if you can get a bit extra tucker from the other nyoongahs. 

[MARY starts to go.] 

Don’t forget the extra tucker         

  (1982, 52) 
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In No Sugar, Davis also depicts Moore River inmates providing food to support the young 

couple Joe and Mary’s flight (1986, 71). Of some interest is that the culture of food sharing is 

extended even to their pursuer. Billy corners the pair, but Joe fights the tracker off and secures 

him in a pair of handcuffs. Joe then stuffs fruit into the man’s pockets, saying ‘[h]ere, tucker’, 

before fleeing (1986, 74-75). Joe’s generosity contrasts with the treatment he receives at 

Northam, where he is refused rations by the sergeant, who explains, ‘[s]ince all the natives 

have shifted out, Northam is no longer a ration depot’ (1986, 80). As in Kullark, after Joe and 

Mary are re-arrested and returned to Moore River, the mission administration expels them with 

the proviso that they do not return to Northam. In the play’s final scene, the Millimurras again 

offer the young couple their modest food supplies: Milly gives Mary a sugar bag containing 

‘enough flour…for three dampers, a fryin’ pan, billy can and two mugs. A bit of drippin’, too, 

and a spud and a couple of onions…’  (Davis 1986, 109). The limits to resistance relieving the 

characters of their immiseration are apparent in the play’s final words, delivered by Gran: 

‘Woe, woe woe. / My boy and girl and baby / going a long way walking…Pity, pity, pity, / 

Hungry, walking, hungry, / Pity, pity, pity, / Hungry, hungry, / Walking, walking, walking… (1986, 

109). 

 

An important instance of food sharing occurs during a communal meal to which Jimmy invites 

an unemployed white itinerant, Frank, in No Sugar’s third scene. Arriving at the campsite, 

Jimmy produces a bushel of turnips from his pocket: 
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JIMMY: Here, Mum, chuck them in. 

MILLY:  Ay! Where d’you git them from? 

JOE:  He never growed ‘em and I bet he never bought ‘em. 

[MILLY takes them, prepares them and adds them to the rabbit stew…] 

MILLY:  You lookin’ for gaol awright! 

(1986, 26) 

As the meal is served, the Millimurras explain their cooking practices and decode some of their 

kriol for Frank: 

[…they sit and serve the food. SAM breaks up the damper.] 

SAM: [To FRANK] You eat this before? 

FRANK: Damper? Plenty a’ times. 

SAM:  Cooked in the ashes? 

FRANK: No. 

JOE:  You eat underground mutton before? 

[MILLY gives him a plate of stew.] 

FRANK: What? Oh, thanks missus. 

JIMMY: Underground mutton! 

JOE:  Rabbit. 
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JIMMY: You try that, dip the damper, moorditj! 

FRANK: Yeah, we used to live on ‘em when we was on the farm. 

GRAN:  James, you come an’ get your supper. 

JIMMY: No, leave it, I’ll get it dreckly. [He takes a long drink of wine as the 

others eat.] 

    (1986, 28) 

Jimmy tells the family that Frank used to own a farm. ‘[B]etween the rabbits and a couple of 

bad seasons and the bank, the bloody bank, I lost it; the lot, even the crop in the ground’, Frank 

explains (1986, 28). Jimmy sympathises and describes the restrictions the Indigenous 

community endure: curfews and exclusions from town and public swimming areas, prohibitions 

on political activity, and police harassment (1986, 28-29). The meal ends when several 

members of the Millimurra family engage in an alcohol-fueled brawl. Frank takes his leave, but 

not before thanking Milly ‘for the really nice meal’ (1986, 30). 

 

Several forms of food-centric resistance are manifested in this scene: tactical reversal, the 

sharing of subjugated knowledges, and defiance of juridico-political coercion by autonomous 

subjects who produce new identities and manifest and disseminate a culture of resistance. By 

sharing their food, the Millimurras undermine the attempt, through rationing, to regulate food 

provision, inculcate particular modes of conduct and individualisation, and segregate the raced 

population. The Millimurras’ food provision challenges the colonial construction of Indigenous 
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subjects as food receivers. The re-provision of some of their rations to a non-Indigenous 

recipient is a tactical reversal that inverts the hegemonic relations and raced subject positions 

that rationing construes. An important aspect of this reversal is that the foodstuffs that produce 

and mark them as raced Others are passed back across the racial caesura. In this way, the 

Millimurras resist rationing’s capacity to race life by distinguishing subjects’ diet and 

relationship to food: the racial boundary is partially effaced as Indigenous and non-Indigenous 

subjects communally consume the rations that are intended to sustain the raced population. 

The Millimurras’ agency is evident in that, while the ration is insufficient and unpalatable, they 

are able to transform it into a desirable meal by Indigenising its preparation and combining it 

with other food sources. The moorditj result demonstrates their capacity to resist ration-

induced privation. 

 

The communal meal provides an opportunity for marginalised subjects to identify their shared 

experiences of subjugation. The loss of Frank’s farm and subsequent nomadicism is potentially 

analogous to the Noongars’ experience of dispossession. Davis is careful not to draw too close 

an equivalence—Jimmy’s account of the Noongar community’s racist treatment makes clear 

that Frank retains privileges that far exceed theirs. Jimmy’s account of Noongar people being 

forced out of town at nightfall and prohibited from congregating or using public facilities that 

would bring Indigenous and non-Indigenous bodies into close proximity evidences the 

segregation and social hierarchy that biopower imposes. It helps identify the communal meal as 

a site of resistance. Jimmy’s attribution of blame for both Frank’s and the Millimurras’ 

circumstance to ‘the gubment’ who ‘[f]ucks everybody up. Everybody, eh?’ (1986:28) is relevant 
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in asserting a shared subjugation: the meal creates an opportunity to develop a collective 

relationship with and critical stance towards the state. In terms of an emerging resistance 

culture, although Frank’s presence is a risk for the Noongar family, they willingly transgress the 

racial segregation the colonial state imposes. Similarly, the Millimurra women are fearful of the 

consequences of Jimmy’s theft, but this does not dissuade them from cooking and consuming 

the proceeds. 

 

The difficulty with identifying this instance of food sharing as a form of resistance is that in 

sustaining Frank, the Millimurras contribute to the unraced population’s vitality and wellbeing. 

While the act of sharing across the racial divide effaces some of the distinction that food serves 

to produce, the practice may also impoverish the raced population further and reduce their 

quality of life. (The meal’s consequence is that Jimmy and Sam are arrested and charged with a 

variety of offences.) Read from this perspective, the attempt to construe food sharing as 

resistance achieves little of the tactical reversal that may be otherwise claimed for it; instead, it 

achieves a tactical advancement that furthers the subtext of biopower’s thanatic relation 

between those who must be made live and those who may be let die: the unraced form of life’s 

vitality is premised on the raced Other’s death. The sense that a local act of food sharing may 

overturn the broader network of power relations is undermined when Frank, who has been 

arrested for providing alcohol to the Millimurras, tries to explain the circumstances of his 

transgressive meal to the court:  
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FRANK: I arrived in Northam a few days ago, and I was broke and I didn’t have 

anything to eat for two days and I ran into Jimmy in the park and he…he 

was a real mate to me. He took me to his home and gave me a meal of— 

JP:  [interrupting, to the SERGEANT] His what? 

SERGEANT: His camp at Government Well. 

FRANK: He gave me a meal of— 

JP:  [interrupting] Look, I’m not interested in what you had for dinner. If 

you’ve got an explanation, just tell me what it is. 

(1986, 34-35) 

The scene suggests the new relation that Frank and the Millimurras share may produce a local 

sense of solidarity and a culture of resistance, but not one capable of thwarting power’s reign. 

  

 

Conclusion 
 

This chapter has extended the reading of food as a technology of biopower in Davis’s plays by 

examining the various ways in which its biopolitical functions are resisted (sub-question 6). It 

also identifies additional ways that food marks a racial caesura (sub-question 2) and provides 

means of norming and regulating Indigenous peoples’ conduct (sub-question 4). The first half of 

the chapter examines resistance to food-centric non-Indigenous narratives, norms, and 

prescribed conduct by considering Davis’s treatment of cannibalism. Davis appropriates and 
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reverses the colonial storytelling tactic of deeming the raced Other anthropophagous by 

asserting that non-Indigenous people have practiced a vast metaphoric cannibalism. He pairs 

this with subversive instances of Noongar and other Indigenous characters humorously self-

identifying as cannibals that satirises the colonial representation. Such resistance is ambivalent 

in simultaneously reproducing non-Indigenous projections of cannibalism onto Indigenous 

people while subverting the representation and unsettling the civilised/savage binary through 

which the dominant class and culture seeks to legitimise its sovereignty and imposition of a 

colonial social order. 

 

In the second half of the chapter, Davis recovers subjugated knowledge of food’s use as a 

repressive tool in order to challenge colonial narratives, their strategic silences, and the 

hegemonic relations they have construed as natural. The food-centricity of his counter-history 

stages a limited form of tactical reversal, in which the representation of Indigenous socio-

economic marginality is used to further delegitimise non-Indigenous occupation and 

sovereignty. This form of resistance may also be understood in terms of caring for the self, as 

Davis’s elaboration of Noongar subjectivity and history uses food as an important part of its 

apprehension and representation.  

 

Examining resistance to non-Indigenous food provision reveals many of the technology’s 

positive dimensions. In addition to the previous chapter’s finding that rationing produces the 

Noongar subjects as food-receivers and incorporates them into the colony as a detrimental and 
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subaltern form of life, the analysis here shows how the non-Indigenous tactic of providing 

insufficient food elicits acts of resistance—particularly food theft—that reproduce Indigenous 

people as an internal threat to the non-Indigenous population. The agonistic resistance that 

withholding food generates is complicit with the technology’s biopolitical function: even as 

stealing food negates some of the colonial order’s immediate thanatic effects, it contributes to 

Indigenous subjugation and dispossession by legitimising its exponents’ subjection to 

intensified disciplinary power, surveillance, and biopolitical management. At the same time, in 

seeking to resist state-imposed malnutrition and starvation, Indigenous subjects comply with 

the biopolitical imperative to accept personal responsibility for improving their health and 

vitality.  

 

Davis’s plays depict Noongar people staging a more substantial form of resistance through food 

sharing, which produces and strengthens the kinship links that colonial dispersion and rationing 

seek to dissolve. He shows how food sharing is linked with efforts to escape the Moore River 

settlement, where the Indigenous inmates are subject to invasive medical tests, surveillance, 

and a harsh disciplinary regime that prescribes their conduct and limits their autonomy. The 

collective action of providing food to people escaping situations where power is coalescing into 

domination suggests the emergence of a resistance culture. Another important instance of food 

sharing is the communal meal to which Jimmy invites the non-Indigenous itinerant, Frank. The 

Millimurras’ willingness to share their food despite their privative circumstances is an 

illocutionary act through which they perform a new (or at least recovered) subject position. As 

food-providing Indigenous subjects, their conduct contests the rationing apparatus’s 
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designation of Indigenous people as food receivers. The hybrid meal, which combines non-

Indigenous ingredients—both licit and illicit—with Noongar cooking methods subverts food’s 

capacity to distinguish Indigenous and non-Indigenous forms of life. This undermines some of 

food’s racing effects. The meal also creates the possibility of an emerging solidarity between 

disenfranchised and socio-economically marginalised members of the population. 
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Bush tucker: race, class, and food insecurity in Ruby Langford Ginibi’s life 

stories 
 

Introduction 

 

Discussing the role of scarcity under a biopolitical administration, Foucault observes that ‘food 

shortage is misfortune in the pure state…not just the recognition of impotence. It is also a 

political, moral, and cosmological concept… a way of thinking about political misfortune 

philosophically, but also a schema of behaviour in the political field’ (2007, 52). He goes on to 

elaborate the role that induced scarcity played in securing the population’s wellbeing through a 

free market mechanism for grain that, among other functions27, dispelled the risk of 

widespread food shortage by concentrating it among a particular segment of the population 

(2007, 41-43). This chapter examines the characteristics and consequences of food shortage—

or, more specifically, the condition of food insecurity—in the lifewriting of Ruby Langford 

Ginibi, a Bundjalung woman28 who tells ‘stories about the survival, both in the bush and in high-

density urban areas, of people who don’t know where the next meal is coming from’ (Brewster 

1996, 35). Langford Ginibi’s Don’t Take Your Love to Town (1988), My Bundjalung People (1994), 

Haunted by the Past (1999), and the collections Real Deadly (1992) and All My Mob (2007), 

chronicle lives spent in frequent conditions of food insecurity—a condition that exists 

‘whenever the availability of nutritionally adequate and safe foods or the ability to acquire 

acceptable foods in socially acceptable ways is limited or uncertain’ (Anderson 1990, 1576). It 

 
27 Foucault contends that the free market’s political function is in part to provide an independent source of verification or law 
to which government may appeal, in lieu of the sovereign, when attempting to regulate the population. 
28 Bundjalung Country is located on the east coast of Australia, where it bisects the border between the states of Queensland 
and New South Wales. It extends from Logan in Queensland to Grafton in New South Wales and inland as far as Tabulam and 
Baryugil. 
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considers the relationships to food that insecurity generates, the tastes that result, and the 

ways that her family’s experiences may be distinguished from those of the non-Indigenous 

poor. In doing so, it answers the thesis’s fifth sub-question by demonstrating how food serves 

to produce and mediate the population’s wealth and wellbeing, how it races life, and how it 

achieves its thanatic effects.  

 

The chapter begins by reviewing the critical literature on the food insecurity experienced by 

Indigenous people in Australia, where ‘[m]ore than one in five (22%) Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander people were living in a household that, in the previous 12 months, had run out of 

food and had not been able to afford to buy more’ (ABS 2015, 78). The research identifies 

causes and characteristics of Indigenous food insecurity that are pertinent to Langford Ginibi’s 

lived experiences. Poverty, limited cooking and food storage facilities, and distance from food 

suppliers and sources account for much of the difficulty she experiences in reliably procuring 

and preparing food for herself and her family. Throughout Don’t Take Your Love to Town, food 

is frequently at risk of loss, spoilage, or theft, while obtaining it often means engaging in 

criminal, exploitative, or otherwise high risk activities. The chapter argues that a sense of food 

as imperiled and imperiling emerges from Langford Ginibi’s stories. In terms of conceiving food 

as a technology of biopower, Langford Ginibi demonstrates how food is implicated in producing 

the other as a threat to the population’s health, wealth, and wellbeing and also a means of 

letting the raced Other die through exposure to poor diet and potentially devitalising attempts 

to alleviate it.  
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Much of the research on Indigenous peoples’ contemporary experiences of food insecurity 

notes the need for positive accounts of the condition from Indigenous perspectives. To develop 

a fuller understanding of how food insecurity is experienced and the effects it has on an 

Indigenous woman’s relationship to food, the second section of the chapter seeks to describe 

Langford Ginibi’s eating habits and taste. It argues that Langford Ginibi exhibits what Pierre 

Bourdieu (1984, 6-7) describes as ‘the taste of necessity’: a set of proletarian food preferences 

that emphasises eating’s importance, values meals’ substantiality, favours plain cuisine, and 

advocates a convivial, informal approach to consumption. Unlike the French working classes to 

whom Bourdieu attributes the taste of necessity, Langford Ginibi’s food insecurity leads her to 

exhibit an indiscriminate approach to food: meals are reliably and uniformly conceived as 

desirable and food preferences are rarely expressed or indulged. Food’s imperiling qualities 

recur in a new guise here, as her taste and food-related conduct occasion normative class-

based censure that identifies her as a subaltern form of life and poses new risks to her health, 

wealth, and wellbeing. 

 

The final section of the chapter considers some of the ways that food produces a racial caesura 

and marks racial boundaries (sub-question 2) by examining how Langford Ginibi’s diet is raced 

and distinguished from that of the non-Indigenous poor in her stories. It argues that Langford 

Ginibi exhibits the raced binaries of non-Indigenous food surplus and provision and Indigenous 

food shortage and receipt familiar from this thesis’s reading of Davis’s plays. The analysis 

observes other ways that food races life and the narrating subject in the texts, including 

through the consumption of specific foods, identifying meals as important sites of cultural 
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transmission and knowledge of Country, and, following Stephen Muecke (1992), by structuring 

the narrative around material and symbolic journeys in search of sustenance. 

 

Indigenous Australian food insecurity 
 

Non-Indigenous definitions of food insecurity posit that it exists ‘whenever the availability of 

nutritionally adequate and safe foods or the ability to acquire acceptable foods in socially 

acceptable ways is limited or uncertain’ (Anderson 1990, 1576). Food insecurity is conceived as 

‘not merely a lack of food; but also when people fear running out of food, or are forced to make 

significant changes to their usual eating patterns due to economic constraints’ (Foley, Ward, 

Carter et al. 2010, 215-216). Increasingly, the condition is deemed to encompass people 

experiencing anxiety about acquiring food, consuming a low quality diet as a result of limited 

food access, relying on charitable or state food provision, or needing to scavenge, steal, or use 

other coping strategies to ensure they do not go without food (Browne, Laurence, and Thorpe 

2009, 6; see also Booth and Smith 2001, 150). A person or family may thus be food insecure 

without ever running out of food and going hungry (Rose 1999). 

 

Zane Ma Rhea’s research on food and Indigenous-settler relations in Victoria, Australia,  

elaborates an Indigenous sense of food security in terms of sovereignty and birthright  

 [f]rom an Aboriginal point of view, to be born into a territory, into one’s ‘country’, is to 

be born into a life of having right to the sustenance of that country, of the sui generis 
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right to all its resources, and the expectation that others will seek permission to access 

these traditional estates          

   (Rhea 2012, 17)  

 

She suggests that implicit recognition of cultural precepts and egalitarian food distribution are 

the key elements of Indigenous food security, which ‘implies a general recognition of land, civil, 

and property rights amongst all the people living in an area, complex systems of 

governmentality, inherited and ongoing environmental knowledge, and commonly a shared 

view of the spiritual world’ (Rhea 2012, 19). Rhea sets up an inverse relation between 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous people’s food security grounded in mutually exclusive patterns 

of occupation and land use, increased population density that exceeds native food production, 

and a belief, evident in the contemporary definitions that Australia has adopted29, that food 

security entails a reliable supply of familiar foods (2012, 17-18,21). The conclusion she draws is 

that, under contemporary circumstances, Indigenous people who favour traditional diets or 

who expect an egalitarian share of all the resources and food produced in their traditional 

Country will not be able to achieve food security (2012, 18).  

 

Beyond Rhea’s work no formal definition of Indigenous food in/security that considers 

Indigenous perspectives on issues such as food procurement and distribution has been 

 
29 ‘Food security exists when all people, at all times, have physical, social and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious 
food which meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life. Food insecurity exists when people do 
not have adequate physical, social or economic access to food as defined above’ (Haen et al. 2003). 
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proposed in Australia. A joint statement of policy on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples’ food security by the Dietitians Association of Australia (DAA), the Public Health 

Association of Australia (PHAA), and Australian Red Cross (ARC) makes reference to a need for 

reliable access to ‘personally and culturally acceptable’ food that is ethically, equitably, and 

sustainably produced and consumed (2013, 3). The policy document does not indicate that 

these values are derived from Indigenous contributions or culture. The Council of Australian 

Government National Strategy for Food Security in Remote Indigenous Communities notes 

some of the particular causes and characteristics of Indigenous populations’ experiences of 

food insecurity. These include reliance on community food stores, exposure to climatic 

variations and severe weather events that disrupt food supply, distance from food sources, 

access to transport, high food prices, and socio-economic deprivation manifested in 

overcrowded residences and limited cooking and food storage facilities (COAG 2009, 3-4; see 

also Pollard 2013, 101; PHAA 2013, 6; AIHW 2017, 138-139). A small study of Indigenous 

people’s30 food choices in a remote community in the Northern Territory found non-Indigenous 

defined experiences of food insecurity heavily implicated in participants’ sense that their lives 

were sub-optimal and ‘out of balance’ (Brimblecombe et al. 2014, 390-391). Indigenous 

community members there acknowledged running out of money for food, experiencing regular 

periods of food insufficiency, relying on innutritious foods to avoid hunger, and circumscribing 

their diets due to financial constraints (Brimblecombe et al. 2014, 394-395). The imbalance they 

described manifests other elements of food insecurity, too: an unhealthy diet linked to 

 
30 Brimblecombe et al (2014, 388) report that the population included people from more than 20 different 
language groups. 
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excessive reliance on prepared and takeaway meals, the disruption of existing knowledge and 

practices of food and its procurement, and difficulties understanding and relating to unfamiliar 

foods and systems of food provision. Foodsharing obligations, limited food storage and 

preparation facilities, and improved transport networks (which make unfamiliar and unhealthy 

foods available) were identified as influences on food choices that may contribute to, and 

therefore be characteristic of, Indigenous food insecurity (Brimblecombe et al. 2014, 391-

395)31.  

 

Factors such as sudden mass migration to cities, cultural and family commitments that require 

frequent travel, and loss of knowledge and custom associated with traditional practices of 

obtaining food may contribute to and characterise Indigenous food insecurity in urban 

environments (see Browne et al. 2009, 9-10; Murray et al. 2014, 373). A study of food insecurity 

among urban Indigenous people suggests that ‘financial issues and the affordability of healthy 

food are dominant themes’ (Browne et al. 2009, 9). Other studies of urban Indigenous 

alimentary practices also note food insecurity and the impact of economic disadvantage on diet 

(Foley 2005; Abbott, Davison, Moore and Rubinstein 2010, 35; see also Nelson 2000, 34). 

Participants in a study of Brisbane-based Indigenous people’s eating habits and dietary 

 
31 The implications of cultural practices such as foodsharing for food insecurity are complex. Brimblecombe et al report that 

food-sharing obligations influenced diet: some community members reported deliberately purchasing foods that could be 

immediately consumed, such as takeaways, and avoiding the purchase of fresh fruits and vegetables, described as ‘risky’ 

purchases, that might be rapidly eaten by extended family members (or spoiled due to insufficient food storage facilities 

(Brimblecombe et al. 2014, 395); however, they also record that it was considered to be ‘integral to life and an act to 

acknowledge, reaffirm, and reinforce relationships’ among the community, even as they acknowledged its influence on their 

food security (2014, 395). Beyond this, reliance on people outside the non-Indigenous defined nuclear family for food may not 

evidence food insecurity but a different sense of normative means of food procurement (see Nelson and Allison 2000, 35). 
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preferences express similar concerns about over-reliance on fast-food and takeaways to rural 

and remote dwelling people in other research; however, they tend to describe foodsharing as a 

source of food—particularly native or ‘bush’ foods brought by relatives visiting them from rural 

areas—rather than a cause of food insecurity (Foley 2005, 28-31).  

 

Attempts to quantify the Indigenous population’s food insecurity using normative non-

Indigenous measures are made as part of the Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

Health Survey. The 2012-13 survey found that ‘[m]ore than one in five (22%) Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander people were living in a household that, in the previous 12 months, had run 

out of food and had not been able to afford to buy more’ (ABS 2015, 78). The 2004-2005 

iteration found that in the 12 months preceding the survey 24% of Indigenous Australians aged 

15 years and over reported running out of food and 8% went without food when they couldn’t 

afford to buy more (AIHW 2008, 1067), while the 1994 survey reported that 29.5% of Aboriginal 

adults worry at least occasionally about going without food (ABS 1994, 21)32. The surveys use a 

diet recall method to measure Indigenous people’s fruit and vegetable intake, which is deemed 

to be below nutritional guidelines, and request information from respondents about the type of 

milk they consume and their salt intake (ABS 2006, 50-52; AIHW 2017, 138). The surveys, and 

the governmental reports and policies derived from this data, frequently contrast Indigenous 

and non-Indigenous populations’ dietary behaviour and conceive the results through the prism 

 
32 Subsequent surveys enquire about Indigenous peoples’ general feelings of anxiety but do not explore specific fears about 
running out of food (see ABS 2006,33). Separate research on mental health issues in rural and remote Indigenous communities 
has not identified food insecurity as an issue or contributing factor (see Hunter 2007). 
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of the ‘gap’ between Indigenous and non-Indigenous health and life expectancy (ABS 2006, 51-

52; AHMAC 2017, 138; AIHW 2008, 1050). This problematises food insecurity in remediable 

ways (Browne et al. 2009, 6). It races the population by positing food security as an ideal from 

which the Indigenous population falls short and reinscribes the colonial trope of the starving 

Indigene who requires paternal intervention and management to survive under conditions of 

modernity.  

 

Indigenous voices and perspectives on food insecurity are missing from most of the policy 

documents, reports and surveys cited above, despite several of them acknowledging a need to 

increase Indigenous communities’ collaboration and engagement, identify their priorities, 

recognise their contributions to improving community health, and generate effective policy and 

research that is culturally aligned and responsive to their needs (see for instance National 

Health and Medical Research Council 2010, 2). The limited academic research on Indigenous 

food insecurity notes this absence of Indigenous perspectives and calls for qualitative accounts 

of the condition to gain a better understanding of the way it is experienced (Murray et al. 2014, 

377; Bramwell et al. 2017, 416). Such understanding may help to resolve queries over 

universalist policies’ capacity to remedy Indigenous food insecurity (Browne et al. 2017, B). To 

develop a positive account of a Bundjalung woman and her family’s experiences of food 

insecurity, the analysis that follows identifies the characteristics of the insecure relationship to 

food that Langford Ginibi expresses in her storytelling and the various coping strategies and 

behavioural responses required to survive and manage the condition. 
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Food insecurity and its consequences in Langford Ginibi’s lifewriting 
 

Don’t Take Your Love to Town’s first chapters recount Langford Ginibi and her siblings’ 

predominantly food-secure childhood in Bonalbo and Coraki. They describe several instances of 

food surplus, including rows of stored preserves, watermelon being wasted rather than eaten, 

and plentiful fruit from orchards and wild trees (1988, 12,19,21). A reference to rationed sugar, 

tea, and butter during the second world war indicates privation, but the family’s rural location 

and consequent proximity to food producers ameliorates these restrictions (1988, 10-11)33. 

Some food insecurity is intimated when the children’s mother leaves the family home to begin 

a new relationship. Community members alert the children’s father, who takes his offspring to 

the remote campsite where he works as a logger. As will be discussed later in this chapter, the 

children’s uncle attempts to feed them unfamiliar and, by normative non-Indigenous standards, 

unpalatable native foods, which they refuse (1988, 7). In later books, Langford Ginibi will reflect 

positively on this period and her involvement in procuring and preparing food from the bush 

(1999, 4-5), but her account here suggests that she and her siblings may have experienced a 

mild form of food insecurity occasioned by familial disruption. This episode speaks to some of 

the difficulty of achieving Indigenous food security that Rhea hypothesises34. 

 
33 Langford Ginibi describes milking cows to produce butter for the family. Producing jams and preserves further suggests that 
rationed sugar was not prohibitive. 
34 As Wendy Foley’s qualitative research on urban Indigenous dietary preferences shows, traditional native foods are not always 

palatable to contemporary generations of Indigenous people, who may only be familiar with introduced cuisines (2005, 30-31). 

Identifying the episode Langford Ginibi describes as involving food insecurity rather than a caregiver introducing children to 

unfamiliar food demonstrates the normative implications of non-Indigenous definitions of the condition. The children’s 

unfamiliarity with goanna may be read as suggesting that they experienced an Indigenous version of food insecurity before 

being taken to the bush, where they consumed the native aliments of their Country. 
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Food insecurity becomes more apparent and consistent with contemporary non-Indigenous 

definitions once Langford Ginibi leaves the family home with her first partner, Sam Griffin. She 

describes living in poverty with Sam’s parents, whose campsite has no running water and where 

she sleeps on blankets on the floor (1988, 56). Langford Ginibi foregrounds the limited cooking 

facilities: ‘an open fire with a camp oven and a billycan’, which leave her ‘wish[ing] for a stove 

so I could bake something’ (1988, 59,64). Her direct references to food shortages are guarded. 

She mentions that ‘I had plenty of corn on the cob, pumpkin and potatoes given to me. All we 

needed was some meat’ and comments, ‘I managed to have a hotpot of stew bubbling on the 

open fire in the hut’ (1988, 64). These recollections suggest that inadequate cooking facilities 

and reliance on others for sustenance may have rendered the family food insecure during this 

period. 

 

Chronic and unambiguous conditions of food insecurity become evident after Langford Ginibi 

separates from Sam. Because ‘house cleaning paid a pound for a day’s work, not enough to live 

on’, her relatives take the family to live on a mission at Mulli Mulli, near the New South 

Wales/Queensland border. Langford Ginibi receives rations and relies on money and food from 

her father to facilitate travel to the city to maintain social contact with her extended family 

(1988, 64-68). From this point onwards, Don’t Take Your Love to Town repeatedly and explicitly 

describes her family, and members of the Indigenous community, running out of food and not 

having any money to purchase more. When Langford Ginibi’s new husband, Peter, goes to 

Sydney to seek employment, she is left ‘alone with seven kids and one on the way and no 

money for food’ (1988, 105). Arriving in the city herself, she finds that the people with whom 
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she is staying ‘had casual work but not enough to feed us all’ (1988, 162). Later, she describes 

her son’s unexpected return home for a meal, which means ‘rigging up the firebucket again’ as 

‘[w]e had no gas and I could barely pay for the electricity for lights’ (1988, 164-165)35.  

 

The family enlist a number of coping mechanisms to mitigate and manage their food insecurity, 

such as developing friendships with local business owners and farmers who give them free fruit 

and vegetables, selling their possessions in order to eat, and obtaining provisions on credit by 

offering their personal belongings as security (1988, 79,98,140). Langford Ginibi valorises food 

sharing as a desirable cultural trait necessary for survival (1988, 180,196) and, despite being 

food insecure, often provides food to others as well as receiving it from friends and family 

(1988, 139-140,180,198). Employment does not prevent her or other members of the 

Indigenous community with whom she lives running out of food: 

James Golden came to stay and I bedded him down on the floor. He had a job over on 

the north shore at the Mater Misericordia Hospital, and when he had no fares he 

walked to work over the bridge and then he got food orders from St Vincent de Paul and 

carried the box of food home, back over the bridge       

      (1988, 144) 

Heather Goodall’s history of Indigenous politics in New South Wales contends that Dhan-gadi 

people living along the Macleay River during the 1920s ‘would not approach the police for food 

rations “as it was feared that the children would be taken away from the parents”’ (Goodall 

 
35 See also (Langford Ginbii 1988, 75-76,77,79,94,105,115,123-124,125,127,144,156,201). 
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2008, 200). By contrast, Langford Ginibi is proactive in seeking charitable and emergency food 

provision to feed herself and her family. While living in destitution in the bush, she writes to the 

‘Smitho’s head office in Sydney’ and receives a visit from ‘some of the head Catholics in Coona’, 

who bring the family boxes of food (1988, 107). This coping mechanism is practiced in rural and 

urban environments: Town describes the family seeking out and receiving food from many 

charitable organisations, including The Smith Family, the Central City Mission, the Country 

Women’s Association, the Brown Sisters, and the Salvation Army (1988, 107,113,123,124). 

 

The family resort to more extreme socially unacceptable conduct to procure food. Stealing 

becomes a common practice. Langford Ginibi’s husband, Gordon, and a friend ‘knock off’ a 

sheep, ‘as we had nothing to eat’ (1988, 77). A month later they try to steal a pig, the squeals of 

which ‘nearly woke the whole town’ (1988, 77-78). In Redfern, the family confess their 

destitution to a new acquaintance, who later gives them ten pounds, having ‘knocked and 

robbed to get [them] a feed’ (1988, 127). On another occasion in the city, Langford Ginibi 

encourages a close female friend to proffer sexual favours in exchange for food: 

I said to Nerida, “Go on, titi, you’re the only one I can trust, go and see what you can do 

to get us a feed.” So she got dressed and away she went. We didn’t have the price of a 

smoke even. She was gone for about an hour and a half, and then she was back with a 

captain. Loaded up with bread and chickens, and lollies for the kids    

       (1988, 162) 
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Procuring food in these ways is often a source of distress. Stealing food generates considerable 

anxiety, as evident in the hysterical laughter to which Langford Ginibi succumbs when fearing 

that they have been apprehended while stealing sheep: ‘I turned around and saw the outline of 

something white. I said to Gordon, “Look out, we’re goners, it’s the boss,” and the white figure 

moved. I could see now it was a big white draught horse. I collapsed onto the ground and 

nearly had my baby there…’ (1988, 75-6). Langford Ginibi’s anxiety is not misplaced. Many of 

the coping strategies in which the family engage to manage their food insecurity produce a 

significant possibility of incarceration and an attendant risk for Indigenous people of bodily 

harm or death (see Langford Ginibi 1988, 250-251,263; Langford Ginibi 1999, 30-35,70-90)36. 

Beyond the dangers of, and posed by, incarceration, obtaining food is perilous in other ways. 

Langford Ginibi’s son nearly drowns while she is fishing for the family’s evening meal (1988, 95). 

She herself fears drowning when an overloaded boat begins to sink as she and several relatives 

traverse a river to raid their neighbours’ orchards (1988, 33). The family themselves are 

sometimes a threat to others who covet their food: after a local man absconds with money 

Langford Ginibi had given him to purchase the family’s groceries, her sons accost and beat the 

thief, who is subsequently hospitalised (1988, 170). 

 

 
36 Food, incarceration, and the risk of death are brought together in Haunted by the Past’s series of references to a prison riot 

catalysed by poor quality food, an incident where Langford Ginibi’s son Nobby beats another prisoner who has been stealing his 

cell-mate’s food, and an account of Nobby’s property—mainly food—being destroyed by prison guards, who, among other 

abusive behaviours, pour honey all over his letters (Langford Ginibi 1999, 33-35). Beyond this, unauthorised or illicit Indigenous 

consumption’s deadly outcomes reach their apex in the massacre stories involving Indigenous people being killed in retaliation 

for consuming colonial stock that Langford Ginibi references and recounts in her later texts (1994, 72,75-78,104,185). These 

massacre stories leave Langford Ginibi ‘feeling like I was being kicked in the guts’ (1994, 75). 
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The theft of the family’s grocery money contributes to a recurring sense that food is at risk or 

under threat. Throughout Don’t Take Your Love to Town, food supplies are lost through 

misadventure, mishap, or misappropriation (1988, 123,164,170). Several of Langford Ginibi’s 

tales turn on lost food: a picnic basket is upended when a horse she is riding bolts, the family’s 

Christmas meal is eaten by a dog while they sleep, and a snake startles her and makes her drop 

a basket of eggs (1988, 21-22,94; Langford Ginibi 1994, 10). Limited cooking and food-storage 

facilities contribute to food’s risk of being lost: a plague of possums pursues the supplies the 

family has stored in a tree while living in the bush, and rain threatens to spoil the food supplies 

she is keeping in an old tin bathtub fastened to the roof of the car (1988, 73-74,91). 

 

Environmental factors amplify the economic and social causes and effects of Langford Ginibi’s 

food insecurity. Some of the remote areas to which she ventures for employment are sites of 

food insecurity because of the limited range of foods available and the difficulties the family has 

in accessing them. At one site, Langford Ginibi describes needing to hitch a ride to town to 

obtain groceries (1988, 73). She also recalls exhausting the family’s supplies of staple foods: 

‘[w]hen we ran out of bread I made ashes damper or fried scones…Every day in the heat one of 

the kids would remember what they’d be having in town—“Ice-cream” they’d say, or 

“Pineapple juice,” and they’d roll on the ground groaning and giggling’ (1988, 92). Her ‘bush 

shopping list’ exhibits a marked shortage of fresh fruit, although it does include some 

vegetables: 
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I must have known I’d be living in the bush one day because I watched how 

people got by and took note. So a bush shopping list was already in my head. 

Something like this:  

 

tea 

butter 

block cheese 

sugar 

jam 

coarse salt 

potatoes onions carrots 

split peas 

lentils 

Pick-Me-Up sauce 

pepper and curry powder 

Golden Syrup (Cocky’s Joy) 

lemon-flavoured Sal Vital 

plain flour for thickening 

self-raising for ashes damper or fried scones 

a large tin of Sunshine milk 

Lactogen 

dripping 
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cordials (to cover up the taste of kero in the drum water) 

matches 

bottles of coffee and chicory 

 

That was what we lived on 

 (1988, 73-74) 

 

 

The cumulative effect of Langford Ginibi’s experiences of food insecurity is to produce a sense 

of food as imperilled and imperilling. Throughout Don’t Take Your Love to Town, food is both 

constantly at risk and a source of risk that increases the likelihood of the raced life deemed 

detrimental to the population’s health and wellbeing being eliminated. While Langford Ginibi 

rarely connects her family’s diet directly with their health (cf 1988, 105), food does calibrate 

their wellbeing and index their poverty and privation. As will be argued in the following section, 

food insecurity’s further consequence is that Langford Ginibi exhibits what Pierre Bourdieu 

(1984) describes as ‘the taste of necessity’, which generates further risks for the family’s 

wellbeing. 

 

The taste of necessity in Langford Ginibi’s lifewriting 
 

Pierre Bourdieu’s theorising of eating as a site of class-based distinction begins from the 

premise that ‘[s]ocial subjects, classified by their classifications, distinguish themselves by the 
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distinctions they make’ (Bourdieu 1984, 6-7,56; on food, see 1984, 171-201). Such 

classifications, manifested as ‘tastes’, structure and are structured by the social order (1984, 

170-171). Bourdieu proposes a gradient of food distinctions moving from ‘the taste of 

necessity’, in which quantity and substantiality are emphasised and valorised, to the taste of 

luxury, ‘which shifts the emphasis to the manner (of presenting, serving, eating etc.) and tends 

to use stylized forms to deny function’ (1984, 6-7, 372). He alludes briefly to a sub-proletariat 

characterised by ‘absolute poverty and insecurity’ and grounded in ‘an inescapable deprivation 

of necessary goods’, but does not describe the resulting habitus beyond observing ‘a form of 

adaptation to and consequent acceptance of the necessary…a resignation to the inevitable’ 

(1984:395,372). This section of the chapter will argue that Bourdieu’s account of the tastes and 

behaviours of the French working class, whose socio-economic circumstances condition them 

to manifest a habitus heavily influenced by the taste of necessity, identifies a number of 

characteristics in common with Langford Ginibi’s account of food: a sense of it as ‘the primary 

need and pleasure’, an enthusiasm for eating and drinking well (i.e. heartily), a convivial 

approach to meals as informal and communal occasions37, and a preference for ‘[p]lain 

speaking, plain eating’ (1984, 178-180,194-196). While the analysis identifies these values, it 

also finds that Langford Ginibi rarely expresses food preferences and thus exhibits a tendency 

to eat indiscriminately, such that she reliably and uniformly deems food desirable. 

 

 
37 Informality does not infer that proletarian meals are rule or values-free events. Bourdieu (1984, 190-191,194-
195) describes the norms that working class women are obliged to observe and the exclusionary implications of 
particular preferences. 
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Langford Ginibi’s frequent references to food suggest its primacy as a site of need and pleasure. 

The most food-centric of her texts, Town, contains at least one reference to food, meals, or 

cooking on 160 of its 269 pages. Many of these references are labour-centric accounts of 

procuring food and preparing meals that produce a sense of food as a primary need (1988, 

78,83,173). The food Langford Ginibi obtains and prepares is enthusiastically consumed, which 

produces a complementary sense of food as a primary pleasure (1988, 16,74). Food insecurity 

mediates and contextualises this pleasure; like other sources of enjoyment—family, friends, 

romantic partners, and shelter—it often occasions dismay or despair as well as delight, 

sometimes in rapid succession:  

[w]e had nothing left in the camp to eat and I didn’t know what to do. I was six months 

pregnant and felt like I’d used up all my energy… I sat on a drum and stared at the grass 

for a while. Then it came to me. There was a farmhouse down the road apiece, with a 

market garden. I was too ashamed to go myself, so I sent a note with the kids saying 

what had happened to our meal. In a while, Billy, Pearl, and Dianne came back with 

fresh fruit and vegetables and a couple of chooks already cooked. I was so happy I went 

to thank the good people         

   (1988, 94) 

A similar duality characterises the sense of food as a source of pleasure in My Bundjalung 

People, which makes reference to food, meals, or cooking on 109 of its 218 pages. Food-related 

childhood memories in the text’s first chapter oscillate between hardship and enjoyment. 

Langford Ginibi recalls the privation of rationing, spoonfuls of sulfur, and being punished for 

breaking a basket of eggs alongside more pleasurable memories of coconut iceblocks and fresh 
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fruits from local orchards (1994, 7-11). Subsequent chapters recount distressing histories of 

Koori and Bundjalung people enduring disrupted foodways, hunger, and fatal clashes with 

colonists over food (1994, 72,178,185). These various accounts of personal and communal food 

insecurity contextualise the pleasure Langford Ginibi derives from eating (1994, 127,130,159). 

Despite some of the undesirable accounts and experiences of food, consuming meals prepared 

by others foregrounds its pleasurable aspects and distances the sense of food-as-need in the 

text: unlike Don’t Take Your Love to Town, most of the meals Langford Ginibi enjoys in My 

Bundjalung People are sourced from cafés, restaurants, and the homes of people who host 

Langford Ginibi during her journeys to Country (1994, 113,145,151,184). On more than one 

occasion food is used to alleviate anger and sorrow (1994, 13,130). This suggests food’s valency 

as a source of pleasure, although its primacy is overshadowed by the acts of recognition and 

reconnection with kin (1994, 57). 

 

Haunted by the Past contains alimentary references on only 59 of the text’s 191 pages. These 

references are often brief and temporally or geographically locative (1999, 106,116,136). 

Privation continues to contextualise and mediate the pleasure derived from food, as when 

Langford Ginibi describes her son ‘makin [sic] up for all the good tucker he couldn’t get in jail’ 

(1999, 121,123). Langford Ginibi’s emphasis on providing food when visiting remote-dwelling 

relatives reiterates a sense of it as need rather than pleasure: 

 

I got Nobby to get some takeaways, and a couple of loaves of bread and some drinks. I 

never went over to Auntie’s without a feed. I knew they lived in hardship all the time. 
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Nob bought pies, hot chips and cold meats      

     (1999, 110) 

 

Like the working classes in Bourdieu’s analysis, Langford Ginibi often emphasises meals’ 

substantiality throughout her texts (1988, 268-269; 1994, 145; 1999, 97). Size and volume are 

frequent descriptors of items of food and meals in Don’t Take Your Love to Town (1988, 6,10-

11,84,198). My Bundjalung People makes greater reference to food’s tastiness than Don’t Take 

Your Love to Town (1994, 22), although heartiness remains a key metric through which meals 

are assessed (1994, 68,178,199). A predilection for hearty eating is evident in her account of 

dining at an outback café, where she enjoys ‘lasagna and salads and…two big plates of 

vegetables—it was good home-cooked food and we got stuck right into it, washing it down with 

coffee’ (1994, 203). By contrast, Haunted by the Past’s less frequent references to food 

occasionally foreground variety, novelty, and the relief of a monotonous prison diet, while 

paying minimal attention to volume or appetite (1999, 96,125). 

 

Langford Ginibi’s enthusiastic appraisal of eggs on toast in My Bundjalung People—‘Boy I was 

getting spoiled! I lapped it up’ (1994, 107, see also 1994, 199)—implies something of the 

partiality for plain foods that Bourdieu associates with the taste of necessity; however, unlike 

the French working classes who disparage certain meals in Bourdieu’s research, conditions of 

food insecurity, and the habitus it produces, rarely permit Langford Ginibi or her family to 

indulge or express preferences or reservations about different types of food. Aside from an 

incident, discussed below, during which she and her young siblings refuse to eat a goanna that 
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their Uncle kills with an axe and cooks in front of them (1988, 6-7), meals are uniformly framed 

as desirable38, while food preferences are rarely expressed by any family member (cf 2007, 

252). For her, the taste of necessity entails enthusiastically and reliably consuming whatever 

foods are available. This manifestation of the taste of necessity involves indiscriminate eating. 

Accordingly, her texts do not distinguish or valorise food or meals according to normative 

bourgeois or proletarian values. My Bundjalung People makes some mention of ‘good home-

cooked food’ (1994, 4,203), but also enthusiastically recounts the purchase and consumption of 

chips (1994, 109,131); Haunted by the Past segues without distinction from the ‘delicious’ 

vegetarian food that her Gamileroi companion Pam Johnston, a ‘deadly cook’, prepares to the 

‘good feed of Kentucky Fried Chicken’ Langford Ginibi’s son craves after his release from jail 

(1999, 96-97). 

 

Indiscriminate eating prevents Langford Ginibi’s occasional enjoyment of luxury foods 

distancing her from exhibiting the taste of necessity. The luxury foods that Haunted by the Past 

mentions, such as avocadoes, macadamia nuts, and pineapples, are not deemed to be more or 

less desirable than the chips and pies that she and her son eat during their journeys (1999, 

121,123). Real Deadly and All My Mob contain passing references to Langford Ginibi enjoying 

champagne, which makes her ‘eyes positively glow…with pleasure’ (2007, 253, see also 1992, 

108), but the motel meals and hearty feasts that accompany it are equally appreciated. 

Langford Ginibi’s short story “The reunion” expresses something of a gastronomic appreciation 

 
38 Don’t Take Your Love to Town describe two periods where Langford Ginibi loses her appetite: once due to morning sickness 
during pregnancy and the other following the trauma of her son’s death (1988, 87-88,160).  
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of Country near Coraki; however, her use of an Aboriginal English vocabulary and syntax 

ensures she does not approximate a middle-class speaking position: 

the grass was high, and the cattle were real fat. It was good grazing land; you could 

grow anything here. Some of the sweetest dry pumpkins and apple cucumbers I ever ate 

came from here, squashes and marrows too! Mother Nell used to scoop the insides out 

of the marrows and stuff them with savoury mince and bake them in the oven. It was 

good tucker, the best!          

  (1992, 86) 

Langford Ginibi’s indiscriminate eating may be distinguished from the omnivorous enjoyment of 

foreign and ethnicised cuisines through which middle class culinary distinction is performed 

(see Johnston and Baumann 2014, 61-112). She occasionally accrues socio-culinary capital from 

her knowledge of foreign foods in Don’t Take Your Love to Town; however, its value is largely 

limited to her standing within the family: having been embarrassed in front of the children on 

one occasion, she recalls, ‘I had to restore my dignity so I got some meat and string and showed 

them how to catch yabbies in the dam and later I made a curry’ (1988, 89). Later in the text, she 

describes cooking several foreign dishes: 

…there were twenty-seven of us planning our trip to Ayers Rock. We cooked for the 

pensioner luncheon each month, made hot meals for the medical service staff, sold 

cakes, held fêtes, and eventually we had $3000 …I’d make a boiler of spaghetti sauce 

and cook noodles and make three dozen rolls of garlic bread and sometimes I made 
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chow mein and it sold like hot cakes; anything to raise money     

       (1988, 231-2) 

While this passage infers Langford Ginibi’s ability to prepare cuisine originating in or associated 

with other countries, the socio-culinary capital that cooking across cultural boundaries affords 

her is curtailed by the observation that she would prepare ‘anything to raise money’. This 

reiterates her proximity to the taste of necessity rather than of luxury. The brief, functional 

reference to the dishes she prepares does not invoke the conventional class markers applied to 

ethnicised food, such as invoking its authenticity, geographic specificity, historicity, or rarity 

(see Johnston and Baumann 2007); instead, the commercial emphasis reifies existing class (and 

racial) divisions premised on the Other’s servitude (see Hage 1997). 

 

As noted above, the acts and difficulties of procuring and preparing food frequently dominate 

Langford Ginibi’s accounts of meals in Don’t Take Your Love to Town. She tends to emphasise 

the limited facilities and provisions available rather than the qualities or desirability of the food 

she produces. When her daughter gets married: 

[m]oney was scarce so I rallied all the mates to help with sandwiches and Bob McDonald 

was out the back with a boiler full of eggs, cooking them on the open fire. We had no 

gas. Neddy and Gert wrapped Alfoil around sandwiches and packed them in cartons. 

Mum and my sisters from Beaumont Street made cakes and savouries, Aunt Beryl made 

angel food cakes          

  (1988, 156) 
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The passage presents some of the taste of necessity’s positive social elements: the emphasis 

upon form—specifically, the means of sourcing and preparing food—is an important element of 

the scene, while the communality and informality of the meal preparation suggests working 

class preferences. Langford Ginibi’s capacity to prepare meals under adverse circumstances 

suggests the ‘distinctive forms of cultural competence and expertise’ that Jennifer Maguire 

proposes the working classes exhibit (2016, 16). As Anne Brewster describes,  

[r]ather than being ashamed of her struggle to survive and the measures she had to 

take, Langford gives it pride of place in her narrative. We learn, in the course of reading 

Don’t Take Your Love to Town, how to make a firebucket, an oven from an empty four 

gallon drum, some metal stakes and some bricks in an inner Sydney suburb when you 

can’t pay the gas bill…how to make damper (269), how to sterilise babies’ bottles in the 

bush, how to live off the bush, and a shopping list of the basics you need to survive in 

the bush with a large family; how to fish for various kinds of fish even if you can’t afford 

bait, and how to catch and cook porcupine…      

    (Brewster 1996, 35-36) 

 

Brewster apprehends these details as evidence of ‘subjugated knowledges’39. She argues that 

revealing and recording them in autobiographical writing resists the imposition of class-based 

European norms that determine the appropriate subject matter of biography or novel (1996, 

 
39 Brewster invokes the second of Foucault’s meanings of the term—those knowledges ‘which are ‘located low down on the 
hierarchy, beneath the “required level of cognition or scientificity”’ (Brewster 1996, 49 citing Foucault 1980, 82). The first sense 
in which Foucault defines subjugated knowledges, as ‘the historical contents that have been buried and disguised’ (1980, 81), is 
also appropriate to Langford Ginibi’s account. 
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36). While Langford Ginibi’s lifewriting may challenge traditional hierarchies of knowledge and 

appropriate expression, the use of food and cooking as a political signifier and means of 

constructing the self is itself a class marker: as Anne Goldman argues, ‘[f]or those writers whose 

gender, race, or class may seem to preclude access to “high art” and its literary forms, the very 

domestic and commonplace quality of cooking makes it an attractive metonym for culture’ 

(1992, 172). 

 

In terms of meal-time conduct, in accordance with Bourdieu’s reading of the taste of necessity, 

communality, conviviality, and informality are the dominant aspects of the meals Langford 

Ginibi and her family enjoy. The scatological humour in which the family participates after a 

guest nearly cracks a tooth on a date pit in a Christmas pudding is characteristic (1988, 239; see 

also 2007, 186-187). Her accounts of meals make no references to non-Indigenous norms 

concerning table manners or appropriate behaviours and expressions of appetite, although she 

does express dismay at the conditions of a friend’s house to which the family have been invited 

for a Christmas meal: 

Neddy and I were standing out on a corner of King Street, Newtown, holding ten chooks 

and a leg of pickled pork, the hot sun on us, joking about what it would be like at James’ 

place. We got ourselves, the food and the kids to Wattle Street, Ultimo, and looked in 

the door. Horrible mess. Without a word, Dianne and Pearl started to clean the place up 

and set the table. Neddy and I began cooking…       

     (1988, 139-40) 
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Langford Ginibi’s refusal to observe bourgeois conduct and form renders her liable to class-

based censure: Mary Rose Liverani’s vituperative review of Real Deadly, which draws attention 

to the author’s regular consumption of fast food and perceived inattention to ‘creating an 

attractive home’, is almost parodic in its performance of middle-class disdain for the working 

classes (1992, 6). As Beagan et al note, ‘[e]xpressions of disgust and repulsion at working-class 

lives entrench the middle classes as superior to the subordinate Other (Lawler, 2005)’ (2015, 

94). Following Barbara Pini and Josephine Previte, Langford Ginibi’s unwillingness to ‘express an 

appropriate sense of inferiority in their dealings with the middle class… explains the ferocity’ of 

such responses (Pini and Previte 2013, 262). The pair go on to point out that, ‘what Bourdieu 

(1984, 56) labels the violence of ‘aesthetic intolerance’ may be magnified for a ‘group not 

demonstrating imitative behaviours or shame and deferential dispositions in terms of their 

supposed lack of appropriate capitals’ (2013, 262). The disciplining of Indigenous deviance in 

which Liverani indulges has potential material consequences: a damning review in a major 

broadsheet potentially diminishes the sales of a book that might otherwise help lift the author 

from socio-economic marginality and facilitate her upward class mobility. 

 

Race explicitly colours Liverani’s critique, which reiterates a civilised/savage binary and social 

structure in which Indigenous people are deemed to fall short of normative non-Indigenous 

conduct and exhibit the hallmarks of the taste of necessity. To explore this issue in greater 

detail, the final section of this chapter considers the ways and extent to which conditions and 

experiences of food insecurity are raced and distinguished from those of the non-Indigenous 

poor in Langford Ginibi’s texts. 
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Racing the experience of food insecurity  

 

The previous section of the chapter identified several ways in which Langford Ginibi’s 

relationship to food resembles that attributed to non-Indigenous members of the working class 

in France. Parallels between Indigenous and non-Indigenous experiences have been identified 

in other readings of Langford Ginibi’s stories. Brewster notes that many of the subjugated 

knowledges and experiences of privation Langford Ginibi describes are ‘shared…with white 

people who experienced poverty’ (1996, 36). This facilitates Don’t Take Your Love to Town’s 

much-commented-upon marketing as the tale of a ‘battler’, which has been argued to occlude 

some of the text’s racial politics and account for its popularity (Mudrooroo 1990, 149; Huggan 

2000, 48; Neville 2002, 214; Schaffer and Smith 2004, 93; cf Perera 2012, 75-76). Following 

Don’t Take Your Love to Town’s publication, Langford Ginibi disavowed the battler label 

(Langford Ginibi 1994b, 84). While she comments in the text that, ‘we were just bushies, and 

plenty of people lived like that, poor whites as well as blacks’ (1988, 84), the increasing political 

awareness that begins to be recounted towards the end of Don’t Take Your Love to Town later 

leads her to claim that ‘[n]o white could write [my] sort of story, because no white has ever 

lived the life of an Aboriginal person like me’ (2002) 40. Haunted by the Past affirms this view 

 
40 Langford Ginibi’s comment is more complicated than it might first appear. She offers it in response to Liverani’s criticism that 
her book would not have been published were it written by a white author (Liverani 1992). Langford Ginibi is generally 
conceived to be ‘confident of her Koori identity’ (Rowse 1993, 15; see Westphalen 2012,243-247,357-358); although, a number 
of readings discern various ‘identitary concerns and anxieties’  in her lifewriting (Huggan 2000, 53; see also Sheridan 1989, 22). 
Sacha Gibbons’s psychoanalytic reading of My Bundjalung People suggests that ‘[t]he collective representation that Langford 
undertakes relies on the gap between herself and her collective’ (Gibbons 1999, 70). Some distancing from Indigenous culture is 
evident throughout Town, in which Langford Ginibi locates herself ‘between two cultures’ and makes reference to a sense of 
being culturally and relationally dispossessed (1988,96). She also expresses a sense of dismay at being of mixed race rather than 
‘fullblood’ (1988:236). Her reflection on caste is contiguous with (fluid) colonial framings of ‘authentic’ Indigeneity and the 
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when it asserts that although colonial society was ‘bad for poor whites…we Aboriginal people 

had double the amount of oppression because we were singled out for unfair treatment on the 

basis of race as well’ (1999, 171). 

 

Several aspects of Langford Ginibi’s relationship to food race and distinguish her experiences of 

food insecurity from those of the non-Indigenous poor. The most recurrent of these is a set of 

binaries, familiar from this thesis’s reading of Davis’s plays, that links food surplus and provision 

with non-Indigeneity and food shortage and receipt with Indigeneity. While Langford Ginibi’s 

account of her early childhood recalls plentiful food of native and foreign origins (1988, 5,10), 

she also intimates that the non-Indigenous world produces and possesses food surpluses that 

may be procured by Indigenous people (1988, 12; see also 1994, 202). The provision/receipt 

dyad is made explicit when, following a harvest, the family ‘went to the nearest farm…showed 

[the farmer] the chaff bag and asked if we could have some corn for the cookout’ (1988, 12-13; 

see also 1988, 27,33). Such practices of acquiring food from non-Indigenous source become 

normalised through repetition throughout the text, as food insecurity and insufficiency 

repeatedly oblige her to importune or otherwise obtain food from a variety of non-Indigenous 

sources, including a man named ‘Pommy Bob’, who they meet after an Indigenous friend ‘asked 

him to buy her a chicken and some beer’ (1988, 136; see also 1988, 113,123,129,210). 

 
trope of contemporary and/or urban Indigenous people having ‘lost their culture’: her opening vignette recounts ‘[h]ow I got to 
be Ruby Langford. Originally of the Bundjalung People’ (1988, 2, my emphasis); she makes reference to having ‘become soft in 
the modern world’ as a result of access to modern conveniences; and she describes how ‘[t]he food-gathering, the laws, and 
songs were broken up, and my generation at this time wandered around as if we were tribal but in fact living worse than the 
poorest of poor whites,’ (1988, 236,96). My Bundjalung People repeats the allegation that Indigenous culture has been ‘[t]orn 
apart and lost in the white man’s world’ (1994:9). It foregrounds assertive claims to Indigenous identity that may be read as 
manifesting a degree of anxiety about Indigenous status (Langford Ginibi 1994, xi-xii). 
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Several non-Indigenous people experience food insecurity and receipt in Don’t Take Your Loe to 

Town. Much of the insecurity Langford Ginibi suffers would conceivably have been shared by 

her non-Indigenous partners, whose experiences are not singled out or distinguished from her 

own. The family remains food insecure for the duration of Langford Ginibi’s partnership with 

Gordon Campbell, on whose drunkenness and unreliability she blames their circumstances 

(1988, 73-95). By contrast, her marriage to Peter Langford coincides with improving prospects 

for the family. Following a period of food insecurity during the relationship’s early stages, 

Langford Ginibi accompanies her new husband to Coona, where she briefly enjoys an Edenic life 

among the orchards where they are employed as fruit pickers (1988, 104). The period of respite 

from conditions of food insecurity reinforces the raced surplus-provision/shortage-receipt 

binaries, which become further pronounced when the fruit picking season finishes and Peter 

departs alone for Sydney, leaving the family food insecure once more (1988, 104-105). 

 

Apart from her non-Indigenous partners, Langford Ginibi describes two other food insecure 

non-Indigenous people in Town: the itinerant drover Mac, with whom the family ‘teamed 

up…for the purposes of food-getting and fun’ (1988, 96), and Langford Ginibi’s ‘gubb girlfriend’, 

Helen Saunders, whose husband moves interstate and leaves her with ‘nothing for her kids’ 

(1988, 123). The two share the family’s food insecurity. Mac fishes for the family, steals sheep, 

and kills an emu for them to eat, while Helen Saunders joins Langford Ginibi ‘sneak[ing] out at 

night…and raid[ing] orchards’ to feed their families (1988, 98,123). These shared experiences of 
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food insecurity suggest some effacing of the association of non-Indigeneity with food surplus, 

although it may be noted that Mac is deemed a reliable source of food despite the insecurity 

connoted by his socially unacceptable means of procuring it (see 1988, 98). 

 

My Bundjalung People renders the relationship between non-Indigenous food surplus and 

provision and Indigenous food shortage and receipt more complex than Don’t Take Your Love to 

Town by explicitly foregrounding Indigenous contributions to non-Indigenous wealth and 

wellbeing. Langford Ginibi asserts that non-Indigenous families ‘would not have been able to 

survive without the Kooris’ who served them as ‘cooks, house maids, servants and midwives, 

and stock men and women’ (1994, 72,100). The text reveals some similarities between 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous relationships to food, in particular, a sense of its imperiled and 

imperiling qualities. It also records non-Indigenous people using food to construe and delineate 

racial boundaries. The descendant of a non-Indigenous station owner who had employed 

Langford Ginibi’s grandfather tells her the humorous tale of an Indigenous man pausing to 

secure a parcel of food before leaping from a runaway horse. ‘What white man would think of 

lunch in such an event?’ he asks (1994, 62). Later in the text, Langford Ginibi transcribes a non-

Indigenous account of a mass killing at Evans Head in 1842. The historical report reproduces the 

binary and structure of non-Indigenous food surplus-provision and Indigenous food shortage-

receipt: 

soon after the depot was established, a load of provisions was deposited with five men 

and a boy left to guard it before it was distributed to isolated stations. One morning at 
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dawn, the blacks crept up and massacred the men…when the teamsters arrived at the 

depot, they were shocked to discover the horribly mutilated bodies of the five men and 

to find that the goods had been stolen or totally destroyed. Word soon spread to the 

whites, who were frightened          

    (1994, 76) 

Langford Ginibi’s own telling of colonial-era Bundjalung history reiterates the raced binaries 

apparent in this account but reserves its thanatic consequences for Indigenous people: 

[w]hile the system worked for the betterment of the big property owners, the 

Aboriginal people could no longer hunt their natural bush tucker, as the land had been 

fenced off and sheep and cattle introduced. When they were hungry the Kooris had to 

steal sheep or cattle as the white man had taken everything. In return they were hunted 

down and shot!          

  (1994, 72) 

Although this passage suggests that Indigenous people were unable to consume native—that is, 

flora and fauna indigenous to Australia—foods in the post-contact era, her stories suggest that 

eating particular aliments remain an important way of differentiating the Indigenous and non-

Indigenous food insecure. Don’t Take Your Love to Town contains two significant accounts of 

consuming native foods. The first occurs early in the text and clearly distinguishes Langford 

Ginibi’s experiences from those of impoverished members of the non-Indigenous rural 

population. After Langford Ginibi’s mother leaves the family home, her father takes the 
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children ‘out into the scrub’, where he camps and works with a male relative, Uncle Ernie41. The 

camp diet includes corned beef, damper cooked in the ashes of the fire, and ‘bush tucker’ 

(1988, 6-7). Langford Ginibi describes her uncle taking her away from the campsite in search of 

food: 

Not far into the scrub Uncle Ernie pointed high up in a tree…big old grey bugger, 

goanna. “Watch this,” he said. He took the tom axe and threw it hard. It landed in the 

back of the goanna’s head with a thunk, and there was a silence, and then the goanna 

fell down right near our feet. The next thing he had it on the hot coals back at the camp, 

and when it was cooked he offered some to us, but we wouldn’t eat it. I remember the 

flesh was like white fish. The next day he fed us on boiled swan’s eggs. A half-one was 

enough for each person. Later he gave us cobra, worm-like things that were embedded 

in waterlogged willows in the Richmond River…      

    (1988, 7) 

Lydia Wells reads the children’s discomfort with pre-contact food and hunting practices as 

challenging romanticised non-Indigenous imaginings of the bush and suggesting dispossession 

and a fracturing of Indigenous identity (1999, 198; cf Spark 2002). Her argument helps to 

contest monolithic readings of Indigenous diet: evidently not all Indigenous people would share 

a love for specific native aliments, particularly where unfamiliar (see Foley 2005, 31). The 

children’s revulsion implies some symbolic distancing from Indigenous dietary markers; 

however, they do eat swans’ eggs and cobra, the latter being a distinctly native aliment that 

 
41 Uncle Ernie is not a blood-relative but a similar age to Ruby’s father, which makes him a ‘classificatory uncle’ (Westphalen 
2012, 216). 
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non-Indigenous bush dwellers would be unlikely to consume (see Yen 2010, 74). Contra Wells, 

Langford Ginibi’s recurring references to these aliments in the first chapter of each of her full-

length books (1988, 6-7;1994, 10-11;1999, 3-5) suggests it is an important marker of Indigenous 

alterity that differentiates Bundjalung people’s diet from that of the non-Indigenous rural poor. 

This is most clear in Haunted by the Past, where she asserts that the experiences of food 

gathering and associated story-telling her Uncle about native animals ‘has enriched my life and 

shown me who and what I am—an Aboriginal person’ (1999, 5). 

 

The second major episode involving native foods occurs in Don’t Take Your Love to Town’s 

seventh chapter. Langford Ginibi, like her Uncle, has found herself responsible for feeding 

several children at a campsite where she works in the bush (1988, 73). Now it is her turn to kill, 

cook, and serve native game: 

“Bunning,” I said to the kids, “look, its quills are up. Get me a waddy, quick.” Pearl came 

running with a stick and I hit the porcupine hard on the head… Now to get the quills off 

this fella, you need a kero tin of boiling water and one tin of cold. You dunk it in the 

boiling water to loosen the quills, then in the cold. Hold it by the legs on a log, and use a 

tom-axe to knock the quills off. Cut it open from the neck to the belly. In the neck are 

two kernels, like gallstones, where the taste of the ants goes. Take these out or else 

when you cook it the meat will taste of ants. Gut and wash it. The flesh is pale, the 

colour of pork. You bake it in a camp oven and the skin cooks like a rind, like crackling. 

There is another way you can remove the quills, if you don’t have kero tins for water, 

and that is to throw the porcupine into the open fire. It swells up and the quills burn 
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down, but then you have to pull the butts out, and the better method is to dunk it in 

water 

       (1988, 89) 

Unlike the goanna that Uncle Ernie offers Langford Ginibi and her siblings, there is no 

suggestion that her own children refuse the native food. Langford Ginibi’s shift to addressing 

the reader, who replaces the children as audience for the performance in this passage, tacitly 

assumes the former’s non-Indigeneity and locates her as an Indigenous elder or instructor. The 

effect is emphasised through the use of Bundjalung and English names for native game in both 

passages. In the former, she recalls that Uncle Ernie ‘sat in front of the fire bucket and told us 

stories about bush animals: binging, jarahny, guyahny, burbi, also kangaroos, cranes, emus, 

possums’ (1988, 7). The unfamiliar names are translated in a footnote42. During the second 

bush tucker meal she uses Bundjalung nomenclature before switching to English appellations 

instead of directly translating the terms (1988, 89; see also 2000, 279). 

 

Langford Ginibi’s references to using contemporary tools and materials to prepare native game 

evidence the persistence of Bundjalung culture and diet in the post-contact era. Of some note, 

however, is that native food consumption is largely located in the past in her texts. This is 

achieved by associating native food consumption with older generations. Real Deadly’s 

 
42Guyahny is translated as possums, which the sentence also includes in English. The repetition perhaps suggests some 
unexplained or conceptual difference, or a mistranslation. Muurbay Aboriginal Language and Culture Co-op’s Bundjalung-
Yugambeh language teaching resource indicates that guyahny refers generically to any possum, but is also sometimes used to 
designate rabbit.  
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reminiscence, “Ode to the Richmond River and the Bundjalung people”, temporally distances 

native food gathering and consumption through a nostalgic recollection of pre-contact life: 

[y]ou were a source of abundant food for my people the Bundjalung tribes. Your 

shores…all surrounded by a place known as the big scrub—plenty bush tucker around, 

bunihny, binging, burbi. No more do warriors hunt and bring home nunghing so that our 

family clans can eat          

 (Langford Ginibi 1992, 1) 

In subsequent books, Langford Ginibi’s personal references to native foods grow fewer and 

increasingly distant. My Bundjalung People’s only references to native food are in the first 

chapter, where she recalls dining on cobra grubs, swan and turtle eggs, binging, bunhiny, and 

guavas43 as a child. Guavas are the only native food she eats during the returns to Country the 

text records (1994, 10-11,13). Haunted by the Past recycles and briefly expands upon Don’t 

Take Your Love to Town’s and My Bundjalung People’s accounts of childhood meals but, with 

the exception of a reference to macadamia nuts purchased at a tourist site, does not provide 

any new accounts of gathering or consuming native foods (1999, 4-7,125-126). All My Mob 

contains no references to consuming any native food. Cumulatively, the texts’ effect is to 

distance native aliments and reduce their significance as a contemporary marker of Indigeneity. 

 

 
43 Presumably the fruit of the eupomatia laurina tree, also known as Bolwarra and native guava, which is found on the East 
coast across New South Wales and Queensland. 
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An alimentary episode in Don’t Take Your Love to Town holds out the possibility that non-

Indigenous foods may be indigenised through Indigenous consumption. In the story’s first 

chapter, Langford Ginibi describes her grandfather obtaining meat from a local slaughterhouse: 

[t]wice a week he went over to the slaughterhouse with a sugar bag and came back with 

the guts of the bullock, the heart, liver, and intestines. He washed the innards 

thoroughly then cut it into small rings like washers, rolled them in flour and fried them. 

They were very tasty and white. He called them moggi, meaning ghost in the Bundjalung 

language           

 (1988, 16) 

Consuming food that the dominant culture deems undesirable or unwanted reiterates the food 

surplus/shortage binary. The dish manifests a social hierarchy in which Indigenous people 

consume the aliments that the dominant culture refuses or has no need to eat: the 

Commonwealth Department of Health’s Provisional Ration Scheme for the Feeding of 

Aboriginals advocated the provision of liver and kidneys to Indigenous people instead of poultry 

as an inexpensive way of improving Indigenous nutrition (in Bourne 1953, 59). The meal is also 

the site of Indigenous reflection on colonial relations: converting the grisly bag of innards into 

white moggi suggests a joking play on colonialism’s recurrent cannibal trope, which races 

Indigenous people through reference to their (alleged) failure to recognise appropriate eating 

habits44. It may be understood as a further dimension of the raced surplus/shortage dyad, and 

one that intersects with manifestations of problematic Indigenous appetite. 

 
44 The joke turns on the two meanings on naming the white offal ‘ghost’. Philip A. Clarke describes Indigenous people on the 

frontier perceiving Europeans as ‘dead kin returning from the grave with their rotting skin peeled off and underlying white flesh 
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Beyond the indigenising qualities of particular aliments, Langford Ginibi’s preoccupation with 

food may serve to race her. Stephen Muecke (1992, 133-134) has suggested that contemporary 

Indigenous lifewriting exhibits the influence of ‘traditional Aboriginal narratives’, in which 

‘places and journeys are about finding food and about how different places are characterised 

by different sorts of food’. Food is often present in the traditional stories Langford Ginibi 

records: Bani and Nooloigah (Langford Ginibi 1994, 132-134; Langford Ginibi 1999, 131-132), 

the legend of Dirrangun (Langford Ginibi 1994, 130; 1999, 130), and Tibrogargan and 

Coonowrin (Langford Ginibi 1999, 126), as well as in some of her translations and histories of 

places such as Julbootherlgoom—‘a tree, which a warrior climbed with a vine looking for wild 

honey’ (Langford Ginibi 1994, 196-197). Langford Ginibi’s life story, too, is food-centric in its 

accounts of places and journeys. From an early age, she and her family move regularly. New 

locations are frequently assessed in terms of food access, cooking facilities, and meals (1988, 

26,34). Real Deadly and My Bundjalung People reiterate Don’t Take Your Love to Town’s 

association of food, place, and journeys. In Real Deadly, meals themselves are sometimes the 

impetus for travel, as when Langford Ginibi and two companions make a detour en route to a 

school reunion in order to dine at a fish and chip shop outside Ballina (1992, 76). Incongruous 

combinations of food and place, as recalled in the story “The indoor barbecue” (1992, 105), also 

serve to make locations memorable. At the beginning of My Bundjalung People, Langford Ginibi 

 
exposed’, which he argues is the basis for the word gubs being used to refer to both Europeans and ghosts (2007:143). 

(Langford Ginibi herself uses gubb to refer to white people (1988, 2,49,72,123).) Similarly, moggi, which Langford Ginibi 

translates as ‘ghost’, is likely a thinly-veiled reference to non-Indigenous people, the conversion of one into the other in order 

to eat them forming the basis of the joke. 
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recalls the monthly distribution of rations and an absence of fresh fruit as a salient 

characteristic of life at Box Ridge mission (1994, xv-xvi). The network of favourite cafés and 

motor inns she develops—and revisits in All My Mob’s stories—reproduce the Indigenous 

narrative tradition of recounting places and journeys in terms of food that Muecke proposes. 

 

In addition to the geographic association of migration with food, the texts themselves may be 

read as narrative journeys that lead to meals. Sneja Gunew’s (2000) brief discussion of 

multicultural translations of food, bodies, and language invokes William Boelhower’s (1987) 

work on the ‘ethnic feast’ as a privileged trope in writing by raced subjects. She endorses 

Boelhower’s observation that such ‘ethnic feasts’ are sites where ethnic identity is ‘positively 

affirmed and socially reinforced’ (1987, 113 in Gunew 2000, 233) and comments,  

[t]he notion of the feast or banquet as a locus for suspending the tensions between `us’ 

and `them’ is also a much-explored territory in anthropology…The feast is where the 

guest (no matter if outside this process he is the greatest of enemies) is welcomed and 

hostilities are suspended       

    (Gunew 2000, 233) 

One of the recurring food-centric aspects of Langford Ginibi’s texts is their culmination in 

feasts. Don’t Take Your Love to Town concludes with an Indigenous football team’s 

presentation dance, for which Langford Ginibi is asked to make dampers. The scale of the event 

is suggested in her list of the ingredients required: ‘sixty pounds of self-raising flour, four large 

tins of Sunshine Milk and water, with half a pound of table salt’ (1988, 268-9). My Bundjalung 
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People concludes with two sequential feasts: first, at Pam Johnston’s exhibition of photographs 

from her travels with Langford Ginibi, then at a 150-strong birthday party for two local youths 

(1994, 208-209). In both texts, the feasts reconnect Langford Ginibi with the Bundjalung 

community and her past (1994, 208). Haunted by the Past, too, ends with a feast, this time at 

Nobby’s wedding, where there is ‘a smorgasboard of beautiful food’ and past and present are 

again combined (1999, 178-179). Her emphasis on bringing black and white together at several 

of these feasts, particularly in texts such as Haunted by the Past that emphasise the raced 

nature of conflict, suggests the emphasis Boelhower discerns on suspending animosity. The 

cumulative effect is to perform a racing of the narrating subject that does not depend on native 

aliments. 

 

Conclusion 
 

From a biopolitical perspective, Langford Ginibi’s accounts of food insecurity and the conduct, 

tastes, and habitus she manifests extend this thesis’s argument that food be considered a 

technology of biopower. Thinking in terms of this thesis’s first and second sub-questions, her 

texts demonstrate new contexts and ways that food problematises life, produces hegemonic 

relations through which power flows, and serves to impose a racial caesura on the population. 

 

The knowledge/power administrative practices through which food insecurity is defined and 

measured evidence the concept’s capacity to produce and take life as power’s object. In 
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particular, the possibility to have sufficient food but still be deemed food insecure 

demonstrates a new archival and statistical means of producing subjects and populations 

through predictive categories. As the analysis of Langford Ginibi’s accounts of food insecurity 

shows, the condition is defined normatively, and sits awkwardly with Bundjalung and other 

Indigenous peoples’ cultural practices such as equitable food sharing, reliance on extended 

family to procure food, and intermittent returns to Country.  

 

The biological relationship between raced and unraced forms of life that biopower produces is 

evident in Langford Ginibi’s accounts of labouring in the food chain: she contends that 

Indigenous people who now experience food insecurity and insufficiency are responsible in part 

for the conditions of food security, surplus, and wealth that the non-Indigenous population 

enjoys. The imperilling condition of food insecurity achieves some of the letting die—‘the fact 

of exposing someone to death, increasing the risk of death for some people, or, quite simply, 

political death, expulsion, rejection, and so on’ (Foucault 2003, 256)—that imposes a racial 

caesura on the population and helps legitimate biopolitical administration. She describes the 

literal risks to health and wellbeing that occur as result of a limited availability of nutritionally 

adequate and safe food. The socially unacceptable means of obtaining food recounted in Don’t 

Take Your Love to Town further produce Indigenous life as a threat to the population’s health, 

wealth, and wellbeing.  
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While some non-Indigenous people suffer food insecurity, familiar binaries of non-Indigenous 

food surplus/security/provision and Indigenous food shortage/insecurity/receipt recur 

throughout the texts. Under colonial discourse, the difficulty of meeting the need for 

sustenance under conditions of modernity mark out inferior forms of life that must be 

remedied or let die in order to optimise the population as a whole. Langford Ginibi’s diet also 

contributes to racing and distinguishing her relationship to food from that of the non-

Indigenous poor and itinerant. Particular aliments, both native and introduced, race those who 

procure and consume them. Her stories’ food-centricity and recurring culmination in feasts may 

also be read as racially marking the narrating subject.  

 

The difficulties of resisting biopower within Foucault’s analytic schema are apparent when 

considering Langford Ginibi’s expression of taste. Langford Ginibi does not endorse or 

reproduce normative bourgeois ways of relating to food. She rarely expresses food preferences 

or assesses foods’ merits in terms of healthiness or quality. This rhetorical stance avoids 

reiterating the biopoliticised ways of conceiving foods that underpin administrative efforts to 

mediate the population’s diet; however, as the punitive critique of her work cited in this 

chapter demonstrates, it does not disrupt or evade a discursive context in which food-related 

conduct provides a basis to dispute claims to contemporary biopolitical citizenship. The 

indiscriminate taste Langford Ginibi exhibits renders her vulnerable to class-based assertions of 

subalternity that continue to locate food as a site of normative class and race mediated 

instruction that reproduces colonisation as a civilising process. In this way, recalling the thesis’s 
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fourth sub-question, Langford Ginibi’s attempted public shaming serves to regulate the 

population’s conduct. 

 

The indiscriminate eating that Langford Ginibi indulges would seem to resist the norming and 

regulation that Foucault discerns in the era of biopower; however, affording Indigenous 

subjects freedom to procure their own food is a decentring of power that encourages the 

internalising of responsibility for health and wellbeing in contrast to the more centralised and 

direct regulation and surveillance of rationing regimes. Alongside the primacy afforded food as 

pleasure and need, the indiscriminate eating that results, and the punitive social response, this 

theme is developed in the next chapter, which examines what happens next to bodies and 

society.  
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‘I was a big woman but I felt very small’: biopower, obesity discourse, 

and the fat black female subject 
 

A lady stopped at our table and started advising Ruby on her diet, pointing at various items of 
food on her plate and explaining how fattening, or not, each item was. Ruby listened politely, 

holding her fork to one side. When the woman had finished her dietary lesson, Ruby said, 
“Thank you dear”, and continued eating, totally ignoring the woman 

(Dahl-Helm Johnston 2012, 14-15) 

 

Introduction 
 

In a special edition of The Journal of the European Association of Studies on Australia 

commemorating Langford Ginibi’s passing, Suvendrini Perera and Joseph Pugliese observe that 

‘concern with the biopolitics of health is…a critical, though often neglected, concern in the 

writings of Ruby Langford Ginibi and, indeed one that governed the very conditions of her life 

and death’ (2012, 90). Her writings, they argue, are ‘stubbornly dissonant and resistant at all 

levels to the regime of Gubbaisation45 or normative civic whiteness, established as a national 

“way of life”: its biopolitical…[and] relentless disciplining of aberrant bodies and subjectivities’ 

(2012, 89). 

 

This chapter extends Perera and Pugliese’s biopolitically oriented reading of Langford Ginibi’s 

life-stories by considering how obesity discourse and its effects are revealed, reproduced, and 

resisted through her stories. Obesity discourse is a component of the contemporary biopolitical 

apparatus that enables ‘the administration of bodies and the calculated management of life’ 

 
45 To emulate white culture. Devolved from the urban Koori word ‘Gubba’, white person. 
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(Foucault 1978, 140; Harwood 2009, 16). It may be understood as the cumulative ways in which 

power-knowledge processes construe subjects as part of a population at risk of and from 

obesity: of, because the ‘obesity epidemic’ is allegedly affecting an increasing proportion of the 

population; from, because it deems obesity detrimental to subjects’ and, consequently, the 

population’s health, vitality, and wellbeing (Wright 2009, 1; Harwood 2009).  

 

Obesity discourse is pertinent to this thesis’s concerns because of the explicit link it construes 

between the body, food, and health. The World Health Organisation defines obesity as 

‘abnormal or excessive fat accumulation that may impair health’ (World Health Organisation 

2018). It contends that ‘[t]he fundamental cause of obesity and overweight is an energy 

imbalance between calories consumed and calories expended’; more specifically, ‘an increased 

intake of energy-dense foods that are high in fat and an increase in physical inactivity’ (World 

Health Organisation 2018). As Julie Guthman and Melanie Dupuis argue, ‘the point of the war 

on obesity may not be to curtail it—to have people eat less—but actually to imbue eating with 

a greater kind of power’ (2006, 436). Through obesity discourse, food becomes perceivable in 

terms of its impact upon embodied subjects’ weight and health. Foods become fattening or 

slimming, safe or dangerous to consume, and requiring or allowing moderate or unrestricted 

eating. In this way, eating is connected with the subject’s, and, cumulatively, the population’s 

health and wellbeing, while the embodied subject’s corporeal self becomes a signifier of what 

kinds and quantities of food have been and should be consumed (Bordo 2004, 99-134). 
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Obesity’s prevalence among Indigenous communities renders obesity discourse relevant to 

Langford Ginibi’s engagement with the biopolitics of health. As the 2012–13 Australian 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Survey reports, 

obesity rates for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander females and males were higher 

than the comparable rates for non-Indigenous people in every age group. Overall, after 

adjusting for differences in age structure between the two populations, Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander people were 1.5 times as likely as non-Indigenous people to be 

obese (rate ratio of 1.4 for males and 1.7 for females)  

     (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2013) 

 

In addition, Langford Ginibi herself is obese, or, in the preferred terminology of the fat studies 

field on which this chapter draws, fat46. Fat studies critically examines and contests obesity 

discourse (see Wann 2009; Cooper 2010). One of its analytic strands identifies and contests the 

medico-scientific claims upon which obesity discourse is based, such as the validity and 

reliability of the Body Mass Index as a measure of obesity, the links between obesity and ill-

health, and the changes in the proportion of the population deemed obese (see Gard and 

Wright 2005; Campos, Saguy, Ernsberger, Oliver and Gaesse 2006; Lyons 2009; Guthman 

2013a). Another strand describes the ways in which the fat body is stigmatised (Bordo 2004; 

Murray 2009) and examines the social, physical, and material consequences for those 

embodied as fat (see Puhl and Brownell 2001; Fikkan and Rothblum 2012). Both areas of 

 
46 In contrast to ‘obesity’—a concept premised upon authoritative but disputed medical discourses of power-knowledge 
(Campos et al. 2006)— the term ‘fat’ acknowledges the social and cultural dimensions that mediate the stigmatised condition’s 
meaning (Cooper 2010, 1020-1021). Some caution using either sobriquet is required, as Langford Ginibi did not refer to herself 
by either term in any of her stories.  
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research propose ways of alleviating and resisting obesity discourse’s oppressive effects and 

processes (LeBesco 2004; Puhl and Brownell 2006). Many scholars combine the two analytic 

themes (Aphramor 2005; Rich and Evans 2005). 

 

The two strands map loosely onto biopower’s bio-political and anatamo-disciplinary poles. The 

first is concerned with the population’s measurement and management (see Gutin 2018), while 

much of the analysis in the latter operates at the level of the subjects that internalise obesity 

discourse and are produced as docile and self-surveilling (Heyes 2006). Together, they 

demonstrate how fatness is produced as an internal threat to the population’s vitality: a marker 

of biologically, culturally, and morally inferior life that may be eradicated to improve the 

population’s health and wellbeing (LeBesco 2011; Kirkland 2011). Obesity discourse determines 

how subjects apprehend their embodied lives (Evans, Rich, Davies and Allwood 2008, 51; 

Wright 2009, 1) and, through concepts such as the Body Mass Index, problematises life in a way 

that renders it measurable and manageable (Evans and Colls 2009). This effect is not restricted 

to those identified as fat, but to all embodied subjects, who are deemed to be at risk of 

becoming obese (Guthman and Dupuis 2006, 443-444). The discourse’s other salient biopolitical 

characteristics include the way the population becomes the subject and object of nation-wide 

health initiatives (see Lupton 2014); the economic calculations through which these initiatives 

are legitimised (see Hammond and Levine 2010; Withrow and Alter 2011); the emphasis placed 

upon reducing the risk of obesity as much as its incidence (Boero 2010, 308); and its 

pathologising of raced and lower socio-economic groups (Herndon 2005).  
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Critical readings of obesity discourse show how it deviates from Foucault’s account of 

biopower. One of obesity discourse’s premises is that fatness is spreading ‘epidemically’ (see 

Gard and Wright 2005, 17-21; Stoneman 2012, 199-205); however, as the discourse intensifies, 

the proportion of the population deemed to be overweight or obese is increasing (see Hruby 

and Hu 2015)47 instead of reducing and being regulated at an acceptable level as would be 

expected. The discourse’s neo-liberal emphasis upon individual choice—of food and ‘lifestyle’—

and valorisation of disciplinary self management sits uneasily with the increasingly direct 

governmental intervention applied to the population through obesity-focused education and 

medical apparatuses (Gard and Kirk 2007; Guthman 2009b, 1116). The invasive medical 

practices that reduce fatness through artificial augmentation such as bariatric surgery create 

new bodies and thus, following Donna Haraway (1987), redefine life, but do so in ways that 

frequently induce ill health and curtail new possibilities by enforcing compliance to a literally 

internalised obesity discourse (see Boero 2010). 

 

Given the absence of gender in Foucault’s description of biopower—he fails to describe how 

power produces docile feminine subjects (Bartky 1997, 95)—it is pertinent for this chapter to 

note that obesity discourse is a gendered phenomenon. Although obesity discourse constructs 

and influences all embodied subjects, weight-based stigmatisation disproportionately impacts 

 
47 This issue requires more consideration than the space available to examine it in this chapter permits. A significant proportion 
of the increase in obesity rates the discourse proposes occurred when the BMI bands that categorise subjects as obese were 
revised in 1998 (Guthman 2013, 268). Adela Hruby and Frank Hu’s summary of World Health Organisation research on obesity 
rates shows that while they are increasing in most parts of the world, they have plateaued in the United States of America 
(Hruby and Hu 2015, 675-676). If obesity rates are plateauing in certain nations, obesity discourse may be argued to have 
regulated what it constitutes as disease and risk, even if it achieves this effect by asserting that obesity rates are increasing. 
(Eliciting widespread fear of an epidemic may be understood as a technique for administering the population.) Expanding the 
concepts of obesity as a postmodern epidemic (Boero 2007) or ‘artifactual construct’ (Guthman 2013) may provide a line of 
analysis through which issues of validity and intentionality relating to the discourse can be examined. 
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fat women across multiple spheres of life, including employment, education, healthcare, and 

romantic relationships (Fikkan and Rothblum 2012). The discourse conflates the health and 

aesthetic imperatives through which women have been constructed in Western societies 

(Chrisler 2012, 610-611). Obesity discourse’s contention that fatness may be remedied by 

practicing ‘correct’ behaviours and lifestyles perpetuates the policing of women’s conduct as 

well as the social construction of women’s bodies as problematic and malleable (Bordo 2003; 

Shilling 1993, 40-49).  

 

Obesity discourse’s relationship to race has generated contradictory findings and analyses. 

Some critics conceive fatness as a product and marker of raced populations’ socio-economic 

marginality (Berlant 2007). The ‘uncanny coincidence of boundaries’ between the dominant 

class and culture’s framing of fat and raced subjects has been noted (Shaw 2005, 143): ‘both 

groups are regarded as lazy, sinful, and lacking discipline and self-denial’ (Crandall 1994, 885). 

Obesity discourse reproduces hierarchies of race by facilitating public criticism of the raced 

populations in which fatness is prevalent (Crandall 1994), inciting weight-based discrimination 

that inhibits minority groups’ efforts to relieve their socio-economic privation through 

employment or relationships with high status partners (Ernsberger 2009, 27), and providing a 

rationale for the dominant class to impose conformity with its behaviours, diet, and aesthetics 

upon subaltern groups (Kirkland 2011, 464). Through obesity discourse, the fat and raced 

subject others normative white thinness, which ‘becomes the seemingly natural signifier for 

morality, propriety, and appeal’ (LeBesco 2005, 237).  
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Race and raced identities are also conceived as a source of resistance to obesity discourse 

(Harwood 2009, 27; cf Rubin, Fitts and Becker 2003)48. This resistance manifests itself in higher 

incidences of obesity among black and minority groups compared to white North American 

populations (Flegal, Carroll, Ogden and Curtin 2010), reduced endorsement and reproduction of 

obesity discourse’s association of thinness with beauty, health, and other desirable traits (Hebl 

and Heatherton 1998; Carr, Jaffe and Friedman 2008), and fewer reported and observed 

negative socio-economic outcomes attributable to fatness in comparison to white subjects (see 

Averett and Korenman 1999). Socio-economic status, the experience of intersecting vectors of 

oppression that overshadow obesity discourse’s effects (Wilson 2009, 55), and deliberate 

efforts to strike an adversarial stance in relation to the dominant culture’s values as a way of 

developing self and community esteem are proposed to account for this resistance (Hebl and 

Heatherton 1998, 419-420; Ristovski-Slijepcevic et al. 2010), the effect of which is to produce 

minority ethnic groups as ‘problem populations’ that attract intensified and targeted 

governmental intervention (McPhail 2013). Such intervention, conducted as a ‘war on obesity’, 

is difficult to distinguish from a war against fat people and thus the populations in which 

fatness is prevalent (Herndon 2005). 

 

Research on the relations between obesity discourse and race in Australia is limited. A 

substantial study of Victorians’ lived experience of fatness identifies participants’ gender, 

 
48 Lisa Rubin, Mako Fitts and Anne Becker’s (2003, 49-50) research suggests that black and minority groups exhibit similar 
susceptibility to obesity discourse to members of the dominant class and culture. They suggest that some minority group 
members exhibit a double consciousness in which they articulate and experience both aversion to and acceptance of fatness 
(2003, 70). Svetlana Ristovski-Slijepcevic et al. (2010, 326) find a general acceptance of the basic thesis of obesity discourse—
that weight gain is problematic—among the black female participants in their study, but discover that the women interpret the 
problems it poses in different ways and with different weightings of priorities in comparison to white women. 
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education level, BMI, and age but not their race (Thomas et al. 2008). A smaller study of fat 

acceptance and forms of resistance to obesity discourse notes but does not redress the 

preponderance of white, tertiary educated and middle-class respondents (Donaghue and 

Clemitshaw 2012). A review of media representations of Indigenous obesity rates between 

2007 and 2014 found there to be proportionally fewer newspaper articles concerning 

Indigenous than non-Indigenous obesity rates (Islam and Fitzgerald 2016, 36-38). This suggests 

that obesity discourse is not being deployed as a principal means of producing and 

problematising the Indigenous population of Australia. Accordingly, several studies of 

Indigenous adolescents’ body image and management find lower levels of body dissatisfaction 

among female Indigenous adolescents, including less perception of themselves as too fat, than 

their non-Indigenous peers, while Indigenous males exhibited higher levels of body 

dissatisfaction than non-Indigenous adolescents (McCabe et al. 2005; Cinelli and O’Dea 2009; cf 

Hay and Carriage 2012). Notably, the studies identify a marked desire to gain weight among 

male and female Indigenous adolescents, who propose larger ideal body sizes than non-

Indigenous adolescents do (McCabe and Ricciardelli 2003, 732; Cinelli and O’Dea 2009, 1062).  

 

To examine the way obesity discourse and its effects are revealed, reproduced, and resisted in 

Langford Ginibi’s stories, this chapter proposes that their narrator, which it takes to be Langford 

Ginibi herself, be read as a fat female Indigenous subject. The resulting analysis identifies 

different ways that food contributes to norming and regulating subjects and population’s 

conduct (sub-question four), resisting its biopolitical functions (sub-question 6), and 

determining the boundaries of life taken as biopower’s object (sub-question 7). The chapter 
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begins by identifying the ways that obesity discourse subjectifies Langford Ginibi in others’ 

readings. “The missing body in the library” focuses on the ways her fatness is obscured in 

critical analyses of her work. It shows how the secondary literature occludes the fat subject by 

refusing to recognise her fatness: it apprehends and reproduces Langford Ginibi as a 

disembodied product of discursive processes for whom the body is a symbol of alienation and 

hybridity rather than an intrinsic mediator of agency and subjectivity. In making the fat subject 

unspeakable—both not to be spoken of and not recognised when speaking as a fat subject—

the secondary literature selectively attends to Langford Ginibi’s self representation.  

 

The chapter then turns to Langford Ginibi’s own account of life as a fat subject. It begins by 

observing the way Langford Ginibi makes herself known as fat in and through her stories. Its 

first argument is that she reveals her fatness but resists obesity discourse by refusing to make 

her fat body central to the empirical narrative in Don’t Take Your Love to Town (1988). This 

refutes the importance obesity discourse attributes to women’s weight and avoids reinscribing 

the fat body as a barrier to subjectivity and quality of life. (It does not, however, excuse critical 

inattention to her evident and explicitly stated fatness.) The chapter argues that Langford 

Ginibi’s ambivalent accounts of weight loss and weight gain are acts of resistance that allow her 

to refuse designation in the limiting categories obesity discourse proposes: the ‘good’ fat 

subject, who endorses and performs appropriate weight loss behaviours in pursuit of normative 

thinness, or the ‘bad’ one, who is ignorant or reluctant to acknowledge and remedy their 

(assumedly) detrimental condition. The conclusion it draws is that Langford Ginibi refracts and 
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resignifies her fat subjectivity—in Pugliese and Perara’s words, she ‘resist[s]…the regime of 

Gubbaisation or normative civic whiteness’ that obesity discourse imposes (2012, 89). 

 

Despite Langford Ginibi’s efforts to resist obesity discourse, the chapter argues that a sense of 

shame about the fat body is discernible in her stories. It points to the way her narrative 

dissembles about her eating habits in Don’t Take Your Love to Town (1988), her openly self-

deprecating comments about being fat in My Bundjalung People  (1994), and her awareness of 

the fat body as an object of derisive humour in the stories collected in Real Deadly (1992) and 

All My Mob (2007). The chapter also identifies how Langford Ginibi ameliorates and disguises 

the hurtful effects of fat stigma, including in ways that position the narrator as a ‘good’ fat 

subject. It suggests her strategies be understood as ways of enduring or surviving obesity 

discourse, though they may also reproduce it: certain aspects of her stories have the potential 

to produce fat shame in readers; paradoxically, this is most pronounced when she shamelessly 

records her performance of stigmatised behaviours. 

 

The missing body in the library 

 

Introducing their collection, Bodies Out of Bounds, Jana Evans Braziel and Kathleen Lebesco 

advocate ‘unravelling the discourses’ that render the fat body static, invisible, and absent. This, 

they suggest, may be achieved by ‘interpretive analysis of and epistemological enquiry into 

corpulence and corpulent bodies’ (2001, 1). Braziel and LeBesco’s arguments concerning the fat 

body’s invisibility find a parallel in Noongar scholar Janine Nyoongah Lyttle’s (1998) account of 

Langford Ginibi’s publication history. Nyoongah Lyttle contends that critics and publishers have 
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conspired to contain Langford Ginibi by reading her empirical accounts through ‘a now familiar 

kind of race, gender and class triad’. These responses prevent Langford Ginibi from existing on 

her own terms; instead, she endures an ‘exhausting state of invisibility’ in which her embodied 

subjectivity is reduced to little more than a ‘conduit for amorphous blackness’ (2002).  

 

This section of the chapter extends Nyoongah Lyttle’s argument by identifying the ways in 

which the secondary literature on Langford Ginibi ignores and erases her fatness in its readings.  

In doing so, the paper helps unravel a discourse of interpretive analysis and epistemological 

enquiry that renders a specific corpulent subject’s fatness invisible and absent49. The goal is to 

identify how the secondary literature reproduces obesity discourse by obscuring the fat body 

and thus silencing and occluding the fat subject who attempts to speak of their fatness in ways 

that differ from or effectively resist the discursive paradigm. Effectively, it refuses to hear the 

fat subject speaking as a fat subject. As Foucault argues, ‘[s]ilence itself—the things one 

declines to say, or is forbidden to name, the discretion that is required between different 

speakers—are an integral part of the strategies that underlie and permeate discourses’ (1978, 

27). 

 

 
49 This section of the paper retains the visual (and spatial) metaphor of occlusion despite Probyn’s (2008) cautions about the 
use of a visual trope. Probyn (2008, 401) contends that a ‘fixation’ on visuality renders bodies static, reproduces bodily 
surveillance, and limits analytic frames of reference to body image. (2008, 401). But, as Brendan Hokowhitu observes, ‘[t]he 
Western conception of what it means to be Indigenous is in great part a visual phenomenon’ (Hokowhitu 2009, 109-110). 
Insisting on the Indigenous body’s visibility resists Australia’s proclivity for erasing Indigenous visibility, whether by reservation, 
prohibition from towns and public spaces, or imprisonment, or selectively recognising and legitimising aspects and 
manifestations of Indigeneity (see Povinelli 2002) 
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The silence around Langford Ginibi’s fat body is surprising given the secondary literature’s calls 

to ‘attend to the specifics of the subjectivities and texts at hand’ (Brewster 1995, 66 in 

Grossman 2005, 120) and to consider ‘what readings are not privileged, what is not there, what 

questions can’t be asked?’ (Gunew 1990, 61 in Ferrier 1992, 216). In particular, Langford 

Ginibi’s fatness would seem to align thematically with readings of the ways her narratives 

deviate from the dominant class and culture’s normative expectations of identity, self-

disclosure, and autobiographical storytelling (Brewster 1996:35-36; Hogan 2007; Breyley 2010). 

In Debbie Rodan’s account, for instance, Langford Ginibi’s stories may be understood as, ‘a 

form of 'testimony' to the kinds of injustices that occur to identities which are 'already judged' 

as inadequate in that they deviate from the constructed 'norm' of the settler culture’ (Rodan 

2000, 56; see also Gibbons 2009). Such anticipatory judging seems analogous to, and 

overlapping with, the pejorative assumptions made about fat subjects (see Crandall 1994; 

Stoneman 2012). The familiar sense of Indigenous storytellers such as Langford Ginibi 

proposing a counter-history or counter-memory from a marginal standpoint (Collellmir 2002, 

55; Gibbons 1999, 66) also seems apposite to reading her as speaking from a fat subject 

position, although critics such as Carole Ferrier (2006) and Ian Syson (1993) observe that she 

exhibits an uneasy relationship to the oppositional subject positions the dominant culture 

makes available50. Conversely, some readers discern a degree of conformity to institutional and 

audience expectations in Langford Ginibi’s storytelling (Rowse 1993; Morrissey 2000, 20)51. This 

 
50 Ferrier (2006) points to Langford Ginibi’s, and other Indigenous women storytellers’, aspirations for the trappings and 
institutions of normative middle-class life. Syson (1993) grapples with the sense that although colonialism proletarianises 
Indigenous people, their narratives do not reliably resemble working class literature from Europe. 
51 This perspective is tacitly endorsed in analyses that attribute such conformity to non-Indigenous editorial intervention 
(Nyoongah Lyttle 1998; Perera 1998; Jones 2013, 48-49). 
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chapter develops some of the ambivalence that emerges from these contrasting readings by 

describing the dimensions of conformity as well as resistance to obesity discourse in Langford 

Ginibi’s work. Before doing so, however, it considers the various ways in which Langford 

Ginibi’s fatness is marginalised in the critical literature in four related ways: by apprehending 

the subject as discursively constructed; by attending to the story’s relational and intersubjective 

features; by reinscribing a mind/body duality in which the subject is alienated from their body; 

and by reading the body symptomatically rather than as a causal agent. While many critical 

responses manifest several of these analytic tendencies, the analysis below attends particularly 

to Gillian Whitlock’s (2000) reading of Don’t Take Your Love to Town, which, rather than 

exclude corporeality altogether, addresses the body in ways that preclude attention to its 

fatness.  

 

The discursively constructed subject 
 

The secondary literature’s Foucaultian influence manifests itself in critical attendance to the 

way Langford Ginibi’s, and other Indigenous women writers’, subjectivity is discursively 

produced. One effect is that critics focus more upon describing the power apparatus and the 

means through which it produces a generic Indigenous subject than apprehending the specifics 

of that subject’s corporeality. It forgets Foucault’s counsel to study ‘the bodies that are 

constituted as subjects by power-effects’ (2003, 29). 

 

The tendency is manifest in Ian Syson’s (1993) class-based reading of Town, which emphasises 

the historical economic production of an Indigenous lumpenproletariat. Syson makes clear that 
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this is a deliberate manoeuvre. He shifts attention away from the embodied subject and 

towards the discursive apparatus by arguing that overattendance to individual circumstances 

and conditions ignores the root cause. Anne Brewster (1996) also foregrounds metanarrative at 

the expense of embodied specificity when she begins her reading of Indigenous women’s 

autobiography from the premise that Indigeneity itself is a discourse. Like Syson, she points to 

the way ‘the history and structures of colonisation continue to be exposed by the narratives of 

Aboriginal people’, including Langford Ginibi (1996, 4).  

 

Rosamund Dalziell’s (1999) work on shame in Langford Ginibi’s stories identifies body diversity 

as a potential source of shame but focuses upon ‘how and why standards of ‘reality’ are set up 

and maintained, and who maintains them’ (Dalziell 1999, 12) rather than describing the 

corporeal specifics of who and what is shamed. Dalziell’s discursive framework also addresses 

the judicio-legal framework underpinning ‘official’ identity (1999:66) and describes the way 

institutional shaming practices have subjected Indigenous people through dispossession and 

loss of identity (1999, 136,268). Her institutional focus is replicated in the secondary literature 

dealing with Langford Ginibi’s Haunted by the Past (for instance Morrissey 2000; Neville 2002), 

which takes the legal and carceral apparatus as its principal object. In each of these readings, 

the power apparatus and its operation is centred, while the specifics of the embodied subject 

that they produce are marginalised and rendered invisible. 

 

Whitlock’s choice of title, The Intimate Empire, suggests a degree of bodily proximity that could 

be thought to render Langford Ginibi’s fatness difficult to obscure in the sections that take her 
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storytelling as their object. The intimacy to which Whitlock refers, however, involves ‘quite 

precise understandings of institutional and historical locations’ that determine the conditions 

under which the subject emerges (2000, 166). In her discursive account, ‘autobiographical 

writing bears the traces of its origins in specific historical relations of power, rule and 

domination’ (Whitlock 2000, 5,189). As with the analyses cited above, a sense of the embodied 

subject as the nodal point through which these relations are performed is largely absent.  

 

Whitlock’s decision to deploy the figure of ‘the bodiless woman’ as an analytic tool (2000, 166) 

through which to read Langford Ginibi’s life stories reveals the lack of corporeal specificity that 

her discursively oriented analysis enables. Whitlock proposes that the figure of the bodiless 

woman ‘signal[s] difficulties in placing the body in the autobiographic text in any stable or 

consistent way’ (2000, 166). While conceiving of a bodiless woman may be understood as a way 

of refusing to reinscribe woman-as-body, the trope also works to obscure Langford Ginibi’s 

fatness. Whitlock’s bodiless analysis may be understood to manifest what might be described 

as the ‘corporeal mark of absence’: a conspicuous erasing that locates the corpulent woman 

‘outside the frame of signification and representation, while remaining structurally present as a 

subtending absence’ (Braziel 2001, 233). The effect, in terms of the embodied subject’s 

visibility, is that the fat female ‘marks the unseen and the unrepresentable’ (Braziel 2001, 237; 

her emphasis). In Whitlock’s reading, obesity discourse’s goal of erasing fatness is achieved: the 

fat woman becomes literally unseen and replaced by a bodily absence.  
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The relational and intersubjective self 
 

Several critical readings address the relational and intersubjective aspects of Langford Ginibi’s 

stories. Indigenous women’s writing is deemed collaborative (Brewster 1996, 8), communal 

(Collellmir 2002, 55), community focused (Zierott 2005, 64), and an account of collective 

experience (Gibbons 1999, 67; Hogan 2007, 69 see also Neville 2002, 124). Langford Ginibi 

herself affirms that, 'this is not only my book, my story, it's the story of every Aboriginal woman 

in this country today that's got kids to raise. I'm only one' (1994a, 114). A different 

intersubjective perspective emerges in Michele Grossman’s (2005) and Anita Heiss’s (2003, 74-

76) analyses, which draw attention to non-Indigenous editors’ involvement in producing and 

publishing Indigenous writing. Kay Schaffer and Sidonie Smith’s (2004) discussion of Town’s 

reception construes an extra-textual intersubjectivity that locates the self relationally by 

considering readers’ responses to the text. Geographic relationality underpins Linda 

Westphalen’s reading of the Indigenous subject as a composite of land, country, and Dreaming 

figures (see Westphalen 2012, 31,49,92)52. Making space for others—whether members of 

Indigenous communities or non-Indigenous readers and collaborators in their various guises—

to enter the analytic frame decentres the fat embodied subject. This distancing, decentring 

effect suggests some of the anxiety about the fat body and its contagiousness that obesity 

discourse produces. 

 
52 Several readings of Indigenous relationships to place conceive the embodied subject in ways that gesture beyond the body 
(see Wells 1999; Spark 2002; Westphalen 2012). The potential to align such conceptual expanse with the material specificities 
of Langford Ginibi’s girth, or to link the expanding colonial territory with the expanding Indigenous body, is not canvassed, 
although Westphalen (2012, 109) observes ‘“possession of place” is also realised in terms of literal inscription on the body—
body art as symbolic representations of both Dreamings and geography’. 
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Whitlock’s reading is explicit about its relational perspective. Her chapter on Indigenous writers 

from Australia and South Africa privileges relational ideas that focus on spaces of exchange and 

translation—for instance between Indigenous writers and non-Indigenous editors (2000, 3)—

rather than binary opposition (2000, 142-178). Developing this relational analysis, she proposes 

that the bodiless woman ‘be read as a figure where personal and collective histories connect in 

these autobiographies’ (2000, 169). While the connection of subject and collective is pertinent 

to this thesis’s reading of food as a technology of biopower, reading through a prism of 

exchange and translation allows other subjects to enter the analysis and decentre Langford 

Ginibi, as becomes apparent when Whitlock explains that one of her goals in deploying the 

trope is to draw attention to the disembodiedness of the white feminist reader and its 

privileged capacity to construct the Indigenous body:  

 

[r]eading “the bodiless woman” produces familiar feminist and postcolonial figures at 

two levels: on the one hand “black bodies” emerge as transitional, transgressive, hybrid 

subjects and, on the other, the “white ghost” operates as the postcolonial and feminist 

reader 

    (Whitlock 2000, 170) 

 

Reading the bodiless woman would seem to produce black and white bodies unmarked by 

material corporeal differences. Whitlock’s arguments about standpoint do not engage the need 

to consider fatness an important aspect of the body, or, potentially, of bodily difference, 
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between and through which privileged relations are construed. While Whitlock makes the 

useful point, to which this chapter will later return, that labelling Langford Ginibi’s body 

transgressive norms the white body, the bodiless woman trope again provides a vehicle for 

other bodies to obscure the specifics of her fat embodiment by privileging the embodied critic 

as requiring attention. 

 

Dualism and alienation 

 

Dualism distinguishes the subject’s mind and body. It creates a hierarchy in which the subject 

becomes alienated from their body and experiences it as hindering enlightenment and self-

fulfilment (Neumann 1991; Bordo 2003; Grosz 1994). Under obesity discourse, the fat body is a 

particular impediment to subjectivity because it undermines fat subjects’ claims to biological 

citizenship and morality (Elliot 2007, 135; LeBesco 2004, 55). The effect is that fatness must be 

erased in a process of becoming thin that enables the subject to be (Kent 2001).  

 

One of the ways that colonialism inhibits Indigenous subjectivity is by excessively identifying 

Indigeneity with the body (Moreton-Robinson 2004, 75-89). This incentivises critical theorists to 

deploy a dualist perspective that foregrounds non-corporeal aspects of Langford Ginibi’s 

stories. It comes at the expense of addressing her embodiment, such that Langford Ginibi 

becomes a subject largely separate from her body in the secondary literature. Her interiority 

becomes the focal point of discussion, even where, as in Tim Rowse’s reading, this is marked by 

elusiveness and a ‘rarity of…feeling and interpretive subjectivity’ (1993:16; cf Spark 2002).  
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Whitlock’s analysis is most explicit in posing a duality of subject and body. She asks ‘questions 

about how subjectivity and the body of the self figure in these autobiographies as a 

combinatoire, a discursive arrangement which holds together in tension different lines of race, 

gender and sexuality’ (2000, 144-145). She justifies this dualism by attending to a passage 

detailing Langford Ginibi’s recovery from surgery, in which the patient comments ‘I lay on the 

bed wishing I could send my spirit somewhere so my body could heal’ (1988, 265). In contrast 

to Whitlock’s reading, this passage may be understood to evidence the impossibility of 

detaching mind (spirit) from body: the problem Langford Ginibi faces is not, as Whitlock has 

earlier written, ‘of making connections between the body and the spirit, the body and the 

mind, and different desires and needs’ (2000, 166) but the reverse. 

 

The alienation from the body that dualism provokes is apparent in Whitlock’s reading of 

Langford Ginibi as ‘frustrated by her attraction to weak men, battling against obesity, often 

unable to understand her motivations and sometimes expressing grief through violence and 

drink …’ (Whitlock 2000, 159). This passage is the only one in her chapter to mention Langford 

Ginibi’s fatness. Whitlock goes on to propose that ‘[t]he idea of [Langford Ginibi’s] body as alien 

is recurrent’ throughout Don’t Take Your Love to Town (2000, 166). Nadja Zierott’s (2005, 61) 

meditation, which cites Whitlock at length, advances a similar reading, in which Langford Ginibi 

‘distances herself from the person she superficially appears to be’. Because such distancing is 

unachievable in practice, proposing the subject as corporeally alienated and apprehending the 

body as an external and troublesome entity effectively devalues the marginalised body and the 
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marginalised self. This reproduces obesity discourse by occluding the possibility of fat 

subjectivity. 

 

The body as symptom 

 

Asserting duality and alienation from the body in Langford Ginibi’s stories is a precursor to 

reading it as symptom of external power relations and/or inner turmoil. Whitlock is explicit 

about reading the body as symptomatic ‘of dislocation and disorientation’ (2000, 166) rather 

than as a causal experiential element. Zierott’s reading of Don’t Take Your Love to Town adopts 

a similar perspective on the body, though she does not take up Whitlock’s important point 

concerning the way hybridity norms the white body and frames the embodied Indigenous 

subject as inherently transgressive. In Zierott’s (2005, 62) account, the body ‘becomes an 

external indicator of Ruby Langford Ginibi’s hybrid identity’. Langford Ginibi’s response to her 

body’s appearance is one of ‘utter disbelief’ such that ‘[i]t is a hard task for her…to make sense 

of her hybrid identity’ (Zierott 2005, 62). 

 

Understanding the body as a symptom or external indicator reproduces obesity discourse by 

reinscribing the truth that something of the subject may be known from their skin. While 

construing the body as an overdetermined conduit to personal behaviours and characteristics 

or socio-economic-historic conditions, Whitlock’s and Zierott’s analyses paradoxically also 

reproduce the trope of body as an impediment to self knowledge: in their readings, Langford 

Ginibi’s body is associated with a disoriented and disbelieving subject who cannot apprehend 
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their material condition. This contributes to marginalising and rendering inferior the fat subject, 

whose capacity to apprehend or even recognise the embodied self is curtailed. 

 

 

Accounting for the fat subject’s occlusion 
 

Elizabeth Spelman (1982) has identified Plato’s premise of a mind/body division as the basis of 

Western philosophic tradition’s dualism and discounting of the body as a suitable object of 

intellectual enquiry. Some possible ways of accounting for the mute critical response to 

Langford Ginibi’s fat body may be offered to supplement Spelman’s argument. These serve to 

demonstrate how obesity discourse mediates the disembodied Indigenous subjectivity that 

emerges in critical readings of Langford Ginibi’s stories. 

 

Under obesity discourse, fatness is a discrediting attribute, a marker of spoiled identity that 

evidences deviant or inferior personal habits (Goffman 1963; Dejong 1980). It has also come to 

be perceived as a marker of primitivity and lower levels of civilisation (Farrell 2009, 259) that 

manifests itself through an inability to control the body. Under obesity discourse, the fat body is 

that of ‘the lesser citizen, the one that explicitly cries out to be controlled because it has shown 

that autonomy has led to poor choices’ (Elliott 2007, 140). Given a colonial history of denying 

Indigenous subjectivity and citizenship on the grounds of primitivity and savagery (see 

McGregor 2011, xvii-xxv), acknowledging Langford Ginibi’s fatness risks undermining her claims 

for Indigenous advancement. Because obesity discourse constructs fatness as deviance—

despite also asserting that obesity is so prevalent in the population that it constitutes an 
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epidemic threatening the nation’s future—Langford Ginibi’s claims to equitable citizenship 

cannot be grounded in similarity but must be established as valid despite difference: not only 

must she argue that she is entitled to equal citizenship and subjectivity, but that she is entitled 

to it despite being fat. Ignoring Langford Ginibi’s fatness reasserts some of the middle class 

propriety that her empirical account challenges: it pretends not to notice the faux pas of fat 

subjectivity she performs. In eliciting this critical response, Langford Ginibi’s stories reveal 

obesity discourse’s workings—its inhibiting of fat subjectivity and the way it averts its gaze from 

the fat body’s disruptive implications. 

 

Reading Langford Ginibi as a fat subject 
 

The first step in addressing Langford Ginibi’s fatness is acknowledging that it is a component of 

her self representation. In Don’t Take Your Love to Town, the narrating subject’s fatness is 

initially suggested when her Uncle Sam refers to her as ‘the Big Noise’ and a ‘little heifer’ (1988, 

1-2). The first explicit mention of her fatness arrives soon after, as she writes, ‘I am a very large 

woman with a bird singing inside me’ (1988, 8)53. She then suspends direct references to her 

fatness—though, as argued later in this chapter, signs of fat subjectivity and obesity discourse’s 

subjectifying effect persist—until the 17th chapter, “The operation”, where her experiences of 

weight gain and loss, severe fat shaming, and the first of her two lipectomies are described 

(1988, 178-9). Her second lipectomy is described in the story’s final chapter (1988, 264-266). Of 

 
53 This should not be misinterpreted as invoking the common obesity discourse trope of a thin woman waiting to escape from 

within a fat body (see Mendoza 2009). The little bird is a Willy Wagtail, to which she is totemically related. 
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note for the reading of Langford Ginibi as a fat subject is that, despite dieting and surgery, she 

remained ‘still very big’ (1988, 209). 

 

Although Langford Ginibi rarely mentions her body in Don’t Take Your Love to Town, reading 

the story as a fat subject’s empirical account draws attention to the frequent references to food 

gathering, distribution, and consumption described in the previous chapter. Langford Ginibi 

makes reference to herself and her siblings over-eating as children, for instance during a 

harvest festival, when they consume so much corn that their mother prescribes a liberal dose of 

castor oil to help them purge themselves (1988, 12-13). While attending a fair, Langford Ginibi’s 

sister, Gwen, ‘started with hot chips at the boxing tents, then there were hot dogs at the horse 

pavilion, toffee apples at the cows, and she was halfway through her third fairy floss when we 

came to the tent of the Bodiless Woman’ (1988, 50).  

 

Like Don’t Take Your Love to Town, Langford Ginibi’s second book-length story, My Bundjalung 

People, establishes the narrator’s fatness at an early stage of the text. She comments on her 

‘fat little legs’ (1994, 4) and goes on to make several further references to her fat body (1994, 

13,114-115,144). A centrefold of photographs confirms her self representation as fat: the 

images depict her in a variety of seated and standing poses that display her extremely large 

body. As will be discussed later in this chapter, a significant difference between Don’t Take Your 

Love to Town and My Bundjalung People is that Langford Ginibi becomes more explicitly 

derogatory about her own, and others, fatness in the latter work. The narrator repeatedly 

remarks upon her fat body, the character traits and capabilities attributed it, and the limitations 
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she perceives it enforcing upon her (1994, 13,80,109). She also records her peers’ perception of 

fatness as an undesirable personal trait that renders her subject to mockery (1994, 13,209). Like 

Don’t Take Your Love to Town, My Bundjalung People records a childhood history of 

problematic over-eating. Returning to her home town, Coraki, she gazes at the corn fields and 

reminisces, ‘I can remember when we were little going with a chaff bag cadging the stuff, eating 

it until we had belly aches’ (1994, 6). That such over indulgence is habitual for Langford Ginibi is 

evident soon after, when she spots a copse of guava trees on the town’s outskirts:  

They were loaded! “Pull up! Pull up Pammy girl. Look! Guavas, lots and lots of em,” I 

yelled.  We had a fruit box in the car so we ran round picking them all. I knew I’d end up 

with belly ache because I hadn’t tasted guavas since I was a kid…    

        (1994, 13) 

Haunted by the Past, in which Langford Ginibi collaborates with her eldest son, Nobby, to tell 

the story of his life, makes no direct mention of her fatness. Brief allusions to her constrained 

mobility—the difficulty of climbing stairs (1999a, 64), ‘not [being] built for speed’ (1999a, 103), 

and requiring a chair while inspecting art works in a gallery (1999a, 148)—occur in the fifth, 

seventh and tenth chapters. These are somewhat ambiguous in being attributable to her age 

rather than her weight. 

 

The collections Real Deadly and All My Mob both display photographs of an unmistakably fat 

Langford Ginibi on their covers, as does the second edition of My Bundjalung People (1999). 

While Real Deadly’s cover reveals most of Langford Ginibi’s body, the other two covers show 

only her face. Both collections make repeated references to Langford Ginibi’s fatness. In Real 
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Deadly, Langford Ginibi describes herself as ‘built like a barrel’ (1992, 55). This is followed by an 

ambiguous mention of ‘major surgery on my stomach’ (1992, 61)—a lipectomy, as recounted in 

Don’t Take Your Love to Town—and direct references to being fat, such as not wanting to take 

many belongings on a trip because she ‘had enough weight of my own to carry around’ (1992, 

71; see also 1992, 60, 72,92). The story “Shame day” recalls her family teasingly describing her 

as ‘fat’ during birthday celebrations (1992, 108).  

 

All My Mob contains a selection of stories from Real Deadly as well as newer pieces of writing. 

It contains many references to Langford Ginibi’s fatness in new and republished material. The 

retitled and republished story “Koori dubays: four daughters” provides a short description of 

her surviving daughters. It begins with Dianne Joyce, whose husband ‘calls her “Little Ruby” 

because she’s fat and cuddly like me’ (2007, 121). Of some note is that this is the only 

descriptive reference Langford Ginibi makes to any of her daughters’ bodies in the piece. All My 

Mob makes further reference to Langford Ginibi’s ‘short little fat black legs’ (2007, 118) and 

recalls the damage she risks doing to an insufficiently robust choice of seat (2007, 249). It also 

describes mobility problems and other instances where her agency is curtailed; however, these 

are described ambiguously such that, like Haunted by the Past, they leave open the possibility 

of being age rather than weight related (2007, 19,140). The final piece in the book, “A journey 

of discovery”, repeatedly describes both Langford Ginibi and Dianne as ‘big’ (2007, 

286,288,293,294). The text also contains eight pages of photographs and pictures, several of 

which display Langford Ginibi’s fat body. 
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Taken together, the five stories clearly position their narrator as fat. Only in Haunted by the 

Past could her fatness conceivably go unnoticed. The following section of the chapter examines 

Langford Ginibi’s account of gaining and losing weight in Don’t Take Your Love to Town to 

identify the significance her fatness has for her and consider what possibilities for resisting 

obesity discourse it offers. 

 

Becoming fat, becoming thin: reproducing and resisting obesity discourse 
 

Lara Frater’s reading of fat protagonists in contemporary fiction asks two questions that may be 

applied to Langford Ginibi’s stories when seeking to identify how they reproduce and resist 

obesity discourse: are the representations of fatness ‘positive or detrimental to the acceptance 

of fat bodies’ and do the characters and texts ‘model acceptance or foster an obsession with 

weight?’ (Frater 2009, 235-236; see also Koppelman 2009, 215). In terms of accepting fat 

bodies, Langford Ginibi exceeds Frater’s binary formulation by marginalising fatness itself. 

Because the stories are not structured around weight loss or accepting the fat body, Langford 

Ginibi’s self-construction as a fat subject challenges obesity discourse and fat stigma. As 

Whitlock (2000, 160) observes in relation to Langford Ginibi’s Indigeneity, Don’t Take Your Love 

to Town is not a liberatory narrative in which the narrator achieves or (re)discovers her identity. 

The text provides an account of fat subjectivity that does not proceed towards thinness or fat 

acceptance: lipectomy and weight loss do not resolve the narrative by improving the narrator’s 

quality of life or creating new opportunities; there is no sense of self-transformed subjectivity, a 

‘new me’ (Throsby 2008), emerging post-surgery. Nor does Langford Ginibi provide an account 
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of learning to accept her fatness: subjectivity is not established or reclaimed in the story 

through a process of remedying or reconciling oneself to a fat body and identity. 

 

Producing a narrative in which a fat subject does not identify their weight as a challenge to be 

overcome, or a superordinate identity symbol, undermines obesity discourse’s positioning of 

fatness as a marker of physical, mental, and moral ill-health. Langford Ginibi achieves this 

without advocating fat acceptance, which may reproduce obesity discourse’s construction of 

fatness as a limiting and oppressive condition (see Murray 2005) or be understood as a form of 

‘ambivalent fatness’ that permits subjects to ‘just be fat’ (see Zimdars 2019, 11). Langford Ginibi 

is not obsessed with weight gain or loss: in Don’t Take Your Love to Town she mentions gaining 

weight once (1988, 177-178), while the topic of weight loss occupies only a slightly larger 

portion of the story: an initial three paragraphs (1988, 178), a further two page section detailing 

her first lipectomy operation and recovery period (1988, 208-209), then a final seven 

paragraphs recording the details of her second lipectomy and recovery (1988, 264-266). Losing 

weight is not mentioned at all in her other stories, despite, as will be discussed below, them 

repeatedly indicating that fatness is a shameful condition. For this reason, the following analysis 

deals primarily with Don’t Take Your Love to Town. 

 

In the only direct account Langford Ginibi provides of how she became fat, she recalls, 

 

[d]uring the first few years in the Valley I put on a lot of weight. Whether this was some 

sort of protection against the grief of losing Pearl and Bill, or a combination of the beer 
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and then the Valium the doctor prescribed for stress, I don’t know. Maybe I’d got used 

to eating big meals when I was working hard in the bush 

(1988, 177-8) 

 

The potential explanations Langford Ginibi offers for her fatness accord with several of the 

categories Karen Throsby (2007) identifies in her qualitative research examining the narratives 

through which a sample of weight loss surgery participants account for their weight, most 

particularly, associating it with significant life events and construing a relationship with food in 

which high-volume eating is normalised (2007, 1569-1570). Throsby (2007, 1562) understands 

such stories as being told to ‘negotiate and resist the discreditation of the fat self’ and contest 

the ‘attribution of moral failure to [the fat] body’. 

 

Langford Ginibi’s account of her weight gain risks reinscribing two detrimental readings of the 

fat body: fatness as produced by (and therefore symbolic of) trauma and psychological 

disturbance and fatness as a product of overeating and indolence. The account’s ambiguity in 

discerning a precise cause of her fatness may be read as suggesting an incapacity to apprehend 

or master the modern world: by attributing her fatness to the beer and Valium she uses to 

alleviate stress, as well as her residence in a suburban area (rather than the bush), Langford 

Ginibi reinscribes a primitivising narrative of the Indigene ill-equipped to face, and 

contaminated by, modernity (see Gilman 2010, 159-172; Goldie 1989, 99). Obesity discourse 

intersects and amplifies the subjugating effect: as Farrell (2009. 259) describes, a link between 

fatness and primitivism is proposed based on unconscious recall of food being scarce, hence 
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needing to be eaten in great volume when available. It frames the fat subject as incapable of 

adjusting to contemporary conditions of food sufficiency erroneously perceived as common to 

populations in the global north. In this way, Langford Ginibi’s account of her weight gain 

reproduces obesity discourse and its association with race.  

 

Notably, the passage affords fatness a desirable quality: it is a potential means of protecting the 

self. A number of North American studies have shown that black women are significantly less 

likely to stigmatise fatness or exhibit fat phobia than white women (see Hebl and Heatherton 

1998), particularly those who strongly identify with an ethnicised identity (Wood and Petrie 

2010, 148-150). This absence of fat phobia is deemed resistance to obesity discourse. Similarly, 

Langford Ginibi records no fear of being fat in Don’t Take Your Love to Town. When, during a 

rare excursion to town, she does inspect her body before a mirror in a dress store, she attends 

to her hair, skin, and evident pregnancy while making no mention of her weight54. She makes 

no value judgments about her appearance; no embarrassment or dismay, nor any of the anxiety 

around clothes shopping that animates contemporary accounts of fat experience (see Colls 

2006). Having considered her reflection, which, owing to her ‘blistered hands like a man’s, her 

face peeling like flaky pastry’, could not conform to conventional standards of beauty, she buys 

a sleeveless cotton dress and addresses the women she passes on the street, seemingly without 

fear of their disapproval (1988, 93). 

 

 
54 The event precedes her move to Green Park, which is the period she nominates as being when she gained a lot of weight. 
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Langford Ginibi does express weight-related anxiety and fear of weight-based discrimination in 

Don’t Take Your Love to Town, however it is not fear of being fat that elicits distress, but fear of 

ridicule or suffering being inflicted upon her when she tries to follow medical advice to try and 

lose weight. The story records that Langford Ginibi attends Weight Watchers for a period of 

three months (1988, 178) and undergoes two lipectomies to remove fat from her stomach 

(1988, 208-209,264-266). Attending Weight Watchers allows her to lose four stone; however, 

before long she is experiencing ‘heart palpitations and high blood pressure’ as a result of the 

group leaders’ punitive shaming practices (1988, 178). In response, ‘[t]he doctor told me to eat 

properly’ (1988, 178). Asserting the ill-effects of dieting and weight loss practices is consistent 

with fat studies’s critique of obesity discourse and the link it construes between reduced weight 

and health as well as the potentially detrimental health effects of diets and other weight loss 

practices (Campos 2004, 2011). While mentioning her doctor’s advice defers to and reinscribes 

medical authority, Langford Ginibi’s account of her lipectomies challenges medical modes of 

‘curing’ fatness. A series of delays before her first lipectomy induces anxiety (1988, 208). She 

then describes her first operation as being ‘sliced nearly in half’ (1988, 209), which underlines 

the invasiveness and severity of surgical procedures to reduce weight. Her lipectomies are 

doctor-encouraged rather than self-directed, yet (or, perhaps, so) produce no discernible 

changes in her conditions or quality of life55. Following her first surgery she comments, ‘even 

though I’d lost weight I was still very big,’ (1988, 209); before her second, she again possesses a 

‘mountainous stomach’ (1988, 262). Rather than enhancing her capabilities, the second 

 
55 One positive outcome is a renewed connection with her son, Nobby: ‘This was the first time Nob had been around to help 
when I was in trouble and I was glad to have him close’ (1988, 209). 
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lipectomy renders her too weak and depressed to attend her regular sewing classes (1988, 

264), which had facilitated significant familial and cultural connections and led to new 

experiences including air travel and a television appearance (1988, 231-236). Post-operation, 

her doctor warns her that she is likely to feel depressed and under stress for six months (1988, 

264). Langford Ginibi’s reticence about expressing emotion means she does not express any 

hope or personal desire to become thinner or disappointment when this does not occur. Her 

accounts of the detrimental effects of weight-loss surgery may be interpreted as a way of 

critiquing obesity discourse.  

 

Shaming the fat subject 

 

One of the ways in which obesity discourse produces docile, self-surveilling and regulating 

subjects is by stigmatising fat bodies and the eating habits assumed to produce them. Despite 

the ambivalence of Langford Ginibi’s accounts of gaining and losing weight, there is evidence in 

her stories that she has internalised a sense of fatness as a shameful condition. Shame may be 

understood as ‘psychic distress occasioned by a self or a state of the self apprehended as 

inferior, defective, or in some way diminished’ (Bartky 1990, 85). As Bartky observes, shame 

involves normativity because it ‘requires if not an actual audience before whom my deficiencies 

are paraded, then an internalized audience with the capacity to judge me, hence internalized 

standards of judgment’ (Bartky 1990, 86). In the analysis that follows, Langford Ginibi’s mockery 

of fatness and subtle tendency to dissemble about her diet is argued to demonstrate that she 

has internalised a sense of fat shame and may elicit it in others. 
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Before considering the way fat shame is manifested in the texts, an important preliminary point 

is to avoid a reductive sense that refusing to be ashamed of one’s fat body is necessarily an 

effective form of resistance. In the first instance, obesity discourse accommodates fat subjects 

who shamelessly perform stigmatised behaviours such as excessive consumption by construing 

them as requiring coercion and training to adopt correct modes of conduct. Within the fat 

studies literature, the resistance value and possibility of fat subjects refusing to be ashamed of 

their embodied selves is debated. Sharon Mazer considers whether ‘dominant cultural readings 

of the body, especially the female and fat body, inevitably supersede the individual’s narrative, 

her (counter)presentation of her subjective “self”?’ (Mazer 2001, 258). Murray (2005), too, 

questions the efficacy of self-love in the face of overt discrimination and fat stigma (cf Gailey 

2012, 120-122). She argues that feeling positive about one’s own body will not redress the 

dominant culture’s discriminatory treatment of fat subjects. She also observes that in refusing 

shame, the fat subject is potentially renouncing fatness itself, because obesity discourse 

construes fatness as signifying shame. 

 

Both Mazer and Murray disclose that, for them, observing other women’s performance of 

shameless fatness is discomfiting: it generates a shamed personal response rather than a desire 

to emulate the behaviour. This illustrates the difficulties of resisting obesity discourse. Engaging 

shamelessly in stigmatised behaviours may occasion shame in others, who do not perceive or 

experience their own fatness to be a consequence of performing the stigmatised behaviours 

and characteristics to which obesity discourse attributes the condition.  
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One possible method of resisting obesity discourse is to record the experiences of being fat 

shamed as a means of fostering others’ empathy. Dalziell’s reading of shame in Don’t Take Your 

Love to Town is pertinent here because it develops from the position that ‘black 

autobiographies invite the reader to participate imaginatively in the shame of the individual’ 

(Dalziell 1999, 149). She argues that while shame may inhibit experiences from being recounted 

and stories from being told, acknowledging and addressing it can facilitate social and personal 

change (1999, 269). Dalziell proposes that Don’t Take Your Love to Town ‘both represents and 

resists the shame of dispossession and loss of identity’ (1999, 151). Her reading identifies the 

provision of poor food as a shaming practice, alongside other oppressive measure such as 

curfews and surveillance, directed at Indigenous subjects (1999, 137), but does not address the 

explicit fat shaming that Langford Ginibi recounts or explore the way fat shame may influence 

the story. The potential to read Langford Ginibi’s fatness as a consequence of ‘the shaming 

experiences of poverty, domestic violence and repeated abandonment’ that Dalziell (1999, 151) 

examines is also not addressed. 

 

One of the ways Don’t Take Your Love to Town invites readers’ imaginative participation is by 

reserving emotional affect. As Rowse (1993) notes, there are few passages that describe the 

narrator’s feelings. This reticence means the reader must imagine the shaming effect of certain 

experiences related to fatness, such as when Langford Ginibi is hospitalised during her first 

lipectomy: 
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in the month I was in hospital I lost nineteen kilos. Even so, the doctor warned me, I’d 

have to come in for more surgical removal later on. In those days the doctor used to 

look at me and shake his head. Even though I’d lost weight I was still very big  

        (1988, 209) 

 

One can—indeed, must—imagine the sense of shame that the doctor’s disapproval generates 

here. Though Langford Ginibi does not articulate the feelings that this incident causes, her 

preceding account of severe fat shaming records its corporeal effects:  

 

I joined a Weight Watchers group in Ashcroft. I lost one stone four pounds in a month, 

and won the sash for Queen of the Month. Two women had put on a few pounds and 

were put in the pig pen, where they had bibs tied around their necks. On the bibs was a 

picture of a big pig. They had to sit there by themselves. One woman was told to get 

down on her hands and knees and bark like a dog. The other had to recite a nursery 

rhyme in a child’s voice. Watching these scenes I lost four stone in three months and 

ended up with heart palpitations and high blood pressure      

     (1988, 178) 

 

Both accounts are capable of generating an empathic response from readers, despite not 

explicitly articulating that Langford Ginibi herself feels a sense of personal shame. In this 

incident, fat shaming induces severe physical effects that lead to hospitalisation. This 

corresponds with scholarship within the fat studies field that suggest fat stigma may be 
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responsible for a significant component of the physical and psychological illness that fat 

subjects experience (see Puhl and Heuer 2010, 1023). Recording such outcomes of fat shaming 

may help inhibit it, even without disclosing one’s personal shame directly. 

 

While these episodes explicitly record Langford Ginibi’s experience of being subjected to fat 

shaming, other aspects of the text suggest a more complex and subtle internalisation of obesity 

discourse’s insistence that fatness is a shameful condition. This is evident in Langford Ginibi’s 

attempts to account for and diffuse responsibility for her fatness, as well as her compensatory 

attempts to model ‘good’ fat subjectivity by attempting to lose weight. William DeJong’s early 

work on fat stigma argues that the extent to which physically deviant subjects are perceived 

blameable or responsible for their condition mediates the shame and social derogation their 

condition occasions (1980, 76). As cited above, Langford Ginibi attributes her fatness to grief, 

poor medical advice concerning the biological effects of combining prescribed drugs with 

alcohol, and habituated eating practices developed while performing robust physical labour. 

She follows this account of her fatness’s origin by describing her attempts to lose weight. Her 

account may be understood as an attempt to ameliorate shame by diffusing responsibility for 

her condition while positioning her as a ‘good’ fat subject: one who is not responsible for her 

condition but nonetheless is taking steps to lose weight. These aspects of the narrative suggest 

an attempt to ameliorate fat shame rather than challenge it. 

 

Because obesity discourse attributes fatness to excessive consumption, a potentially shameful 

aspect of Don’t Take Your Love to Town is its frequent food references. As documented in the 
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previous chapter, the story contains at least one reference to food, meals, or cooking on 160 of 

its 269 pages. This frequency of reference may be interpreted as evidence that Langford Ginibi 

exhibits little of the shame about eating expected of the fat woman (see Bordo 1993, 99-134; 

Goodman 1995, 98-106; Zdrodowski 1996). Murray (2008, 217) explains, ‘[o]ne of the ways in 

which the fat woman attempts to circumvent negative responses to her body and its practices 

is by eating in private…the public ‘fat’ body is reviled, and the feeding performance is seen as a 

display of wanton desires, lack of control and disregard of social codes of feminine restraint’. At 

the same time, several aspects of Langford Ginibi’s representations of meals suggest a degree 

of anxiety about articulating personal consumption. The food insecurity and emphasis upon the 

circumstances in which food is procured and prepared contextualises the importance the 

narrator attributes meals throughout the story. Mitigating circumstances of food insufficiency 

are apparent in Langford Ginibi’s references to binge eating, as when they commence a long car 

journey taking only oranges and grapefruit to sustain them (1988, 124-5). The group stop at a 

town, where Langford Ginibi locates a charity and is able to obtain food and petrol money. ‘The 

girls and I sat in the back of the car gorging up on saveloys and breadrolls and cheese and 

tomato and tinned meat. We were starving’ (1988, 125), she recalls. The incident also 

demonstrates the way Don’t Take Your Love to Town’s accounts of meal provision, preparation 

and consumption centre on the family eating rather than presenting individualised accounts of 

Langford Ginibi’s personal consumption (1988, 79,95,157). This diminishes the sense that the 

story’s frequent references to food and meals are shameful evidence of the fat subject’s 

indiscriminate consumption or gluttony. 
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My Bundjalung People emphasises Langford Ginibi’s appetite without the attendant context of 

food insecurity. Unrepentant recollections of over-eating during childhood suggest habitual 

excess and indiscriminate consumption: Langford Ginibi makes early reference to gorging on 

crops intended for stock until she becomes sick (1994, 6,13). Soon after, while recounting 

further food-centric childhood memories, she comments, ‘[h]ere I go thinking about tucker 

again!’ (1994, 22). She and her travelling companion repeatedly invoke their desire for and 

enjoyment of a ‘good feed’ (1994, 13, 84, 127, 130, 184, 199, 202-203). This enjoyment of 

eating may be understood as ambivalent because it conforms to fat stigma but refuses to be 

inhibited by it. Its resistance value stems from refusing the normalisation of women’s dieting. 

The pleasure Langford Ginibi takes in satisfying (instead of suffering) the desire for food—in 

Irmgard Tischner and Helen Malson’s terms, ‘enjoying self-determination in relation to food’ 

(2011, 107)—may stem from her experiences of poverty and being responsible for feeding her 

large family during her younger years: she can now enjoy the food she wants when, where, and 

in the quantity she wants it. Despite this, her references to enthusiastic and excessive 

consumption are potentially shameful to others because they reinscribe the notion of the fat 

subject as an unrepentant glutton.  

 

The sense that excessive consumption is shameful becomes discernible in the disparaging and 

self-deprecating reference to fatness Langford Ginibi begins to make in My Bundjalung People 

(1994, 13,19,151). These remarks become more pronounced in the collections Real Deadly and 

All My Mob, where fatness and enthusiastic eating become a recurring source of humour. In the 

story, “The reunion”, Langford Ginibi comments ‘I hated to carry too many bags as I had enough 
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weight of my own to carry around’ (1992, 71). The tale also records her fear of becoming stuck 

in the toilet on the long-distance bus trip: ‘those tiny pigeonholes on the bus were no good to 

me, I was a robust woman ya see…’ (1992, 72). Although she makes no mention of being 

apprehensive about presenting her fat body to the relatives with whom she has lost touch, the 

unstated fear may perhaps motivate the repeated references to her weight. Despite any such 

fears, and in contrast to Don’t Take Your Love to Town, the story expresses considerable 

pleasure in personal consumption. After hearing favourable remarks about a local fish and chip 

shop, Langford Ginibi and her friends make a detour to sample its produce. The incident is 

potentially shameful because the group pursue the meal despite it making them late for their 

reunion. In her account, Langford Ginibi is not shy about expressing her hunger: ‘“Buy plenty 

Rita, cause I could eat a horse and cart, and chase hell out of the driver too,” I called…’ (1992, 

177). Superficially, the dominant note in this story is Langford Ginibi’s enjoyment of the meal 

and the humour that it occasions; however, this has the subsequent effect of positioning the fat 

subject as a source of amusement; Langford Ginibi recalls, ‘Dawn was laughing at us always 

thinkin’ about our bellies, and fillin’ ‘em up!’ (1992, 77).  

 

A similar emphasis on humour and fun disguises fat shaming in the story “Shame day”. The 

piece takes its name from the concurrence of Australia Day and Langford Ginibi’s birthday. As 

her assembled family members sing happy birthday, ‘[t]he kids joined in: “[w]hy was she born 

so beautiful?”  They also added, “and fat too!”’(Langford Ginibi 1992, 108). As in “The reunion”, 

fatness is apprehended as a source of humour—the fat body is funny to others, ostensibly even 

the fat subject. The emphasis on laughter and enjoyment here disguises the shame that being 
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teased about her fatness may have occasioned. Participating in the general merriment, even at 

her own expense, may be understood as a way of coping with and denying fat shame. This 

does, however, compromise the text’s resistance value. As Anne Hole contends, making fun of 

fat women diffuses their potential unruliness and the incentive to take their non-performance 

of normative subjectivity seriously (2003, 321). The latent aggression aroused by the deviant fat 

subject surfaces when Langford Ginibi’s birthday cake is slapped in a family member’s face and 

the party devolves into a food fight. The tale also prompts reflection about the difficulties and 

potential consequences of challenging fat shaming, particularly when an elaborate and 

generous meal—‘golden roast chickens—my favourite food…every salad imaginable…WOW! It 

was mouthwatering’ (1992, 108)—has been provided and the family are ostensibly enjoying a 

rare moment of togetherness. 

 

In these stories, Langford Ginibi compensates for her enthusiasm about eating by 

acknowledging the shame of her fat subjectivity; however, her comments do not ameliorate 

shame so much as evidence it. They may be interpreted as a way of deflecting or discouraging 

shaming by others: following Farrell (2011, 7-8), self-deprecating remarks demonstrate an 

acquiescence to the dominant code that allows the fat subject to avoid censure even while 

deviating from obesity discourse’s normative weight. They evidence Langford Ginibi adopting a 

conciliatory pose that deflects shaming responses by demonstrating her acquiescence to 

obesity discourse through pejorative references to her fatness. Such self-shaming may be 

understood as a survival tool or defense mechanism similar to that Bartky observes in her work 
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on femininity and domination. It manifests a ‘fear of demeaning treatment’ (Bartky 1990, 90) 

and attempts to soften its blow. 

 

The sense that Langford Ginibi is ashamed of her fatness, and has therefor internalised obesity 

discourse, is made clear in references to limited mobility and other activities she records her 

body size prohibiting. She observes her companion running through trees and wishes she could 

do the same (1994, 80), experiences difficulties participating in political events (1994, 86), gives 

up a favourite coat because she has become too fat to wear it (1994, 109), and declines an 

invitation to play pool because her ‘big belly’ prevents her from shooting from the corners 

(1994, 114-115). On more than one occasion, she also describes a fear of falling and being 

mocked that prevents her from dancing (1992, 55; 1994, 209). In My Bundjalung People, the 

incident is largely obscured by references to the ‘wonderful’ and ‘warm and loving’ atmosphere 

(1994, 209) but, despite this camouflage, it seems Langford Ginibi is keenly aware of the risk of 

ridicule that her fatness poses and invites. 

 

By the time of her last collection, All My Mob, Langford Ginibi reports, ‘my legs had gone on 

me’ (2007, 19). Her account is ambiguous in that is potentially attributable to age rather than 

her fatness. She dispenses with this tactic in the story, “Catching up with my boys”, in which she 

recalls being unable to accompany family members inside during a visit because, ‘it’s hard for 

me to climb back into this sort of van, with me [sic] short little fat black legs’ (2007, 118). Three 

stories later, in “Moving the old grey mare”, she records that when her family help her move 

house, ‘I was blubbering like an idiot cause I couldn’t help with anything because of my 
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disability’ (2007, 140). Other tales describe her remaining in vehicles while others complete 

tasks such as shopping or unpacking luggage (2007, 233-234). The shame-inducing experience 

of physical disability is pronounced, although it is ambiguously described with reference to her 

fatness56. 

 

Conclusion 

 

This chapter has only begun the work of exploring Langford Ginibi’s life stories through the 

prism of obesity discourse. There are many further aspects of Langford Ginibi’s stories that 

exhibit an ambivalent relation to obesity discourse’s pathologising of fatness. Her accounts of 

performing strenuous physical labour (Langford Ginibi 1988, 88, 91, 108) simultaneously refute 

the indolence to which obesity discourse attributes fatness while suggesting she transgresses 

feminine norms. Similarly, her violent conduct and ability to overpower men (1988, 148-149, 

163, 206) refutes a construction of the fat female subject as inferiorly embodied while 

reinscribing her as an unruly and literal threat to the population’s health and wellbeing (see 

Tischner and Malson 2011, 107). In contrast to obesity discourse’s pathologising of the fat 

subject as sexually undesirable, Langford Ginibi recounts instances where she enjoys more than 

one suitor (1988, 86) and refuses an admirer (1988, 170); however, obesity discourse can 

accommodate her fecundity and frequency of sexual liaison57 by framing them as evidence of 

the fat woman’s allegedly excessive appetite and lack of self control.  

 
56 Langford Ginibi’s companion, Pam Dahl-Helm Johnston (2012, 14-15), explicitly attributes the storyteller’s mobility issues to 
fatness. 
57 Don’t Take Your Love to Town’s prologue makes reference to nine children and a series of Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
sexual partners (Langford Ginibi 1988, 2). 
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In the colonial scene, Langford Ginibi’s fecundity and sexual desirability to non-Indigenous men 

is threatening because it contests hierarchical race relations between Indigenous and non-

Indigenous women, transgresses Indigenous/non-Indigenous biological boundaries and 

categories, and (re)produces a population capable of contesting colonial claims to legitimately 

occupy Australia. Relative to the food-centric biopolitical discourse that this thesis takes as its 

object, this demonstrates new ways that the technology of food produces the raced Other as a 

form of life that may be normed, regulated, and let die to improve the population’s health, 

vitality, and wellbeing. 

 

As this chapter has shown, Langford Ginibi’s self representation does not conform to the 

conventional subject positions of ‘good’ fat subject seeking to reduce their weight or ‘bad’ fat 

subject ignorant and unrepentant about their body. This ambivalence suggests a further means 

of resisting some of the norming and regulating discourse through which food’s biopolitical 

functions and effects are produced. The tactic inhibits the reiteration of truths and power-

knowledge about the fat black female subject, , whose self elaboration evades the reductive 

and polarising analyses that obesity discourse encourages. Following Throsby (2007, 1563), 

such tactics may be understood as ‘strategically mobilis[ing] and resist[ing] the dominant 

discourses of the ‘war on obesity’.  

The themes of mobilising and resisting dominant discourses, and the notion of (race) war, will 

be pursued in the following chapter, which turns its attention to food’s role in facilitating 

interventions at the level of the population in Alexis Wright’s Grog War. 
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“Free pub meals”: food, race, and security in Alexis Wright’s Grog War 
 

In Alexis Wright’s Grog War (1997), food becomes an important site of conflict between local 

Indigenous government representatives and members of the non-Indigenous population. Grog 

War documents the efforts of Julalikari (‘for the people’) Council Aboriginal Corporation to 

regulate and restrict the supply of alcohol on Warumungu land in the Northern Territory town 

of Tennant Creek58. As the title suggests, Wright recognises and reproduces local Indigenous 

people’s keen awareness that alcohol is a weapon that colonisers use against them. She records 

oral histories of Indigenous people’s encounters with the non-Indigenous explorers John 

McDouall Stuart and Alfred Giles, whose expeditions carried alcohol to the region for the first 

time (cf Brady 1990, 196), and describes non-Indigenous pastoralists’ and miners’ coercive 

liquor provision and homicidal behaviour upon their arrival in the region during the late 19th 

and early 20th centuries (Wright 1997a, 22-38). Shifting her focus to the near present, Wright 

details the Indigenous health organisation Anyinginyi Congress’s efforts to reduce alcohol 

supply in Tennant Creek. The Congress’s successful campaign to prevent local venues using 

graphic striptease shows to sell alcohol during the 1980s (Wright 1997a, 71-76; see also Boffa, 

George and Tsey 1994) informs the population-wide regulatory solutions that Julalikari Council 

pursue during the 1990s. Wright records the Council’s setbacks and progress at building local 

support for liquor restrictions, securing an alcohol-free day to discuss the issue, challenging the 

ingrained cultural habits, vested local interests, and political discourses and institutions that 

 
58 In addition to Warumungu people, members of the Warlpiri, Alyawarra, Wambaya, Warlmanpa, Jingili, 
Mudburra, and Kaytetye nations reside in this area (Boffa, George, Tsey 1994, 359). 
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reify and benefit from excessive alcohol supply, and negotiating a trial of locally devised liquor 

restrictions. Grog War’s account of this adversarial process culminates in a hearing before the 

Liquor Licensing Board, at which the community and its representatives present and secure 

support for their proposals to reduce alcohol’s availability in the town: restrictions on the 

packaging, strength, varieties, and volume of liquor that may be sold and a weekly alcohol-free 

day that coincides with the distribution of welfare payments (Wright 1997a, 133-200). The 

story’s final chapters recount the restrictions’ and court cases’ consequences and reflect on the 

lessons of the Indigenous community’s victory (Wright 1997a, 242-258). 

 

Read through a biopolitical lens, Grog War reveals the ways in which the Indigenous people 

who live in and around Tennant Creek are produced, and resist their designation, as a form of 

life that may be let die. It describes how Tennant Creek’s regulatory environment, and local 

failure to observe or enforce its provisions, enabled non-Indigenous licensees to supply alcohol 

in frequencies and volumes that produced substantial harm to the town’s Indigenous 

population. Their attempt to restrict alcohol supply by amending and enforcing regulatory 

measures may be understood as a move by the raced Other to be reconceived and reclassified 

as part of the population whose vitality is government’s object and rationale. Julalikari Council 

advances what may be described as an affirmative and emancipatory biopolitics: one that 

effaces racial divisions by refusing proposals that would restrict alcohol’s availability for 

Indigenous people only (Clendinnen 2004, 125-126) and challenging Indigenous pathologisation 

by insisting that illegal and unethical liquor supply, rather than Indigenous personal and cultural 

deficiency, is the source of the population’s suffering (Grossman 1998, 84). Grog War, which 
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Julalikari Council commissioned Wright to produce (Brown 2000, 23), complements and is a 

component of this biopolitical strategy. It endorses Julalikari’s arguments and provides a 

positive ‘asset-based’ account of the Indigenous community’s amelioration of a public health 

problem (Carfoot 2016, 226). 

 

This chapter’s analysis of Grog War responds to the thesis’ sub-questions concerning the ways 

food imposes a racial caesura, regulates populations and their conduct, optimises some 

segments of the population while eliminating others, and facilitates resistance. The reading 

centres Indigenous agency and shows how Indigenous people themselves deploy food as a 

technology of biopower through which they problematise the population and apprehend, 

elaborate, and attempt to resolve raced and unraced threats to their wellbeing by imposing 

regulations that operate at the level of the population. This differs substantially from extant 

readings of food and biopolitical governance that emphasise coercive regulations of diet by 

governments, corporate actors, and non-governmental organisations and attempts to resist it 

by the object populations (Rowse 1998; Nally 2011; Holloway and Morris 2012; Scott-Smith 

2014; Kurtz 2015). In particular, regulating non-Indigenous Australians’ consumption at the 

behest of the Indigenous population stages a significant reversal of the characteristic pattern of 

race relations in the colony. The chapter draws attention to competing non-Indigenous 

attempts to use food as a means of securing the conditions that enable the raced Other to be 

reproduced, rendered profitable, and let die. This identifies food as a medium through which 

the logic of security, as well as that of race war, operates and is evident. 
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To contextualise this food-centric reading of Grog War, the first section of the chapter provides 

a brief overview of connections between Indigenous peoples’ consumption of food and alcohol 

in the Australian colony. 

 

Food and restrictions on Indigenous people’s access to alcohol in the Australian colony 

 

The Licensed Publicans Act 1838 (NSW) was the first legislation to forbid the supply of alcohol 

to Indigenous people in Australia. Similar laws were passed in all Australian states and 

territories, ostensibly to protect both Indigenous and non-Indigenous populations’ health and 

wellbeing (see Brady 1990, 198; Hunter 1993, 90). Various links between alcohol and food in 

the discourse of this early period include legislative provision for pastoralists to pay Indigenous 

employees in rations of alcohol and a fear that intoxicated Indigenous people threatened 

pastoral land management (Brady 1990, 197-198). Prohibition for Indigenous people was 

repealed between 1957 and 1972 (see Hunter 1993, 90); however, informal local restrictions 

were established in rural and remote Indigenous communities to minimise alcohol’s harmful 

effects (Brady 1990, 196,202). Many of these local regimes were subsequently formalised 

through legislation that facilitated alcohol’s restriction and regulation as part of Alcohol 

Management Plans (AMPs) (see Smith et al. 2013, 3). In the Northern Territory, the Liquor Act 

1979 (NT) enabled communities to implement a range of localised measures, including 

reductions in the volume, varieties, and strength of alcoholic beverages that may be sold; 

injunctions on the sale of alcohol for off-premises consumption; and the complete prohibition 

of alcohol sale or possession (Brady 1990, 207-208). 
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Food sufficiency recurs as the rationale for reducing alcohol’s circulation in several accounts of 

these localised liquor management regimes. A review of Indigenous-led efforts to restrict 

alcohol’s circulation among Anangu people at Yalata, South Australia, cites a local woman 

imploring ‘[h]ow many times you see tjitji [children] wandering around here, no mai [food], no 

camp, no tucker’ (Brady, Byrne and Henderson 2003, 68). Indigenous women from Alice Springs 

make similar claims when challenging a proposal to establish an Indigenous-owned drinking 

club, which, they argue, ‘would cause more money to be spent on alcohol, rather than on food 

for families’ (Rowse 1994, 23). These assessments correlate with Maggie Brady’s collection of 

Indigenous accounts of drinking and its consequences, which records many instances of people 

going without food after spending their wages or welfare payments on alcohol (Brady 1995, 63-

64,67,72,130) or being otherwise unable or unwilling to procure food due to excessive drinking 

(Brady 1995, 90,92,138). 

 

The testimony cited above suggests an inverse relationship between food’s and alcohol’s 

circulation; however, not all researchers who document Indigenous Australian people’s 

experiences of local liquor restrictions record specific references to food (see Clough et al 2017; 

Robertson, Fitts and Clough 2017; Senior et al. 2009). Furthermore, some histories of 

Indigenous drinking identify positive links between food and alcohol. Preliminary positive 

correlations between the two include Macassan fishermen exchanging the potent liquor arrack 

for access to trepang fishing grounds along the Northern coast of Australia during the early 18th 

century (Brady 2002, 121) and British officers using the meal as a site where alcohol could be 
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introduced and made available to select Indigenous people during the early years of 

colonisation in Sydney (Brady 2017, 7-11,24; McIntyre 2008, 39.7-39.10). Brady’s recent study 

of Indigenous Australian temperance movements notes efforts to discourage excessive drinking 

by offering desirable meals (Brady 2017, 35,188-189,238-239). This associates food provision 

with alcohol while attenuating the inverse relationship between them. Similar links between 

food and alcohol were construed as a way of reducing the harm caused by excessive drinking in 

Tennant Creek during the 1990s (Gray et al. 2000, 39); however, as Grog War describes, the 

practice was manipulated to maintain Indigenous consumption levels and ensured alcohol’s 

continuing circulation rather than reducing it. 

 

The relationship between food and alcohol is tenuous in formal evaluations of efforts to reduce 

alcohol’s circulation in Indigenous communities. A report on the Groote Eylandt and Bickerton 

Island AMP cites anecdotal Angurugu, Umbakumba, and Milyakburra people’s testimony that, 

‘[s]ince the alcohol has stopped, the men who used to be drinkers and used to be violent are 

going hunting. Taking their children hunting. Getting good food’ (Conigrave, Proude and d’Abbs 

2007, 4). (No dietary change is quantified in the report.) A review of five separate evaluations of 

AMPs and localised alcohol restrictions in regional and remote Australia shows that only one—

Tennant Creek’s—explicitly includes ‘expenditure on food’ as one of the ‘indicators of [alcohol-

related] harm associated with health and well-being’ (d’Abbs and Togni 2000, 47; see D’Abbs, 

Togni and Crundall 1996)59. 

 
59 The principal arbiters through which the Indigenous population and its relationship to alcohol are problematised are the 
frequency, volume, and concentration of alcohol consumption; alcohol-related hospital admissions, illnesses, and injuries; road 
accidents; mortality rates; criminal offences, arrests, court appearances, and convictions; domestic violence and sobering up 
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In contrast to these locally devised and Indigenous-led or supported AMPs, the alcohol 

restrictions imposed as part of the Federal Government’s Northern Territory Emergency 

Response (NTER) and subsequent Stronger Futures policies link them explicitly with food60. The 

NTER was launched on 21 June 2007 following the publication of Ampe Akelyernemane Meke 

Mekarle. The report foregrounds the risk factors for child sexual abuse in Indigenous 

communities. It notes community members’ concerns about children’s welfare, including food 

insecurity and insufficiency, which it attributes to excessive alcohol consumption and gambling 

(Wild and Anderson 2007, 163,189-190,201)61. The report recommends establishing ‘a universal 

meals program for Aboriginal students (breakfast, morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea)’ and 

exploring the possibility of substituting food vouchers for welfare payments (Wild and 

Anderson 2007, 156,171). 

 

The Federal Australian Government responded to the report by unilaterally announcing a 

program of 37 initiatives that include banning alcohol and pornography, imposing direct income 

management of welfare recipients, and licensing food stores across approximately 500 

Indigenous communities in the Northern Territory (Yu, Duncan and Gray 2008, 9). Income 

management quarantines 50 per cent of fortnightly welfare payments for expenditure on 

 
shelter occupancy; and school attendance levels (see Margolis et al. 2011, 504; D’Abbs and Togni 2000, 47-49; Brady and 
Palmer 1984, 31-65). 
60 See Altman and Russell (2012, 4-5) for a summary of differences between the original NTER and the Stronger Futures/Closing 
the Gap policies and practices. Bray, Gray, Hand and Katz (2014, 2) specify the differences between the NTER’s income 

management and Stronger Futures’s new income management. 
61 Perspectives on gambling’s relationship to food were not uniform in the report: ‘[g]ambling was not regarded as such a 
problem in communities where the winnings were in, any event, divided up among the players and used for food shared out’ 
(Wild and Anderson 2007, 201). 
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‘essential’ items such as food, clothing, rent, and utilities. The income managed portion of 

welfare payments—and 100 per cent of any lump sums received—are delivered by way of a 

‘Basics Card’ that cannot be used to purchase alcohol, pornography, or tobacco products. 

Parents and guardians subject to income management are obliged to demonstrate how they 

will provide for their children’s wellbeing. Federal Government agencies may compel the 

expenditure of quarantined funds on ‘essentials’, including school or community-centre based 

programs to feed children (Bray, Gray, Hand and Katz 2014, 121). In addition, a licensing regime 

that requires food stores in remote communities to offer a reliable supply of healthy, high 

quality, and affordable food serves as a further ‘food security measure’62. 

 

The political rhetoric used to support the NTER/Stronger Futures initiatives asserts an inverse 

relationship between the Indigenous population’s food security and alcohol’s circulation. 

Although alcohol was already prohibited in most Indigenous communities in the Northern 

Territory (Brady 2007, 60), the Minister for Families, Community Services and Indigenous 

Affairs, Mal Brough MP, contended that the NTER would ‘make sure money paid to parents and 

carers by the government for feeding children is not used for buying grog or for gambling’ 

(Brough 2007, 11). His successor, Jenny Macklin MP, reiterated this when announcing income 

management’s continuation to ‘ensure…that more welfare is spent in the interests of children 

on life essentials, including food, clothes and housing costs, and less welfare goes to problem 

 
62 This aspect of the programme requires licensed stores to provide a ‘[r]easonable quality, quantity and range of groceries and 
consumer items available and promoted at the store, including healthy food and drinks’ as well as having the ‘capacity to 
participate in the requirements of the income management arrangements under the social security law; and hav[ing] sound 
financial structures, retail and governance practices’ (cited in Australian Human Rights Commission 2012, 57). The Stronger 
Futures program further obliged licenced stores to promote good nutrition and address operational factors that could 
negatively impact food security. 
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behaviours like gambling and alcohol abuse’ (Macklin and Snowdon 2010). Some Indigenous 

groups and commentators repeated the claim that the measures would be ‘a way of diverting 

more money to household necessities and reducing the amount of cash available to be spent on 

alcohol…’ (NPY Women’s Council 2010).  

 

Evaluations of the NTER and Stronger Futures income management programs explicitly 

examined their effects on Indigenous diet and food security (Bray et al 2014, 119-192). They 

reveal little or no success in improving the Northern Territory Indigenous population’s food 

security and increasing the proportion of income spent on food. The final evaluation found that 

nearly 40% of Indigenous people subject to income management had run out of money for food 

in the preceding month (Bray et al 2014, 178). It reported that 

 

[t]here was no evidence of changes in spending patterns, including food and alcohol 

sales, other than a slight possible improvement in the incidence of running out of 

money for food by those on Voluntary Income Management, but no change for those on 

compulsory income management. The data show that spending on BasicsCard on fruit 

and vegetables is very low. There was no evidence of any overall improvement in 

financial wellbeing, including reductions in financial harassment or improved financial 

management skill … 

     (Bray et al 2014, xxi) 
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A further Federal Government-commissioned evaluation of the NTER’s Stronger Futures 

iteration confirmed these findings (Commonwealth of Australia 2016, 5-18). It reported no 

significant change in alcohol consumption patterns, as well as little to no change in the range of 

fruit and vegetables available in the territory’s remote stores63, declining amounts of fresh fruit 

and vegetables rated as good by customers, and average food costs in remote stores 

approximately 30 per cent higher than comparable goods in supermarkets and corner stores 

(Commonwealth of Australia 2016, 15,40)64. Although the evaluators suggested the store 

licensing initiative had theoretically improved food security in remote communities, they were 

unable to quantify any subsequent improvements in family or community wellbeing (Wright 

1997a, iv). An independent evaluation reached similar conclusions: its study of income 

management’s impact on Indigenous people’s shopping practices and the dietary quality of 

purchased food and drinks across ten Northern Territory communities—eight of which had 

completely prohibited alcohol and the other two heavily restricted it—reported that it 

‘appeared to have no effect on total store sales, food and drink sales, tobacco sales and fruit 

and vegetable sales’ (Brimblecombe et al. 2010, 552). The statistics recorded in the Overcoming 

Indigenous Disadvantage: Key Indicators 2016 show that the NTER and Stronger Futures 

initiatives have failed to produce discernible improvements in the Northern Territory 

Indigenous population’s health, wealth, or wellbeing65. 

 
63 ‘since 2012…there has been no increase in the average number of varieties of vegetables in remote stores. Over the same 
period, the average number of fruit has increased from 10 in 2012 to 11 in 2015’ (Commonwealth of Australia 2016, 40). 
64 Despite this data, the report contended that ‘store licensing had overall had a positive impact on food security in remote 
communities’ and that, given ‘overall improvements in store regulation, governance and management…an associated 
improvement in food security and related social, economic and health outcomes in communities would be expected’ 
(Commonwealth of Australia 2016, 40). 
65 The key indicators reveal a 14.4 year gap in life expectancy between the Northern Territory’s Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
people (SCRGSP 2016, Table 4A.1.1), which is a slightly greater discrepancy than ten years earlier (see SCRGSP 2016, Table 
4A1.3), a medium income for Indigenous people nearly two thirds less than non-Indigenous people’s (SCRGSP 2016, Table 
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Despite the failure to improve food security or optimise the Indigenous population by reducing 

alcohol’s circulation and consumption, food does perform biopolitical technological functions as 

part of the discourse that the NTER and Stronger Futures generate. Food’s prominence as a 

rationale and a metric for evaluation demonstrates that it is problematising life in ways that 

render it administrable. As a focal point of income management, food is an important site of 

administration through which the NTER attempts to achieve its goal of producing what may be 

described as ‘a newly oriented “normalised” Aboriginal population’ (Hinkson 2007, 66). Food is 

central to the intensified and quotidian surveillance of the lives of Indigenous people subject to 

income management (see Dee 2013). Income management’s archive of food purchase 

information yields ‘a virtual solid form as a “data body”’ that is massifying and individualising, 

such that, ‘[o]n arrival anywhere, the citizen has already been “measured and classified” and 

also “sorted”…and is treated according[ly]’’ (Dee 2013 276). The surveillance’s specificity is such 

that the final evaluation is able to report, ‘within Basics Card spending on fruit and vegetables 

the major item purchased were bananas (18.5 per cent of sales). These were followed by frozen 

green vegetables, and then three pre-packaged items identified as: fruit packs; salad packs; and 

vegetable packs’ (Bray et al 2014, 141). 

 

Critical readings of the NTER draw attention to the way it imposes a racial caesura and produces 

a pathologised and subaltern raced portion of the population (Howard-Wagner 2010, 218; 

 
4A.10.1), which is slightly worse than the figures for 2002, and, significantly for an initiative ostensibly aimed at improving 
children’s wellbeing, more than four times as many Indigenous minors suffering physical, sexual, emotion abuse or neglect 
compared to their non-Indigenous peers (SCRGSP 2016:Table 4A.11.3), which is a considerably worse ratio than in 2001-2002 
(SCRGSP 2016, Table 4A.11.14). 
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Morris and Lattas 2010; Bielefeld 2017, 158; Grieves 2017, 91-92). At the level of the archive, 

food purchase data facilitates comparison between Indigenous and non-Indigenous populations 

(see Bray et al 2014, 145-146). Income management generates affective and material empirical 

effects: many Indigenous people describe the shaming, loss of cultural integrity, and 

subsequent mental health effects that being subjected to income management and alcohol 

restrictions causes (see Cox 2011, 40-41; Senior et al 2009, 161). Some find that the Basics Card 

prevents them obtaining inexpensive food from markets and small producers, who only accept 

cash, which makes satisfying their need for sustenance more difficult and expensive (Bray et al 

2014, 137-138; Equality Rights Alliance 2011, 21-22). Given that few programs and services to 

reduce demand for alcohol and manage addiction have been provided in communities subject 

to the NTER, the increasingly punitive fines, and the high price of illicit liquor, can also mean 

some Indigenous families may have less money to spend on food than before the regime was 

imposed (Clough et al 2016, 72). Some women report that a fear of being subjected to income 

management discourages them from approaching Centrelink for support and welfare payments 

to which they are entitled (Equality Rights Alliance 2011, 6); conversely, income management 

may be argued to reduce Indigenous people’s capacity to manage money and increase 

Indigenous dependence on welfare and paternal government practices, as allocations to school 

nutrition programs, rent, and utilities is done on their behalf (Bray et al 2014, xxi; Concerned 

Australians 2012, 63; Cox 2011, 40). The cumulative effect is to diminish the Indigenous 

population’s health, wealth, wellbeing, and capacity for self governance through a food-centric 

program ostensibly intended to optimise them and the broader population. 
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The NTER and its consequences may be understood as ‘one more step in a continuum of attacks 

on Aboriginal individuals and families by the racist Australian settler colonial state’ (Grieves 

2017, 87). It manifests biopower’s thanaticism and the race war through which Foucault 

proposes the contemporary nation state may be understood. Dinesh Wadiwel and Deirdre 

Tedmanson (2013) invoke and extend Foucaultian race war in their biopolitical reading of the 

NTER’s regulation of food and alcohol. They identify food as both a weapon of race war used to 

pathologise and race Indigenous people and one of ‘the spoils of war’—a medium through 

which victory in race war is performed, sovereignty asserted, and domination reproduced 

(2013, 227-231,240-241). They argue that the sovereign—manifested in this setting as the 

dominant class of the colonisers—derives pleasure from controlling the raced Other’s 

consumption. This pleasure incentivises the population’s administration, which deploys 

biopolitical discourse to facilitate and legitimate the exercise of power while disguising its 

impetus (Wright 1997a, 229). 

 

While Wadiwel and Tedmanson apply a Foucaultian understanding of (bio)power, they limit 

their analysis to coercive colonial applications of power rather than agonistic relations. Their 

discussion does not afford Indigenous people agency or consider ways in which biopower and 

race war is resisted. The absence of resistance in their reading is common to critiques and 

research on alcohol restrictions: while much of the critical literature on the NTER/Stronger 

Futures performs resistance by critiquing and contesting the initiative’s rationale, intent, and 

administration, frequent instances of Indigenous people circumventing income management by 

trading Basics Cards for cash, sharing or losing them, deliberately misleading evaluators, and 
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stealing or smuggling alcohol (see Bray et al 2014, 134-136,169) are rarely described as forms of 

direct resistance that frustrate the attempted surveillance, norming of conduct, and production 

of a reliable data body (cf Senior et al 2009, 125,132). More importantly for this chapter, the 

analyses do not consider the ways in which Indigenous people themselves may deploy food as a 

weapon of race war and technology of biopower through which they may seek to optimise the 

population. To address some of these issues, the reading of Grog War that follows examines 

how food functions as a weapon of race war in a situation where refusing to control Indigenous 

people’s access to pleasures such as alcohol generates thanatic effects. It shows that food is a 

weapon of race war that both sides of the conflict may use as part of efforts to optimise the 

population by restricting or maintaining alcohol’s circulation. This reveals new ways that food 

produces and marks a racial boundary and identifies the effects alcohol has on mediating and 

reproducing it. 

 

Grog War 

 

Wright introduces Grog War as ‘a story of how the Warumungu people in the Northern 

Territory town of Tennant Creek are dealing with the invasion of grog on their traditional lands’ 

(Wright 1997a, ix). As the citation preceding the first chapter makes clear, this invasion is part 

of a genocidal race war: ‘I have heard white people say cynically, “[w]e couldn’t clean them up 

with poison and guns, but you watch, we’ll do it with the grog”’ (Downing 1973, 3 in Wright 

1997a 1). 
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For the Warumungu, the first step in combatting this invasion is to conceive the problem 

afflicting the population as one of alcohol supply rather than alcohol consumption. As Wright 

makes clear, ‘[t]he feeling among Aboriginal people about grog is that it is not theirs. They are 

not the ones selling it. They do not order it and sell it in Tennant Creek’ (Wright 1997a, 102). 

The Indigenous representative organisations Julalikari Council Aboriginal Corporation and 

Anyinginyi Congress devise and implement, against considerable non-Indigenous opposition, a 

strategy to reduce the harm being done to Indigenous people, and to improve the whole 

population’s health, wealth, and wellbeing, by imposing greater restrictions on the sale of 

alcohol (for a summary of these measures, see Gray et al 2000, 39; Wright 1997a, 163). 

Crucially, and for the first time in a town where the majority of the population are non-

Indigenous (Saggers and Gray 1998, 101-102), the new regulations are intended to apply to all 

Tennant Creek residents. This differs from non-Indigenous counter-proposals for ‘special 

measures’ that apply only to Indigenous people or exclusionary regulations that preserve 

existing levels of alcohol supply while insulating the non-Indigenous population from its 

consequences (see Wright 1997a, 104-125).  

 

The town’s Indigenous residents are faced with a biopolitical situation where important 

members of the dominant population exhibit substantial interest in sustaining and reproducing 

them as a form of raced life characterised by extremely high levels of alcohol consumption. The 

financial gain some members of Tennant Creek’s non-Indigenous population accrue from 

supplying high volumes of alcohol is considerable. Indigenous alcohol purchase, and other 

expenditure, contributes significantly to the local economy and thus the population’s economic 
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wellbeing and, ultimately, persistence (Wright 1997a, 129,166,228). The ill-health, dysfunction, 

and deviance from non-Indigenous norms of conduct that excessive alcohol supply accentuates 

among Indigenous people are used to publicly denigrate them and inhibit their ability to 

participate in and shape local government policy and practice (Wright 1997a, 77). 

Foregrounding deleterious Indigenous practices of alcohol consumption also serves to deflect 

attention from non-Indigenous residents’ detrimental relationship with alcohol (Brady 1988, 

22). Furthermore, as Michelle Grossman’s (1998, 83) reading of Grog War points out, local 

conditions and discourses in Tennant Creek derive from and support national, and international 

narratives in which Australia is heavily invested, including the associations of rural 

environments, masculinity, and Australian culture with consuming alcohol; Indigenous and non-

Indigenous relations; and ostensible liberalism, anti-discrimination, and human rights. 

 

Consequently, few non-Indigenous efforts are made to curb excessive alcohol supply. Instead, 

non-Indigenous alcohol vendors, liquor industry representatives, and members of local 

government seek to secure the non-Indigenous population from its most visible detrimental 

effects by managing Indigenous circulation through the town. Disorder is assumed and 

incorporated into the social and spatial order and the proposed ways of defending the 

population from it: local architecture, town planning, and the regulatory and juridico-political 

environment are all enlisted to minimise the Indigenous community’s proximity and visibility to 

non-Indigenous residents and visitors (Wright 1997a, 93,105-112; see also Brady 1988, 40-48).  
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Grog War’s account of non-Indigenous proposals for remedying the problems of excessive 

alcohol supply reveals that their underlying biopolitical strategy is to manage rather than 

prevent the raced Other’s death. The text’s multiple accounts of alcohol-related illness, injuries, 

and deaths demonstrate that alcohol is a weapon of race war that produces the raced Other 

and lets it die (Wright 1997a, 60-65). It also illuminates how alcohol is a potent security 

mechanism that renders race war more efficient by linking the means by which the raced Other 

is produced and let die to the unraced population’s economic gain and enhanced claims to 

sovereignty. 

 

While alcohol and the regulatory environment governing its supply are foregrounded in Grog 

War, food recurs as an important technology of biopower throughout the story. As will be 

shown below, food is a metric through which Indigenous subjects assess and assert the 

population’s health and wellbeing and apprehend and experience the threat posed to it by 

raced and unraced forms of life. For them, food is a source of wellbeing capable of effacing 

racial boundaries and optimising a whole population’s wellbeing.  By contrast, the non-

Indigenous testimony Grog War collects serves to indicate that food plays an important role in 

producing the Indigenous raced Other as an inferior form of life unable to manage its biological 

needs for sustenance. Members of the non-Indigenous community use food to preserve the 

conditions under which race war persists, in part, as a means of securing the economic benefits 

they accrue from the raced Other produced by their excessive alcohol supply. Examining these 

different uses of food reveals how it produces and marks a racial boundary and becomes a site 

where the logics of race war and security intersect. 
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Indigenous accounts of food and alcohol in Grog War 

 

Grog War’s introduction to Country records a young Warumungu man nostalgically recalling the 

land’s munificence: ‘[w]e got too much bush tucker. Bush potato. Bush honey. Kangaroo. 

Turkey. Goanna. Emu’ (1997a, 5). Wright goes on to observe that, ‘[t]he Warumungu know 

every plant and can tell you which ones are good for eating and others which are good for bush 

medicine. It takes a birthright and lifetime to gain access to the knowledge to properly 

understand the powers of these lands’ (1997a, 5). These comments identify food as a source 

and metric of the population’s belonging, health, prosperity, and vitality.  

 

Race begins to mediate food’s technological role when the Warumungu encounter their first 

white explorers, who arrive hungry and sick. For three months, Wright explains, John McDouall 

Stuart and his men had been subsisting on rations of dried meat, which the explorer 

‘complained wasn’t very good anyway’, and a weekly ration of five pounds of flour (Wright 

1997a, 23). The inverse relationship between alcohol supply and food that Grog War elaborates 

is foreshadowed by Wright’s claim that, in contrast to the explorers’ privative diet, at least one, 

William Kekwick, carried sufficient alcohol to be regularly intoxicated (Wright 1997a, 23). 

Wright observes, 

 

[t]hey must have looked a sorry sight for the Warumungu who approached loaded with 

opossums and a number of small birds and parrots…[t]he food was to feed them. They 
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were so skinny and weak. The opossums (which have since been wiped out by cattle and 

mining activities) were also a bush medicine. Proper good food and medicine at the 

same time. Prized meat…Stuart misunderstood all of this. He simply took the food for 

nothing…           

 (Wright 1997a, 23-24) 

 

Food demarks and mediates racial boundaries here, as the diet of the healthy and well-

nourished Indigenous population is contrasted with that of the hungry, ailing colonists. As in 

the rationing relationship discussed in this thesis’s third chapter, food provision and receipt 

occurs without mutual agreement as to its meaning (Rowse 1998, 5). Wright reiterates the 

point by describing a subsequent non-Indigenous trespasser, Alfred Giles, who also 

misunderstands the Warumungu presentations of food that accompany demands for him and 

his party to leave: the explorers, she tells us, interpret the proffered supplies as ‘a sort of peace 

offering’ (Wright 1997a, 27)66.  

 

Warumungu’s generous gifts of food differ substantially from the non-Indigenous food 

provision, discussed below, that Grog War records. Of particular note is the way Warumungu 

use food to alleviate ill health across the racial boundary rather than elicit it in the way the 

subsequent non-Indigenous occupiers will be shown to do. By feeding the new arrivals and 

 
66 Giles’s diaries, like Stuart’s, record the hunger and hardship he and his parties endured as they survive on a ‘constant diet of 
jerked and salt junk’ while travelling in the region (1926, 21). As in Wright’s account of Stuart’s expedition, alcohol is present 
even when food supplies are insecure and insufficient. On approximately the 3rd of January, 1871, the party sight Central 
Mount Stuart. Giles and his party are astonished when their surveyor produces a bottle of O.P. Rum. ‘It certainly must have 
been the first rum to reach Central Australia’, Giles comments (Wright 1997a, 47). 
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improving their health and wellbeing, Warumungu efface some of the biological discrepancies 

and hegemonic relations that subsequently serve to race life. This suggests an affirmative and 

emancipatory biopolitical use of food that refuses the logic of race war. At the same time, a 

circulatory strategy is evident in the way Warumungu deploy food to reduce the presence and 

proximity of a potential threat to their wellbeing. They provide food to enable the explorers to 

move on—to continue to circulate and return to their ancestral lands rather than coalesce in 

places where they will cause harm. 

 

Wright’s brief aside concerning possums ‘wiped out by cattle and mining activities’ precedes 

the familiar invocation of Indigenous people ‘driven from rivers and creek frontages and 

deprived of their traditional means of obtaining food’ by subsequent waves of interlopers 

(Wright 1997a, 29,35). In contrast to the Warumungu practice of providing food to hasten the 

colonists’ departure, the new arrivals seek to discourage Indigenous occupation by inducing 

food shortages and thus diminishing Indigenous vitality. Wright describes the nature of the 

relationship across the racial boundary that food now mediates: 

 

“My family is starving. Give me some food.” This would have been a frequent request of 

the Warumungu living in starvation conditions and dying near the miners. Not an unfair 

request from people who were being invaded and locked into a program of genocide on 

their own land. “I’ll give you grog. You give me a woman”     

   (Wright 1997a, 36) 
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The phylogenetic reversal of food-related fortune is abrupt. Dispossession produces a new 

hegemonic relationship that eliminates the food-providing Indigenous subject and replaces it 

with a subaltern food-receiving one who replicates the early non-Indigenous explorers’ hunger, 

illness, and tendency to console themselves with alcohol. In contrast to the affirmative and 

emancipatory biopolitics that Wright’s account suggests Warumungu practice, food now 

functions as a weapon of race war that produces and facilitates the subordination and 

elimination of a subrace. Instead of connoting and enhancing vitality, food is withheld to 

improve the superrace’s claims to undisputed sovereignty (and thus wealth and wellbeing) by 

letting the raced Other die. 

 

Wright connects this recent history with the contemporary period in which the Indigenous 

community’s health and wellbeing continues to diminish as the result of an inverse relationship 

between alcohol and food supply. Alongside accounts of alcohol-induced lateral violence 

(Wright 1997a, 208,215,99) self-harm (Wright 1997a, 100,239), and misadventure (Wright 

1997a, 12-15,200,217), Grog War records numerous food-centric testimonies from Indigenous 

people concerning alcohol’s deleterious effects on the Indigenous population: alcohol ‘affected 

the people’s health…[p]eople use to take fits, lose weight, had diarrhoea. They would not eat 

food. That thing would make them so sick that they did not like to eat tucker. They just liked to 

drink, drink, drink…’ (Wright 1997a, 86, see also 158). The stresses that alcohol place on the 

family unit, kinship networks, and the entire Indigenous community are articulated through 

food. Wright observes that, ‘[t]he elders were constantly warning parents about children. Kids 

were sick, losing weight and hungry because the mother and father were drinking’ (Wright 
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1997a, 53). Some children’s inability to use a knife and fork is cited as evidence of parental 

neglect (Wright 1997a, 87). Food is also implicated in the patriarchal violence to which women 

are subjected within the family. Wright records an elder ‘ask[ing] why they [drinkers] don’t give 

money to their wives so that they can shop for the men and give them tucker’. The question is 

rhetorical: ‘the wife has no money and she goes wandering around and robbing old people for 

tucker for the husband…If the wife cannot do it, she gets a hiding’ (Wright 1997a, 54). Other 

elders testify that, ‘“drinkers don’t buy anything except grog…Drunks won’t let us sleep if they 

find out our names…Drunks keep wake all night—can’t sleep. Some of us are sick they don’t 

care. Want blanket and tucker. Meat…”’ (Wright 1997a, 239). A group of older women 

complain to Wright about alcohol’s erosion of cultural practices, explaining ‘“in ceremony you 

got to sit down quiet. No argument. Even if got old enemy there. Can’t say nothing. But they 

come in drunk picking argument for food. No respect for anyone even themselves”’ (Wright 

1997a, 132-133). 

 

By recording these testimonies from Indigenous community members and representatives, 

Wright conveys and reproduces their instrumentalisation of food as a measure of the 

population’s vitality and wellbeing and a medium through which forms of life are distinguished 

and experienced as a threat. The contemporary accounts she reproduces demonstrate how 

food is a medium through which race war proceeds, is experienced, and articulated. This food-

centric discourse differs substantially from the non-Indigenous accounts of the problems 

alcohol is deemed to cause the community. As the following section of the chapter will show, in 

contrast to the Indigenous community members who apprehend and experience an inverse 
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relationship between food and alcohol supply, the town’s non-Indigenous vendors of alcohol 

strive to conceive a positive correlation between the two in which the logics of race war and 

security are both evident. 

 

Non-Indigenous accounts of food and alcohol 

 

In contrast to Wright’s record of the many food-centric Indigenous accounts of the harms 

alcohol causes, Grog War does not record members of the non-Indigenous population mooting 

food as an issue during meetings held to address the topic with local and territory government 

representatives (Wright 1997a, 102-109) or at the symposium, ‘Tennant Creek, Tourism and 

Grog—Progression  or Regression’ (Wright 1997a, 111-121). For the non-Indigenous population, 

the problems associated with alcohol are the frequency of ‘offensive behaviour, loitering, 

disorderly conduct, threatening behaviour, indecent exposure, [and] obscenity’ (Wright 1997a, 

111) that the Commander of the Northern Territory police illustrates ‘with statistics shown on 

many graphs’ (Wright 1997a, 114). (Notably, such statistics describe Indigenous people as the 

main perpetrators of crime without recognising them as the main victims of crime.) Of 

particular concern for the non-Indigenous population is that the cited conduct will discourage 

tourists from visiting Tennant Creek and thus deprive them of a potential source of income 

(Wright 1997a, 112). 

 

Although members of Tennant Creek’s non-Indigenous population do come to conceptualise a 

link between food and alcohol, they perceive the relationship differently to the Indigenous 
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community. Initially, one licensee refutes the proposition of a causal relationship between 

alcohol supply and food. After hearing testimony that Indigenous community members are 

buying more food during trialled alcohol restrictions, he refers to the assertion as a ‘nice 

dreaming’ and claims the letters that support it are fabricated (Wright 1997a, 187)67. He then 

likens food to alcohol by linking the potential biological harm of each: 

 

[i]s Julalikari going to ask Malanda Milk to ban milk sales as it is proven that milk and 

associated products cause problems with Aboriginal health? Is Julalikari going to ask the 

bakery and restaurants not to sell pasta, pizzas, or spaghetti because of diabetic 

problems? Where are we going to stop?       

     (Wright 1997a, 187) 

 

As in the Indigenous community’s testimony, food functions here as a technology of biopower 

through which a threat to the population’s wellbeing is elaborated. The non-Indigenous 

licensee tacitly acknowledges concerns about alcohol-related diminution of the raced Other’s 

health, but seeks to allay it with reference to introduced foods’ potential or experienced ill 

effects. Tactically, this may be understood to obscure the inverse relationship between food 

and alcohol to which the Indigenous community testifies. In combining the two, the licensee 

defines the problematic in terms of Indigenous consumption. The licensee develops this tactic 

from an earlier contention that the Indigenous community members who suffered or died from 

 
67 The licensee’s perception may not be erroneous. An independent evaluation of alcohol restrictions in Tennant 
Creek did not find evidence that food sales in local supermarkets increased (d’Abbs and Togni 2000, 48). 
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alcohol-related disease had chronic and hereditary health issues (Wright 1997a, 159). In doing 

so, he uses food to mobilise colonial tropes of Indigenous consumption as problematic and the 

Indigene as biologically inferior and ill-suited to modernity. 

 

The licensee extends his use of these tropes when proposing a solution to the issues the 

Indigenous community raise:  

 

because a lot of these people they would go without meals because as problem drinkers 

they don’t buy food, they scavenge food, I put in my proposal that the hotel [will] 

provide free counter lunch for regular patrons…So that should overcome some of the 

biological problem that person has when he doesn’t eat, and drinks only   

    (Wright 1997a, 173-174) 

 

This concedes a link between food and alcohol, although construes the problem as emanating 

from the individual—an Indigenous problem drinker—rather than the systemic issue of 

alcohol’s excessive supply in the town. Recalling Foucault’s analysis of the logic of security 

seeking to compensate for rather than eradicate sources of harm to the population, the 

licensees’ response does not intend to prohibit excessive alcohol supply but off-set its effects. 

Perniciously, it renders food something that members of the population can access as a result 

of alcohol supply, rather than instead of it. 
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Following the hearing, several licensees start to provide food to their Indigenous customers. 

The Goldfields lounge bar, for instance, begins offering customers a palatable meal—sausage 

and meatballs or steak with a roll and salad—‘but not too many people were interested in the 

feed’ (Wright 1997a, 227-228). While it is tempting to interpret licensees’ food provision as 

evidence that the Indigenous community’s concerns are being addressed and that they are 

achieving recognition as part of the population whose health and wellbeing needs to be 

secured, it instead has a number of detrimental effects and implications. 

 

Providing food reproduces a binary of non-Indigenous food surplus and provision and 

Indigenous food insufficiency and receipt. The effect, magnified by the Indigenous clientele 

ignoring the food provided, is to reproduce the pathologised figure of the starving Indigene. 

Thinking this through the logic of race war, the practice of providing food evidences the flawed 

quality and biological inferiority of that which may be let die. At the same time, the logic of 

security is manifested in the link between causes and effects: providing ‘free’ food with alcohol 

reiterates the colonial framing of the raced Other as economically detrimental to the nation-

state (see Mackey 1999) while simultaneously enabling the licensees to continue to profit from 

that raced Other. The licensees acknowledge that their food provision is factored into the costs 

of operating and allows them to yield a profit. The bar owner who proposes a free counter 

lunch for regular patrons comments of his plan, ‘[s]o even if you get bit extra over the bar [from 

Indigenous customers], we put some extra back as way of food [sic]’ (Wright 1997a, 174); 

another, whose food service enables him to sell alcohol in the front bar of the hotel on grog 
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free days, finds the arrangement ‘“[p]ays for the bouncers and the food with some left over”’. 

This, Wright adds, he feels ‘a pretty good situation to be in’ (Wright 1997a, 240).  

 

Evidently, food provision is a tactic the licensees deploy to reduce the likelihood that their 

excessive alcohol supply will be interrupted. From a security perspective, what is noticeable 

about food’s use here is that it is oriented towards producing and sustaining Indigenous 

community members whose utility derives from their capacity to consume alcohol. Food helps 

ensure the raced Other’s reproduction biologically and discursively: it sustains the body and the 

circulation of the means through which that body is produced and rendered economically 

beneficial to the population. In doing so, food becomes a vehicle through which the body’s 

need for sustenance is engaged to produce a raced Other whose life is intimately linked with 

the weapon and institutions that race them and let them die. Unlike the state-wide levy on full-

strength beer that funds programs to reduce alcohol consumption (Wright 1997a, 76), the costs 

and harm the licensees’ businesses generate are compensated for through their own 

operations in a way that ensures the volume of alcohol supplied does not diminish; instead, as 

the volume of alcohol supplied increases, so, too, does food supply, which in theory will 

ameliorate some of the Indigenous community’s complaints about the harms they suffer. 

 

The use of food provision as a way of sustaining non-Indigenous businesses and increasing their 

profitability reaches its apex in the case of a local taxi driver. Grog War records much local 

opinion that the driver provides a grog delivery service or re-sells alcohol to Indigenous 

community members, particularly those receiving government pensions, at high prices that 
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keep them in a cycle of continual debt (Wright 1997a, 141, 227)68. The driver himself denies 

illicitly suppling alcohol and frames his business practices in a paternalistic manner; in his 

account, ‘[a]ll I do is look after the communities with meat and groceries that I deliver from my 

legitimate business…’ (Wright 1997a, 140).  

 

Wright cites a Tennant Creek resident who inspected the taxi driver’s records of his grocery 

business and the goods he sold. ‘“He showed me a bag with flour, rib bones, four chops, one 

loaf of unsliced bread and a packet of black and gold soup mix”…The bags are sold for ten 

dollars. A cab fare for delivery of these bags to his customers cost seventy cents in August 1990, 

whether “they want it or not”’ (Wright 1997a, 142). Wright reports that the resident ‘had seen 

a lot of these bags of food at various camps’ and that 

 

[s]he is particularly concerned when women with young children are dependent on this 

cycle with the taxi driver…The food the taxi driver supplies is not very nutritious for a 

nursing mother or small children…They are dependent on the plastic bags of food to be 

delivered each day because they are unable to book up anywhere else in town. If this is 

the only system operating for Aboriginal people dependent on grog, they are not in a 

position to complain about the operations of the taxi driver     

     (Wright 1997a, 142) 

 

 
68 Other sources also identify the taxi driver accruing ‘huge profits’—and generating new circulations—by taking Indigenous 
passengers to liquor outlets beyond the town limits on days when alcohol supply is restricted (Christen 2004, 187). They also 
identify non-Indigenous ‘sly groggers’ operating in the region (see Edgar 2001, 17). 
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The driver’s provision of the budget brand ‘black and gold’ as part of his food deliveries is apt, 

given the connection between his earnings and the impoverished black lives on which it is 

premised. Such food does not ensure the Indigenous community’s health or wellbeing; it does, 

however, sustain sufficient life to facilitate continued purchase of food and alcohol. The driver 

keeps members of the Indigenous community alive, albeit in poor condition, to continue 

profiting from them. Again, food is a point at which the logics of race war and security intersect: 

providing food ensures the raced Other, from whom the unraced population profits, persists in 

a biologically and economically impoverished state from which it is difficult to escape and in 

which it can only survive through consuming the commodities that produce its privation. 

Fortunately, the Indigenous community are able to inhibit the circulation of harmful 

commodities that the taxi driver facilitates and performs by enforcing the state’s regulatory 

conditions. Wright cites prominent local man (and subsequent Member of Parliament for 

Barkly) Elliot McAdam stating that ‘“[o]ur efforts so far have been to ensure that he complies 

with the conditions of his licence. We have stopped him from selling food from his home which 

is against the law and we are concerned that he has a licence to sell meat”’ (Wright 1997a, 

144). The alcohol restrictions the Indigenous community negotiate specifically prohibit third 

party sales of alcohol to taxi drivers (Wright 1997a, 189). 

 

Food and the effects of alcohol regulation 

 

After Julalikari Council secure a trial of increased restrictions on the supply of alcohol in 

Tennant Creek, food becomes an important anecdotal measure of the efficacy of their 
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regulatory solution to the harms alcohol is doing to the Indigenous community. Members of the 

Indigenous community observe that Tennant Creek becomes ‘a different town’ on the days 

when alcohol sales are restricted (Wright 1997a, 124). ‘“The pubs were all closed so Aboriginal 

people went to the shop to get their tucker…We thought that was good”’, reports one local 

resident (Wright 1997a, 124). Local Councillor (and later ATSIC Commissioner) Dave Curtis 

concurs: ‘“there wasn’t much of that problem of abandoned kids all over the place and robbing 

old people of tucker because of grog”’ (Wright 1997a, 239). The increased funds available for 

food generate new circulations: the Indigenous community establish a bus service ‘to take 

people to town to shop on Thursday and Friday…[it] soon had over a hundred clients every 

week’ (Wright 1997a, 229). Wright cites the trial’s formal evaluation, which reports that ‘on the 

town camps people were saying that they were happy. “Drinkers were eating more—making 

soup in the morning. There wasn’t as much fighting in the camps…”’ (Wright 1997a, 243). These 

findings reiterate the inverse relationship between food and alcohol supply to which members 

of the Indigenous community testify. They retain a sense that the population is problematised 

through food, which remains a metric of wellbeing and vitality. 

 

Regulating alcohol supply generates some unexpected outcomes during the trial. The 

Indigenous testimonies that Wright collects largely identify alcohol and food supply as inversely 

related; however, Grog War also identifies positive correlations that arise between the two, 

particularly when increased restrictions on alcohol’s circulation are imposed. Even before the 

trialled restrictions, some drinkers used alcohol to procure food: a participant at an alcohol 

abuse meeting observes that when drinkers become hungry, ‘they get the old and middle-aged 
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people so drunk they go to sleep and then they pinch all the[ir] tucker’ (Wright 1997a, 54). 

When licensees introduce unfamiliar sweet varietals to replace the prohibited Moselle and 

Riesling casks of wine, the community learns that, ‘[w]hite lambrusco makes you hungry and as 

a result people are eating more’ (Wright 1997a, 233). Restricting alcohol supply also generates 

new circulations, as some drinkers begin to patronise local restaurants that are not subject to 

the licensing variation and serve alcohol with their meals (Wright 1997a, 232). Other drinkers, 

unable to meet the dress standards necessary to enter such venues, begin purchasing bread 

and milk, which they use to strain and dilute the methylated spirits they imbibe instead of beer 

or wine (Wright 1997a, 106). In these ways, the trialled alcohol restrictions synthesise new and 

unanticipated positive correlations between food and alcohol. 

 

Conclusion 
 

Read through a biopolitical lens, Grog War documents the ways in which the Indigenous 

peoples of Tennant Creek are produced, and resist their designation, as a form of life that may 

be let die. The Indigenous community’s attempt to restrict alcohol supply through regulatory 

measures may be understood as a move by the raced Other to be reconceived and reclassified 

as part of the population whose vitality is government’s object and rationale. Their strategy for 

optimising the population is to ensure that the juridico-political and regulatory environment 

defends their health, wealth, and wellbeing instead of letting them die. 
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Grog War records the important role that food plays in this affirmative and emancipatory 

biopolitics. Throughout the story, food is an important site of raced conflict where the raced 

Other’s reproduction, and the boundary between life that must be made live and let die, is at 

stake. Extending Wadiwel and Tedmanson’s diagnosis of food as a weapon of race war that 

facilitates the material and symbolic denigration of Indigenous peoples and communities, Grog 

War demonstrates that food is a technology of biopower through which power may flow from 

below: Indigenous residents of Tennant Creek use food to problematise the population and 

legitimise its regulatory administration, as evidenced in their food-centric accounts of the 

biological and socio-cultural ills that excessive alcohol supply causes and their anecdotal 

assessments of improvements to the community’s wellbeing that restricting alcohol supply 

generates. Grog War also describes Indigenous people using food as a means of enhancing life, 

rather than as a commodity that enables it to be raced and let die. In addition to the challenge 

to race war this poses, the attempted use of food to organise and administer the circulation of 

potential threats indicates that the logic of security is also operating through food. 

 

In contrast to Wright’s account of Indigenous approaches to food and the population’s 

optimisation, Grog War records non-Indigenous members of the Tennant Creek population 

using food coercively to ensure the regulatory environment that reproduces raced life and 

renders it profitable is maintained. It describes non-Indigenous licensees providing meals to 

ensure their excessive alcohol supply—the means of producing and profiting from the raced 

Other as well as letting it die—persists. The ‘free’ food they serve drinkers may be understood 

as a weapon of race war that symbolically denigrates Indigenous peoples by representing them 
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as an inferior form of life unable to manage their biological need for sustenance; it also 

materially degrades them by enabling the excessive consumption of alcohol. Thought through 

the logic of security, the licensees’ food provision does not reduce the volume of alcohol they 

supply but, at best, attempts to ameliorate or compensate for some of the harm that results 

while preserving the desirable aspects (for them) of its circulation. In this way, food again 

becomes a medium and site where the logics of race war and security intersect. 

 

Grog War demonstrates how food may be incorporated into efforts to efface the racial caesura; 

however, the discrepancies between Indigenous and non-Indigenous ways of conceiving it 

suggest a continuing role in producing and marking a racial boundary. Tennant Creek’s 

Indigenous community members identify food insecurity and insufficiency as one of the major 

deleterious effects of alcohol supply, but its non-Indigenous residents rarely invoke food in 

their assessments of the harm alcohol inflicts. Indigenous and non-Indigenous experiences of 

food are also distinct in being conceived as inversely, positively, or unrelated to alcohol supply. 

Under these conditions, it becomes important for Indigenous communities to be wary of the 

possibilities for food provision to perform a racing function that surreptitiously advances race 

war under the guise of responding to their demands for improved Indigenous nutrition and 

health outcomes. Attending to the logic of security as well as race war increases the likelihood 

of identifying the broader conditions under which Indigenous populations are materially and 

symbolically produced in ways that optimise the population at the (further) expense of 

Indigenous vitality, wealth, and wellbeing. 
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Tracker 
 

I opened up Psalm 23 in the bible…[.] It said, I will lay a table for you in the face of your 

enemies…I kept that thought with me all of my life. So when I have problems now I just 

say, You have done more than lay a table, you have laid a feast for me… 

(Tilmouth in Wright 2017, 75) 

 

Much like Grog War, Alexis Wright’s (2017) memoir of Eastern Arrente political activist Leigh 

Bruce “Tracker” Tilmouth, Tracker identifies food as a technology of biopower through which to 

enhance local Indigenous populations’ health, wealth, and wellbeing by engaging and 

manipulating the colonial administration. 

 

The memoir has attracted little critical response despite winning several Australian literary 

awards69. Reviewers consistently attend to the story’s form: the community-based (Gerrans 

2018) or polyphonic (Winkler 2018, 8) mode of storytelling Wright adopts by transcribing more 

than 50 contributors’ recollections of Tilmouth, the narrative voice (Hinkson 2018, 52), and the 

work’s deviation from romantic European biographical traditions (Williamson 2018, 20). In 

terms of Tracker’s content, these reviews present basic biographical details about Tilmouth and 

reprise humorous anecdotes from Wright’s collection. While there is frequent reference to 

Tilmouth as an activist and politician who advocated sustainable economic development to 

 
69 Tracker won the Stella Prize 2018, the Magarey Medal 2018, and the Queensland Literary Awards’ Non-Fiction 
Book Award 2018. It was shortlisted for the Victorian Premier’s Literary Awards 2018 and the Colin Roderick Award 
2018. 
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Indigenous people (see Maxwell 2018, 3; Williamson 2018, 8), only Michael Winkler (2018, 8) 

notes that food production is a key object of Tilmouth’s concern.  

 

Tilmouth spent his primary school years living at a mission on Croker Island, 200km North East 

of Darwin, after being removed from his family when his mother died (Wright 2017, 40). He 

recalls his first exposure to politics occurring there, as well as his first tastes of chocolate and 

boiled sweets (Wright 2017, 29-30). Politics and food remain closely linked throughout his 

story. Tracker recounts how Tilmouth sought to improve Indigenous communities across much 

of northern Australia by helping them achieve economic self sufficiency so they could reduce 

their reliance on deleterious non-Indigenous government assistance and programs. His plans 

and initiatives frequently involved agricultural development, which he preferred to less 

sustainable extractive industries (Wright 2017, 309-310,398-401,435,469). Food is often 

implicated in Tilmouth’s attempts to benefit Indigenous people at individual and population 

levels, from helping to arrange financing for an Indigenous man to purchase a boat and 

sublicence to fish the Alligator Rivers in Arnhem Land and the Kakadu National Park (Wright 

2017, 226) to elaborating a vision in which the Northern Territory would become the ‘food bowl 

of the world’ (Wright 2017, 478). His major successes include establishing and administering 

the Central Australian Aboriginal Cattlemen's Association and the consulting company 

Centrefarm, which assists Indigenous peoples to sustainably develop their land through primary 

industries. 
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Tracker makes clear that Tilmouth understood food as an important vehicle for enhancing 

Indigenous health and wellbeing. Former Liberal Party Senator Bill Heffernan recalls that 

Tilmouth ‘was always interested in diet, and he would go to a place…where too many kids ate 

chips and drank Coca-Cola. He was very keen to have vegetable gardens set up’ (Wright 2017, 

313). Tilmouth himself describes how  

[i]t is a terrible task going out in the bush and seeing the communities and the 

conditions they live in…the distance to health, the distance to good food, transport 

issues, what is not available in the store, you would wonder why these people are still 

alive. The meat’s off, you get twice-boiled oily fish and chips—it has got to be twice 

boiled! It is full of oil and sloppy and greasy…chicken that should have been thrown out 

before it got cooked…lettuces that are non-existent…  

[I]t still is my agenda to set up a food factory where it does not matter if you have 

diabetes, or heart disease or anything else you can go into the store and pick up a pack 

of food that is already cooked, it has been frozen, it has got a green tag on it and that is 

for diabetes, red tag for heart, yellow tag for something else, and so on and so on…it 

costs about five bucks a meal, and you go home and put it in a billy can of hot water for 

ten or fifteen minutes, then you have got yourself a little cooked meal with everything 

in it. That is my agenda to develop one of these food factories…it does not matter what 

your disease is, you can go back to your community and know full well that you can get 

good food that is cooked for you and has a doctor’s signature on it…it has been made by 

Congress and the health services on communities       

    (Wright 2017, 476-477) 
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Tilmouth’s vision here is for a preventative health initiative that categorises forms of life and 

the food provided to them according to their ailments. Noticeably, there is little emphasis upon 

the individual responsibility and training associated with biopower’s anatamo-disciplinary 

dimensions. The food provision is conceived to be responsive to individual health concerns but 

administered by Indigenous governmental organisations that regulate and standardise the 

population’s diet. 

 

Tilmouth invents alimentary-themed figures that he uses to advance his developmental agenda. 

These take the form of derogatory remarks about other Indigenous people: his disparaging 

references to ‘corn-feds’ liken his perceived Indigenous adversaries to stock animals that are 

afforded special diets premised on the return on investment that they will deliver when 

butchered and sold (Wright 2017, 250,383,558). These antagonists raise his ire through their 

perceived acquiescence to non-Indigenous governmental administration and normative modes 

of conduct and their consequent failure to pursue the Indigenous population’s wellbeing 

effectively: 

[t]hey appeal to the non-Indigenous society by the very nature of them being acceptable. 

They are not going to let the caffè latte curdle. They eat the right biscuits at the right 

time and use the right fork for the cheese … This is why the white people like them, 

because they know it is cheaper for the white blokes to have a mob of blackfellas 

discussing points of view without any effect, than actually getting out there and doing 

what needs to be done… 
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        (Wright 2017, 266; see also Wright 2017, 249) 

While this criticism places a premium on direct action rather than conceptual development, 

Tilmouth himself sought to transform human life and optimise the Indigenous population by 

changing communities’ ways of apprehending Country: ‘get[ting] people thinking about being 

able to use their land the same way that other non-Aboriginal people can use it for economic 

development and [to] generate wealth, which in turn could be used to build up and support 

traditional law and custom’ (Wright 2017, 117). Several of his initiatives involved using food-

based knowledge of Country in new spheres where it would continue to optimise and vitalise 

the Indigenous population materially and spiritually. Tilmouth describes a project he led on a 

former stock reserve named Irrmarne, 350km north-east of Alice Springs, that involved 

mapping the land ‘from an Aboriginal point of view’ (Wright 2017, 347-349). This imbricates the 

community’s knowledge and cultural practices with economic development and health 

initiatives by 

discuss[ing], for example, the value of getting goannas in October versus the value of 

getting goannas in January or vice versa. When is the best time to get goannas? What is 

the economic activity of getting goannas? What are the health issues in relation to going 

out hunting and gathering goannas? How did that affect you and your social wellbeing, 

and the people who hold a story for that goanna?       

   (Wright 2017, 348) 

The knowledge of Country that emerges, as he explains elsewhere, is superior to that of the 

non-Indigenous occupiers. This does not mean he is averse to synthesising Indigenous and non-
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Indigenous forms of knowledge. Tilmouth enthuses over a land management system he set up 

for the Central Land Council that employed a Geographic Information System to collate local 

knowledge: ‘soil types, vegetation types, native bush tucker, and what you use when you are on 

an outstation to sustain yourself’ (2017, 465). As at Irrmarne, he collected information by 

asking, ‘Which areas do you hunt in? What seasons do you hunt?’ (Wright 2017, 465). The 

archive this creates, Tilmouth argues, becomes significant during dealings with non-Indigenous 

government: ‘when you get that sort of database sitting there…it then becomes dangerous for 

governments to query your information. If you have got more data and more information than 

they have you can dictate the debate’ (Wright 2017, 466).  
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Dead men don’t fish: food and the problematisation of life in Alexis 

Wright’s Plains of Promise, Carpentaria, and The Swan Book 
 

Introduction 
 

In the essay, “On writing Carpentaria”, Wright describes her ambition to ‘reach above the 

extremities of our capture’ to ‘contribute something to disrupting the stagnating impulse that 

visualises the world of Aboriginal people as little more than program upon countless program 

for “fixing up problems”.’ ‘Surely’, she contends, ‘we are more than that’ (Wright 2007, 3).  

 

Wright’s motivation suggests something of the possibilities for resisting biopower canvassed in 

chapter two. One of the ways that an outside to biopower may be produced is through 

exceeding the parameters of life’s ‘problematisation’—a method ‘of producing objects for 

thought’ by asking questions of them (Foucault 1977, 185-186; see Deacon 2000). Foucault 

conceives problematisation as an important technique in his account of biopower’s historical 

emergence. The penultimate lecture of the Society Must Be Defended series describes how 

biopower ‘deals with the population, with the population as political problem, as a problem 

that is at once scientific and political, as a biological problem and as power's problem’ (2007, 

245)70. Foucault argues that these problems constitute ‘biopolitics’ first objects of knowledge 

and the targets it seeks to control’ (2007, 243). The result is ‘a power that has taken control of 

both the body and life or that has, if you like, taken control of life in general’ (2007, 253). 

 
70 Notably for this chapter, he goes on to invoke a ‘whole series of related economic…problems’ and further problems caused 
by ‘‘the direct effects of the geographical, climatic, or hydrographic environment: the problem, for instance, of swamps…and 
also the problem of the environment to the extent that it is not a natural environment, that it has been created by the 
population and therefore has effects on that population’ (Foucault 2007, 243-245). 
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In an interview published under the title “Polemics, politics, and problematisations”, Foucault 

reiterates problematisation’s positive effects in producing life. Drawing on his earlier use of the 

tactic to destabilise extant power formations (see Bacchi 2012), he explains that it is a 

potentially liberating action that may flow from below. During the interview, Foucault agrees 

that he ‘do[es] not appeal to…any of those "we's" whose consensus, whose values, whose 

traditions constitute the framework for thought and define the conditions in which it can be 

validated’. Instead, he advocates interrogating the ways in which politics produces and 

problematises life and its relation to it in order to ‘make the future formation of a "we" 

possible’71. As he explains, ‘“we” must not be previous to the question; it can only be the 

result—and the necessary temporary result—of the question as it is posed in the new terms in 

which one formulates it’ (1984, 385). 

 

The ‘we’ that Wright proposes in her essay is a form of life that exceeds the problems through 

which it is produced and the colonial and biopolitical framework that seeks to define it and 

render it administrable. As Bill Ashcroft argues, Wright exhibits ‘a confident sense of connection 

to cultural memory, a stance outside the “prison” of white society’ that ‘confirms the possibility 

of a different future for Aboriginal people’ (2017, 194-195). The maban reality her stories 

evoke—one ‘characterised by a firm grounding in the reality of the earth, or country, together 

with an acceptance of the supernatural as part of everyday reality’ (Mudrooroo 1996, 9)—

 
71 Foucault’s comment is somewhat oblique, but would seem to hold out the possibility of a ‘we’ that is not produced through 
exclusionary social practices. 
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disrupts the stagnant and restrictive frames through which the colonial apparatus 

problematises Indigenous life. Wright does not ignore the dire socio-economic circumstances in 

which her characters exist—‘the living hell of the lives of many Aboriginal people’ as she puts it 

(Wright 2002, 15)—but foregrounds the epistemological, metaphysical, and supernatural 

travails occasioned by improper circulation and conduct that undermine the possibility of 

problematising, administering, and securing life in familiar biopolitical ways. 

 

Wright moves beyond a colonial framework in part by recognising different forms of 

government. There is non-Indigenous government, which performs familiar biopolitical 

functions by appropriating Indigenous resources and diminishing Indigenous vitality for the 

(initial) benefit of the non-Indigenous population. These forms of government include the 

missionaries and psychiatrists in Plains of Promise, the town mayor and policeman in 

Carpentaria, and the federal government and army in The Swan Book. There are also forms and 

exercises of Indigenous governmentality that attempt to eradicate or insulate threats and 

secure the population from harm: the hidden machinations of the old Law people in Plains of 

Promise, the agency and magic of Law men Norm and Will Phantom and Mozzie Fishman in 

Carpentaria, and the story-generating journeys of Oblivion Ethylene and her promised husband, 

the first Indigenous Prime Minister, Warren Finch in The Swan Book. And there is the 

governmentality of Country itself, with its elemental forces that mediate the population’s 

health, wealth, and wellbeing.  
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Perhaps most challengingly, Wright’s stories present a world in which time and space expand 

and contract in non-linear ways, non-human and inanimate objects exhibit agency, docility, and 

sentience, and the living and the dead co-exist (Ravenscroft 2012, 70-71). These maban aspects 

of her stories destabilise the assumptions and foundations on and through which biopower 

penetrates and administers life. They query the form of life that power takes as its object, the 

importance of optimising or securing life—human or otherwise—as a goal and rationale for 

power’s operations, and whether death is truly power’s limit. 

 

The thesis sub-question primarily addressed in this chapter is whether food is a means of 

problematising life under these epistemological conditions, forms of government, and 

circulatory and conduct-oriented concerns. Does food continue to serve as a technology of 

biopower that produces life in ways that render it administrable? Or is it somehow enlisted in 

Wright’s efforts to conceive forms of life that are more than their problems? 

 

The chapter begins by situating its response to these questions in relation to the critical 

literature on Wright’s stories. The review of the secondary literature elaborates the stories’ 

biopolitical themes and the various ways in which they are argued to create new ontological 

possibilities and exceed conventional methods of problematising life. It notes critics’ emphasis 

upon the stories’ ambivalence and ‘undecidability’, which is understood to manifest a 

poststructuralist-inspired attempt to evade categorisation and determination. It foregrounds 

the contention that Wright decentres the subject through a relational ontology that affords 
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animals, elements, and Country agency and collapses the various binaries and exclusions 

through which biopower defines and problematises its subject-object. And it observes critics’ 

difficulties in endorsing Wright’s ontological stance without reproducing the biopolitical 

framework in which securing the population is the rationale for power’s exercise and a racial 

caesura is imposed. 

 

The chapter’s analysis considers food’s role and relation to life and the population’s 

problematisation in each story in turn. It demonstrates that Wright’s treatment of food 

reproduces a number of the biopolitical functions and effects identified in previous chapters of 

this thesis. Food’s racing effects, its production of the population as being at risk, and its use for 

coercive, disciplinary purposes all serve to problematise life and render it administrable; 

however, developing the issues and themes raised in the secondary literature, the analysis also 

shows that Wright compromises food’s biopolitical functions by creating ambivalent and 

indeterminate relationships between food and life. Unlike in Davis’s and Langford Ginibi’s 

stories, characters are not always motivated by a desire and need for food, and there are other 

sources of sustenance that sustain life and the population. Relationships to food produce but 

also efface the binaries, boundaries, and categories through which biopower operates, 

particularly in relation to the division of human and animal life. This raises questions about the 

‘we’ that becomes biopower’s object and the validity of Foucault’s concepts as means of 

describing the ways in which life is produced and problematised. The conclusion the chapter 

draws is that while Wright posits ‘some sense of an ideal beyond—beyond race, beyond the 

colonisings of culture, beyond the limits of language’ (Sharrad 2009, 63), food’s principal 
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function-effect remains problematising life in these stories. Food may not reliably serve to 

optimise life or let its raced forms die, but it continues to play an important conceptual role in 

producing subjectivity and the population, imposing a racial caesura, and mediating relations 

between various forms of life. In these ways, Wright not only refracts and resists, but also 

reproduces the ways in which food is instrumentalised as a technology of biopower.  

 

Problematising life in the critical literature  

 

Critical responses to Wright’s storytelling have not explored the specificities of food’s 

representation or acknowledged its importance as a recurring motif throughout her tales. 

Nonetheless, a number of the themes and issues raised in the secondary literature inform this 

chapter’s analysis of the way food problematises life in Wright’s stories and generates functions 

and effects consistent with being apprehended as a technology of biopower. As will be 

discussed below, critics address biopolitically-themed issues concerning the production of new 

forms of subjectivity that decentre the human subject and efface their discrete boundaries, a 

liminal relation between life and death, and the circulation of capital, ideologies, and people in 

ways that contest sovereignty and the borders of the nation state. 

 

The ambiguity, ambivalence, and, in Alison Ravenscroft’s (2014, 9) terms, ‘undecidability’, that 

characterise Wright’s stories are an important area of critical attention (Sharrad 2009; Valenta 

2012; Barras 2016) that this chapter reflects in its argument that Wright reproduces food’s 

biopolitical functions and effects but also resists and refracts them. Ravenscroft proposes an 
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acceptance of indeterminacy and radical uncertainty as a reading strategy that relinquishes 

Western philosophy’s perceived entitlement to power-knowledge. Indeterminate meaning 

evades the tactics of power that Foucault (1978, 1-35) describes operating through the 

repressive hypothesis: it inhibits the notions of truth and essence that enable power to take 

hold of life by universalising an inner and authentic knowledge-truth that can be problematised.  

 

The fantastic or maban aspects of Wright’s story-world further diminish the possibility of 

problematising the population in ways that render it knowable and regulatable. In each of her 

stories, Wright foregrounds supervital forces and rationales that exceed governmental 

determination and mediate the population’s wellbeing, spatial distribution, and modes of 

conduct: the Koopundis’ hereditary powers of sorcery and importance as performers of 

ceremony in Plains of Promise, ancestral and mythological forces and Lawmen who resist non-

Indigenous attempts to exploit Indigenous resources in Carpentaria, and climate change and 

the production of new mythological stories in The Swan Book. Most importantly, Country, 

apprehended as a living conglomerate of human, animal, elemental, mineral, and spiritual 

entities (see Bird Rose 1996, 8), is a source of health and wellbeing and an important agent that 

exercises a near sovereign capacity to determine life and death (Farca 2010; Haylock 2011; 

Ferrier 2016, 23-24; cf Black 2011, 113-114). As Bill Ashcroft, Frances Devlin-Glass, and Lyn 

McCredden put it in their reading of Carpentaria, ‘[w]hat is in control is the earth itself’ (2009, 

235). Recalling Foucault’s account of biopolitics seeking to exert ‘control over relations between 

the human race…and their environment, the milieu in which they live’ (2003, 245), Country and 

other supervital forces’ seemingly unpredictable and uncontrollable impacts on the 
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population’s health, wealth, and wellbeing would seem to confound biopower’s efforts to 

regulate, secure, and optimise the population. Thought in terms of problematisation, however, 

these entities and forces serve to produce the population as being at risk and in need of 

governmental administration for its security. 

 

Although Country’s agentiality, and the broader maban reality in which it operates, are difficult 

to apprehend through traditional Western ontologies (see Takolander 2016, 104-107), it should 

be noted that Wright’s supervital entities are at least partially administrable in ways that can 

secure the population when engaged through Indigenous epistemology. Kombumerri and 

Munaljarli legal scholar Christine Black (2011) reads Plains of Promise as a story in which an Old 

Law Council seeks and administers a solution—returning Ivy Koopundi to her ancestral Country 

so she can perform the ceremonies that bring balance to the Law—to deaths being caused by 

her dislocation. Black’s reading foregrounds Indigenous concepts and ontologies, in particular 

the Yugumbeh word gawarima—a ‘circular movement’ of knowledge that is ‘meant to heal’ 

(2011, 13-14)—which shares some analogies with Foucault’s reading of circulation as the basis 

of administering life and securing the population from harm72. A similar sense of supervital 

forces’ harm being linked to improper conduct is evident in Richard James Martin’s (2012, 179-

182) reading of Norm’s shipwreck in Carpentaria. Martin argues that Norm’s failure to correctly 

observe customary protocols attracts the Mararabarna spirit woman’s ire. In both cases, 

 
72 Black (2011, 105) goes on to describe how the Law involves balancing relationships. It ‘allows for movement across the great 
continent, as long as the Traveller stays within his or her designated pattern, itself given at birth’. This is not to suggest the Law 
is reducible to security. 
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supervital forces’ sovereign capacity to do harm may be avoided through correct forms of 

conduct that observe the Law’s prescriptions. For this chapter, the important aspect of these 

readings is that Law-based obligations and the presence of supervital actors and forces 

decentre the non-Indigenous sphere and its means of problematising, measuring, and 

mediating various populations’ health and wellbeing. As the analysis will show, this has 

implications for food’s function-effects as a technology of biopower. Several of Wright’s 

characters may have sufficient to eat, but still experience a devitalising ennui that derives from 

elements of the self and epistemological registers that exceed the biological. 

 

Country’s agentiality and status as an entity to which humans have responsibilities (see Black 

2016) in the stories leads a number of critics to propose that Wright contests or effaces the 

boundaries of the human by proposing an inclusive and relational ontology. Linda Daley (2016, 

2016b) argues that The Swan Book produces new affects, resonances, and speaking positions 

that free life from the limits language has imposed on it. She foregrounds the way Wright blurs 

nature/culture and human/inhuman divides, as with the ‘murmuring speech of the swamp – 

suggesting the voices of both the physical topography of the swamp and the people to whom it 

is attached…an anonymous plural speech of a collective…’ (Daley 2016b, 316). Wright is argued 

to propose an inclusive ontology that invites readers to reconsider those ‘who are otherwise 

excluded from public discourse’ (Klee 2017, 214), including animals, land, and the Law (van 

Rijswijk 2014, 132). The capacity for speech and agency is extended to the dead and even 

inanimate ‘things’, such as the hulls of retired military ships (Skeat 2016, 5). Wright is also 

thought to conceive human subjectivity as being constituted through and in relation to animals, 
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spirits, songs and story, and Country (Barras 2016, 5; Gleeson-White 2016, 31-32). In some 

circumstances, humans and animals may exchange their modes of existence, as when various 

characters in The Swan Book seem to adopt animal form (Sheridan 2017, 200-204), or Will 

Phantom becomes a kangaroo to evade his pursuers in Carpentaria (see Wright 2006, 178). 

Wright’s expansive sense of agency and subjectivity complements Foucault’s anti-humanism 

and efforts to think beyond the discretely boundaried subject as a way of contesting one of the 

Western epistemological tradition’s foundational elements (see Foucault 2005b, 330-373). 

While this aspect of her stories may have resistance value, it should be noted that construing 

Indigenous people as implicitly linked to fauna or nature has been a colonial tactic that 

facilitates their dispossession and oppression (Potter 2017, 253). Moreton-Robinson (2004:77-

78) argues that the raced Other ‘is never exclusively human or animal. As an ontological and 

epistemological a priori, whiteness is defined by what it is not (animal or liminal), thereby 

staking a claim to the truly human’. Foucault (2001:68-73) himself connects the treatment of 

those pathologised as mad with an exclusionary human-animal relation. This chapter’s analysis 

argues that Wright’s treatment of human-animal relationality is more ambivalent than the 

critical literature suggests. It examines the way food helps efface but also resurrects the 

human-animal binary and boundary by distinguishing rule-bound human consumption from 

untrammelled animal appetites. This is important for reasserting human life as biopower’s 

object. 

 

Wright’s stories exhibit a similar tendency to both disrupt and reassert intra-human boundaries. 

Several critics propose that Wright challenges biopower’s racing of life by including mixed-race 
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characters and alliances between raced immigrants and Indigenous people in her tales 

(Stephenson 2007, 88,93-94; Hall 2010, 209-212). While reinscribing the otherwise forgotten 

presence of Chinese and Afghan immigrants in Australian history contests their effacement 

from the national narrative, this practice’s capacity to disrupt biopower’s racing effects is less 

evident: the secondary literature observes that all non-white races serve to Other the white 

Australian community (Pavlides 2013, 153) and are ‘commonly seen as contagions or 

contaminants who might infect, pollute or otherwise defile the white Australian social and 

national body’ (Stephenson 2007, 94). Wright disrupts some of the monolithic constructions of 

raced categories that colonialism effects when she evokes divisions between Indigenous 

groups. Philip Mead suggests Wright’s stories present an allegory of and intervention to 

manifestation of ‘narrative civil war within the Indigenous intellectual domain’ in which 

competing Indigenous perspectives on the biopolitics of territory and ways of optimising 

Indigenous lives are expressed (2017, 9; see also Mead 2014, 194,203). Such intra-racial conflict 

is not a post-contact phenomenon. Longstanding Indigenous tensions are evident in 

Carpentaria’s ‘great war of the dump’ and its references to other conflicts between Indigenous 

people whose territorial sovereignty is disputed (Molloy 2012, 6; see also Pavlides 2013, 

134,153). Similar adversarial relationships between Indigenous peoples are described in Plains 

of Promise (1997b, 94-95) and The Swan Book, which bitterly mocks Indigenous groups and 

peoples who cooperate with colonial administration (2013, 115-116). Exposing these intra-

Indigenous divisions erects boundaries between groups that colonial discourse construes as a 

homogenous category and population. For this chapter, the disruptive tactics’ pertinence is that 

they invite consideration of the ways race is produced in the stories and whether food 
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continues to produce and mark racial boundaries. The analysis shows that Wright reproduces 

and refracts the familiar raced binaries of food surplus-shortage and provision-receipt between 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous subjects but also depicts Indigenous groups deploying food’s 

racing functions to pathologise each other and dispute the legitimacy of their sovereignty 

through assertions of inappropriate consumption. 

 

While the critical literature attends to several of Wright’s boundary-effacing and category 

disrupting tactics, it also exhibits a tendency to re-impose a racial caesura by presenting a 

division between relational Indigenous and hegemonic non-Indigenous ontologies. Martin 

(2012, 173) makes this argument while deploying his knowledge of Gulf Country Law and story 

to stage a powerful critique of Ravenscroft’s reading of Wright. He argues that Ravenscroft 

Aboriginalises73 Indigenous storytellers and cultural artefacts and reproduces a racial binary by 

conceiving them as impossible for non-Indigenous readers to understand. A similar critique may 

be made of non-Indigenous treatments of Wright’s stories that contrast her relational 

Indigenous ontology with the exploitative and environmentally damaging approaches they 

associate with colonising cultures (see Devlin-Glass 2008; Gleeson-White 2013, 10-11). 

Indigenous people may benefit from this to the extent that they are afforded a place in colonial 

discourse as other than that which may be let die (Weaver 2010, 102); however, these readings 

reproduce Indigenous culture as a resource that the non-Indigenous population may 

appropriate to optimise themselves and render their occupation more sustainable (see Ashcroft 

 
73 Atwood (1992, i) describes Aboriginalism as a local form of Orientalism that proposes ‘an epistemological and ontological 

distinction between “Them” and “Us”’ in which Aborigines are radically different to whites’. 
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2017, 68; Harris 2018, 11). This burden further diminishes Indigenous vitality, as suggested in 

one reading of The Swan Book, which argues that it ‘offer[s] a critical window on the costs to 

[Wright’s] Indigenous characters of being made to bear the hopes of others and on what it 

might take to tell their stories otherwise’ (Fisher 2018, 187).  

 

Storytelling’s vitalising and devitalising effects are an important theme in Carpentaria and The 

Swan Book. As Geoff Rodoreda (2017, 7) observes in his reading of Carpentaria, storytelling is 

‘not just a cultural appendage for Aboriginal people but the very means of survival’ (Rodoreda 

2017, 7). Re-storying—particularly of colonial encounter and occupation—and its reception also 

occupies Arnaud Barras (2015, 2016), who suggests its life-enhancing capacities derive from 

inspiring a rethinking of relations to place that can ameliorate conditions of ‘estrangement, 

alienation, exile and instrumentalisation’ (Barras 2015, 64; on rethinking relations to place and 

nation, see also Hall 2013). Barras notes, however, that ‘like alcohol, [stories] can be poisonous’ 

and anaesthetic (2016, 4). The idea that a population’s or nation’s stories and cultural resources 

determine health and wellbeing as much as more familiar biopolitical indexes such as Gross 

Domestic Product has been applied to Carpentaria (Seran 2013, 5-6). This chapter contributes 

to these discussions by identifying the alimentary metaphors that Wright uses to advocate 

story’s life-sustaining qualities. 

 

While Wright suggests story has the capacity to sustain life in ways comparable to food, she 

also disrupts the food-life nexus and calls into question food’s vitalising qualities. In part, this is 
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linked to her maban epistemology, which proposes and alternative to Western notions of life 

and death by presenting a liminal world in which the living and the dead are co-present. Katrin 

Althans sees this aspect of Plains of Promise as manifesting an Indigenous Gothic in which such 

liminality is an allegory of the way untold stories—‘the haunting phantoms of repressed 

memories’—produce intergenerational trauma (2010, 116). The liminality of life and death 

Wright evokes potentially disrupts biopower’s validity as a means of describing the social order 

in her stories. The question it raises for this chapter is, in a situation where death is no longer 

power’s limit, does food continue to problematise subjects and populations and render them 

administrable?  

 

Plains of Promise 

 

Throughout Plains of Promise, food is associated with peril, biological degeneration, and the 

harm caused by inappropriate circulations and the raced Other’s proximity. As the following 

analysis shows, it provides a vocabulary and medium through which the protagonist Ivy 

Koopundi is raced and conceived as a threat to the population of St Dominic’s mission. Beyond 

the imaginary or metaphoric registers in which food produces the population as at risk, food 

exhibits more immediately material technological functions in the story. Indigenous and non-

Indigenous forms of government at the mission enlist food as a means by which they attempt 

to assimilate Ivy, administer her circulation, and ameliorate the threat she poses. Food’s 

material and metaphorical functions as a technology of biopower are brought together in the 
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story’s final sequence, where it facilitates and indexes the Old Law Council’s affirmative and 

circulatory resolution to the problem of Ivy’s displacement.  

 

Wright renders the familiar chronologic divide of pre-contact Indigenous plenty and post-

contact Indigenous privation ambivalent in Plains of Promise’s opening scenes. While the 

story’s title suggests an enriching and vitalising future, the first sequence, “The timekeeper’s 

shadow”, evokes the doomed race doctrine74 and introduces Darwinian themes of competition 

for scarce resources and the risk of extinction. Wright reiterates a biological relationship, 

familiar from previous chapters of this thesis, in which excessive non-Indigenous consumption 

and greed deprive Indigenous life of vitality. She describes non-Indigenous missionaries 

planting a Poinciana tree that becomes capable of ‘surviving the claypans, the droughts, and 

the Wets…[h]ealthy and unexploited, unaffected when illness fell on all sides’ (1997b, 3); 

however, its fortitude comes at a cost: the tree ‘carrie[s] away precious nutrients’, the theft of 

which makes people gasp and dream they are dying, swallowed up themselves by the tree 

(Wright 1997b, 4). This introductory framing of Country suggests a more challenging alimentary 

environment than the story’s ironic title connotes. Collapsing the boundaries between subjects 

and soil is more important to the story than the cannibal trope, which is only loosely sustained 

throughout the story; however, the sense of Indigenous people being swallowed creates a new 

possibility for resisting colonial rule or other domination: under conditions where Indigenous 

 
74 The colonial assumption that Indigenous Australians would inevitably become extinct while the superior white race survived 
(McGregor 1997, 13-14). 
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people are themselves edible, becoming harmful to eat affords protection or, at least, revenge, 

as the abusers of the protagonist Ivy Koopundi will discover. 

 

The missionaries and the seeds they carry are not the only forms of life circulating beyond the 

borders of their ancestral homes. The Indigenous inmates of St Dominic’s Mission are members 

of various Indigenous peoples that the colonial administration has gathered and defined as a 

monolithic group of ‘Aborigines’. The captive population, and the clandestine Council of Old 

Law People who comprise their government (see Wright 1997b, 8-9), are less concerned with 

the missionaries’ depredations than with the Koopundis’ threatening presence. When a series 

of suicides and illnesses begins to plague the population (1997b, 15,21,40), the community 

elders ‘knew it was some dangerous business associated with the death of Ivy’s mother’ (1997, 

36). They tell the child, ‘“[y]ou come here from your Sickness country. Spreadin’ it all over this 

place here…Sick people there dying all the time. People with no hands. No toes. No fingers. You 

hear that, you disease carrier!”’ (1997b, 56; cf Black 2011, 113-114).  

 

Wright repeatedly conjoins food and death in the Koopundi line, whose women are literally and 

metaphorically associated with illness-inducing or otherwise imperilling food. Ivy’s mother is 

‘[t]he bad Aborigine’ expelled from her homelands and sentenced ‘to rot’ on the distant St 

Dominics mission after throwing hot fat on a non-Indigenous shearer who exhibited an 

inappropriate interest in her daughter (1997b, 12-13). She is tacitly linked with the abject 

practice of cooking flesh that marks the raced Other as cannibal, first by burning the shearer, 

then by setting herself alight. After Ivy’s mother self immolates, the missionary Jipp disguises 
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the suicide as a cooking accident in his report of her death, thus formalising a permanent link 

between the Koopundi line and perilous food in the colonial archive (1997b, 27-28). Her suicide 

catalyses the series of deaths by fire that begin to plague the population (1997b, 69-70).  

 

Ivy is ostracised and excluded by her peers, who force her to watch from afar while they enjoy a 

meal of freshly caught fish (1997b, 25). This suspension of food sharing may be understood as a 

racing practice: by excluding Ivy from the category of those with whom food must be shared, 

she is tacitly rendered Other and let die. The orphaned and isolated girl is an easy target for 

Jipp, who rapes her in his church and banana plantation-cum-cemetery (1997b, 31-33). The 

phallic fruit’s connection with biological contamination, reproduction, and death is overt, as is 

the food-mediated connection between individual and communal suffering: the plantation 

becomes ‘[a] thick maze for snakes’, while those who eat of its fruit suffer a ‘head-to-toe rash 

that spread[s] throughout the dormitories’ (1997b, 32-33). In Katie Valenta’s account, Jipp 

‘disturbingly melds cemetery with food source’ so that ‘the fruit recalls death and decay…it is 

mainly the children of the mission on whom the blighted fruit, and the Christian faith, is foisted, 

and it is they who bear the subsequent hardship’ (2012,55). Wright extends her parody of 

Christian mythology as the missionaries begin to describe Ivy as ‘a bad apple’ (1997b, 23)75. Jipp 

offers an apposite alimentary reference to Ivy when his wife, Beverly, discovers him missing 

from the house one night. Returning from the banana grove, he hisses, snake-like, and blames 

Beverly for making him ‘taste the filth’ (1997b, 29).  

 
75 Latinate Western cultures usually, though not uniformly, describe the forbidden fruit that precipitates Adam and Eve’s 
expulsion from Eden as an apple (see Snyder 1976). 
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Jipp’s admission extends the metaphoric association Wright construes between the Koopundis 

and imperilling, illness-inducing food. The sense of disgust that Jipp projects onto Ivy connotes 

an alimentary register that links degenerate sexual conduct with food and biopolitical themes. 

As William Ian Miller (1997, 1) observes, the etymology of disgust derives from words 

connoting ‘unpleasant to the taste’. Disgust, he argues, ‘plays a motivating and confirming role 

in moral judgment…[i]t ranks people and things in a kind of cosmic ordering’ (1997, 2). Disgust 

also ‘convey[s] a strong sense of aversion to something perceived as dangerous because of its 

powers to contaminate, infect, or pollute by proximity, contact, or ingestion’ (1997, 2). The 

banana plantation occasions disgust among the Indigenous community because of the sexual 

misconduct that transpires there (Wright 1997b, 33; Farca 2010, 32-33). Beverly is filled with 

disgust following her discovery of Jipp’s illicit sexual conduct. She begins to quarantine herself 

from him, first by sleeping in a separate bedroom and later by remaining locked up inside the 

house, which she cleans compulsively (1997b, 20). Ivy, too, is disgusted by Jipp. She envisions a 

louse crawling across his forehead and falling into Beverly’s breakfast (1997b, 61). All three 

become contaminated and ill: Beverly descends into a silent depression and an allergic, 

asthmatic response to the dust and dirt of the mission (1997b, 30); Ivy suffers her peers’ 

ostracism and violence and retreats into a dissociative condition (1997b, 24-25); and Jipp 

succumbs to dysentery and becomes a figure of mockery by Indigenous men who relate to him 

through the kinship relations his unwelcome sexual practices generate (1997b, 31). 
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The association of food with illness, peril, and disgust recurs in Plains of Promise’s other 

narrative strand, which concerns Elliot the Traveller, a young Midinji Law man tasked with 

seeking information about the connection between Ivy Koopundi and the deaths and disease 

plaguing the St Dominic’s population. As he travels towards the Koopundis’ country, Elliot fasts 

to avoid emanating any odours that could attract malign spirits (1997b, 43,72). These fasts lead 

to visions in which thousands of dead birds litter his path and skeletal pelicans ‘peck…at his skin 

as if they were feasting’ (1997b, 82). After a symbolic spiritual death and rebirth, Elliot meets 

the disgraced doctor, Pilot, and his wives, Crow-people, who intercept and try to trick him into 

turning Ivy over to them during two gothic meals surrounded by alimentary-themed images of 

diseased dogs and a strychnine-laced cooking pot (1997b, 44-48, 86-96)76. Danger infuses and 

surrounds the meals as Elliot and Pilot probe and challenge each other and invoke the powers 

of their sorcerers. These meals are ambivalent—sites of peril but also potential salvation for the 

population, on whose behalf Elliot seeks to discover how to ameliorate the threat that Ivy 

seems to pose.  

 

While Elliot is away, the missionaries and Indigenous elders of St Dominic’s attempt to 

assimilate Ivy. Beverly Jipp makes an initial, unsuccessful attempt to nurture and adopt the girl 

as a replacement for her daughter. She feeds Ivy exotic and luxurious fruits and dresses the girl 

 
76 There is considerable ‘undecidability’ about this aspect of the plot. Following Pilot’s death, an elder comments 
that he was supposed to take Ivy back to her Country. The implication is that the Old Law Council concluded the 
return would alleviate the misfortune and death plaguing the St Dominic’s mob. Wright holds the validity of this 
decision in abeyance: Old Dorrie, whose ability to hear the spirits lets her know the outcomes of Elliot’s mission 
before he returns, registers that ‘she had a lot of trouble hearing and remembering the sequence of the events 
foretold through the spirits today because of the power tricks that had caused interference. Her age and 
susceptibility to the elements of wind, heat and dust made it easier for the tricksters’ (Wright 1997b, 117).   
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in her daughter’s old clothes (1997b, 17). Jipp’s depredations, and Beverly’s inability to 

challenge them directly, causes the relationship between the two women to sour. The regular 

morning teas they share become torturous exercises that distress Beverly and sicken Ivy, while 

the domestic space becomes a source of resentment (1997b, 64). The passage reiterates a 

raced binary of food provision and receipt but indicates its limitations as a means of 

penetrating and administering life. 

 

The Indigenous elders begin their efforts to assimilate Ivy by tasking her with supplying rations 

to the old women’s camp each morning (1997b, 67). When Elliot returns, they seemingly 

manipulate Jipp into arranging Ivy’s marriage to him. Ivy’s new father-in-law, Pugnose, 

complains unceasingly about her ‘supposed thefts of food and other small dishonesties’ (1997b, 

147); however, after she becomes pregnant to Elliot, meals becomes an important vehicle 

through which the elder ‘assume[s] the interests of her unborn child’ and instructs her in the 

Law: 

 

[t]he main source of his complaint concerned the taboos that Ivy broke. Food she ate, 

for example, which he thought was not good for the baby…Ivy had morning sickness. As 

soon as she awoke she would dash out of the humpy to vomit into the saltbush outside. 

Every time this happened, Pugnose would offer his thoughts about the causes of this, 

and how to cure it. He would ask her what it felt like to be vomiting the poisonous 

venom of the snake-witch, which he declared he had watched her eating. He would tell 

her she was killing the saltbush. He told her she came from a tribe of gluttonous people 
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who cared nothing for family or the poor little babies they brought into this world. This 

was the reason her mother had been brought to St Dominic’s, he said   

         (1997b, 148) 

 

Pugnose and another elder provide potions for Ivy to drink to ‘dispel the evil from her body’ 

(1997b, 150). The potions make Ivy vomit and leave her listless and weak. Food is used literally 

here to problematise and administer life. Food is ambivalent in being simultaneously a source 

of peril and a vehicle for entering into relationships of care and responsibility: Ivy suffers 

Pugnose’s authority, but the old man shields her from some of his son’s abuse (1997b, 152-

153).  

 

Plains of Promise’s second sequence extends the association of food with biological peril and 

the production of life as at risk. Ivy has been removed from St Dominic’s mission to a psychiatric 

hospital following a near fatal beating by Elliot, whose inclination, unlike that of his elders, is to 

resolve the problems her presence causes by killing her (1997b, 77). Ivy covets the sweets she 

receives for cooperating with the invasive and genitally-oriented medical procedures she 

endures at the clinic, where her treatment is likened to ‘the difficulty of growing some exotic 

vegetable’ (1997b, 171,169). While Jipp derived sexual pleasure from Ivy, her new custodian, 

Penguin, covets her as ‘his star patient’—a source of economic and social capital (1997b, 172). 

Thinking in terms of security and circulation, a balance between the raced Other as beneficial 

resource and threat is evident. Despite attracting donations and media attention, Ivy’s 

confinement and proximity also generates unease and inefficiency, as the hospital staff avoid 
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night shifts and whisper about deaths they associate with the crows that appear outside her 

window on each anniversary of her incarceration (1997b, 173). 

 

At the clinic, Ivy remains in a dissociative condition, from which she finally awakens with the 

words, ‘[c]an I eat now?’ (1997b, 180). Her enquiry initiates the beginning of the institution’s, 

and Penguin’s, fall into disrepute, seemingly as a result of her revelations—unarticulated in the 

text—about the conditions under which she was held. Released from the now-moribund 

institution, she is sent to an unnamed town somewhere in the North, where the wife of a 

former member of St Dominic’s parish offers her accommodation.  

 

At her new residence, Ivy is met by Bessie, an 80 year old Indigenous woman with false teeth, 

whose dentures are ‘popped…into a glass of water beside the unused stove, which was covered 

with opened and unopened tins, mostly bearing labels such as Pal, Chum, Whiskas or Snappy 

Tom…’ from which she and her pets eat (1997b, 184). Like her eating habits, the space of 

Bessie’s house is liminal and abject: boundaries between the living and the dead and the 

human and animal are blurred (one of the beasts seems to be a reincarnation of Bessie’s dead 

husband) and connote the gothic (see Althans 2010,121) and the racially themed grotesqueries 

of Dr Moreau (see Christensen 2004, 583-585). Food’s perilous overtones persist: Ivy is 

frightened by the sound of over-ripe berries falling on the roof at night (1997, 186-187); the 

rotting eggs Bessie throws over the fence attract snakes and crows that police the property’s 

perimeter; and ‘strange, unkempt men’ lurk beyond it, occasionally visiting to exchange 

sugarbags—the contents of which, aside from a bush turkey that Bessie plucks and guts, are not 
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disclosed—for fresh food (1997b, 192). Ivy’s confinement makes her skin fade so that she 

‘end[s] up looking like the pale flesh of a lemon’, while her fear of the new surroundings 

renders her nauseous and struggling to eat (1997b, 195-196). 

 

Ivy and Bessie’s relationship becomes increasingly fractious, with communality and 

commensality in short supply (1997b, 189). The captive woman comes to believe that her host 

is trying to poison her (1997b, 194). She eats nothing that she has not personally prepared and 

keeps a close watch over the cooking pot. In a variation on Bartlett’s reading of hygiene as a 

genocidal technology (1999, 21), Ivy suspects Bessie is adulterating her meals with cleaning 

products (1997b, 197); her anxiety saves her, she thinks, by producing enough acid in her 

stomach to neutralise whatever Bessie is adding to the food (1997b, 195). Ivy’s discovery of a 

pile of Sunlight soap and a sudden realisation that ‘there was always a taste of soap in her 

mouth’ (1997b, 197) prompts her to attack Bessie. This leads to a cataclysmic explosion that 

destroys the house and obscures all trace of life. 

 

Food is almost entirely absent in the third of Plains’s four sequences, in which Ivy’s daughter, 

Mary, lives in an unnamed capital city entirely ignorant of her heritage and connection to Ivy 

and St Dominic’s mission. Food regains some prominence in Plains’s final section, “Plains of 

papery grass”, in which Mary and her own daughter, Jessie, return to the site of St Dominic’s. 

For the first time, food is represented as a non-imperilling medium through which benevolent 

relationships are construed. During the Koopundis’ three-month stay, one of Ivy’s old 

acquaintances entertains the visitors with a fanciful impression of a white woman buying sirloin 
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(1997b, 284-285); the gingernut biscuits that Elliot gobbles do no harm to his diabetic body 

(1997b, 285); and the characters participate in communal meal making of damper and cake 

(1997b, 291,298). While these food references suggest a degree of sanguinity, the past has not 

been forgotten. One old woman professes ignorance when Mary enquires about St Dominic’s 

history, but her detailed memory of the cakes Beverly Jipp baked each year reveals that nothing 

has been lost: ‘Kathie could tell you in detail the exact decoration of Mrs Jipp’s cakes from year 

to year, as far back as she could remember anything. How many little reindeers or snowmen; a 

sweet little robin in ’53, and so on’ (1997b, 290). 

 

Despite these new connotations, food continues to serve a metaphorical purpose in describing 

the raced Other and a material one in determining their circulation. Ivy makes a surreptitious 

visit to Mary’s house while the younger woman is absent (1997b, 297). The visit startles Mary, 

but is rendered benign by the boiled sweet the old woman gives her daughter. Ivy, by this 

stage, is toothless, which connotes a degree of harmlessness but also suggests the somatic 

disease and disorder that renders the raced Other a threat to the population’s health and 

wellbeing. The ambivalent connotations suggest the equilibrium that has been achieved 

through managing her circulation: Ivy remains a threatening presence, but, facilitated and 

sustained by Elliot’s regular delivery of food supplies (1997b, 291), is able to live in isolation so 

that the danger she poses to the population’s security is minimised. Elliot takes Mary and Jessie 

to the outstation where Ivy lives. The proximity of food and excrement—crockery, cutlery and 

half-used food cartons of food sit among dried bird and bat droppings (1997b, 291)—suggest 

food’s ambivalent relation to life and health; however, unlike Ivy’s earlier confinements on the 
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mission and in the mental hospital, the arrangement is not exploitative or detrimental to her: 

she can practice the ceremonies that bring water to the disappearing lake without exposing 

herself, or the community, to harm. The visiting party do not exactly sit down to a meal with 

Ivy, but they do put aside any fear of contamination and biological harm by eating at the place 

where she dwells (1997b, 291-295). The supplies Elliot and his companions have brought, 

though not luxurious, are plentiful, ‘enough…to last for weeks’ (1997b, 291). The plenitude and 

communality suggest a feast, which, recalling Bakhtin, has a levelling effect that erases or 

inverts social hierarchies and marks moments of change and renewal (1984, 8-9,264). On this 

occasion, the feast marks a partial effacing of race by incorporating the raced Other, in whose 

house her family and members of the community eat together. In this way, the meal signifies 

that the Old Law Council has transformed Ivy from that which may be let die to that which must 

be made live (Ravenscroft 2010, 53; cf: Prentice 2015, 39). Food’s implication in assimilating Ivy, 

administering her circulation, and securing the population indicates that it remains an 

important technology of biopower even when envisioned in a maban story. 

 

Carpentaria 

 

In contrast to Plains of Promise’s affirmative biopolitics, Carpentaria presents a more 

ambiguous and ambivalent world of food-mediated relations through which power 

problematises life. Improper circulation is again the story’s catalysing agent. The Gurfurrit 

mine’s disturbance of sacred sites and exploitation of Indigenous resources near the fictional 

Gulf town of Desperance upsets the uneasy coexistence of local Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
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residents and leads to several deaths (Wright 2006, 193,428). Indigenous governmental 

figures—the Law men Will and Norm Phantom and Mozzie Fishman—seek revenge by 

summoning Country’s elemental forces to destroy the mine and expel the town’s non-

Indigenous interlopers. Significantly for a biopolitical reading of the story, Carpentaria gives 

little indication that preserving or optimising life according to Western European norms is the 

primary goal of power’s operations in the maban world. Country, and the Law men who 

summon its forces, exercise a sovereign power to let live or make die that effects the human 

population, and other forms of life, indiscriminately. While this serves to efface the local 

population’s racial divide, it does not constitute an affirmative biopolitics: the story’s 

denouement, in which Will Phantom returns to a Desperance from which the human 

population has been extirpated and the animal population deranged, suggests that exercising 

sovereignty and adhering to the Law takes precedence over preserving extant life. 

 

Carpentaria further disrupts biopower’s structure and orientation by locating life and death in a 

liminal state of co-presence. The dead influence the living and mediate their wellbeing but are 

themselves subject to the potential for improved conditions of existence (see Wright 2006, 433-

434). These reciprocal relations and expanded vision of docility suggest that death ceases to be 

power’s limit in the maban world. Despite this, as the analysis that follow shows, food 

continues to perform a number of important functions that are recognisably concordant with 

those identified in this thesis’s previous chapters. 
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Carpentaria’s creation story makes only passing reference to ample food sources (2006, 3); 

instead, the most prominent site of Indigenous food surplus is the hidden burial ground to 

which Mozzie Fishman conveys his dead son after the Gurfurrit mine is destroyed. Read 

alongside the communal meal at the end of Plains of Promise, this suggests some commonality 

with Langford Ginibi’s practice of concluding her stories with feasts, and a sense of food 

indexing successful—if costly—Indigenous governmental intervention to remedy improper 

circulation and conduct. There is a nostalgic element to Wright’s description that, coupled with 

a reference to an ‘old world’ untouched by non-Indigenous presence (2006, 437-438), recalls 

familiar food-centric divisions of pre- and post-contact eras: ‘the hills were plentiful with 

food…bream, barramundi, grunter, swam through the clear waters, turtles big and small were 

passing by, floating on top of the water through lotus leaves, and the spear men came home 

loaded’ (2006,  443). Following Ashcroft’s (2017, 8) argument that utopic representations are 

conditioned by the contemporary social circumstances from which they emerge, the fantastic 

scene’s food surplus may be understood as a correlate to Carpentaria’s earlier description of 

Fishman’s son, and the other petrol sniffing boys who die alongside him—‘[d]isgusting skin and 

bone creatures who looked like nobody fed them’ (Wright 2006, 327). Significantly, however, 

the plentiful food’s vitalising quality is only available to the dead: the burial ground’s bounty is 

inaccessible for the men of Mozzie’s group, who go hungry as the animals dazzle them and 

appear too beautiful and gentle to kill (2006, 443)77. In one sense, this disrupts the connection 

between food and life; at the same time, anticipating some of The Swan Book’s themes, the 

 
77 The men’s own hunters go forth but return empty handed after encountering beasts too beautiful and reverent to be killed: 
‘Ahhh! Kangaroo meat was good and they were very hungry: but if one must starve for love of an animal, this was understood’ 
(Wright 2006, 443). The sacred area is off-limits for hunting; it is presumably an important site of a kangaroo Dreaming. 
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fantastic scene’s association of food with the spirit world suggests that a vision of plenty is 

capable of sustaining and enhancing life, even if it is not immediately accessible to the living. As 

one of the empty-handed hunters reports after seeing a magnificent red kangaroo, ‘he felt 

good. He felt like living it up’ (2006, 443).  

 

Connections between food and life are rendered ambivalent and esoteric in Carpentaria’s two 

other sites of Indigenous food surplus. Like the inland burial ground, the mysterious islands on 

which Norm and Will Phantom are marooned towards the end of the story exhibit maban and 

fantastic qualities. Norm’s island, on which he is shipwrecked during his journey to bury Elias, 

‘might not even exist’ (2006, 271); Will washes ashore on a mysterious floating pile of soil and 

refuse after being deranged and half-drowned in the flood that submerges the fictional town of 

Desperance (2006, 493). Both islands are resplendent with fresh produce: ‘fish, crab, prawn, 

plant and animal from the bush’ and enormous quantities of tomato plants, pandanus, mangos, 

and figs (2006, 287,496). Despite the bountiful food, the islands are liminal and heterotopic 

spaces (Hall 2013) in which life and death are linked. Norm’s shore is covered with ‘millions of 

dead fish…[and] decaying marine life’ (2006, 270), while the surface of Will’s island is covered in 

bird droppings and rotting fish that provide ample fertiliser for the various seeds that reach it 

(2006, 493-495). The cyclic connection of life and death here foreshadows the theme of rebirth 

on which Carpentaria ends. More generally, and in common with the hidden burial ground, the 

islands’ isolation and invisibility to Empire (see Wright 2006, 501-502) recalls a pre-contact 

world. This reiterates the inverse relationship between non-Indigenous presence and 
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Indigenous food surplus and security that this thesis shows is a common trope of Indigenous 

storytelling and indicative of food’s functions as a technology of biopower. 

 

The plethora of food on each island would seem to suggest that food insecurity does not 

problematise life in these maban settings; however, despite the initial strength and pleasure 

Will derives from his island’s food-laden trees and bountiful fish, his ensuing loneliness, despair, 

and madness dispatch the new territory’s Edenic connotations. His food security and sufficiency 

are soured when he kills and eats a green turtle that brings him a vision of the green boat that 

carries his father, wife, and son (Wright 2006, 497-498,). Despite conditions of food surplus, the 

island becomes a purgatorial place that Will desperately wishes to escape (2006, 499-502). 

Achieving vitality requires more than the biologically oriented markers of wellbeing such as 

food sufficiency. 

 

The inverse relationship between non-Indigenous presence and Indigenous food insecurity and 

insufficiency in these scenes locates food as a producer and marker of racial boundaries in 

Carpentaria. Food clearly delineates Indigenous and non-Indigenous spheres for Will Phantom’s 

brothers, who work at the Gurfurrit mine. While the raced binary of food surplus-shortage is 

familiar, the notion of an Indigenous sphere marked by conflict over food departs significantly 

from the commensality and food sharing that Davis and Langford-Ginibi attribute to Noongar 

and Bundjalung culture:  
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[t]he mine in their mind meant good food…and they did not want to miss out on dinner, 

not for one day, not for anyone’s business…Good food cooked properly by chefs, not 

just chucked around in a frypan in a pile of fat until it burned, and nobody to fight you 

for it          

 (Wright 2006, 180) 

Food-centric conflict in the Indigenous sphere recurs when Wright depicts local families and 

clans disputing each other’s claims to belonging and place. Food’s pathologising capacities are 

apparent in its use as a medium through which to express derision, as when, ‘old Joseph 

Midnight’s family grew into one sick family joke about pigs slopping around in their sty, waiting 

for scraps from the mine’ (Wright 2006, 427). The Westside mob further assert, ‘if you see that 

there are no little native animals around anymore it was because those people [the Eastside 

mob] ate them. Ate everything…living on somebody else’s land, and treating it like vacuum 

cleaners sucking up the wildlife…’ (2006, 53). The pejorative allegations of greed and land 

consumption are reminiscent of those levelled at non-Indigenous colonists in Davis’s and 

Langford-Ginibi’s stories (see Davis 1982, 121; Langford Ginibi 1994, 212). Wright reiterates the 

attribution of excessive and illegitimate consumption to non-Indigenous people when the 

character Angel Day insults another Indigenous women by telling her she ‘looked like a fat 

white pig eating up the traditional owner’s country’ (2006, 25). This allegation reproduces the 

familiar use of inappropriate consumption as a marker of non-Indigeneity but refracts its 

application to those who do not exercise a legitimate claim to sovereignty. 
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Wright satirises race-inflected discourses of health and diet by juxtaposing the comments of 

Desperance’s non-Indigenous residents, who conceive Mozzie Fishman’s restless itinerancy as a 

consequence of having ‘seven decades of accumulated sugar racing around in your body’, with 

a collective Indigenous voice that observes, ‘[s]trange things were said by the maranguji 

doctors about the boy’s blood being full of boiled lollies’ (2006, 122). Noticeably, Fishman is the 

only one of Carpentaria’s Indigenous characters to exhibit a pronounced interest in food (2006, 

143). Although most of Wright’s Indigenous protagonists do eat at various points in the stories, 

the majority are indifferent to food. Norm Phantom never goes hungry: ‘[h]e caught bream fish 

if he felt like it…no more and no less. If there were no fish, he expected [his wife] to provide, 

which she did’ (2006, 14). The character Joseph Midnight is similarly disinterested in dietary 

matters: he ‘just left it up to whatever relatives were around to make sure he got something to 

eat’ (2006, 373). This indifference departs significantly from Davis’s and Langford-Ginibi’s 

accounts of food as highly desirable to Indigenous people. It again points to new ontologies and 

epistemologies that may require a rethinking of food’s capacity to problematise and administer 

life. 

 

Wright does make some use of food’s capacity to determine Indigenous and non-Indigenous 

proximity and produce spatial distributions of bodies. In a gruesome scene that invokes fears of 

bodily pollution and the transgression of boundaries between self/other and inside/outside, 

Desperance’s non-Indigenous residents confront Mozzie Fishman, 
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with their shiny rifles aiming right at his fat belly button, which looked like a good 

target…He said if anyone got two foot in his way, he would explode like the bloated 

carcass of a bullock someone had run over, and when that happened he would be more 

or less obliged to spill his guts right into their faces…And the crowd, standing too long 

on Uptown’s hot bitumen road, hallucinated how they would all die one terrible death 

of suffocation in the rotten stench of Fishman’s exploded guts     

     (Wright 2006, 135) 

Similar gruesome imaginative registers combine with food-centric fears to produce the 

population as at risk several times in Carpentaria. A familiar sense of food’s imperilled and 

imperilling qualities becomes apparent in the text’s opening scenes, in which food-carrying 

camels terrorise Desperance after the Afghan traders who used them to transport the town’s 

provisions perish. The sore-laden beasts’ utility is exhausted—‘by then the grog and the tucker 

was being freighted up by mail truck’ (2006, 4)—and they are whipped, stoned, and shot while 

rotting foodstuff spills from their packs (2006, 5). The violent treatment meted out to the 

beasts may be read as a symbolic disavowal of the townspeople’s earlier conditions of food 

insecurity. The townspeople later reveal their fear of becoming food while marvelling at the 

stranger Elias’s emergence from the ocean. The assembled population recalls all ‘the invaders 

of childhood dreams…every single tragedy in Uptown fishing or beach picnic history’ as they 

watch Elias’s progress, ‘half expect[ing]…the waters to swirl at any second into a bloody vortex 

of the man being devoured by a giant sea carnivore’ (2006, 67)78. The projected fear for Elias 

 
78 Their fears are partially realised: Elias is being eaten alive, in grotesque but less spectacular fashion, by sea mites ‘fêting on 
his raw skin’ (2006, 67,73). 
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becomes fear of him later in the text, as the town’s residents begin to wonder ‘if he was a 

harmless bream, or a town-eating piranha’ (2006, 111). 

 

Race subtends the imaginative register in which fears of being consumed and the grotesque 

circulate in Carpentaria. Wright’s tale of the giant pig, Abilene, describes an enormous beast—

‘grossly overgrown, black hairy body and a head filled with brown, rotting teeth’ (2006, 112)—

that transcends local myth as a killer of unwary fishermen and enters reality during Norm 

Phantom’s murder trial (2006, 155-156). Witnesses attribute several local deaths to Abilene, 

who they argue is entitled to prey upon humans because it is ‘going about its natural 

self…hunt[ing] everything it believed belonged to itself within the precincts of its boundaries’ 

(2006, 155). Wright’s complicated parody of non-Indigenous engagement with claims about 

sacred sites and mythological beings in legal hearings (see Tonkinson 1997; Weiner 1999) and 

Customary Law’s recognition in non-Indigenous courts (see Goldflam 2013) explicitly effaces 

the boundaries of real and unreal in this scene (Wright 2006, 153). The combination of 

Abilene’s entitlement to sustenance and grotesqueness produces an ambivalent food-centric 

relationship between humans and animals that recurs elsewhere in the story79. Notably, 

Abilene’s entitlement to consumption suggests both a political enfranchisement concordant 

 
79 A similar combination of animals’ entitlement to food and their grotesqueness is evident in Wright’s account of Norm’s ‘dirty 
sump-oil-and-meat-fat-feathered bird…The disgusting animal usually perched on the back of a chair facing the table back to 
front, making it easier for him to eat what he wanted from the table’ (Wright 2006, 103). Elsewhere in the story, kinship 
relations between humans and animals, such as a pig that is ‘uncle’ to the Midnight mob and thus cannot be killed (2006, 52), 
suggest a potentially more affirmative effacing of the human/animal binary. 
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with its validation in court but also, by virtue of its breach of prohibitions on conceiving humans 

as a food, reiterates a status of being beyond the boundaries of the human. 

 

At the end of Wright’s story, the town of Desperance is economically and materially destroyed, 

first by the fire that explodes the mine, then by cyclonic storm and flood. Food is repeatedly 

invoked in the first of these sovereign acts of destruction. Will, who had fasted during his 

rescue of Elias’s body and return to the mine, is captured by men who threaten to put him 

through a mill and feed him to fish (2006, 396-397). He is saved by the intervention of Mozzie 

Fishman’s disciples, who light a giant fire that Wright anthropomorphises as a ravenous, 

speaking animal: ‘watch while I spread right through those hangars…hungry! hungry!’ (2006, 

410). The fire threatens to peter out, but a greasy pizza box provides ‘that little bit of extra fuel’ 

that ignites the entire pipeline and destroys the mine (2006, 411). ‘The finale was majestic…The 

whole mine, pride of the banana state, ended up looking like a big panorama of burnt chop 

suey’ (2006, 411). Afterwards, Mozzie Fishman does not disclose precisely how he brought 

about the mine’s destruction: ‘[h]e said his recipe was top secret’ (2006, 412). Although there 

are few immediate biopolitical dimensions to food’s functions or effects here, the sense of the 

story culminating in a giant metaphorical meal loosely recalls the endings of Plains of Promise 

and Langford Ginibi’s works. 
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The Swan Book 

 

The indiscriminate destruction in which Carpentaria culminates is extended to the planetary 

level in The Swan Book. Wright’s story transpires in a climate-changed world one hundred years 

in the future, where ‘modern man had become the new face of God and simply sacrificed the 

whole Earth’ and millions of people have been forced to the sea in search of new lands (Wright 

2013, 12,25-26). The Indigenous owners of the Northern Territory are interned under a never-

ending Emergency Response (2013, 47) and besieged by new arrivals: ‘unwanted [Indigenous] 

people’ from around Australia, the climate change refugee Bella Donna, who slips through a 

gap in the fence containing them, and, finally, great flocks of swans that have ‘no custodians in 

their rightful place’ and whose stories and songs have been lost during their long absence from 

Australia (2013, 32,50,68). Into this world emerges Immya Wake, dubbed Oblivion Ethylene, 

Oblivia for short, borne of an ancestral tree, and soon to become learned in ancient swan lore. 

Oblivia’s journey to Canberra to wed her promised husband, Warren Finch, and her return 

home after his death and the city’s submersion by torrential rains form the story’s centrepiece. 

Wright’s models are traditional Indigenous stories of totemic ancestors whose journeys connect 

and form places. Accordingly, The Swan Book recounts the forming—or recovery (see 2013, 17-

18)—of an imaginary songline that makes a place for swans on Country. Alongside the 

collapsing boundaries between human and animal, life and death, and animate and inanimate 

in The Swan Book, Wright’s vision of climate change’s indiscriminate effects, the new 

populations that emerge from mass migration, and the social order that develops when 
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governments and institutions become incapable of administering life and managing its 

problems, all suggest something of the new ‘we’ invoked at the start of this chapter.  

 

Despite this, The Swan Book reproduces and refracts several of food’s familiar problematising 

functions. As in Grog War, Wright begins the story by recalling a pre-contact world of plenty in 

which Indigenous people ‘lived alongside eels, fresh-water mussels, turtles and other aquatic 

life’ before being ‘truly startled by voices that resembled angry animals fighting over a few 

scraps of food’ (2013, 9). The Indigenous population is increasingly devitalised by the pollution 

of the lake on which they rely for food and water and the forced immigration of ‘starving skin-

and-bone people’ who are ‘classified…divided into lots and graded on whether anything could 

be done for them’ (2013, 13,49). Like Davis’s representations of rationing, the subsequent 

binary of food surplus-shortage and provision-receipt does not subordinate its Indigenous 

recipients: the swamp people boast ‘generations of knowledge…about white people doing good 

for them’ and sarcastically recall the introduction of 

 

[s]easonal crop farmers, harvesters of potatoes, cabbages, fields of beans, yellow pears, 

wheat for whiskey, wine grapes, dairy cattle or pigs, truffles and olives, death feuds, 

imprisonment, domination, the differences between rich and poor, slaves, war and 

terror 

  (2013, 22-23) 
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Similar mockery occurs when Oblivia travels to Canberra, where ‘[t]he refrigerator was 

worshipped…like the supreme spirit of the city’ and the people speak endlessly of food (2013, 

214). Oblivia’s non-Indigenous hosts insist that she mimics their appreciation of different 

varieties of butter, but also use the aliment to maintain a racial boundary by recalling ‘the old 

days…when they had no butter at all during the long drought. They said it was almost as bad as 

the place where the girl had come from’ (2013, 215). Unlike her hosts, Oblivia does not fail to 

notice the presence of the city’s anonymous, hungry beggars, who disrupt monolithic notions of 

non-Indigenous plenty (2013, 209). The proximate conditions of food surplus and shortage 

become unbearable at her wedding, where the banquet presents 

 

more food than the girl had seen in her entire life, and the sight of so much food for one 

meal made her nauseous, and unable to eat. Inside her loneliness, she felt the pangs of 

hunger the night she had raided the fishing nets in the swamp, and had not found a 

single fish 

   (2013, 225) 

 

Faced with a surfeit of food, Oblivia endures the grotesque spectacle by repeating to herself 

that it ‘[d]id not exist. Did not exist…’ (2013, 217). Her fury at the disparity of food supply 

manifests itself as a fantasy in which ‘hungry swans flew around the house in a frenzied flight of 

destruction…the huge birds strike at food off dinner plates and attack the banquet…’ (2013, 

226). It also manifests itself in a refusal to eat, which may be read as a way of exercising control 

in situations where agency is curtailed (see Bordo 2008, 223). This recurring tactic (2013, 
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177,243) is complemented by some of The Swan Book’s other Indigenous characters—Warren 

Finch, the Harbour Master (2013, 13,99)—who are indifferent to food and have no trouble 

procuring it. It limits food’s capacity to discipline and problematise life. 

 

The Swan Book’s climate change refugees do not share the Indigenous characters’ indifference 

to food. As their governments collapse and nations disappear, they are produced as ‘excess to 

requirement’ and left facing ‘total annihilation’ (2013, 26). They unburden themselves of now-

useless consumer goods—mobile phones, televisions—while escaping to highlands and 

searching for food and water (2013, 26,27). The refugees’ hunger partially severs the 

association of non-Indigeneity with food surplus and forms of life that must be made live; 

instead, it connects food insecurity with dispossession, which The Swan Book warns will not be 

restricted to Indigenous peoples in the future. Wright deploys a substantial use of Language 

and a pronounced oscillation between formal English and the cadence of Indigenous kriol to 

describe the dispossessed and their constant thoughts of food: 

 

everyone was constantly hungry, always too balika, looking for something to eat...they 

had nothing. Not anything. Budangku yalu jumbala-yaa. Still, what was hunger to these 

people. They had always known hunger, and about this alone they cheerfully narrated 

their stories, rather optimistically, about how they were surviving on nothing: Yea! Who 

cares about hardship? 

         (2013, 307) 
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The scene inverts colonial subject-object relations by deploying a pathologising Indigenous gaze 

that tells a food-centric story of the remnants of people formerly held to be ‘the Champions’ 

(2013, 30-31). Wright describes the refugees descending into violent anarchy as their food 

supplies dwindle. People depart their ruined cities carrying pilfered poultry and domestic pets 

inside their clothes to prevent other refugees’ dogs killing and eating them. Although the group 

profess indifference to food shortages and hardship, as their food supplies diminish, sporadic 

initial violence gives way to 

 

primeval fear…Anyone hiding animals was attacked. Groups of bandits moved alongside, 

picking off people they suspected were hiding food. They were numerous beatings of 

people unwilling to hand over their pets… dogs roamed freely, sniffing for food, 

attacking those carrying animals…All around, [Oblivia] heard the savage packs attacking 

people and their screams in splashing water  

      (2013, 309-310) 

 

As in Langford Ginibi’s stories, food is imperilled and imperilling here as a consequence of 

dispossession and the breakdown of communal relationships. Fearing for the wellbeing of the 

swan she carries, Oblivia detaches herself from one of the climate change convoys and follows 

her swan dreaming in the direction of home (2013, 309). She encounters an Aboriginal guide, 

Half Life, who leads her to a dreaming site where ‘Aboriginal herds-people’ who have 

‘bloodlines in [them] from all over the world…Arabian, African, Asian, Indian, European all 

sorts…’ congregate (2013, 315 italics in original). The herds-people exhibit a peculiar melange of 
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Indigenous and non-Indigenous culture, perhaps appropriate to Half Life’s sobriquet: they 

follow a hunter-gatherer lifestyle, but are also ‘totally obsessed with being some kind of 

economic independence human success story in an Australian-made hell’ (2013, 315-316).  

 

The herds-people’s campsite is strewn with hare and rabbit carcasses—so many that ‘[i]t was 

hard to establish if there were enough people who would be able to eat all this food before the 

camp moved on’ (2013, 317). A pseudo-Indigenous belief system is being applied to manage the 

invasive species, which the herds-people are trying to eradicate ‘by eating every chemically 

deranged single bugger of them’ so the animals’ spirits will depart (2013, 315-316). Despite 

their aspirations and hardiness, Wright is pessimistic about the new population’s vitality. 

Although the herds-people enjoy conditions of food surplus, Oblivia observes that they 

 

were cursed…[t]heir worldly companions were a plague of Rattus villosissimus—the 

long-haired ugly rat—crawling grasshoppers, Locusta migratoria, and the flying ants 

swarming in the soup…[the] rat- and insect-swatting nomads look[ed] as weather-

beaten and windblown as she was herself 

        (2006, 315) 

Wright draws a parallel between the herds-people’s unthinking efforts to expunge the animals 

that sustain them and a plague of rats that venture inland during a ‘natural feast or famine 

occurrence’ that will conclude ‘when the food runs out in the summer…[and] the rats will perish’ 

(2013, 176,182; italics in original). The parallel with an increasing human population that 

proliferates and occupies new territories until the changing climate causes their food supply to 
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dwindle so that they starve and die is pronounced. As Rosi Braidotti (2010, 207-208) notes, 

‘[t]raditionally, the self-reflexive control over life is reserved for the humans, whereas the mere 

unfolding of biological sequences is for the non-humans’. Beyond the effacing of a human-

animal border, the cyclical sense of life Wright suggests here may be contrasted with a 

biopolitical impetus to optimise the population. It sidesteps the problematisation of life and 

death by conceiving it as part of a natural process of expansion and contraction instead of a 

more adversarial model in which dying is conceived as part of the ‘biological-type relationship’ 

in which one form of life’s death improves another that Foucault (2003, 60-61, 255) sees as 

intrinsic to biopower. 

 

Elsewhere in The Swan Book, an equivalent entitlement to food between humans and animals 

politically enfranchises the latter and collapses the boundary between the two. The 

competition for scarce food resources that results has detrimental effects on the human 

population. Brolgas, ‘living happily with the swamp people for aeons’, sustain themselves by 

stealing food they plucked straight from the kitchen table in a casual leap. No one cared 

less about what brolgas did as creatures that belonged there, with every right to have a 

bit of food 

 (2013, 69) 

The newly arrived swans’ claims to food are also confidently expressed, although, perhaps in 

deference to their non-belonging, they clamour to be fed rather than helping themselves. Bella 

Donna and Oblivia begin stealing food for the swans that 
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swarmed in packs of hundreds for the food that the old woman threw at them. Other 

people’s food! Piles of it in plastic bags and buckets, dumped like daily offerings to 

spirits on her floating platform. Old Bella Donna even had the audacity to swan around, 

bumpy to humpy, counseling the greedy, and then collecting all the food scraps that 

anyone could have eaten themselves… the swamp people grew skinnier than any 

normal person sweating it out in the tropics, while the swans became fatter on their 

food. The old woman, ancient now, did not have a guilty thought in her head. She 

prowled about on moonless nights to steal food right from the arms of children  

         (2013, 69-70) 

 

As in Plains of Promise’s account of the predatory Poinciana tree (1997b, 4), the invasive 

species deprives the original inhabitants of sustenance and vitality, although the food is less 

palatable than the boundary-effacing assertion that ‘anyone could have eaten [it]’ suggests80. 

Despite the swans’ negative effect on their food supply and vitality, the Swamp people conceive 

them as a sign of their prosperity: ‘[t]he swamp people had seen life triumph. Hadn’t they 

witnessed the growth of an enormous flock of swans on their country [?]’ (2013, 116).   

 

 
80 It includes, ‘a pile of finely chopped yellowing cabbage, egg shells, old bread, wilting lettuce leaves, potato peels, fish bones, 
orange skins, a shriveled apple core…’ (2013, 69). 
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The Swamp people’s enthusiasm for the growing swan population complements that of the 

starving climate change refugees who encounter a single swan, which, after much deliberation 

and temptation, they do not eat: 

Our thoughts were not brave. Should this fat bird, the only one seen for days, appearing 

like an angel in response to our final prayers to Heaven, be eaten? Should angels ever be 

eaten, even one, by so many hungry people?       

     (2013, 28) 

The vision takes the form of a question that enables the refugees to ‘put their faith back in life’ 

and ‘follow…the idea of living’ (2013, 28). As in Carpentaria’s vision of the animals Mozzie 

Fishman’s men encounter at the hidden burial ground, the living find themselves ‘becoming 

strong again simply from believing there was goodness left in the world’ and ‘[f]rom 

remembering God and words, and lines of poetry’ (2013, 28). Wright extends an alimentary 

metaphor she had previously deployed in an essay on Oodgeroo Noonuccal by conceiving 

words and stories as edible and nourishing sources of vitality and wellbeing81. The Swan Book 

repeatedly invokes alimentary metaphors for speech and stories: ‘hungry people feed 

themselves fat on voices droning from the radio’ (2013, 33), while Oblivia recalls Bella Donna 

‘feeding her stories for nourishment…more than food’ (2013, 89) and imagines the storytelling 

possibilities generated by the movement of sands that blocks the harbour mouth as ‘a feast to 

be devoured by the swamp’s full-time philosophers, soothsayers, and fortune-tellers…’ (2013, 

59; see also 2013, 39,322). Elsewhere, she allows that stories may also conduct and sustain life 

 
81 ‘[I[f you succeed in keeping the basic architecture of how you think, then you owned the freedom of your mind, that 
unimpeded space to store hope and feed your ability to survive’ (Wright 2008, 19). 
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even when they are ugly and unpalatable: Oblivia, fearing the attention of others and the 

stories they tell of her, ‘feasted on a plague of outsidedness’ [sic] (2013, 14-15), Bella Donna’s 

powerful voice stirs trouble among the swamp dwellers, who ‘ate each other’s venom for 

breakfast’ (2013, 60), and, following Warren Finch’s death, ‘[t]he streets overran with picketing 

mourners spurred on by a bellyful of Government conspiracies in their heads’ (2013, 292).  

 

Finch’s death reiterates Wright’s predilection for compromising the boundary between life and 

death. Throngs of (living) onlookers are shunted aside and crushed while trying to attend 

Finch’s coffin. ‘[A] dead man was still making people run after him’, Wright notes; ‘[h]e was so 

indestructibly alive, just like the sky’ (2013, 302). Finch’s body is placed in the deep freezer of a 

truck emblazoned with the logo ‘Fresh Food People’, aboard which it begins a ceremonial 

national tour following what might be called a Woolworth’s songline—‘the Fresh Food People’s 

schedule of deliveries to its supermarket chain throughout the country’ (2013, 298). Read 

biopolitically, such cryogenic preservation suggests new and ambivalent understandings of the 

notions of life and death (Friedrich and Höhne 2016, 113)82. Eventually, however, the cycle of 

life continues: ‘[e]verything in the big freezer began to rot’ as Finch is repeatedly defrosted and 

presented to various mourners (2013, 299). Finch’s body is returned, without fanfare, to his 

ancestral Country. His liminal status of living death is confirmed by the local wisdom that he 

‘still had [the] power of eating the brains of politicians/ that was why there were no smart 

politicians in the country any more’ (2013, 333). 

 
82 Ironically, inhibiting the animated ecological process of decomposition forestalls life’s reproduction while preserving the 
appearance of being alive. 
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While Finch’s frozen body tours the nation, Oblivia continues her swan-guided journey home. 

Her avian companions feed and nurture her (2013, 325-326) but gradually perish as Country 

dries out and the waterholes and food sources disappear. As in Carpentaria, the improper care 

of Country is the reason for the drought and subsequent deaths (2013, 331). The Swan Book 

seemingly ends on a note of extinction that is relieved only by the recurrence of anonymous 

Indigenous voices telling Oblivia’s swan story and bringing it into the future’s present: ‘Jungku 

ngamba, burrangkunu-barri. We’re sitting down in the heat now’ (2013, 334). This follows 

Oblivia’s bitter denunciation of the burden of carrying her swan and (re)making a place for it on 

Country. Her harsh comment is directed at herself as much as her companion. This final 

alimentary-themed remark might reflect some of the disillusion Wright has described herself 

feeling about Indigenous circumstances and the potential for change (see Wright 2016, 75):  

That was the big problem about being a survivor swan—outliving your lifespan, getting 

too fond of gobbling up the muck in the sewerage ponds of life, and not laying down and 

dying like the others! 

      (2013, 332) 
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Conclusion 
 

The thesis has examined food’s extensive but previously unaddressed prevalence in the stories 

of Davis, Langford Ginibi, and Wright. It accounted for the importance they attribute food by 

theorising it as a technology of biopower: a means by which life ‘passed into knowledge's field 

of control and power's sphere of intervention’ (Foucault 1978, 142). The thesis argued that 

Davis, Langford Ginibi, and Wright record, reproduce, refract, and resist this technology. Their 

perspectives upon the colonial past, present, and future assign food a central role as a means of 

producing, problematising, measuring, racing, and administering subjects and populations. The 

thesis’s functionalist and historical analyses of this role in each storytellers’ works revealed 

continuities of food’s biopolitical functions, effects, and instrumentalisation as well as recurring 

efforts to manipulate and resist the hegemonic relations it creates and the thanatic 

consequences it produces. The analyses also demonstrated biopower’s fluidity and 

unidirectionality as it traced evolving configurations and reversals of biopower that culminate in 

attempts to (re)imagine life beyond and before it.  

 

Chapter three showed how Davis’s Kullark and No Sugar centre food as the colonial encounter’s 

principle mediator. In Davis’s telling, food is a key material and conceptual medium through 

which a new colonial logic and social order was impressed upon Indigenous people during the 

19th and early 20th centuries. Davis describes food, violence, and oppressive social measures 

working in strategic harmony to incorporate Indigenous people into a colonial population over 

which non-Indigenous institutions and government sought to rule. Rationing was an important 
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element of this incorporation: a technique for dispossessing, problematising, knowing, and 

administering Indigenous people. It imposed a racial caesura on the population by imposing an 

inferior, debilitating, and devitalising diet on Indigenous people. It also generated new fields of 

power-knowledge and institutions that sought to render the newly constituted Indigenous 

population docile. Most importantly, rationing transformed Indigenous people from food 

providers who enjoyed food surpluses into food receivers subject to food shortage and 

insufficiency. 

 

Davis shows how rationing and the subject positions it produced became important sites of 

hegemonic relations and resistance. Chapter four examined the way his Indigenous characters 

stage direct forms of resistance by stealing food, critiquing the rationing system, and 

attempting to escape their incarceration. The difficulties of resisting biopower become evident 

in the way these tactics serve to reproduce their proponents as threats to the colonial 

population’s health, wealth, and wellbeing. Tactics such as self-defining as cannibals to unsettle 

colonial assumptions about Indigenous dietary practices have similar effects of catalysing and 

legitimising intensified colonial administration. More optimistically, the chapter argued, Davis 

depicts attempts to Indigenise rations and transform the insufficient and unpalatable 

ingredients into desirable meals. He imagines his Indigenous characters resisting the limiting 

subject positions that biopolitical colonial discourse imposed on Indigenous people by inviting 

non-Indigenous people to dine with them. This reasserts traditional cultural practices of 

commensality and foodsharing that defy rationing’s individualising metrics and begins the work 

of effacing racial boundaries and attempting to optimise the population as a whole. 
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In contrast to Davis’s record of food’s role in facilitating direct administration through 

centralised interventions and regulation at the level of the population, food’s anatamo-

disciplinary functions and effects are emphasised in Langford Ginibi’s life stories. Chapter five 

demonstrated that the food surplus/shortage and provision/receipt binaries that Davis 

describes are significant elements of the life histories that Langford Ginibi recounts. The 

frequency of her references to food demonstrate its importance to her as a way of conceiving, 

experiencing, and caring for herself. Langford Ginibi takes pride in being able to procure food 

and prepare meals under adverse conditions of food insecurity and insufficiency. These 

conditions play a considerable role in determining her circulations and relationships to place. 

They also mediate the production of new economic and sexual relations through which 

biopower flows and determines her family’s—and thus the Indigenous population’s—growth, 

health, and vitality. 

 

Food’s corporeal effects are pronounced in Langford Ginibi’s stories, which chapter six argued 

are narrated from a fat black female subject position. Langford Ginibi’s fatness generates new, 

shameful ways of experiencing the self. This condition initiates new relations with the medical 

apparatus that debilitate and devitalise her in the guise of improving her health. At the same 

time, Langford Ginibi’s fatness enhances her agency: she becomes physically capable of 

defending herself and her family from aggressive males who threaten them. The chapter 
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showed how her life stories are ambivalent in reproducing obesity discourse as well as 

reproducing, refracting, and resisting it. 

 

Wright’s stories conceive a further evolution of biopolitical relations. They emphasise 

biopower’s capacity to be tactically reversed in ways that reconfigure the social field. Chapter 

seven and its coda examined the way her socio-historical stories record Indigenous forms of 

government using food to enhance Indigenous and non-Indigenous lives through affirmative 

biopolitical strategies. In Grog War, Wright records the way Indigenous people’s deleterious 

relationships to food provide part of the rationale for manipulating the regulatory environment 

governing alcohol’s circulation in the town of Tennant Creek and the spatial distributions, forms 

of subjectivity, and social order that result. Significantly, the Indigenous government seek to 

optimise the population as a whole without reproducing a racism of the state. As in Tracker’s 

emphasis upon sustainable development, the use of food is part of a strategy to ensure the 

Indigenous members of the local population are recognised as forms of life that must be made 

live rather than let die. 

 

Chapter eight shows that food is metaphorically linked with threats to the population in 

Wright’s Plains of Promise, Carpentaria, and The Swan Book. Wright connects food with sexual 

and physical abuse and deploys grotesque and revolting food imagery that signals an aversion 

to food’s instrumentalisation as a technology of biopower. The chapter argued that Wright 

seeks a way out of the colonial and biopolitical framework through which food problematises 
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Indigenous lives and renders them administrable by collapsing the assumptions, binaries, 

categories, and structures through which it operates. She conceives new networks of agents 

that are governed by different logics, norms of conduct, and rationalities of rule. Food’s 

biopolitical functions and effects are considerably, but not entirely, diminished in this new 

order. 

Reflections and discussion 
 

Considering this research project as a whole, its Indigenist intentions (see pages 26-27) invite 

critical reflection on the way reading food as a technology of biopower may contribute to 

Indigenous people’s health, wealth, and wellbeing. The final section of this chapter returns to 

Rigney’s Indigenist research principles—resistance as an emancipatory imperative, political 

integrity, and privileging Indigenous voices—to reflect on the thesis’s methodology, analysis, 

and political implications. The discussion identifies some of the research findings’ limitations 

and suggests directions for future study. 

 

Reading Davis’s, Langford Ginibi’s, and Wright’s stories for evidence of biopower’s functions 

and effects accommodates the thesis’s implicit treatment of them as forms of storywork 

(Archibald 2019) that seek to share knowledge (see Kovach 2015, 54) by recording and telling 

history from an Indigenous Australian perspective. The method is oriented towards privileging 

Indigenous voices in the sense that it approaches the stories as valuable counter-histories that 

resist colonial discourse. While foregrounding Indigenous experiences of colonisation may be 

considered a decolonising tactic (Kovach 2017, 395), deploying this Archibaldian principle does 
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not preclude an exploitive relation to the stories and the knowledge they record about food’s 

biopolitical functions and effects. The research project values these stories rather than 

discounts or ignores them in ways that perpetuate Indigenous marginalisation or forgetting (see 

Stanner 1968; Healy 2008), but its method reproduces a hegemonic relation in which much of 

the benefit derived accrues to the non-Indigenous researcher rather than the Indigenous 

knowledge custodians and creators. It implicitly (re)positions Indigenous people as what 

Moreton-Robinson (2009) describes as ‘good Indigenous citizens’, who enjoy no inherent right 

to their culture(s), resources, and knowledges and do not resent their appropriation. The thesis 

could have enhanced its emancipatory qualities and political integrity more by following 

Indigenous protocols for engaging and writing about the stories: recognising Indigenous 

ownership of knowledge, seeking permission to conduct the research, identifying Indigenous 

priorities, building relationships with Indigenous communities, being accountable to them, and 

facilitating Indigenous control over the material’s representation (see AIATSIS 2012).  

 

Indigenous storytellers recognise the challenges of observing protocols such as those proposed 

by the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (2012), and the 

consequent tendency to ‘let [adopting] them fall into the too-hard basket’ (Harrison 2012, 26-

27)83; nonetheless, the failure to observe preferred Indigenous methods of conducting research 

 
83 Muruwari dramaturg Jane Harrison (2012, 26) describes some of the issues that I encountered while attempting 
to seek permission to write about Davis’s and Langford Ginibi’s stories: ‘from whom do you ask permission to use 
this story?...You might speak to one person in the community, but another Elder insists they have custodianship. 
These issues may be exacerbated by conflict between different mobs in an area. For a community struggling with 
more pressing issues, a request to use a particular story might not be a high priority.’ My attempts to make contact 
with Langford Ginibi’s mob were not returned or discouraged as some family members were ‘in crisis’ (pers. 
Communication Perera 2016). Disputed custodianship of Davis’s archive (Hughes D’Aeth 2015, 39) and an inability 
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limits this thesis’s emancipatory potential and political integrity, irrespective of such practices 

being rarely observed in academic engagement with contemporary Indigenous stories within 

Cultural Studies or literary fields. While some studies of Indigenous storytelling and 

epistemology are conducted by people who have built, or go on to build, relationships with 

Indigenous people and communities (Muecke 1992; Povinelli 2016), including the storytellers 

whose works are at times principal objects of their research (Shoemaker 1989; Ginibi & van 

Toorn 1997), there are few impediments to publishing interpretive analyses without recourse 

to Indigenous communities and protocols. The essays collected in a recently published volume 

of criticism responding to Wright’s Carpenteria (Ng 2018), for instance, boast of an ‘openness to 

transnational readings’ manifested through contributions from academics residing in seven 

non-Australian countries. The editor’s introduction makes no mention of Indigenous protocols 

or the propriety of non-Indigenous scholars offering unasked-for analyses of Wright’s works84. 

By contrast, specific ethical protocols are frequently observed in contemporary health and 

medical research and projects involving qualitative enquiries in which Indigenous participants 

are asked to reveal aspects of their own experiences and life stories. (See Dean (2010, 11-12), 

Dudgeon, Kelly & Walker (2010, 85-88), Saunders (2014), Carnes (2014), and Shay (2019).) The 

differences between the fields would seem likely to derive from the textual artefacts’ 

mediation, such that the story, rather than its Indigenous owner, becomes the research object. 

Related Western ontologies of disinterested knowledge production and the discrete human 

 
to make contact with potential Indigenous stakeholders, similarly created significant obstacles to obtaining 
permission to write about his plays.   
84 While protocols and related issues are not mentioned directly, they would seem to haunt the introduction (Ng 
2018), which invokes various readings of Indigenous cultures as inherently multicultural and a product of cultural 
appropriation and exchange and stressing Wright’s own self-described borrowing from and engagement with other 
Indigenous cultures, epistemologies, and writers. 
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subject underpin the difference, which is manifested and underwritten by diverging hegemonic 

structures, in which Indigenous people are able to refuse their consent for personal data to be 

used and refrain from divulging information to outsiders (see Martin 2008) but have few 

mechanisms to prevent outsiders’ analyses of published works or exercise control over cultural 

artefacts circulating in the public sphere. 

 

Koori scholar Dennis Foley’s (2003) reading of Rigney draws attention to the latter’s contention 

that Indigenist research principles are a means by which ‘Indigenous peoples…[become] 

involved in defining, controlling and owning epistemologies and ontologies that value and 

legitimate the Indigenous experience’ (Rigney 1999, 114). Beyond the importance Rigney 

affords community control and ownership, one of the issues he raises is the propriety and 

merits of deploying a non-Indigenous prism—in this thesis’s case, Foucaultian biopower—

through which to read Indigenous stories or cultural artefacts. While Foley (2003, 45) accepts 

that critical theories’ emancipative orientation ‘suits the Indigenous perspective as they allow 

the Indigenous researcher a process to tackle colonialism with its characteristics of oppression 

and power’, he also outlines the tenets of an Indigenous philosophical standpoint through 

which research that enhances Indigenous ways of knowing, being, and doing may proceed. 

Foley notes several Indigenous scholars who suggest this approach will generate research of 

greater analytic potential and validity than work conducted from and through European 

methodologies (Foley 2003, 46; cf Langton 1993, 27). Before considering the effects of 

Foucault’s conceptual tools on this thesis’s readings, and contrasting the, with the alternative 

directions in which an Indigenous standpoint might have led its analysis, it is pertinent to briefly 
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recall the themes that animate Indigenous Australian scholars’ uses of biopower to read the 

colonial scene. 

 

A number of Indigenous Australian scholars deploy Foucault and variant readings of biopower 

explicitly (Moreton-Robinson 2006,2007,2009; Grieves 2017; Grieves-Williams 2019) or 

implicitly (Watson 2002; Watson 2009; Behrendt 2016, 23-26,37-43) as a basis for reading and 

resisting colonial discourse and occupation. They adapt Foucault’s thinking about biopower to 

the colonial scene by focusing on the way racing and ‘pathologising’ Indigenous life facilitates 

non-Indigenous appropriation of land and assumption of sovereignty (see Moreton-Robinson 

2006, 388). Their emphasis on sovereignty and the prior (see Watson 2002), alongside 

attendance to the biopolitical function-effects of juridical law and human rights (see Moreton-

Robinson 2006, 390-391), distinguishes the work from this thesis, which does not afford the 

same centrality to these issues. While my research contests and delegitimises non-Indigenous 

administration and the colonial project by demonstrating the historically and discursively 

constructed nature of a particular technology through which race, hegemony, and Indigenous 

subalternity is produced in the Australian colony, it does not match the directness and urgency 

of these scholars’ political challenges and demands. Despite this, the thesis does seek to 

complement their analyses of colonial biopower by examining a previously untheorised 

technology through which Indigenous life is produced, pathologised, made live, and let die. As 

Moreton-Robinson (2006, 392) observes, ‘[u]nderstanding the complexity of power as both 

productive and repressive involves not only exploring disciplinary knowledges but also their 

regulative mechanisms and techniques of subjugation’. 
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The thesis’s deviation from Indigenous Australian researchers’ emphases may be attributed in 

part to the way its biopolitical prism shapes the analysis. Cree and Salteaux theorist Margaret 

Kovach (2017, 385-386) argues that ‘when taking measure of Indigeneity, the Western gaze 

sees what it wants to see’. For Tanganekald and Meintangk-Bunganditj legal scholar Irene 

Watson, ‘[t]he interrogation of Aboriginal knowledge is clearly defined, translated and 

determined by the dominant culture’ (2010, 19). This thesis uses a non-Indigenous concept—

'technology’—to describe the functions and effects that Davis’s, Langford Ginibi’s, and Wright’s 

stories record, reproduce, resist, and refract food performing. More determinatively, these 

functions and effects are understood in terms of the biopolitical and demographic metrics and 

themes that Foucault’s histories describe as central to biopower’s emergence and the 

population’s administration and optimisation. The risk of doing so is that the thesis manifests 

what Behrendt (2016) calls ‘colonial storytelling’: projecting meaning onto Indigenous conduct 

and culture and occluding the perspectives of the Indigenous peoples involved. In reiterating 

the dominant culture’s discourse—even as it is viewed from below—the thesis potentially 

ignores an important aspect of the stories: the storytellers’ own sense of what constitutes 

subjects’ and populations’ health, wealth, and wellbeing. 

 

Foley (2003, 48) points out the difficulty of identifying an Indigenous perspective that is distinct 

and separate from colonial culture, which Indigenous people are impacted and influenced by 
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and may have internalised (see Langton 1993:31-35)85. This is evident in the way Indigenous 

researchers and political activists across a range of subject areas deploy biopolitical data and 

the normative non-Indigenous concept of ‘the gap’ between Indigenous and non-Indigenous 

populations to describe the effects of colonialism, demonstrate the need for their research, and 

legitimate their demands for self determination, sovereignty, and an end to non-Indigenous 

paternalism and appropriation (see Gooda 2010; Harrison 2012, 19; Smallwood 2015, 7-9). The 

tactic may indicate an internalisation of colonial culture or a more critical recognition that, as 

Palawa scholar Maggie Walter (2010:45) argues, ‘the statistical portrayal of Indigenous 

dysfunction’ exhibits substantial discursive power in Australia, where ‘[p]opulation statistics are 

foundational in defining [the] nation’s self concept, affording the evidentiary base for the 

social/cultural envisioning of the land and entity’. Evidently, as discussed in this thesis’s eighth 

chapter, the deviations between statistical measures of the raced and unraced populations’ 

health, wealth, and wellbeing are a key means by which the colonial administration 

problematises Indigenous populations (Rigney & Hemming 2014, 540); however, as Foucault’s 

agonistic model of power predicts, this creates possibilities for resistance by enabling 

interpretive conflict between the dominant class and culture, which produces and deploys 

biopolitical data capable of bolstering their claims to sovereignty and rule (notably, by 

articulating a persistent need for paternal administration rather than its success), and 

Indigenous (and non-Indigenous) activists and representatives who use them to delegitimise 

non-Indigenous administration and occupation. This thesis has recognised and theorised the 

 
85 Rigney (1999, 116), for instance, acknowledges that his Indigenous standpoint theory is based upon predominantly non-
Indigenous feminist academic work. 
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way these agonistic force relations operate through food in Davis, Langford Ginibi’s and 

Wright’s stories, all of which non-Indigenous data and metrics in their attempts to tactically 

reverse food’s biopolitical functions and effects. Davis (1982, 45-46; see this thesis 91-92) 

explicitly deploys non-Indigenous generated data to illustrate Indigenous disadvantage when he 

points to the cost of rations provided to Indigenous people and contrasts it with the sustenance 

payment made to unemployed non-Indigenous men. The discrepancy, and its consequences for 

Indigenous health and wellbeing, provide a food-centric tangent for critiquing the colonial 

administration’s imposition of a racial caesura and inequitable treatment of the raced and 

unraced populations in his plays. Many of the metrics that delineate ‘the gap’ and its causes are 

elaborated in Langford Ginibi’s lifestories: crowded housing, unemployment, incarceration, and, 

as this thesis’s fifth chapter explores, food insecurity. Her resulting fatness locates her in new 

relationships with the medical apparatus that use non-Indigenous metrics and risk categories to 

further pathologise her as a threat to the population’s health and wellbeing that can be 

measured by the kilograms and inches surgically removed from her body (see this thesis 225-

227). Wright synthesises non-Indigenous metrics with accounts of the first-person effects of the 

lived experience of colonially and biopolitically produced subalternity in Grog War, which draws 

on non-Indigenous governmental and private sector data concerning alcohol sales in Tennant 

Creek and uses food to record and imagine Indigenous experiences of the consequences. All 

three storytellers, this thesis has shown, seek to tactically reverse and critique food’s 

technological functions and effects on the Indigenous population. 
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This thesis’s second chapter (38-39) notes the difficulty of critiquing institutional and 

governmental efficacy without tacitly endorsing the legitimacy of their stated purposes. In an 

Australian context, the attempt to tactically reverse the discursive effects of what Walter (2010) 

calls ‘the statistical Indigene’ risks reaffirming non-Indigenous governments’ and institutions’ 

appropriation of Indigenous life as their object. Furthermore, it reifies the validity of imposed 

European measures of health and wellbeing and their desirability. Statistical measures of health 

and wellbeing have a universalising effect (Yap & Yu 2019, 261); they incorporate Indigenous 

populations into the colonial order while effacing ontological differences, including the 

population’s own needs, priorities, and senses of health, wealth, and wellbeing. Such statistics 

have material consequences: Indigenous communities’ self-determined needs can be 

overshadowed by governmental policies and projects ostensibly aimed at achieving equivalence 

with the non-Indigenous population in areas the dominant class and culture deem significant 

(Manning & Fleming 2019, 6). To evade this, Walter (2010, 53) proposes adopting an 

Indigenous standpoint that asks different questions of the biopolitical data that non-Indigenous 

institutions generate. She points out that taking an Indigenous standpoint when conceiving 

research topics will likely lead to different data being generated. Accordingly, the questions this 

thesis might have asked, had it commenced from a more Indigenous-inspired standpoint and 

been less led by European-inspired ways of problematising the population, are: what and 

whose health and wellbeing does food mediate and produce in the stories of Davis, Langford 

Ginibi, and Wright? 
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The burgeoning literature on Indigenous wellbeing demonstrates substantial differences in the 

ways of conceiving wellbeing and its determinants for Indigenous and non-Indigenous people 

(Taylor 2008; Gooda 2010). Non-Indigenous academic Sarah Prout’s (2011, 318) review of 

quantifiable Indigenous wellbeing frameworks in Australia reports that, ‘[c]onventional 

measures of socio-economic status…do not necessarily align with Indigenous concepts of, and 

aspirations regarding, their wellbeing’. As explored in this thesis’s fifth chapter, non-Indigenous 

metrics and diagnostic tools ‘often reveal little about [Indigenous people’s] actual 

circumstances’ and ‘do not sufficiently capture or reflect the full range of determinants of 

Indigenous wellbeing’ (Prout 2011, 318, 320). Christopher L. Ambrey, Christopher Fleming and 

Matthew Manning (2019, 342-343) concur: ‘[i]n all policy responses ‘progress’ is measured 

against objective criteria such as life expectancy, rates of literacy and levels of unemployment… 

This is problematic because many things that matter to Indigenous peoples cannot be 

measured objectively, such as family stability, community life, cultural identity and 

connectedness with country’ (cf Dockery 2010)86. Furthermore, they observe, ‘in stark contrast 

to the objective measures of wellbeing reported above, several studies find that, on average, 

Indigenous Australians report higher levels of life satisfaction than non-Indigenous Australians’ 

(Ambrey, Fleming, & Manning 2019, 343). 

 

 
86 Alfred Dockery (2010, 322-323) suggests such determinants and qualities are measurable. He proposes a model 
of cultural strength measured through participation in community activities, knowledge of Language and 
homelands, and time spent on ancestral lands; though he observes the complex relationship of cultural 
attachment to non-Indigenous biopolitical metrics such as education, incarceration, and alcohol consumption. 
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Addressing the question of what ill health in the sense that Indigenous people may not perceive 

themselves as unwell or living unsatisfactory lives does not seem appropriate to the stories this 

thesis has examined. Davis, Langford Ginibi, and Wright reliably deploy food as a technology 

through which colonialism’s negative effects on Indigenous life are experienced, recorded, and 

imagined. The chronological division between a pre-contact past of plentiful food and a 

privative post-contact Indigenous world characterised by insufficient and low-quality food in all 

three storytellers’ tales evidence dissatisfaction with life under colonialism. Nonetheless, the 

thesis’s fifth chapter recognises some of the desirable ways in which food contributes to or 

helps maintain Indigenous identity, pleasure, and wellbeing. A taste of luxury recurs in Langford 

Ginibi’s lifestories, which record the pride she takes in procuring and preparing meals for her 

family under adverse circumstances. Similar themes are evident in Davis’s accounts of the 

Millimurras’ communal meals (see 141-145). (For Wright, by contrast, the family meal is most 

frequently a site of dysfunction and gendered violence (see Wright 1997b, 99-101; 2006, 221-

231; 2013, 174-176).) Davis and Langford Ginibi’s stories suggest that food can be a source of 

pleasure and identity even under privative conditions of what the dominant culture conceive as 

food insecurity. This aspect of the stories’ accounts of food could have been drawn out further 

by adopting an Indigenous model of wellbeing, such as that produced by the Rumbalara 

Aboriginal Cooperative (see Kingsley et al 2013) or the Mabu Liyan concept that Mandy Yap and 

Eunice Yu (2019) derive from the latter’s Yawuru culture, and examining food’s functions and 

effects in relation to its constituent parts. From this basis, the thesis could then have told an 

optimistic story that identifies food as a technology through which Indigenous lives and culture 

are sustained rather than diminished. The effect would be to strengthen Indigenous ways of 
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knowing and being instead of reiterating a deficit discourse by apprehending food’s effects on 

Indigenous life according to non-Indigenous matrices of wellbeing. 

 

While the research literature frequently remarks on the diversity of Indigenous Australian 

cultures’ conceptions of wellbeing (see Taylor 2008, 115; Prout 2012, 322), broad areas of 

consensus are apparent. The National Aboriginal and Islander Health Organisation has 

proposed that ‘Aboriginal health does not mean the physical wellbeing of an individual, but 

refers to the social, emotional, and cultural wellbeing of the whole community’ (cited in Gee, 

Dudgeon, Schultz, Hart & Kelly 2014, 55). The Australian Institute of Health and Wellbeing 

(AIHW) expands this definition further:  

 

[f]or Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australians, good health is more than just the 

absence of disease or illness; it is a holistic concept that includes physical, social, 

emotional, cultural, spiritual and ecological wellbeing, for both the individual and the 

community. This concept of health emphasises the connectedness between these 

factors and recognises the impact that social and cultural determinants have on health 

(AIHW 2018, 306) 

 

This definition suggests biopower is an appropriate analytic through which to read Davis’s, 

Langford Ginibi’s, and Wright’s stories. The emphasis upon individual and community wellbeing 
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exhibits considerable parallels to Foucault’s analysis of biopower’s anatamo-disciplinary and 

bio-political poles. The connectedness of different aspects of wellbeing is reminiscent of his 

conception of power as a discursive network for which there is no central point or source 

(Foucault 1978, 94). More importantly, the AIHW’s summary of Indigenous health and 

wellbeing is broadly consistent with Indigenous-authored accounts (see Gee et al 2014; Calma, 

Dudgeon & Bray 2017), although it occludes some important determinants and principles that 

the dominant class and culture would find unwelcome to address: the persistent detrimental 

effects of colonisation and racism, Indigenous peoples’ desire for self determination, and, as 

will be discussed below, Country’s centrality as an arbiter of wellbeing (see Dockery 2010, 321-

322; Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet 2017, 3). This discrepancy reiterates the 

need for emancipatory research that begins from an Indigenous standpoint. The connectedness 

of emotional, cultural, spiritual and ecological wellbeing can be read in all three storytellers’ 

work, but they are most overt in Wright’s stories, where great harm befalls communities and 

whole populations when the Law is not followed and people fail to live correctly on Country. 

Wright’s communal biography of Tracker Tilmouth, who observes the way food-centric 

traditional knowledges can augment and exceed non-Indigenous data collection (see this thesis 

272-273), further emphasises how Indigenous cultures and peoples retain the ability to improve 

the raced population’s wellbeing under non-Indigenous occupation. Future research could use 

the dimensions of wellbeing that Indigenous people endorse to reinterpret or retranslate some 

of this thesis’s key findings, such as the recurring surplus/shortage and provision/receipt 

binaries and sense of food as imperilled and imperilling, by examining their emotional, cultural, 

and spiritual effects on Indigenous people in these, or other, stories or situations. 
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Attempts to quantify these themes in the Indigenous wellbeing literature propose a range of 

potential determinants and metrics that could be used to identify local specificities and 

generate additional ways of thinking about food as a technology of biopower. Prout (2011, 323) 

identifies factors such as connections to kin, knowledge of family history, language use, 

participation in cultural rites and activities, and transmission of traditional knowledge as 

significant and measurable determinants of Indigenous wellbeing. Many of these concerns are 

evident in this thesis’s analysis of Davis, Langford Ginibi’s, and Wright’s accounts and uses of 

food: all three storytellers depict the effects that foodsharing and communal meals have on the 

family and kinship networks and observe or manifest food’s use as a vehicle for language and 

cultural transmission (see Davis 1982, 98; Langford Ginibi 1999, 5; Wright 1997b, 148). This 

thesis’s argument that these storytellers deploy food as a vehicle for conveying and critiquing 

colonialism’s effects on the Indigenous population (see this thesis 252-257) accords with the 

findings of several researchers who identify food and food-related activities as determinants of 

Indigenous wellbeing (Dockery 2010, 322-323; Biddle 2014, 726; Altman 2015, 10). Prout’s 

model draws on the Tebtebba Foundation’s research, which proposes ‘access to, and integrity 

of, traditional habitats used for food production, harvesting and/or gathering…[the] status of 

flora and fauna used for food production…[and the] vitality of customary food source 

preparation and consumption’ as means of measuring Indigenous wellbeing (Prout 2011, 325). 

Such considerations, some of which are discernible in the stories this thesis examines (Davis 

1986, 21-22; Langford Ginibi 1988, 6-7, 88-89), illustrate the dimensions through which food 

may mediate wellbeing when considered from an Indigenous standpoint. Future research in 
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this field could propose to explore whether Noongar, Bundjalung, and Waanyi peoples concur 

with this thesis’s finding that the equitable allocation of food is a recurring concern for them 

and whether they perceive food as a site where racial boundaries are produced and marked 

and the negative effects of racial discrimination manifested and experienced, as suggested in 

accounts of income quarantining and the healthy welfare card deployed as part of the Northern 

Territory Intervention (see XX-YY). 

 

One of the recurring themes in the literature on Indigenous wellbeing is the importance 

attributed to relations with Country (Watson 2007, 534; Kingsley et al 2009). The first guiding 

principle of the National Strategic Framework for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples’ 

Mental Health and Social and Emotional Wellbeing states that ‘[l]and is central to wellbeing’ 

(Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet 2017, 3). The Indigenous wellbeing models and 

concepts cited above also emphasise connections to land or place87, which ‘extends beyond just 

the physical geographical space to include the deeper spiritual connection that many 

Indigenous peoples have to their ancestral land’ (Yap & Yu 2019, 263; see also Grieves 2009, 2, 

42-43; Kingsley et al 2013, 681-683). This connection ‘goes beyond food and energy webs to 

encompass stories, histories, feelings, shared responsibilities and respect’ (Weir 2012, 3). 

 

 
87 ‘Land and Country are interchangeably used in Indigenous communities, being described as ‘‘a resource, which behaves as a 

living being, and a life support system for humans’’ (Barrera-Bassols and Zinck, 2003, p. 232; Atkinson, 2005)’ (Kingsley et al 

2009:291). 
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Kombu-merri and Waka Waka philosopher Mary Graham (2008, 181-182; 2009) proposes an 

understanding of wellbeing premised on the relationship between land and people as its 

foremost determinant. Graham’s perspective is based on an epistemology that conceives 

Indigenous knowledges as recording information about the correct way to live on ancestral 

lands. Her ontological emphasis is upon conduct rather than individual consequence, though it 

is grounded in a sense that, as depicted in Wright’s stories, improper ways of living on Country 

will have detrimental consequences for many forms of life.  

 

Graham’s stance, like that of other Indigenous epistemology exponents (Roe 1983), suggests 

important avenues for potentially resisting biopower. She identifies the desire to optimise life 

as a European cultural trait that may be contrasted with the pan-Indigenous principle of 

reperforming custodial relationships to Land: 

[t]here never was and there never will be a paradise—neither an Indigenous one, a 

religious or moral one, a worker’s, futuristic, technological or even a physical one. This is 

important to understand, because the hierarchical structure of many societies gives the 

impression that one is always on the way to some destination, to a better position, life 

or world. Although this is an illusion, Western people were (and still are) habituated to 

the notion of ‘travelling’, metaphorically, toward some great unknown where they hope 

that what might be waiting for them is, if not Heaven, then maybe, Happiness, Love, 

Security, a Theory Explaining Everything (Graham 2008:185) 
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As discussed in this thesis’s eighth chapter, dispensing with the imperative to optimise life may 

effectively disrupt biopower’s operation and challenge the legitimacy of the population’s 

administration. In addition, Graham’s epistemology advocates adopting a reciprocal and 

custodial relationship to land and other forms of life that avoids exploitative treatment and 

ensures—if not enhances—cumulative wellbeing. Graham links this philosophy to an 

Indigenous cosmology in which,  

 

wherever the Creator Beings travelled, they left tracks or some kind of evidence of 

themselves. These traces determined the identity of the people. In other words, every 

Aboriginal person has a part of the essence of one of the original creative spirits who 

formed the Australian landscape. Therefore each person has a charter of custodianship 

empowering them and making them responsible for renewing that part of the flora and 

its fauna (Graham 2008:183) 

 

In combination with a relational and holistic approach to wellbeing, this ontology prohibits the  

divisions of animate or inanimate life according to the sort of ‘biological-type’ relationship, in 

which the health and purity of one group is premised on the death of the other, that Foucault 

(2003, 60-61, 255) sees as integral to biopower. Graham’s emphasis on renewal accords with 

the affirmative biopolitics this thesis finds in Wright’s stories, which depict the way exploitive 

treatment of different components of an interconnected, relational, and expansively 

understood ecosystem are potentially deleterious to all forms of life. As argued in chapters 
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seven and eight, this extends the parameters of the life that biopower takes as its object and 

achieves an affirmative biopolitics by effacing the boundaries distinguishing that which must be 

made live from that which may be let die. 

 

This extension of biopower’s object can be pursued further through Country-centric Indigenous 

ontologies, which offer additional ways of considering both what and whose ill health food 

mediates and produces by effacing the human subject’s discrete boundaries. Watson (2018, 

119) contends that  

 

Aboriginal relationships and obligations to our territories…are integral to kinship 

systems. The natural world is referred to as ‘mother’, and features of the land are often 

known as places of the grandfather or grandmother. Arising from relationships to land 

are obligations to care for country as one would care for oneself. This is a relational 

connection to land which is a core difference between Aboriginal relations to land and 

those of colonial legal systems that treat land as property and a mere commodity 

 

Country is something towards which people have responsibilities (Black 2016, 165; Graham 

2014, 18-19). Indigenous people describe food-related practices such as gathering bush foods 

and ‘firestick farming’ (Jones 2012) as important means of caring for Country (Morrison & 

Cooke 2003; Burgess et al 2009, 569). The holistic and relational nature of such activities is 
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evident from the way they offer physical and mental health advantages for Indigenous people 

as well as ecological benefits (Garnett et al 2009, 53; Bliege Bird et al 2013). While this thesis 

has noted food’s capacity to mediate Indigenous presence on Country (see 85-89, 103-104) and 

foster cultural transmission and a sense of Indigenous identity grounded in ways of living on the 

land (181-185) it has not explored the way food mediates Country’s health. The disruption of 

Indigenous farming methods, and their relation to the Law, culture, and sustainable land 

management, can be understood as a cause and manifestation of Country’s poor health—in 

addition to being a source of detrimental psychological, emotional, and sostalgic effects on 

individuals of knowing or believing that Country is not being cared for properly (Graham 2009, 

74; Kingsley et al 2009, 291)88—when thought through an Indigenous standpoint. From this 

perspective, human life becomes a metric through which Country’s health may be measured as 

much as it is a determinant of that health.  

 

 

Graham’s critique of non-Indigenous ontologies suggests a further avenue for rethinking the 

limitations that a biopolitical prism imposes on the thesis’s analysis. Biopower’s assumption of 

superordinate and subordinate races facilitates a reiteration of biopolitical data and 

assumptions that norm whiteness. This diminishes not only the raced Other whose production 

 
88 Without returning to an anthropocentric perspective, one might consider how a sense of Country being mismanaged or 
unwell manifest itself through or in relation to food? And what are the consequences for Indigenous people of rendering 
Country less nurturing—a place where food is more scarce than in their collective memory? As this thesis has identified, a 
recurrent trope in Davis’s, Langford Ginibi’s, and Wright’s stories is a contrast between a pre-contact world of plentiful food and 
a privative post-contact era characterised by food insufficiency and insecurity. Synthesising Indigenous ontologies of Country 
with the dimensions of wellbeing described above suggests further avenues for refining this thesis’s account of food’s 
technological functions and effects. 
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and letting die is a byproduct and means of the unraced population’s optimisation, but the 

unraced themselves, whose assumed good health is grounded in a self-designated superior 

position and dominance according to their own epistemologies. Might non-Indigenous people’s 

health be improved by developing new subjectivities and ontologies grounded in caring for 

Country? And what might food’s role be in this in an Australian context? The question leads 

back to Lucashenko’s observation at the beginning of this thesis, that ‘if we ate the white man’s 

food, we too would be condemned to…a social regime where some people are high and some 

low’ (2008, 18 [my emphasis]). In contrast with Indigenous cultural practices of sharing food, 

are many of food’s technological functions operationalised, or at least intensified, by a 

pathological colonial desire to dominate and hierarchise? Less anthropocentrically, the division 

of high and low forms of life in Davis, Langford Ginibis’, and Wright’s stories may be explored in 

greater detail through food. One of the topics that this thesis has only broached, and which 

could generate interesting new ideas about food’s contemporary and historical technological 

functions in the Australian context, is the relationship between Indigenous people and the 

animals they eat. Davis and Lanford Ginibi both describe Indigenous people enthusiastically 

consuming native and introduced species, sometimes with little concern for their humane 

treatment (Davis 1986, 45-46; Langford Ginibi 1988, 98)89. Uneasy relationships with animals 

are pronounced in Wright’s stories (see this thesis 309-311); a relational ontology does not 

 
89 In one troubling instance, Langford Ginibi enthuses over an itinerant drover sourcing meat for the family by 
shooting sheep under cover of darkness. The drover’s method—inducing the animals to bleat and firing blindly in 
the direction—seems likely to wound rather than efficiently dispatch the beasts. By contrast, Langford Ginibi 
exhibits considerable care for the wellbeing of other animals with which (or whom) her family develops custodial 
relationships (see Langford Ginibi 1988, 98-101). Wright, too, depicts scenes in which Indigenous men treat, or 
wish to treat, animals cruelly (Wright 1997b, 88-89). Noticeably, the principal instances are food-centric, despite 
the animals—dogs—not generally considered edible in European or Indigenous culture. 
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preclude her Indigenous characters consuming animals, although the aversion to food recurring 

among women who are subjected to inhumane treatment in her tales is suggestive (see Adams 

2015). Marshall Sahlins’s (1976) contention that the willingness to consume animals requires 

some distancing from them proposes a food-centric potential limit or, at least, complexity, to 

the relational Indigenous ontologies Wright is argued to espouse (see Fausto 2007 for a 

discussion of Amazonian ontologies and their implications for human-animal relations). The 

grotesque human-eating beasts that this thesis notes recurring in Wright’s stories (see 309-311) 

are relevant to this line of enquiry, as is the general absence of vegetarianism in the 

storytellers’ tales (cf Langford Ginibi 1994, 191, 203). Peter John Chen (2016, 4-5) suggests that 

although Indigenous people were likely to exhibit a ‘less utilitarian or instrumentalist view of 

animals than…Europeans at the end of the 18th century’, and exhibit totemic spiritual and 

emotional connections to them such that their care was part of a duty to Country, there is little 

evidence of pre-European contact vegetarianism90. Significantly for future food-related 

research in Indigenous spheres, scholarship on vegetarianism among Indigenous Australian 

peoples is non-existent. Research on contemporary Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders’ diets 

notes that, ‘[a]s in precolonial times, meat continues to be highly esteemed food today. Only 

small numbers prefer vegetarian foods’ (Foley 2005, 28). Other accounts of contemporary 

Indigenous foods and dietary practices emphasise hunting and meat consumption as the 

principal means of food-mediated reconnecting with Country: they acknowledge taboos on 

consuming particular animals but not the potential for broader aversions to meat among 

 
90 The literature on this subject is extremely modest. Crook’s Vegetarianism in Australia: A History offers only a 
single paragraph on the topic of Indigenous Australian vegetarianism that argues it is unlikely to have preceded 
colonisation (Crook 2008, 5). 
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Indigenous people (see Fredericks & Stoter 2013; Fredericks, Smith & Mann 2017, 9). The 

implications for food’s technological functions, and their relation to Indigenous identities, could 

help refine and extend this thesis’s findings. 
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